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Executive summary 

Overview 

The Warburton Mountain Bike Destination (‘the project’ or WMBD) is a proposed world class 

mountain biking destination centred around the Township of Warburton, approximately 

70 kilometres north east of Melbourne. The proponent for the project is Yarra Ranges Council.  

In accordance with section 8B(3)(a) of the Environment Effects Act 1978 (EE Act), the project 

requires an Environment Effects Statement (EES) to be prepared to allow stakeholders to 

understand the likely environmental impacts of the project and how they are proposed to be 

managed.   

GHD was commissioned to undertake a surface water, groundwater and geotechnical hazard 

impact assessment to inform the EES. This technical report presents the findings of the 

assessment and is an attachment to the EES.   

Existing conditions  

Surface Water 

The project is located in a largely forested terrain which is intersected by a number of tributaries 

that form part of the Yarra catchment. A range of waterway conditions are present – with a number 

of regularly flowing tributaries along with intermittent an ephemeral waterways and gully lines. 

Waterways in the vicinity of the Project are considered to be in good to excellent condition, in 

terms of compliance with the Environmental Reference Standards (ERS) environmental quality 

objectives and ANZG (2018) trigger values for water quality. Under existing conditions, 

environmental values are likely to be protected. Existing threats to water quality include likely 

impacts of deer, unsealed roads and urbanisation.  

Spatial analysis indicates that the track network intersects 42 waterways, according to 

Waterway Determination Guidelines (DNRE, 2002) although ground-truthing indicates that a 

number of points mapped as waterways do not show any waterway characteristics as per the 

DNRE (2002) guidelines. Sixteen crossings have upstream catchment areas greater than 

60 hectares, which is one of the waterway definitions to define ‘regular’ flow as per the 

Waterway determination guidelines. 

Groundwater 

The project is predominantly located in mountainous, forested terrain where groundwater is 

mostly contained within regionally extensive fractured rock aquifer systems. Alluvial (and 

colluvial) aquifers have formed within the drainage lines and flatter, lower topographies. 

Groundwater quality in the catchment is poorly quantified, but expected to be high, with 

salinities generally below 1,000 mg/L TDS (Segment A). There is some limited groundwater use 

in the region, occurring within the urbanised and peri-urban areas and remote from the trails.  

Whilst the groundwater quality is high and supports a wide range of abstractive benefits, the 

generally low yielding nature of the aquifers, tends to limit its abstractive use. 

Groundwater flow is variable across the project, and would mimic or subtlety reflect the 

topography, with flow occurring from the high topographic relief areas, to the lower lying 

depressions and valleys. The surface expression of groundwater, i.e. spring flow, is common in 

this terrain, and can form the headwaters of drainage lines and waterways in the region. Spring 

flow is variable and can be influenced by the prevailing climate. Groundwater is strongly 

connected with the surface waterways and baseflows of waterways in the region can be high 

(over 50%).   
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Geology and Geotechnical hazards 

The geomorphology of the study area, which can be associated to the underlying geology, is 

distinctly different north and south of the Yarra River, or the town of Warburton. The north is 

moderate to very steep forest covered mountainous terrain with narrow crests and incised gully 

systems whereas the south heavily forested moderate to steep with broader ridgelines and 

rolling undulating hills. 

The geology underlying the north consists of Donna Buang Rhyodacite which forms the 

mountainous area, a series of outcropping felsic dykes and Quaternary colluvium which makes 

up terraces, large scale landslips and gully systems. The area south of Warburton is underlain 

by the Humevale Siltstone and Warburton Granodiorite with occasional felsic dykes. 

Geotechnical hazards associated with these ground conditions include debris flows, rockfalls 

and slow-moving large-scale landslides. 

Impact assessment findings 

An iterative assessment was undertaken to evaluate potential impacts associated with the 

project, considering the existing conditions within the study area and associated construction 

and operational activities.   

Surface Water 

Potential impacts investigated included the following: 

 Increased sedimentation of waterways during trail network construction and operation.  

 Changes to surface water hydrology during trail network construction and operation 

 Riders traveling through waterways that do not have elevated crossing structures (i.e. 

bridges or boardwalks) installed, resulting in sedimentation. Although bridges or boardwalks 

are required for all trails crossings over waterways, there are two ways this could occur: 

– A track crosses a waterway that was not correctly identified during the planning phase 

or construction phase. That is, it is only apparent it is a waterway during or after heavy 

rainfall. 

– A track crosses a small channel that then later becomes a waterway due to the 

appearance of groundwater springs.  

 Risks to drinking water supply catchments (Coranderrk Creek and Cement Creek) due to 

some proposed alternative track alignments were assessed as low. 

Groundwater 

Potential impacts investigated included the following: 

 The exposure of new springs through the excavation of shallow cuts for trail construction, 

and the management of such flow 

 Alteration of flow conditions of existing springs. 

 Spillage of hazardous materials during trail construction. 

 Disturbance of contaminated soils or groundwater with shallow excavations. 

 Contamination of groundwater via septics / washdown area at trail head facilities 
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Geotechnical hazards 

Potential impacts assessed included the following: 

 Excavation works to construct the trail will alter the natural landform and potentially create 

unstable batters or alter the stability of existing landslides  

 Removal of vegetation during construction works resulting in loss of support for the soil 

leading to localised shallow slope failures 

 Ineffective drainage caused by poor trail formation leading to unfavourable waterflows and 

erosion which may result in slope failure or deposition of sediment into water courses 

 Rockfall hazards triggered by heavy rainfall causing dislodgement from batter slopes or 

exposed rock faces adjacent to the trail 

 Build-up of debris material at bridge crossing which could lead to eventual debris flows 

downslope causing damage to vegetation and the natural landform 

Whilst no specific soils have been identified as being significantly more prone to erosion, all 

exposed soils will have the potential to erode, the degree to which is dependent on numerous 

factors including soil type and chemical make-up, slope, aspect and the extent of vegetive cover 

removal.  These will all vary across the network. 

Management of potential impacts 

Potential impacts on surface water, groundwater and geotechnical hazards due to the project 

would be avoided, mitigated or managed to required standards through the recommended 

mitigation measures. 

Surface Water 

The draft CEMP for the Project and additional mitigation measures proposed by this impact 

assessment provide a comprehensive range of measures that are likely to minimise residual 

impacts to surface water values. Inclusion of elevated structures at 22 designated waterways 

will likely lead to no residual impacts downstream from these crossing points during operation. 

Additionally, micro-siting of the track network will be carried out for all channel crossings prior to 

construction to determine whether additional elevated structures are required. Where 

appropriate, rock armouring has been proposed at crossings that did not meet the definition of a 

waterway, verified by ground-truthing.  

During operation, two key risks would require monitoring: 

 A track crosses a small channel later becomes a waterway due to the appearance of 

groundwater springs 

 Use of trails during or after heavy rainfall, at points where elevated crossing structures (i.e. 

bridges or boardwalks) have not been installed 

A multiple lines-of-evidence monitoring approach has been proposed to assess the 

effectiveness of mitigation measures to allow for adaptive management during both construction 

and operation phases.   
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Groundwater 

The draft CEMP proposes a number of controls around waterway crossings, and these are 

equally applicable to new springs identified during the construction, or that emerge during the 

operation of the project. Controls proposed to mitigate surface water impacts are also equally 

appropriate to managing disturbances of springs. The CEMP controls are considered 

satisfactory to address the majority of groundwater risks, however, it is further recommended 

that: 

 A survey for spring activity is completed prior to construction to establish a baseline in their 

presence and condition. 

 The trail design be reviewed during construction, where springs have been intersected 

 The trail is periodically inspected during operation to verify the performance of the existing 

controls, and/or to assess whether new controls need to be implemented to address new 

springs. 

Geotechnical hazards 

The CEMP lists a number of mitigation controls to be implemented as part of the trail design, 

trail excavation process and the trail and waterway crossing construction process. Each of these 

controls is considered appropriate to reduce the risk associated with the hazard and potential 

impacts assessed. It is also considered that the CEMP controls associated with surface water 

would further aid with the stability of the trails and surrounding slopes. To further reduce the 

risks, the following additional controls are recommended: 

 Periodical inspections of the trails following heavy rainfall events to observe and assess 

newly formed batters during the construction process, the effectiveness of the trail 

drainage, identify areas where erosion is occurring and allow assessment of the condition 

and possible debris build-up at the bridge structure locations. 

 A geotechnical assessment would be completed if any geotechnical hazards are identified 

during construction which may have an effect on land stability or may lead to problems with 

erosion during operation of the trails. 

With the implementation of the mitigation measures recommended throughout this assessment, 

the functions and values of groundwater, surface water and floodplain environments would be 

maintained and effects on water quality and environmental values minimised. 
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Glossary  

Term Definition 

Aquifer A geological structure or formation or an artificial land fill permeated or 
capable of being permeated permanently or intermittently with water. 

Aquifer, perched Unconfined groundwater separated from an underlying main body of 
groundwater by an unsaturated zone.  

Aquifer System A body of permeable or relatively permeable materials that functions 
regionally as a water yielding unit.  It comprises two or more permeable 
units separated by at least locally by confining units that impede 
groundwater movement. 

Aquitard A saturated by poorly permeable bed that impeded groundwater water 
movement and does not yield water freely to wells, but which may transmit 
appreciable water to or from adjacent aquifers. 

Baseflow Also called drought flow, groundwater recession flow, low flow, and 
sustained or fair-weather runoff), is the portion of streamflow that comes 
from “the sum of deep subsurface flow and delayed shallow subsurface 
flow” 

Diagenetic Relating to the physical and chemical changes occurring during the 
conversion of sediment to sedimentary rock. 

Drawdown The distance between the static water level and the surface of the cone of 
depression 

Epeirogenic Regional uplifting of the earth’s crust 

GDE Groundwater Dependent Ecosystem – Ecosystems that require a supply of 
groundwater (either directly or indirectly) to maintain their current structure 
(special composition) and function (for example, rates of carbon fixation). 

Groundwater Flow 
System 

Groundwater flow is defined as the “…part of streamflow that has infiltrated 
the ground, has entered the phreatic zone, and has been discharged into a 
channel as spring or seepage water”.  Flow is driven by hydraulic gradients. 

Hydraulic 
Conductivity 

The rate at which water at the prevailing kinematic viscosity will move 
under a unit hydraulic gradient through a unit area measured perpendicular 
to the direction of flow, expressed in metres per day. 

NOTE: This definition assumes medium in which the pores are completely 
filled with water. 

Hydraulic Gradient The rate of change in total head per unit of distance of flow in a given 
direction. 

Hydrogeologic Those factors that deal with subsurface waters and related geologic 
aspects of surface waters. 

LiDAR Light detection and ranging – a remote sensing method that uses light to 
measure variable distances 

Orogenic Relating to the process of mountain formation, especially by a folding and 
faulting of the earth’s crust. 

Permeability The property of capacity of a porous rock, sediment or soil for transmitting a 
fluid, it is a measure of the relative ease of fluid flow under unequal 
pressure. 

Regolith A blanket of unconsolidated, loose, heterogeneous superficial deposits 
covering solid rock 
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Term Definition 

Saprolite Saprolite is a chemically weathered rock that forms in the lower zones of 
soil horizons and represents deep weathering of the bedrock surface. More 
intense weathering results in a continuous transition from saprolite to 
laterite. 

Spring A spring — also known as a rising or resurgence — is a component of the 
hydrosphere. Specifically, it is any natural situation where water flows to the 
surface of the earth from underground. Thus, a spring is a site where the 
aquifer surface meets the ground surface. 

Static Water Level 
or Standing Water 
Level 

The level of water in a well that is not being affected by withdrawal of 
groundwater. 

Unconfined Aquifer An aquifer where the water table is exposed to the atmosphere through 
openings in the overlying materials. 

Vadose Zone The zone containing water under pressure less than that of the atmosphere 
including soil water, intermediate vadose water and capillary water.  This 
zone is limited above by the land surface and below by the surface of the 
zone of saturation, that is the water table. 

Water table The water table is the level at which the groundwater pressure is equal to 
atmospheric pressure. It may be conveniently visualized as the ‘surface’ of 
the subsurface materials that are saturated with groundwater in a given 
vicinity. However, saturated conditions may extend above the water table 
as surface tension holds water in some pores below atmospheric pressure 

Waterway A waterway is a type of channel that is determined using the definition set 
out in the Victorian Water Act 1989. The definition of a waterway is 
discussed in section 8.1. 
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1. Introduction 

The Warburton Mountain Bike Destination (‘the project’) is a proposed world class mountain 

biking destination centred around the Township of Warburton, approximately 70 kilometres 

northeast of Melbourne. It consists of approximately 192 kilometres of mountain bike trails 

providing a variety of mountain bike experience to suit all levels of riding.  

Yarra Ranges Council has identified mountain biking as an opportunity for tourism growth within 

this region which would also support the economy of the township and the health and well-being 

of its residents. It seeks to create iconic trails eligible for International Mountain Bike Association 

Gold Ride Centre status which would position Warburton as an internationally significant 

mountain bike destination. 

On 21 May 2020, The Victorian Minister for Planning issued his decision that an Environmental 

Effects Statement (EES) is required under the Environmental Effects Act 1978 (EE Act). On 16 

June 2020 the Commonwealth Department for Agriculture, Water and Environment issued a 

decision that the project is a controlled action under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and that the project will be assessed under the assessment 

bilateral agreement with the State of Victoria. 

The purpose of this report is to assess the potential surface water, groundwater and 

geotechnical impacts associated with the project to inform the preparation of the EES required 

for the project. 

The impact assessment for these topics have been presented in three separate sections within 

this document: 

 Part A – Surface water 

 Part B – Groundwater 

 Part C – Geotechnical hazards 
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2. Scoping requirements 

2.1 EES evaluation objectives 

The Requirements for Warburton Mountain Bike Destination Environment Effects Statement 

(‘scoping requirements’) by the Minister for Planning set out the specific environmental matters 

need to be addressed by Yarra Ranges Council in order to satisfy the Commonwealth and 

Victorian assessment and approval requirements.  

The scoping requirements include a set of evaluation objectives. These objectives identify the 

desired outcomes to be achieved in managing the potential impacts of constructing and 

operating the project in accordance with the Ministerial guidelines for assessment of 

environmental effects under the EE Act. 

The following evaluation objective is relevant to the Surface Water, Groundwater and 

Geotechnical hazards studies: 

 Maintain the functions and values of groundwater, surface water and floodplain 

environments and minimise effects on water quality and environmental values. 

2.2 EES scoping requirements 

The aspects from the scoping requirements relevant to the evaluation objective are shown in 

Table 2-1, as well as the location where these items have been addressed in this report. 

Table 2-1 Scoping requirements relevant to Surface Water, Geotechnical 

hazards and Groundwater 

Aspect Scoping requirement Section addressed 

Key issues The potential for adverse effects on the functions, 
values and environmental values of surface water 
environments, such as interception or diversion of 
flows or changed water quality or flow regimes during 
construction and operation. 

Sections 11.1, 11.2, 
12.1 and 12.3 

Potential erosion, sedimentation and landform 
stability effects during construction and operation. 

Sections 29 and 30  

The potential for adverse impacts on water-related 
values due to spills or other incidents during 
construction or operation. 

Sections 11.5 and 
20.2 

The potential for adverse effects on nearby and 
downstream water environments due to changed 
flow regimes, floodplain storage, run-off rates, water 
quality changes, or other waterway conditions during 
construction and operation, in the context of climate 
change projections. 

Sections 11.1, 11.2, 
12.1 and 12.3 

Priorities for 
characterising the 
existing environment 

Describe surface and groundwater conditions and 
their environmental values that could be affected by 
changed water quality, or water movement, due to 
the project. 

Sections 9 and 18 

Identify and describe nearby waterways, wetlands 
and floodplains that could be affected by the project 
(e.g. local creeks, Yarra River and floodplains along 
the Yarra River). 
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Aspect Scoping requirement Section addressed 

Describe local groundwater conditions, including the 
protected environmental values and identify any 
groundwater dependent ecosystems that could be 
affected by the project. 

Sections 18.3.4 and 
18.5 

Characterise the interaction between surface water 
and groundwater within the project and broader area. 

Section 18.5 

Assess the potential occurrence of contaminated or 
potential acid sulphate soils within the area where 
project works may occur. 

Section 18.2.3 

Design and mitigation 
measures 

Identify and evaluate aspects of project works and 
operations, and proposed design refinement options 
or measures, that could avoid or minimise significant 
effects on water and catchment environments. 

Sections 11, 12, 20 
and 21 

Describe further potential and proposed design 
options and measures that could avoid or minimise 
significant effects on the environmental values of 
surface water, groundwater and downstream water 
environments during the project’s construction and 
operation, including response measures for 
environmental incidents. 

Sections 11.1 and 
20.1 

Describe available options for treatment or disposal 
of the various categories of solid and liquid wastes 
generated by the project. 

Sections 11.6 and 
20.5  

Assessment of likely 
effects 

Identify and evaluate effects of the project and 
alternatives on groundwater, surface water, 
waterways and floodplains near the project works, 
including the likely extent, magnitude and duration 
(short and long term) of changes to water quality, 
water level, temperature or flow paths during 
construction and operation, considering appropriate 
climate change scenarios and possible cumulative 
effects resulting in combination with other existing or 
proposed projects of actions. 

Sections 11, 12, 20 
and 21 

Assess potential erosion, sedimentation and 
landform stability effects of the project. 

Sections 29 and 30 

Identify potential environmental effects resulting from 
the generation, storage, treatment, transport and 
disposal of solid and liquid wastes, including soil, 
from project construction and operation. 

Section 11.1  

Approach to manage 
performance 

Describe monitoring programs and appropriate 
monitoring activities to be implemented to ensure 
prompt detection of water and catchment effects 
associated with the project. 

Section 14.2 

Identify possible contingency actions to respond to 
foreseeable changes that may be identified through 
the monitoring program. 

Section 14.2 
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2.3 Linkages to other technical reports 

This report has interdependencies with the WMBD Biodiversity Assessment (Biosis 2021,) also 

prepared to support the WMBD EES process and in relation to the assessment of impacts 

associated with: 

 Groundwater dependent ecosystems (GDEs), where the report describes potential impacts 

to GDEs in terms of native vegetation removal within GDEs as well as impacts to existing 

groundwater flow pathways e.g. exposure of new seeps / springs which negatively impact 

ecosystem health. The groundwater impact assessment conducted for the EES (i.e. within 

this GHD report) has concluded that all residual risks to groundwater were Very Low and 

that the trails are not likely to significantly change the flow of the springs or to alter the 

groundwater quality, prior to its discharge and expression at the surface. 

 Aquatic values – where the report characterises the existing aquatic habitats and 

undertakes an assessment of the potential for direct loss of, or degradation to, habitat for 

aquatic species. A desktop assessment of aquatic habitats was undertaken, as the forested 

landscape is relatively uniform in terms of gullies and headwater systems and can be 

readily described and characterised from available information. 

2.4 Purpose of this report 

GHD has been engaged by Yarra Ranges Council to undertake an impact assessment for 

surface water, groundwater and geotechnical risks in relation to the project. 

The purpose of this assessment is to meet scoping requirements issued for the Warburton 

Mountain Bike Destination Environment Effects Statement. 

2.5 Limitations 

This report has been prepared by GHD for Yarra Ranges Council and may only be used and 

relied on by Yarra Ranges Council for the purpose agreed between GHD and the Yarra Ranges 

Council as set out in section 2.4 of this report. 

GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Yarra Ranges Council arising 

in connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the 

extent legally permissible. 

The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those 

specifically detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.  

The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions 

encountered and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no 

responsibility or obligation to update this report to account for events or changes occurring 

subsequent to the date that the report was prepared. 

The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions 

made by GHD described in this report (refer sections 8.4, 17.3 and 26.4). GHD disclaims liability 

arising from any of the assumptions being incorrect. 

GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Yarra Ranges Council 

and others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities), which GHD 

has not independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not 

accept liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions in 

the report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information.  
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3. Project description 

3.1 Project overview 

The project is a proposed world class mountain biking destination centred around Warburton, 

approximately 70 kilometres north east of Melbourne as shown in Figure 1. A significant 

informal network of mountain bike trails exists within the region and there is evidence of 

increasing use of these trails by local and visiting riders. Mountain biking in this locality started 

around 15 years ago and was concentrated in the Yarra State Forest in the vicinity of Mount 

Tugwell.  

Yarra Ranges Council has identified mountain biking as an opportunity for tourism growth within 

the region which would also support the region and the health and well-being of its residents.  

The project would create iconic trails eligible for International Mountain Bike Association Gold 

Level Ride Centre status which would position Warburton as an internationally significant 

mountain biking destination.  

The project objectives are to: 

 Facilitate tourism growth and associated positive economic and jobs growth in the Yarra 

Valley region  

 Create iconic mountain bike trails eligible for International Mountain Bike Association Gold 

Ride Centre status  

 Create spectacular riding experiences that have a competitive advantage over existing 

mountain bike destinations and leverage Warburton’s beautiful township, rural valley and 

surrounding forested slopes 

 Enhance the health and well-being of the community 

 Maintain the significant biodiversity and heritage values within the project area and provide 

opportunities for the community to connect with and appreciate their importance 

The project consists of approximately 192 kilometres of mountain bike trails providing a range of 

mountain bike experiences to suit all levels of riding as shown in Figure 2. The project also 

includes a new Visitor’s Hub and main trail head at the Warburton Golf Course and other trail 

heads at Mount Tugwell, Mount Donna Buang and Wesburn Park.  
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3.2 Project development 

It is recognised that there are opportunities to avoid and minimise environmental impacts during 

the many stages of project development. During project inception and early design development 

stages of the project, decisions on the location of the project, its design and construction 

techniques have enabled impacts to be significantly avoided and minimised in accordance with 

the hierarchy presented in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Mitigation hierarchy 

Avoidance of impact has been a key focus of development of the trail network and has 

culminated in the preparation of a project description which is found at Chapter 3 of this EES. A 

description of how avoidance of impact has informed the design in relation to surface water, 

groundwater and geotechnical hazards can be found in section 4.3. 

Examples of this include the decision to design waterway crossings without directly impacting 

waterways, creating trails on previously disturbed areas wherever possible and adoption of a 

construction technique which avoids impacts to large trees.  

After opportunities to avoid impact were exhausted, minimisation and rehabilitation measures 

were developed. These are described in the construction and operation impact assessment 

sections below.  

3.3 Main project components 

The main project components proposed are as follows: 

 Upgrade of existing mountain bike trails – approximately 12 kilometres (seven percent of 

project length)  

 New mountain bike trails – approximately 155 kilometres (87 percent of project length)  

 Upgrade of existing vehicle tracks – upgrade approximately 10 kilometres (six percent of 

project length) 

 New Visitor’s hub and main trail head at the Warburton Golf Course and new trail head 

facilities at Mount Tugwell, Mount Donna Buang and Wesburn Park An additional network 

access point to the network would be provided at Dee Road 
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The network would comprise of 66 trails, each with a length of between 100 metres and 

22 kilometres. Each trail has a trail difficulty rating assigned, ranging from easy over 

intermediate, to difficult and extreme. Some of the trails are returning loops, while others are 

point-to-point trails. All trails have also been categorised into six different styles including, 

adventure, air flow, downhill, flow country, gravity and wilderness, as described in the project 

description chapter of the EES. 

The northern trail network (located on the north side of the valley) consists of around 35 percent 

of the trails. The southern trail network (located on the south side of the valley) consists of 

around 65 percent of the trails.  

The trails would have a bench width of approximately 1.2 metres with a ride line within the range 

of approximately 400 to 1200 millimetres, except for the trail on Cemetery Track. The 

development footprint to be assessed is based on a maximum width of two metres (one metre 

for the trail corridor with a trail buffer of 0.5 metres on each side). A head-height clearance of 

2.5 metres has been assumed.  

The trail network would include built form elements such as bridges, platforms, culverts, rock 

armour, jumps and berms. Minimal signage is proposed to be associated with the trail and trail 

heads and this would consist of small maps at strategic intersections and along with safety and 

name signage. Some trail sections would include elevated structures and drainage works to 

avoid and minimise impacts to waterways and associated biodiversity values.  

The grade of individual trail sections would vary according to the local topography. Typically, the 

maximum trail grade would be less than 15 percent, with most of the trails having grades under 

10 percent. 

The new Visitor’s Hub and main trail head is proposed to be developed at the south of 

Warburton Golf Course, where the existing carpark is to be upgraded and extended to 

accommodate around 180 cars with room for future expansion if required. A new shelter and a 

bike wash down station would be established for the use of mountain bike riders. Run-off from 

the wash bays would be captured by a sump and recirculated where practicable. Excess silt and 

soil would be captured by a silt retention system which would also serve the car park. This 

system would be designed to meet Melbourne Water requirements. The Visitor’s Hub would be 

the main trail head and would allow direct access to the north and south trail zones. 

Three other trail heads are proposed as follows: 

 A new trail head would be established on top of Mount Tugwell, off Mount Bride Road and 

would include a carpark, a bus turnaround bay, a bike wash down station, toilets and picnic 

area 

 The existing trail head at Mount Donna Buang would be upgraded with improvements to the 

car park, toilets and picnic area and installation of a bike wash down station 

 An additional 120 car parks to facilitate access to connecting trails 

Drainage would be upgraded at the other trail head locations to meet current Melbourne Water 

requirements.  

3.4 Alternative to trail 1 

During the project development process, consideration was given to feasible trail alternatives for 

key trails where there is potential for significant environmental impact. Through a screening 

process that focussed on ecological, heritage and socioeconomic factors, the need to 

investigate alternative trail alignments was identified in order to ensure a network design that 

minimises the potential for significant environmental impact.  
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Further information on this work is provided in the EES Chapter 4 – Project development and 

alternatives.  

The investigations identified trail 1, nicknamed Droppa K as a candidate for consideration of 

alternative alignments.  

Trail 1 is approximately 22 kilometres in length and traverses the Yarra Ranges National Park 

from the summit of Mount Donna Buang travelling in a westerly direction through forested land 

alongside Road 2 before meandering generally south east through forested land towards the 

Warburton township, also intersecting Woiwurrung State Forest.  

The project identified an alternative to this trail, being the combination of trail 45, 46 and trail 47 

which are shown in Figure 2. 

Trails 45 and 46 are within the Yarra Ranges National Park and commence at the summit of 

Mount Donna Buang, following a south easterly direction through forested land towards the 

Warburton township, before tying into trails 5 and 6. Trail 47 commences at Mount Donna 

Buang Road and travels east to tie into trail 8. The trails are respectively of length four 

kilometres (trail 45), 5.5 kilometres (trail 46) and 5.6 kilometres (trail 47). 

3.5 Project timing 

The timing of the key project phases is proposed as follows: 

 Project development and approval: 2020-late 2021 

 Project construction: progressively from early 2022 depending on funding 

 Project operations and maintenance: staged opening during 2022 and beyond depending 

on funding. 
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4. Assessment method  

4.1 Overview of method 

This section describes the method that is common to each of the surface water, groundwater 

and geotechnical hazards assessments. The specific methods adopted to define the existing 

conditions and evaluate impacts and mitigation measures for each of these disciplines is 

defined separately under Part A, Part B and Part C of this document. Figure 4 shows an 

overview of the assessment method. A risk-based approach was applied to prioritise the key 

issues for assessment and inform measures to avoid, minimise and offset potential effects. 

The approach used in the assessment has been guided by the evaluation framework that 

applies to the project comprising the regulatory framework (that is, applicable legislation and 

policy) as well as the scoping requirements, set by the Victorian Minister for Planning, 

incorporating input from the Commonwealth Department of Agriculture, Water and Environment 

in relation to matters of national environmental significance (MNES). 

 

Figure 4 Overview of EES assessment framework 
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The environmental assessment undertaken encompasses consideration of physical systems, 

ecological systems, human communities, land use effects and economic effects as relevant to 

the Project. It has been undertaken using a precautionary approach according to the following 

steps:  

 Characterisation the existing environmental conditions.  

 Review of the Project design and the proposed construction and operation activities in the 

context of the existing conditions to determine the location, type, timing, intensity, duration 

and spatial distribution of Project components and activities in relation to sensitive 

receptors. 

 An initial risk assessment to evaluate the likelihood and consequence of proposed Project 

activities in the context initial mitigation measures to determine the relative importance of 

environmental risks associated with the Project. 

 Assessment of potential direct and indirect environmental impacts to analyse the spatial 

and temporal extent, magnitude and nature of the potential impacts giving consideration to 

the sensitivity and significance of affected receptors.  

 Evaluation of the predicted outcomes against applicable legislation, policy and standards.  

 Evaluation of the potential for cumulative impacts caused by impacts of the Project in 

combination with impacts of other projects that are taking place or are proposed nearby.  

 Identify mitigation measures where necessary, to address potentially significant 

environmental effects. 

 Identification and evaluation of the residual environmental effects including magnitude, 

duration and extent, taking into account the proposed mitigation measures and their likely 

effectiveness.  

Based on the findings of the environmental assessments, an environmental management 

framework has been established to monitor and evaluate environmental management and 

contingency measures in relation to the residual environmental effects. The environmental 

management framework specifies the committed mitigation and management measures and 

describes the roles and responsibilities for implementation throughout project construction, 

operation and decommissioning. The environmental management framework is described fully 

in Chapter 15: Environmental management framework. 

The specific methods adopted during the key steps are described in the sections below and in 

Sections 8, 16 and 24 where they are discipline specific. 

4.2 Existing conditions 

A comprehensive assessment was undertaken to understand the existing conditions of the 

study area to inform the environmental impact assessment for the works. Existing conditions 

methods for surface water, groundwater and geotechnical hazards are provided in Sections 8.1, 

17.1 and 26.1, respectively.  

4.3 Avoidance and design  

Relevant to this topic, the following measures have been adopted in relation to the design, 

construction and operation of the project to avoid and minimise impacts: 

 Installation of waterway crossings that enable direct impact on waterways to be avoided 

 No siting of trails within the Melbourne Water physical drinking water catchment (except for 

a 458 metre section of trail 1, which has had a risk assessment undertaken for it) 

 Siting trails on existing formal and informal tracks and benches where possible 
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 Choice of shuttle bus routes that avoid the need for road widening 

 Bridge over the Yarra River to fully span the river and not require works in the waterway 

 Building trails to follow land contours avoiding the need for significant excavations 

 Building trails to achieve a balance of cut and fill in trail construction, meaning that surplus 

spoil would not require disposal and fill would not be imported 

4.4 Risk assessment 

4.4.1 Overview of risk assessment method 

An environmental risk assessment has been completed to identify environmental risks 

associated with construction and operation of the project. The risk-based approach is integral to 

the EES as required by section 3.1 of the Scoping Requirements and the Ministerial guidelines 

for assessment of the environmental effects under the Environment Effects Act 1978. 

Specifically, the EES risk assessment aimed to: 

 Provide a consistent evaluation tool that is used for all assessments to systematically rate 

the key issues associated with the project 

 Identify key risks associated with the project that may require further examination through 

the detailed impact assessment 

 Inform project development and/or development of measures to avoid, mitigate and 

manage environmental impacts 

4.4.2 Risk assessment process 

The risk assessment process adopted is consistent with AS/NZS ISO 31000:2018 Risk 

Management Process. The following tasks were undertaken to identify, analyse and evaluate 

risks: 

 Use existing environmental conditions and identify applicable legislation and policy to 

establish the context for the risk assessment 

 Develop likelihood and consequence criteria and a risk matrix 

 Consider construction, operational and decommissioning activities in the context of existing 

conditions to determine risk pathways 

 Identify standard controls and requirements to mitigate identified risks  

 Assign likelihood and consequence ratings for each risk to determine risk ratings 

considering design, proposed activities and standard mitigation 

The assessment of risk combines the consequences of a threat and the likelihood of that 

consequence occurring, resulting in an overall risk rating. Any risk with an overall rating of 

medium or above requires further analysis in line with the avoid, minimise or manage hierarchy.  

Risk can be defined as a combination of:  

 The magnitude of potential consequences of an event occurring  

 The likelihood of the consequence event occurring 

Mitigation measures which have been proposed by the proponent have been included in the 

‘initial’ risk rating. The residual risk ratings for each impact include the initial mitigation measures 

along with those proposed to further minimise risk of impact occurring.   
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4.4.3 Assigning a consequence level  

Consequence refers to the outcome of an event affecting an asset, value or use. Table 4-1 

presents the consequence framework describing the consequence levels from ‘insignificant’ to 

‘severe’. The consequence criteria have been developed in the form of project-wide criteria 

rather than discipline specific, to enable a consistent assessment of consequences across a 

range of potential environmental effects. 

Consequence criteria is assigned based on the maximum credible consequence of the risk 

pathway occurring. Where uncertainty regarding consequences existed, a conservative 

approach to assessing risk has been adopted.  

Consequence criteria considered the following characteristics:  

 Spatial extent of impact 

 Duration and reversibility of potential impacts 

 Sensitivity and significance of the receiving environment 

 Magnitude, or severity of potential impact 

Each risk pathway would be assigned a level of consequence taking into account the guidance 

in Table 4-1. The consequence level, together with the likelihood level would be used to 

determine a risk rating in accordance with the risk matrix presented in Section 4.2.5. 

Table 4-1 Guide to consequence levels 

Level Criteria 

Insignificant • No detectable changes or very short-term and localised  

• Readily reversible (insignificant) impact (<1 year for recovery).  

• Resilient or highly disturbed receiving environment or population.  

• No impact to native vegetation or habitat. 

• No impact to Cool Temperate Rainforest, Mount Donna Buang Wingless 
Stonefly or Leadbeater’s Possum.  

• Heritage: No observable impact to heritage, sites remain intact and unaffected.  

• Social: No measurable impact to local character, amenity and access to public 
space/facilities. General community support, no impact to economy.  

• Transport: Existing transport services unaffected and transport infrastructure 
can comfortably accommodate the project. Transport safety unaffected. 

• Surface water / groundwater: No detectable changes to water levels, flow or 
quality with no measurable effect on assets, values or uses. 

• Geotechnical hazards: No detectable changes to land stability/erosion. 

Minor • Short-term localised detectable changes.  

• Impact likely to be readily reversible (within five years for recovery).  

• Resilient or disturbed receiving environment or population.  

• No impacts on critical habitats such as Cool Temperate Rainforest, Mount 
Donna Buang Wingless Stonefly or Leadbeater’s Possum.  

• Heritage: Low degree of disturbance or low degree of observable impact to 
locally significant heritage. No impact to state or nationally significant heritage.  

• Social: Low degree of impact to local character, amenity and access to public 
space/facilities. Individual opposition to project, short term isolated economic 
issues. 

• Transport: Existing transport services experience isolated and short-term 
disruption and transport infrastructure can accommodate the project. 
Transport safety not materially affected. 
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Level Criteria 

• Surface water / groundwater: Changes to water levels, flow or quality with 
isolated and short-term effect on assets, values or uses. 

• Geotechnical hazards: Changes to land stability/erosion with isolated and 
short-term effect on assets, values and uses.   

Moderate • Short or medium-term detectable changes at a number of locations within the 
study area.  

• Impact likely to be medium-term and reversible (5–10 years for recovery). 

• Undisturbed receiving environment or population.  

• Short-term, localised impacts on critical habitats such as Cool Temperate 
Rainforest, Mount Donna Buang Wingless Stonefly or Leadbeater’s Possum.  

• Heritage: Limited degree of impact to heritage of state or local significance.   

• Social: Limited degree of impact to local character, amenity and access to 
public space/facilities, some community resistance, economic pressure on 
community. 

• Transport: Existing transport services experience minor but ongoing disruption 
or transport infrastructure can accommodate the project except for occasional 
short periods. Transport safety reduced somewhat but safety levels are 
satisfactory. 

• Surface water / groundwater: Changes to water levels, flow or quality with 
moderate effect on assets, values or uses. 

• Geotechnical hazards: Changes to land stability/erosion with moderate effect 
on assets, values or uses. 

Major • Long-term changes that are significant regionally   

• Impact likely to be medium to long-term and potentially irreversible (> 10 years 
to recover). 

• Sensitive receiving environment or population.  

• Material impacts on critical habitats such as Cool Temperate Rainforest, 
Mount Donna Buang Wingless Stonefly or Leadbeater’s Possum.  

• Heritage: High degree of impact to heritage of State or local significance.   

• Social: High degree of impact to local character, amenity and access to public 
space/facilities. Vocal community conflict, declining economic stability. 

• Transport: Existing transport services experience significant and ongoing 
disruption or transport infrastructure is strained for extended periods due to the 
project. Transport safety reduced with the potential for injuries. 

• Surface water / groundwater: Significant changes to water levels, flow or 
quality with assets, values or uses significantly compromised. 

• Geotechnical hazards: Significant changes to land stability/erosion with 
assets, values or uses significantly compromised. 

Severe • Permanent changes that are significant at a State or Commonwealth level.  

• Impact likely to be long-term and irreversible.  

• Highly sensitive receiving environment or population.  

• Significant impacts on critical habitats such as Cool Temperate Rainforest, 
Mount Donna Buang Wingless Stonefly or Leadbeater’s Possum.  

• Heritage: Very high degree of heritage destruction or loss of heritage values.  

• Social: Very high degree of impact to local character, amenity and access to 
public space/facilities. Public backlash, economic distress. 

• Transport: Existing transport services cease to function, and transport 
infrastructure is constantly overextended due to the project. Transport safety 
reduced with the potential for fatalities. 
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Level Criteria 

• Surface water / groundwater: Extensive changes to water levels, flow or 
quality with assets, values or uses irreversibly compromised. 

• Geotechnical hazards: Extensive changes to land stability/erosion with assets, 
values or uses irreversibly compromised. 

4.4.4 Assigning a likelihood level 

‘Likelihood’ is the combination of the chance of an event and the chance of the identified 

consequence occurring. The likelihood criteria range from ‘rare’ where the event and 

consequence may occur only in exceptional circumstances to ‘almost certain’ where the event 

and consequence is expected to occur in most circumstances. Likelihoods are assigned for the 

maximum credible consequence according to the levels presented in Table 4-2.  

Table 4-2 Guide to likelihood levels 

Level Description 

Rare The event could occur but only in exceptional circumstances 

Unlikely The event could occur but is not expected in the course of normal circumstances 

Possible The event may occur in the course of normal circumstances 

Likely The event would probably occur in the course of most normal circumstances 

Almost Certain The event is expected to occur in the course of most normal circumstances 

4.4.5 Assigning a level of risk 

Risk is defined as combination of the likelihood of an event occurring and the consequence of 

that event occurring. A risk rating was determined by these factors using the risk matrix, 

presented in Table 4-3.  

Table 4-3 Risk matrix  

  Consequence rating 

  Insignificant Minor Moderate Major Severe 

Likelihood 
rating 

Rare Very Low Very Low Low Medium Medium 

Unlikely Very Low Low Medium Medium High 

Possible Very Low Low Medium High High 

Likely Low Medium High High Very High 

Almost 
certain 

Low Medium High Very High Very High 

 

When risks are rated as medium or above, the impacts associated with the risk pathway are 

assessed in an increasing level of detail and would prompt further exploration of potential 

mitigation and management actions to reduce the overall impact. 
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PART A – Surface water assessment 
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5. Catchment description 

The proposed trails are to be located in upper Yarra River catchment, approximately 62 km east 

of Melbourne. The closest towns are Warburton, Millgrove and Wesburn (Figure 2).  

The majority of the trails situated north of the Yarra River are within the Yarra Ranges National 

Park. Most of the trails to the south of the Yarra River are within Yarra State Forest.   

According to DELWP (2020a), in the region around the proposed track comprises damp forest 

(EVC 29), wet forest (EVC 30) and shrubby foothill forest (EVC 45), all of which have a 

bioregional conservation status of ‘least concern’. There are patches of endangered, cool 

temperate rainforest (EVC 31) in the headwaters of the tributaries near Mount Donna Buang. A 

comprehensive assessment of EVCs within the project area has been undertaken within the 

WMBD Biodiversity Assessment (Biosis, 2021). 

The geology to the south of Warburton is predominantly Warburton granodiorite, an igneous 

intrusive rock (DJPR, 2020). The geology to the north of Warburton is predominantly Donna 

Buang rhyodacite, an igneous extrusive rock. The soils in the region are mostly dermosols 

(CSIRO, 2020).  

5.1 Rainfall & temperature 

The project site covers a large area with varying elevation (from 180 m to 1250 m) and 

associated terrain, which are likely to experience different climatic conditions, particularly in 

respect to rainfall and temperature. This change in elevation across the project area is likely to 

experience extremes and variations in heavy rainfall, snowfalls and frosts particularly during the 

winter months. 

To briefly summarise the climate conditions, data was obtained from two stations near 

Warburton: 

 Rainfall at Warburton (O’Shannassy Reservoir station 86090 from BOM website on 14 June 

2019) 

 Temperature at Coldstream (station 086383 from BOM website on 14 June 2019) 

The data is summarised in Table 5-1, which is based on the period 1915 to 2020 for rainfall and 

1995 to 2020 for temperature records.  

The long-term mean rainfall at the site is 1380 mm. It is expected that most precipitation occurs 

as rainfall with winter (June to August), the wettest season.  

Temperatures are lowest during June and July, with the long-term minimum temperatures 

ranging from 3.9°C in July to 12°C in January and February. Temperatures are warmest in 

January with the maximum temperatures ranging from 13.4°C in July to 28.1°C in January. 
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Table 5-1 Summary of climate data 

Month 
Temperature ºC  Rainfall (mm) 

Maximum  Minimum  Average 

January 28.1 12 67.9 

February 27.8 12 64.3 

March 25.3 9.8 72.8 

April 20.6 7 100.4 

May 16.6 5.6 125.2 

June 14 3.9 130.1 

July 13.4 4 148 

August 14.7 4.3 169.1 

September 17.3 5.5 146.7 

October 19.8 6.6 138 

November 22.8 8.8 111.6 

December 25.4 9.9 95.5 

Annual 20.5 7.5 1375.6 
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6. Legislation, policy and guidelines 

The legislation, policy and guidelines relevant to this assessment are summarised in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1 Legislation, policy and guidelines relevant to the assessment 

Document title Summary Relevance to the project  

Environment Effects 
Act 1978 (EE Act) 

The Environment Effects Act 1978 provides for 
assessment of proposed projects that are 
capable of having a significant effect on the 
environment. The Act enables statutory 
decision-makers (Ministers, local government and 
statutory authorities) to make decisions about 
whether a project with potentially significant 
environmental effects should proceed. 

The Act enables the Minister administering the 
Environment Effects Act to decide that an EES 
should be prepared. 

The EES process involves: 

• Referral to the Minister for Planning 

• The Minister’s decision on the need for 
an EES 

• Preparation of scoping requirements for 
the EES studies and reporting 

• Preparation of the EES report 

• Public review (exhibition and lodgement 
of submissions) 

• Ministerial assessment of environmental 
effects 

• Consideration of the assessment 

The Victorian Minister for Planning 
has decided an EES is required 
under the Environment Effects Act 
1978 (EE Act) for the Warburton 
Mountain Bike Destination project.  

This report assesses the potential 
surface water, groundwater and 
geotechnical impacts associated 
with the project to inform the 
preparation of the EES. 

Environment 
Protection and 
Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 
1999 (EPBC Act) 

The Commonwealth Environment Protection 
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC 
Act) promotes the conservation of biodiversity 
by providing protection for threatened species, 
threatened ecological communities, migratory 
and marine species and other protected 
matters. The Australian Government 
Department of Agriculture, Water and 
Environment (DAWE) administers the EPBC 
Act.  

This is relevant where there are 
EPBC Act listed species in 
waterways within the project study 
area. 

Flora and Fauna 
Guarantee Act 1988 
(FFG Act) 

The Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 
(FFG Act) is the key piece of Victorian 
legislation for the conservation of threatened 
species and communities and for the 
management of potentially threatening 
processes. The FFG Act seeks to put in place 
preventative management mechanisms to 
ensure no biota or ecological communities 
become extinct within Victoria, and to ensure 
that the processes that threaten biodiversity 
are identified and addressed. The FFG Act is 
far broader than ‘endangered species’ 
legislation, covering ecological communities; 
potentially threatening processes; community 
involvement in conservation; and a strategic 
approach to biodiversity conservation and 
sustainable use.  

Threatening processes to surface 
water quality, which are listed 
under the FFG Act, that are 
potentially applicable to the 
project include those listed below: 

 Alteration to the natural flow 
regimes of rivers and streams 

 Input of toxic substances into 
Victorian rivers and streams 

 Degradation of native riparian 
vegetation along Victorian 
rivers and streams 

 Increase in sediment input 
into Victorian rivers and 
streams due to human 
activities 

 Invasion of native vegetation 
by ‘environmental weeds’ 
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Document title Summary Relevance to the project  

 Invasion of native vegetation 
by Blackberry (Rubus 
fruticosus L. agg) 

Water Act 1989 The Victorian Water Act 1989 provides 
legislative framework for the allocation and 
management of water.  

The purposes of the Victorian Water Act 1989 
include:  

• Providing for the integrated management 
of all elements of the terrestrial phase of 
the water cycle. 

• Ensuring Victoria’s waterways are 
managed in a way that considers 
Aboriginal cultural values and uses as 
well as social and recreational uses and 
values. 

• Providing formal means for the protection 
and enhancement of the environmental 
qualities of waterways  

• Providing for the protection of catchment 
conditions. 

A licence is required to construct 
works on a waterway is identified 
under section 67 of the Water Act. 
The proposed development would 
involve construction of bridges 
and crossings over waterways. 
Consequently, the development 
would require approval from 
Melbourne Water. 

Environment 
Protection Act 2017 

The Environment Protection Act 2017 
empowers the Environment Protection 
Authority Victoria (EPA Victoria) to implement 
regulations, maintain State Environment 
Protection Policies and protect the 
environment from pollution and the 
management of wastes. The Environment 
Protection Act 2017 replaces The Environment 
Protection Act 1970. 

The Environment Protection Act 2017 (EP 
Act), as the first phase of Victorian 
environment legislation reform, the EP Act has 
modernised EPA’s corporate governance and 
strengthened its status as a science-based 
regulator. The EP Act established the EPA as 
a non-departmental statutory corporation 
‘public entity’. The EP Act also legislated that 
the objective of the Authority is to protect 
human health and the environment by 
reducing the harmful effects of pollution and 
waste. 

 

The cornerstone of the 2017 Act is 
the General Environmental Duty 
(GED). GED is defined as “a 
person who is engaging in an 
activity that may give rise to risks 
of harm to human health or the 
environment from pollution or 
waste must minimise those risks, 
so far as reasonably practicable”. 
To comply with GED, the project 
must:  

 Identify and assess risks to 
human health or the 
environment posed from an 
activity 

 Assess options to eliminate 
and reduce risks 

 Implement controls to reduce 
risks 
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Document title Summary Relevance to the project  

 The EP Act provides for a new approach to 
environmental issues, focusing on preventing 
waste and pollution impacts rather than 
managing those impacts after they have 
occurred  

 

The EP Act is supported by 
subordinate legislation, including 
regulations and the Environment 
Reference Standard (ERS). The 
ERS:  

• Identifies environmental 
values that the Victorian 
community want to achieve 
and maintain  

• Provides a way to assess 
those environmental values in 
locations across Victoria  

• Has indicators and objectives 
to measure people’s actions 
against these values. 

The indicators and objectives set 
out in the ERS will be used as a 
standard to measure any potential 
impacts of the project on 
environmental values.   

Other guidelines documents 
provide guidance on how the 
project can comply with the GED, 
including: 

• About Stormwater (EPA 
Victoria 2020a) 

• Civil construction, building and 
demolition guide. (EPA 
Victoria 2020b) 

• Managing soil disturbance. 
(EPA Victoria 2020c) 

• Managing stockpiles. (EPA 
Victoria 2020d) 

• Working within or adjacent to 
waterways. (EPA Victoria 
2020e) 

• Managing truck and other 
vehicle movement. (EPA 
Victoria 2020f) 

These documents are discussed 
further in section 14 of this report 

Heritage Rivers Act 
1992 

The Heritage Rivers Act 1992 identifies 18 
Heritage River Areas in Victoria, including the 
Yarra River. The Act protects public lands in 
specific parts of rivers and river catchment 
areas which have significant recreation, nature 
conservation, scenic or cultural heritage 
attributes. The Act prohibits some land and 
water uses in heritage river areas, including 
constructing artificial barriers and structures 
that impedes the passage of water fauna.  

The Heritage Rivers Act does not 
apply to the Yarra River tributaries 
that the project may intersect as 
the proposed river crossings are 
not within the Yarra River Heritage 
Area. However, the Yarra River 
itself would fall within the Yarra 
River Heritage Area. 
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Document title Summary Relevance to the project  

Yarra River 
Protection (Wilip-gin 
Birrarung murron) 
Act 2017 

The Yarra River Protection (Wilip-gin Birrarung 
murron) Act 2017 provides for the 
development and implementation of the Yarra 
Strategic Plan for the river’s management and 
protection. The Act also sets out 
environmental, social, cultural, recreational 
and management principles which public 
entities must regard when performing functions 
or duties in relation to Yarra River land and 
land 1 km from the river’s edge. The Act also 
established the Birrarung Council, an 
independent body to provide advice to the 
government on protection and improvement of 
Yarra River land and to advocate for protection 
and preservation of the Yarra River.  

The Yarra Strategic Plan draft is 
under development and is due to 
be finalised in late 2021. YRC 
should stay informed of the Yarra 
Strategic Plan draft. It is 
recommended that the design of 
the proposed track comply with 
the environmental, social, cultural, 
recreational and management 
principles set out in the Act. It is 
also recommended that YRC 
consult with Birrarung Council 

Safe Drinking Water 
Act 2003 

The Safe Drinking Water Act 2003 requires 
water suppliers to ensure that the drinking 
water they supply complies with quality 
standards and requires water suppliers to 
manage risks in relating to drinking water and 
some other types of non-potable water.  

The Coranderrk catchment north 
of the site and Cement Creek 
catchment northeast of the site 
are  closed water supply 
catchments. It is also recognised 
that the Yarra River itself is 
harvested at Yering Gorge for 
urban water and thus constitutes a 
water supply catchment. 

6.1 Environmental values of waterways in the vicinity of the 

Project  

A list of environmental values to be protected in a waterway are defined by the Environment 

Protection Act 2017 (Vic) – and listed in the Environmental Reference Standard (ERS) (EPA 

Victoria 2021). The environmental values are listed in Table 6-2.  

Table 6-2 Environmental values of the Yarra River and its tributaries in 

relation to project 

Environmental values Note Is environmental 
value present in 

the Yarra 

Water dependent 
ecosystems  

Melbourne Water Corporation (2018) measured ecosystem 
values in the Upper Yarra River (Rural) Sub-catchment as 
part of the Co-Designed Catchment Program for the Yarra 
Catchment.  

The catchment scored high for platypus and very high for 
macroinvertebrates. Fish as well as birds scored moderate. 

 

Human consumption 
(after appropriate 
treatment) 

Melbourne Water harvests water from the mid Yarra River, 
downstream of Millgrove. 

Melbourne Water also harvests water from the Maroondah 
Reservoir water supply catchment. 

 

Agriculture & 
Irrigation 

Aerial imagery show that water is extracted for irrigation and 
watering livestock on the Yarra and the tributaries. 

 

Aquaculture Inactive trout farm downstream of Warburton which is 
licensed to extract water from the Yarra River. 

 

Human consumption 
of aquatic foods 

Anglers may eat the fish they catch 
 

Industrial and 
commercial 

Several restaurants, cafes and bed and breakfasts are 
located on the banks of the Yarra in Millgrove. 
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Environmental values Note Is environmental 
value present in 

the Yarra 

Water-based 
recreation (primary 
contact) 

The Upper Yarra River is used for fishing, canoeing, 
kayaking and swimming.  

The tracks along the Yarra River are visited by bushwalks 
and bird watchers. 

 

Water-based 
recreation (secondary 
contact) 

 

Water-based 
recreation (aesthetic 
enjoyment) 

 

Traditional Owner 
cultural values 

The Yarra River (Birrarung) is of great importance to the Woi-
wurrung people, as stated in the Yarra River Protection 
(Wilip-gin Birrarung murron) Act 2017 

Many of the tributaries are located within mapped areas of 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Sensitivity. 

 

Cultural and spiritual 
values 

Cultural events (e.g. Warburton River Folk Festival). 
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7. Consultation 

Development of the project and preparation of the EES have been informed by consultation with 

stakeholders and the community. Table 7-1 lists specific community and stakeholder feedback 

and how this feedback has been considered by the project or in the surface water impact 

assessment. 

Table 7-1 Stakeholder engagement undertaken for surface water 

Community and stakeholder feedback Consideration in project design or impact 
assessment  

Community consultation undertaken as online 
information sessions (30/11/20 and 4/12/20). The 
presentation summarised the approach to the 
surface water, groundwater and geotechnical 
assessment, along with findings to date. No 
feedback was provided in relation to the surface 
water assessment.  

Q&A’s from online sessions can be heard on the 
webinar recordings on the Ride Yarra Ranges 
Website along with a copy of Q & A documents. 

Melbourne Water provided feedback to Yarra 
Ranges Council on bridge crossing design and 
mitigation measures. 

Comments provided have been incorporated into 
mitigation measures for the surface water impact 
assessment.  

The Technical Reference Group (TRG) provided 
feedback on the Scoping Requirements  

This feedback was incorporated into the surface 
water impact assessment. 

Concerns that erosion as a result of mountain 
bikes would impact the Yarra River  

The potential for increased sedimentation of 
waterways, including the Yarra River, due to track 
use, is considered in Section 12. A summary of 
mitigation and contingency measures are provided 
in Section 14. 

Concerns that increased pollution and litter from 
car parking in proximity to the Yarra River would 
enter the waterway 

The potential for water pollution from littering, 
illegal rubbish dumping, and human waste is 
considered in Section 12. A summary of mitigation 
and contingency measures are provided in 
Section 14. 
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8. Method 

8.1 Existing conditions 

A comprehensive assessment was undertaken to understand the existing conditions of the 

study area to inform the assessment for the Project. This incorporated: 

 An assessment into how the term waterway should be defined  

 An assessment of the waterway crossings using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

 A site visit of selected waterway crossings  

 A desktop assessment into the water quality and environmental values of the upper Yarra 

catchment and the surrounding tributaries 

8.1.1 Waterway determination 

The draft Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP) prepared for the WMBD (YRC, 

2019) state that all waterway crossings would be elevated and that the presence of a ‘waterway’ 

would be determined using the definition set out in the Victorian Water Act 1989. According to 

the Water Act 1989, a waterway is: 

(a) a river, creek, stream or watercourse; or 

(b) a natural channel in which water regularly flows, whether or not the flow is continuous; 

or 

(c) a channel formed wholly or partly by the alteration or relocation of a waterway as 

described in paragraph (a) or (b); or 

(d) a lake, lagoon, swamp or marsh, being—  

(i) a natural collection of water (other than water collected and contained in a 

private dam or a natural depression on private land) into or through or out of 

which a current that forms the whole or part of the flow of a river, creek, stream 

or watercourse passes, whether or not the flow is continuous; or  

(ii) a collection of water (other than water collected and contained in a private dam 

or a natural depression on private land) that the Governor in Council declares 

under section 4(1) to be a lake, lagoon, swamp or marsh; or  

(e) land on which, as a result of works constructed on a waterway as described in 

paragraph (a), (b) or (c), water collects regularly, whether or not the collection is 

continuous; or  

(f) land which is regularly covered by water from a waterway as described in paragraph 

(a), (b), (c), (d) or (e) but does not include any artificial channel or work which diverts 

water away from such a waterway; or  

(g) any land described in paragraph (f) forms part of a slope rising from the waterway to a 

definite lip, the land up to that lip; 

The definition provided by the Water Act requires clarification, for example how should ‘a natural 

channel in which water regularly flows’ be understood? For additional guidance on interpreting 

the definition of a waterway, the assessment used the framework set out in the ‘Waterway 

Determination Guidelines’ (DNRE, 2002). The guidelines are summarised in Figure 5. 
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The ‘Waterway Determination Guidelines’ assume that a regular flow would occur in a natural 

channel given a catchment area of 60 hectares or more. This assumption is based on a study 

by Sinclair Knight Merz (2002), which analysed rainfall and runoff in 70 catchments across 

Victoria, including Melbourne Water’s catchments. The study concluded there is sufficient 

justification to argue that a regular flow would occur in a natural channel given a catchment area 

of 60 hectares or more.  

Decision 1 

To determine whether a river, creek or stream exists at the site.  

 

 

Decision 2 

To determine whether a watercourse exists at the site. 

 

 

Decision 3 

To determine whether a natural channel where water regularly flows exists at the site. 

 

Figure 5 Decision tree for determining whether a waterway exists at a site 

Note: Adapted from DNRE (2002) 
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8.1.2 Spatial analysis 

The sites were the mountain bike trail crosses a potential waterway were mapped using GIS 

analysis. Crossing points were identified by comparing the mountain bike trail network to the 

VicMap Hydro stream network (DELWP, 2019).  

Information about each crossing was collected, including: 

 The coordinates of the crossing. 

 The proposed mitigation measures for the crossing (i.e. bridge, rock armour, none). It is 

acknowledged that field assessments have been previously been carried out at some of 

these locations during the initial trail design process. 

 The slope of the VicMap Hydro stream at the crossing. 

 The upstream catchment area at the crossing. A ten-metre digital terrain model was used to 

calculate this. The catchment area was used to help determine whether a crossing was 

located on a waterway using the method outlined in Figure 5. 

 Strahler stream order of the VicMap Hydro stream. 

 The soil type of the land surrounding the crossing. A description of the soils types is 

presented in Table 8-1. 

 Whether the crossing was located within the Land Subject to Inundation Overlay. 

 Whether the crossing was located within an area of high-risk landslide susceptibility. 

 The geomorphic risk score of the sub-catchment. The geomorphic risk scores were derived 

by Vietz et al. (2019), who assessed multiple datasets, including soil layers, vegetation 

cover and Lidar topographic data. The assessment covered more than 10,000 kilometres of 

waterways around Melbourne. Geomorphic Risk highlights the level of action required (e.g. 

high risk requires concerted effort to manage the risk). Geomorphic risk is a function of the 

waterways condition, its sensitivity to change, and the stress levels placed on waterway by 

current catchment land use. The score is out of ten, with a low score indicating lower risk 

and a high score Indicating higher risk. 

Table 8-1 Soil types near Warburton 

Land System Soils 

Mri  

(Mount Riddell) 

Friable red and brown gradational soil, deep dark topsoil but frequently shallow 
and very strong on the steepest slopes and spurs, and on some crests 

Don  

(Don Valley) 

Brown loamy undifferentiated soil stony at depth. 

Deep, red and reddish-brown gradational soil. Yellow brown mottled duplex at 
base of aprons and fans. 

Dee 

(Deep Creek) 

Brown or reddish brown gradational 

Mil 

(Millgrove) 

Stream banks – uniform brown loamy soil 

Yellowish red gradational soil 

Mottled yellow brown duplex soil 

Red gradational soil 

Res 

(Reefton Spur) 

Deep grey brown and yellowish-brown loam 

Upper slopes and crests mainly yellowish brown and reddish brown gradational 
friable soil of greatly variable depth. Lower slopes and footslope colluvial deposits 
have similar soils but can have yellow brown duplex soil with deep A horizons. 
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Land System Soils 

Mmy 

(Mt Myrtalia) 

Brown gradational soil with deep dark topsoil. Brown and red gradational soil with 
deep dark topsoil. 

Undifferentiated brown loamy soil with deep dark topsoil. 

Acid swamp peats 

Sib 

(Siberia Gap) 

Brown or reddish brown gradational soil, locally stony. Rocky outcrop on upper 
parts of hillocks. 

Sev 

(Seville) 

Grey brown loam, yellow brown mottled duplex soil 

Yellow brown duplex soil, mostly with mottled subsoil 

Yellow gradational soil in higher rainfall parts 

Yellow brown duplex with shallow stony gradational soil 

8.1.3 Site visit 

On 19 November 2020, a site visit was undertaken to visually assess the location of the 

crossings and apply the waterway determination guidelines to the crossings. The site visit also 

aimed to ground-truth the results of the spatial analysis. 

Selected sites were visited – with prioritisation based on the results from the spatial analysis 

(Section 8.1.2). The decision to visit a crossing was based on: 

 Whether there were mitigation measures for the crossing, i.e. only crossings with rock 

armour or no mitigation measures were visited 

 Whether the crossing was located on a named waterway 

 The upstream catchment area of the crossing  

In the week before the site visit, the Warburton weather station (site number 86090) received 

1.6 mm of rainfall and the average maximum daily temperature was 25.1 °C at the Coldstream 

weather station (site number 86383). 

Twenty-three crossings were assessed. At each site, the morphology and slope of the channel 

was assessed. Evidence of springs or soaks was also investigated.  

The Mount Donna Buang wingless stonefly sample sites WP1 and WP2 were also assessed 

because Tsyrlin (2019) stated it was highly likely the critically endangered Mount Donna Buang 

wingless stonefly occupied these sites. Field notes and photographs are provided in Appendix C.  

8.1.4 Water quality 

Gauge data 

Water quality parameters from two gauges near the proposed mountain bike trail was analysed 

in order to obtain an indication of the existing conditions of the waterways in the region. While 

there are no gauges that provide water quality data for the waterways crossed by the mountain 

bike trail, the nearby gauges provide an indication of water quality in the local area, which can 

be used to infer the likely water quality conditions in waterways potentially impacted by the 

Project.  

Water quality data is available for two sites near the proposed crossings:  

 Yarra River at McKenzie-King Drive, Millgrove (Site ID: YAYAR0855) 

 McMahons Creek at Woods Point Road, McMahons Creek (Site ID: YAMCM0059) 
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Data from the two gauges was compared against the environmental quality objectives listed in 

the ERS and the Australian and New Zealand Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality 

(ANZG, 2018). When environmental quality objectives are not met, this indicates that 

environmental values may be at risk and investigation is required to assess the level of risk and 

determine whether action is required to address those risks (Victorian Government 2018).  

Biological indicators 

Aquatic macroinvertebrates provide an integrative measure that respond to the effects of 

multiple physical and chemical stressors acting together and provide measures of longer-term 

impacts and responses of environmental condition. The ERS  uses biological index objectives 

that, when not met, may indicate that environmental values are potentially at risk. 

Macroinvertebrate data from the Yarra River and tributaries in the vicinity of the proposed 

mountain bike project were obtained from Melbourne Water and key indices were calculated to 

provide an assessment against the ERS. The following sites were assessed: 

 Cement Creek (two sites: 2001-2013) 

 Dee River (one site: 2001 & 2002) 

 Yarra River (58 samples from five sites: 1999-2012) 

Index of Stream Condition  

The third Index of Stream Condition report (ISC) (DEP, 2012) was also used to assess the 

water quality as well as environmental conditions of the upper Yarra catchment. The ISC is a 

benchmarking process that provides information on five key aspects of river condition: 

hydrology, streamside zone, physical form, water quality and aquatic life. This information is 

then combined to give an overall measure of environmental condition.  

8.2 Impact assessment 

This study has assessed the impacts of construction and operation of the project on surface 

water values to be protected.  

Methods to investigate the potential impacts are described in section 8.1.2 and 8.1.3. The 

impacts are discussed in sections 11 and 12.  

8.3 Assessment of alternative to tail 1 

The assessment of the identified alternative to trail 1 (the combination of trail 45, trail 46 and 

trail 47) contained in this report included the following tasks: 

 Describe the existing conditions relevant to trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 

 Identify the residual environmental impacts determined for construction and operation of 

trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 

 Undertake a comparative analysis of trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 

 Identify the preferred trail for each discipline based on the comparative analysis 

8.4 Limitations, uncertainties, assumptions 

The following limitations, uncertainties and assumptions apply to this assessment: 

 World Trail (the mountain bike track designer and builder) has ground truthed the length of 

the trail. During the site visit (see section 8.1.3), GHD staff visited priority locations. 

However, not all crossings were ground-truthed. A discussion of how ‘waterways’ as 

defined by the Water Act 1989, were idented is presented in section 8.1.1 and 9.1. 
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 It was assumed that a regular flow would occur in a natural channel given a catchment area 

of 60 hectares or more (see DNRE, 2002). This interpretation assumes that any natural 

channel with catchment area of 60 hectares or greater is a ‘waterway’ under the Water Act 

1989. Channels with catchment areas less than 60 ha but are classified as waterways due 

to spring activity are discussed further in sections 11.3, 18.5, 20.1, 20.4 and 21 as well as 

Table 14- and Table 23-1. 

 It was assumed that all spatial data provided by Yarra Ranges Council or Victorian 

Government agencies was accurate. 

8.5 Inputs from other EES technical reports  

The Biodiversity Assessment (Biosis 2021, draft) was reviewed and is referred to within this 

assessment. 
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9. Existing conditions 

The existing conditions of surface water surrounding the Project being considered throughout 

this assessment are described in this section. 

9.1 Waterway delineation 

The spatial analysis found 166 points where the new trail network crosses the VicHydro stream 

network. Of these crossings, 42 are located on waterways, according to Waterway 

Determination Guidelines (see DNRE, 2002 and section 8.1.1). That is, 

 They are located on a named river, creek or stream, or  

 They are located on unnamed tributaries with an upstream catchment area of 60 hectares 

or more 

The Waterway Determination Guideline also defines a waterway as having a natural channel 

that is fed by a spring or absorbent soil. The spatial analysis did not identify waterways using 

this definition, although the ground-truthing by World Trail and the site visits carried out as part 

of this assessment sought to identify springs at the time of visits. Section 18.5 provides a 

hydrogeological conceptualisation of groundwater interactions with waterways, indicating that 

the system is not static and that spring discharges are likely to vary both spatially and 

temporally, depending on prevailing weather conditions. As such, the presence of additional 

waterways, as per the Water Act definition, may be realised during construction or operation of 

the Project. 

The following waterways are crossed by the mountain bike trail. 

• Anderson Creek 

• Ballarat Gully 

• Calder Creek 

• Cemetery Creek 

• Dirt Gully Creek (see Figure 7) 

• Four Mile Creek 

• Frenchman’s Creek 

• Harrison Creek 

• Mann Creek 

• McKenzie Creek 

• Rocky Creek 

• Scotchman’s Creek (see Figure 8) 

• Tugwell Creek 

• Walkers Creek 

• Ythan Creek 

• Yankee Jim Creek 
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Also, unnamed tributaries of the following waterways are crossed by the mountain bike trail:

• Backstairs Creek 

• Blue Nose Creek 

• Britannia Creek 

• Cemetery Creek 

• Dee River 

• Dirt Gully Creek 

• Don River 

• Edwardstown Creek 

• Four Mile Creek 

• Frenchman’s Creek 

• Scotchman’s Creek 

• Stockdale’s Creek 

• Tugwell Creek 

• Yankee Jim Creek (see Figure 9) 

• Yarra Creek 

• Yarra River 

• Ythan Creek 

A map showing the mountain bike trail and where the trail crosses the Vic Hydro stream network 

is presented in Figure 6. Further discussion on the validity of the Vic Hydro spatial dataset is 

provided in Section 11. The full list of potential waterway crossing points and information about 

each site is presented in Appendix D.  

Figure 6 shows some proposed trail crossings where either no mitigation measures have been 

proposed or mitigation measures are not yet defined. These crossings are for very small 

headwater channels that are not defined waterways. Please note, micro-siting of the track 

network, and therefore the final decision on crossing points and methods to cross potential 

waterways, would be made prior to the construction phase commencing. 

Each crossing point has been numbered. While there are only 166 crossing points, the numbers 

go up to 197. This is because there were initially 197 crossing points. However, map analysis 

and observations during the site visit found that several of these points were not genuine 

crossings, for example they were located at sites with existing bridges. These points were 

therefore removed from the analysis.  
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Figure 7 Dirt Gully Creek - A bridge crossing would be used at this site 

Photo provided by Yarra Ranges Council 

 

Figure 8 Tributary of Scotchman’s Creek - A bridge crossing would be used 

at this site 

Photo provided by Yarra Ranges Council 
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Figure 9 Unnamed tributary of Yankee Jim Creek - A bridge crossing would 

be used at this site 

Photo provided by Yarra Ranges Council 

The spatial analysis found that of the 166 crossings, six were located in areas of high-risk 

landslide susceptibility and none were located within the Land Subject to Inundation Overlay.  

A summary of the characteristics of the crossings in each sub-catchment is presented in 

Table 9-1 for the base case (i.e. track network including Trail 1). The majority of crossings 

are within the Backstairs Creek, Four Mile Creek and Tugwell Creek sub-catchments as well 

as on multiple unnamed tributaries of the Yarra River. Most of the crossings are situated at 

points with a slope greater than 40%. The geomorphic risks score ranged between 2.6 and 

4.1. Using the classification system described by Veitz et al. (2019), this classifies the sub-

catchments as having a Very Low to Low geomorphic risk score.  

Table 9-1 Summary of crossings in each sub-catchment – base case 

Subcatchment name Number of 
crossings 

Median slope 
(%) 

Erosion 
risk 

Mean geomorphic 
risk 

Anderson Creek 1 76.7 High NA 

Blue Nose Creek 9 54.5 Medium-
High 

3.4 (Low) 

Britannia Creek 20 53.2 Medium-
High 

4.1 (Low) 

Dee River 2 26.2 Medium 3.4 (Low) 

Dirt Gully Creek 6 41.3 Medium-
High 

3.4 (Low) 

Don River 1 51.1 High 3.7 (Low) 
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Subcatchment name Number of 
crossings 

Median slope 
(%) 

Erosion 
risk 

Mean geomorphic 
risk 

Four Mile Creek 37 73.3 Medium-
High 

4.0 (Low) 

Frenchmans Creek 3 56.4 Medium-
High 

4.0 (Low) 

Harrison Creek 2 24.3 Low-
Medium 

NA 

Rocky Creek 1 69.7 High 2.6 (Very Low) 

Scotchmans Creek 30 71.0 High 3.4 (Low) 

Stockdales Creek 1 47.8 High 2.9 (Very Low) 

Multiple unnamed tributaries of 
the Yarra River 

35 43.0 Low-High NA 

Walkers Creek 4 44.1 Medium-
High 

2.6 (Very Low) 

Yankee Jim Creek 12 63.1 Medium-
High 

3.9 (Low) 

Ythan Creek 2 61.5 High 3.4 (Low) 

Anderson Creek 1 76.7 High NA 

9.2 Stream flow 

There are no flow gauges on any of the waterways crossed by the trail network. In the spatial 

analysis component of this report, the upstream catchment area at each crossing was used as a 

relative indicator of stream flow. 

The upstream catchment areas of the crossings ranged from 0.09 to 184 hectares. Most of the 

crossings are located in the headwaters and have small upstream catchment areas; One 

hundred and thirteen (68%) of the crossings have upstream catchments areas of less than ten 

hectares. Sixteen crossings have upstream catchment areas greater than 60 hectares, which is 

one of the waterway definitions stated in the Waterway Determination Guidelines (DNRE, 2002). 

9.3 Surface water quality  

While there are no gauges that provide water quality data for any of the waterways crossed by 

the mountain bike trail, nearby gauges provide an indicator of water quality of waterways in the 

local region which can be used to infer the likely water quality conditions in waterways 

potentially impacted by the Project. Additional water quality monitoring has been recommended 

(see surface water mitigation measure, SWM06 for details).  

Water quality parameters from two gauges were compared against the environmental quality 

objectives listed in the ERS. When environmental quality objectives are not met, this indicates 

that environmental values may be at risk and investigation is required to assess the level of risk 

and determine whether action is required to address those risks (Victorian Government 2018). 

Background conditions should be considered when assessing water quality (EPA Victoria 2020). 

Background water quality level should be used as the objective if: 

 The objective is not able to be attained due to the background water quality levels 

 The background water quality level better protects environmental values 
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It should be noted that non-compliance with guidelines does not necessarily indicate poor 

environmental health, rather it may be considered as an opportunity to further investigate the 

reasons for non-compliance and the resulting effects on the environmental values of the 

waterway. 

For objectives that are not described by the ERS, values are derived from the ANZG (2018). 

The 95% ecosystem protection level of ANZG (2018) was adopted, as defined by the ERS (EPA 

Victoria 2021a). 

Water quality data is available for two sites near the proposed waterway crossings:  

 Yarra River at McKenzie-King Drive, Millgrove (Site ID: YAYAR0855) 

 McMahons Creek at Woods Point Road, McMahons Creek (Site ID: YAMCM0059) 

The Yarra River at Millgrove gauge is located approximately 2.5 km downstream from the 

proposed development. The site is affected by urban and agricultural runoff in the catchment 

upstream of the gauge. Both sites are located in the Uplands A segment (largely unmodified), 

as defined in the ERS.  

The McMahons Creek at Woods Point Road gauge is further upstream (approximately 17 km) 

from the proposed trails. The gauge is situated in a forested catchment and water quality 

conditions are likely to be similar to a number of the proposed crossings. 

The details of the different types of parameters and count of all available data for the Yarra 

River and McMahons Creek are presented in Appendix B. 

Results show there to be 6987 data for the two gauges. This data extends as far back as 1975 

for some parameters for the Yarra River. Turbidity is the parameter most likely to be impacted 

by the proposed mountain bike trail. Analysis of turbidity data shows that turbidity complies with 

the ERS objective of 75th percentile of the data being lower than or equal to 15 NTU. Whilst the 

75th percentile value complies with the guideline, turbidity data is sometimes above 15 NTU and 

can occasionally exceed 100 NTU in both the Yarra River and McMahons Creeks. It is likely that 

infrequent high streamflows cause turbidity to reach very high levels. In general, the water 

quality in the vicinity of the Project is good to excellent for the region. Key parameters required 

to sustain environmental values (dissolved oxygen, EC, pH, turbidity and nutrients) meet the 

ERS environmental quality objectives. A small number of other parameters are occasionally 

non-compliant with the guideline values such as copper and zinc, and to a lesser extent, 

phosphate, chromium and lead are also non-compliant. 

9.4 Biological indicators of water quality 

Macroinvertebrate data from the Yarra River and tributaries in the vicinity of the proposed 

mountain bike project were obtained from Melbourne Water and key indices were calculated to 

provide an assessment against the ERS objectives. The following sites were used as the basis 

for characterising sensitive water receptors: 

 Cement Creek (two sites: 2001-2013) 

 Dee River (one site: 2001 & 2002) 

 Yarra River (58 samples from five sites – 1999-2012) 

Details of the analysis are presented in Appendix B. Results indicate that, on average, the 

majority of biological index results met the ERS objectives, with the exception of edge habitat in 

Cement Creek. This indicates that the Yarra River and tributaries in the vicinity of the proposed 

project site are high value ecosystems, supporting a diverse range of pollution-sensitive taxa 

indicative of good to excellent water quality. 
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9.5 Index of Stream Condition  

The third Index of Stream Condition Report – DEPI (2012) showed that the Yarra River at 

Millgrove was assessed to be in ‘Moderate’ condition. The river scored highly in hydrology, 

streamside zone and water quality but moderately in physical form. Aquatic life was not 

assessed.  

9.6 Existing threats to surface water values 

A range of threats to surface water exist in the Yarra valley catchment, including the area 

around the proposed mountain bike tracks. These threats include: presence of deer and other 

feral animals (leading to erosion and increased pathogen loads), existing gravel and sealed 

roads (road runoff, in particular from gravel roads, can be high in sediment), cleared vegetation 

areas (e.g. agricultural land use – clearing of vegetation can lead to altered hydrology and 

potential erosion) and urbanisation (with associated increased stormwater runoff from paved 

surfaces and roofs, and the potential for sewer systems to leak and contribute nutrient and 

pathogens to surface waters). An overview of these threats is presented below. 

Risks to surface water from the Warburton mountain bike project can be put in context with the 

potential impact of feral animals, existing gravel and sealed roads, agricultural land use and 

urbanisation in the catchment. 

Deer 

Large numbers of sambar deer (Rusa unicolor) have been noted in the Upper Yarra catchment 

(GHD, 2019c). Deer browse understorey trees and this can lead to an increase in susceptibility 

to fire, leading to increased runoff, and reducing water quality (GHD, 2019c). Deer also compact 

soil and reduce vegetation cover, leading to increased erosion and nutrient contamination 

(Davis et al., 2016). Deer numbers are currently managed through shooting (DELWP, 2020b). 

Exclusion fencing can also be used to protect specific areas from the impacts of deer. The 

Victorian Government (DELWP, 2020b) released a deer control strategy in October 2020. The 

framework underpinning the strategy is to: 

 Prevent new deer populations from establishing in Victoria 

 Remove isolated populations of deer (eradication) 

 Limit the spread of deer beyond their current geographic range 

 Protect and reduce the impacts of deer on priority values 

 

The project is unlikely to cause an increase in the threat of existing cleared vegetation and 

agricultural land to surface water values. 
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Unsealed Road Runoff 

Many kilometres of sealed and unsealed road exist in the catchments around the Warburton 

Mountain Bike project.  A publication produced by EPA and Cardinia Shire Council (2004) – 

‘Sediment Control on Unsealed Roads: A Handbook of Practical Guidelines for Improving 

Stormwater Quality’ makes a number of key statements about runoff from gravel (unsealed 

roads): 

 One of greatest threats to the environment from unsealed roads is sediment runoff from the 

road surface.  

 Sediment and suspended solids are considered to be the most significant of all road runoff 

pollutants due to the numerous direct and indirect effects on ecosystem health. 

 Discharge of muddy or turbid water into waterways can cause serious environmental 

damage. Reduced amounts of sunlight caused by sediment suspended in the water can 

affect the growth of plant life and makes it difficult for visual predators such as fish and 

birds to hunt. Sediment can also clog the gills of fish and other stream life and interfere with 

the uptake of oxygen. 

 Runoff from unsealed roads can reach levels in excess of 1,000 NTU, sediment runoff from 

unsealed roads can be up to 40 times the accepted levels for healthy waterways. 

 Sediment from unsealed roads is typically very fine. Typically, 60% of the sediment in runoff 

is very fine silt and a further 30-40% is silt. 

Whilst the project has the potential to increase traffic on some unsealed roads surrounding the 

track network (e.g. bike riders travelling by car to trail heads), it is the roads themselves rather 

than the traffic volume which is the threat to surface water values. No additional roads have 

been planned as part of this project. 

Areas of cleared vegetation and agricultural land use 

A number of areas of cleared vegetation are noted in the catchment areas surrounding the 

Warburton mountain bike project, particularly open areas on the Warburton Golf Course, and 

other areas of farming and grazing on the lower slopes of the Yarra River near Warburton, 

Millgrove and Wesburn. Runoff from agricultural areas would depend on a number of factors, 

particularly land management practices, slope, soil type etc. NSW Office of Environment and 

Heritage (2011) have summarised information regarding runoff from agricultural areas: 

 Runoff from agricultural land can carry large amounts of nitrogen, phosphorus, and 

sediment. 

 Excess nitrogen and phosphorus can cause algal blooms in waterways that can be toxic to 

humans, livestock, and fish.  

 Sediment can clog fish gills, smother plants and can reduce light penetration in the water. 

Without light, aquatic plants on the river bed cannot survive. Aquatic plants are important 

for commercial and recreational fishing as they provide a habitat and food source for fish. 

The project is unlikely to cause an increase in the threat of existing cleared vegetation and 

agricultural land to surface water values. 
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Urban areas 

A number of urban areas exist within the catchments of the Warburton mountain bike project.  

Stormwater runoff from urban areas can contain a number of pollutants. EPA Victoria (2020a) 

describes urban stormwater in the following terms:  

 Stormwater carries pollutants with it like litter, sediment and oil. These are a major cause of 

pollution in our rivers, creeks, lakes and bays.  

 Most of the time it’s everyday activities that cause urban stormwater pollution, not major 

spills or industrial accidents. It’s important to prevent waste from homes or businesses 

polluting stormwater drains. Activities contributing include industrial runoff from workshops, 

people washing their vehicles in the street, pet faeces, general litter – like plastic bags, 

bottles and cigarette butts. 

 Increase in hard surfaces lead to larger volumes of runoff and in turn this can lead to higher 

velocities and scouring of waterways. 

The project is unlikely to cause an increase in the threat of existing urban areas to surface water 

values. 

9.7 Existing conditions information in relation comparison of 

trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 

Waterways which are present in the vicinity of both trail 1 and the alternative option are located 

in similar environments – with both options located in forested catchments under existing 

conditions. The analysis of options (Section 13) highlights where impacts differ between the two 

options – with the main difference being that the alternative option traverses a lower number of 

waterways, with a slightly lower number of crossings located on National Park land. 

9.7.1 Coranderrk Creek Drinking Water Catchment Risk Assessment 

A 458 metre section of trail 1 near the summit of Mt Donna Buang is proposed inside the 

catchment boundary of one of Melbourne Water’s protected drinking water catchments – the 

Coranderrk Creek catchment. 

The Coranderrk Creek catchment supplies water to Badger Weir, where raw water is pumped to 

the Frogley water treatment plant (WTP), which treats the water and then supplies Healesville 

with water to potable standard. Water from Badger Weir also supplies the Coranderrk Aqueduct, 

which eventually flows into Silvan Reservoir via the Silvan Inlet Channel.  Water not diverted to 

Frogley WTP or the Coranderrk Aqueduct continues down Coranderrk Creek and joins the 

Yarra River. 

The Frogley WTP has been designed to treat water to an appropriate standard for human 

consumption. Key treatment characteristics of the plant include: coagulation (colour and 

organics removal), membrane filtration (ultra-filtration), disinfection (chlorination) and pH 

correction.   

Whilst the Frogley WTP provides an appropriate treatment barrier between the raw water of 

Coranderrk Creek and final consumer, the key additional risks associated with the mountain 

bike track alignment within a protected drinking water catchment are essentially the increased 

pathogen risk to the drinking water supply (should track construction crew or track users use the 

area adjacent to the track as a toilet) and increased turbidity within the surface water runoff 

(which can potentially affect treatment plant efficacy). 
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GHD has previously undertaken a ‘sanitary survey’ for the Coranderrk Creek protected 

catchment, on behalf of Melbourne Water (GHD 2018). A sanitary survey is essentially a review 

of a drinking water system to assess their capability to supply safe drinking water. The sanitary 

survey listed a number of key facts regarding the Coranderrk catchment:   

 There is no timber harvesting, housing, agriculture, industrial sites or municipal sewage 

treatment plants present in the catchment. 

 Legitimate recreation is present near (but downstream of) Badger Weir where there is a 

public park managed by Parks Victoria, and foot access along a vehicle track to the weir. 

The park received an estimated 212 visitors per day when open during 2016. Within the 

park, there is a toilet block and wastewater from the toilet block is treated in a septic system 

with subsurface effluent irrigation, downhill of Badger Weir and the Coranderrk Aqueduct. 

 Illegal recreators: The remoteness of the Coranderrk Creek catchment and Coranderrk 

Aqueduct from urban areas provides some protection from trespassers. No intrusions were 

reported for the Coranderrk Creek catchment in the Melbourne Water data however, the 

local operator said that there were occasional bathers at the Badger Creek weir and also 

fishing at the Coranderrk Aqueduct. Illegal access for fishing at Badger Weir was also 

assumed to occur, based on some circumstantial observations. 

 Wildlife:  Whilst deer were identified as the predominant animal associated with pathogen 

risk to the water supply for some nearby catchments, for the Coranderrk Creek catchment 

and Coranderrk Aqueduct, wallabies were the predominant animal population present. 

Other animals sighted in adjacent catchments, by Melbourne Water operators, include: wild 

dogs and cats, kangaroo, foxes, rabbits and waterfowl. 

From the sanitary survey (GHD 2018), the greatest risk to water quality was assessed as illegal 

access to the catchment area, potentially for fishing and swimming activities (rated as High 

Risk, using the methodology presented within the report). Lesser risk was assessed as resulting 

from wildlife within the catchment. 

Whilst the sanitary survey (GHD 2018) did not detail any potential impacts to drinking water 

from the Mt Donna Buang summit area, it is noted that a proportion of the summit (i.e. the north 

west section, which includes a public shelter area) is located within the Coranderrk Creek 

catchment. Annual visitor numbers to Mt Donna Buang are estimated to be 125,000 (Parks 

Victoria 2021) and a proportion of these visitors would be spending time within the public shelter 

located at the summit and potentially moving downslope further into the Coranderrk Creek 

drinking water catchment. 

The projected number of riders in 2031 using track 1 is estimated to be 27,500 per annum 

(based on the total predicted number of users for the whole track network and that only a 

proportion of the total number, i.e. more skilled riders would attempt track 1). 

In order to assist in determining the risk of the proposed alternative track 1 alignment to the 

drinking water supply, a number of relevant metrics and information are listed as follows: 

 The Melbourne Water drinking water catchment boundary is a reasonable indicator of 

catchment delineation, but a more accurate determination was made at the site of track 1 to 

survey the actual ridge line (see Appendix G). 

 The distance of the track inside the Melbourne Water drinking water catchment boundary 

was measured as 458 m (and inside the surveyed ridgeline it is 985 m). 

 The catchment area of the track inside the catchment boundary: the track encloses 

0.048 km2 (4.8 Ha) to the surveyed ridgeline and 0.016 km2 (1.6 Ha) inside 

Melbourne Water drinking water catchment boundary line. 
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 There are toilet facilities at the Mt Donna Buang summit, the distance from the track inside 

the catchment boundary to these facilities is 370 m at the closest end to 1500 m at the 

furthest end. 

 The distance from the track to a defined watercourse (a tributary of Coranderrk Creek) is 

200 m. 

 The riders commencing track 1 at the Mt Donna Buang summit are at the beginning of their 

descent and are less likely to stop for a break so close to the start of the track compared to 

sections of the track further downhill (i.e. the riders would typically be transiting along the 

458 metre section of track inside the Coranderrk Creek catchment, rather than stopping). 

 Within the section of track 1 inside the drinking water catchment, the average rider speed is 

estimated to be 18 km/h.  The time for each rider to traverse this section of track, assuming 

it is 458 metres in length, is approximately 92 seconds per rider with a total of 703 ‘user 

hours per year’ inside the catchment boundary if 27,500 riders per year used the track.  

This compares with an estimate of time of 125,000 ‘user hours per year’ inside the 

catchment area of the Mt Donna Buang summit public shelter and surrounding area 

(assuming 125,000 visitors per year each are each spending one hour within the drinking 

water catchment). 

Melbourne Water was approached regarding the use of GHD (2018) in this assessment. 

Melbourne Water’s position as to the use of GHD (2018) in this assessment included the 

following points. 

 GHD (2018) does not necessarily reflect any of Melbourne Water’s current or historical 

positions on the issues it addresses. 

 In the intervening years since GHD prepared their report, Melbourne Water has undertaken 

further work, including working collaboratively with DELWP and Parks Victoria through a 

Catchment Management Optimisation Program to determine an approach to managing 

drinking water quality risks in their water supply catchments. This program drew on a 

number of different inputs, including but not limited to GHD’s report, to determine that the 

optimal approach to managing drinking water quality risks in the Coranderrk Creek 

catchment (like all water supply catchments throughout the Yarra Ranges) is to maintain 

and increase the level of protection (additional security, pest animal control, bushfire risk 

management). This strategic direction will help to defer major investments in water 

treatment upgrades. For example, if it is required, the capital cost to filter the Silvan water 

supply system alone would be greater than $1 billion. Melbourne Water is already actively 

investing in increasing levels of catchment protection, consistent with the directions set by 

the Catchment Management Optimisation Program.  

 Any additional recreation in the Coranderrk Creek water supply catchment is inconsistent 

with the agreed, evidence-based strategic direction of increasing the level of catchment 

protection (in fact, it would degrade the catchment).  

9.7.2 Cement Creek Drinking Water Catchment Risk Assessment 

The alternative track options (45, 46 and 47) located to the south east of the summit of 

Mt Donna Buang have an alignment which, for some part, is close to or inside the catchment 

boundary of Melbourne Water’s protected water catchment – the Cement Creek catchment (see 

Appendix G). 
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Considerably less information is available regarding the Cement Creek catchment compared to 

the Coranderrk Creek catchment (i.e. details presented from the sanitary survey for Coranderrk 

Creek (GHD 2018), were not available for Cement Creek). Cement Creek previously supplied 

O’Shannassy Aqueduct (now a retired asset) and can potentially supply water as part of the 

‘Four Tributary Weirs’ system which supplies water to Silvan Reservoir. 

Some key facts regarding the Cement Creek catchment:   

 Timber harvesting is allowed in some sections (unlike the Coranderrk catchment) 

 No housing, agriculture, industrial sites or municipal sewage treatment plants present in the 

catchment 

 The Warburton – Mt Donna Buang / Mt Victoria walking track is located within the 

catchment 

 Roads are located within the catchment: Donna Buang Road and Acheron Way 

 Rainforest Gallery (tourist attraction, including public toilets) is located in the catchment 
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10. Risk assessment 

A risk assessment of project activities was performed in accordance with the methodology 

described in Section 4.2. The risk assessment has been used as a screening tool to prioritise 

the focus of the impact assessments and development of mitigation measures. The risk 

pathways link project activities (causes) to their potential effects on the environmental assets, 

values or uses that are considered in more detail in the impact assessment. Risks were 

assessed for the construction and operation phases of the project. 

The identified risks and associated residual risk ratings are listed in Table 10-1. The likelihood 

and consequence ratings determined during the risk assessment process and the mitigation 

measures to be achieved are presented in Appendix A.   

Table 10-1 Surface water risks 

Risk ID Potential threat and effects on the environment Residual risk 

Construction   

SWR01 Track construction results in increased turbidity and sediment 
in waterways 

Low 

SWR02 Changes to surface water hydrology during trail network 
construction. 

The removal of vegetation in the construction corridor may 
lead to increased runoff 

Compaction of the trail would increase runoff. 

Flow may be directed down the mountain bike trail changing 
the flow regime. 

Low 

SWR03 Track being constructed crosses a waterway without a bridge 
or other appropriate infrastructure, resulting in sedimentation. 

Low 

SWR04 Direct impact to waterways Low 

SWR05 Spillage of hazardous construction material during 
construction resulting in degradation of downstream surface 
water quality. 

Very low 

SWR06 Toilets and amenities at trail heads that are not sewered – 
septic system results in nutrient loads to surface water and 
waterways. 

Low 

SWR07 Disturbance of contaminated ground mobilises constituents 
and results in the degradation of surface water. 

Very low 

SWR08 Yarra River Bridge impacts hydrological regime Very low 

SWR09 Trail construction may cause micro-climatic changes 
affecting surface water temperature, evaporation rates and 
soil water content.  

Very low 

SWR10 Trail construction encourages the funnelling and greater 
concentration of deer movement into waterways. 

Low 

SWR11 Trail construction and operation cause the spread of weeds 
and soil pathogens 

Low 

SWR19 Trail construction causes impacts on drinking water within 
Melbourne Water’s drinking water catchments 

Low 
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Risk ID Potential threat and effects on the environment Residual risk 

Operation   

SWR12 Increased sedimentation of waterways due to track use Very Low 

SWR13 Track crosses a channel that has become a ‘waterway’ due 
to heavy rainfall or other change in hydrology has occurred, 
e.g. a temporary spring forms. Riders travelling through 
these channels cause erosion and sedimentation in 
downstream surface water. 

Low 

SWR14 Changes to surface water hydrology due to track use Low 

SWR15 Water pollution from littering, illegal rubbish dumping and 
human waste 

Low 

SWR16 Bike washing at trail heads – wash water with sediment 
reaches waterways. 

Very Low 

SWR17 Surface water management at Warburton Golf Course 
trailhead 

Low 

SWR18 Trail construction and operation causes the spread of weeds 
and soil pathogens 

Low 

SWR20 Trail operation causes impacts on drinking water within 
Melbourne Water’s drinking water catchments 

Low-Medium 
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11. Construction impact assessment  

This section discusses the potential impacts of the project as a result of construction activities 

and the associated mitigation measures that aim to reduce impacts to an acceptable level. 

Mitigation measures referred to are summarised in Section 14. 

To manage the impacts on waterways, the project has proposed a hierarchy of mitigation 

measures based on conditions observed during ground-truthing of the track network. The 

measures were identified during the design phase of the project and consist of: 

 Bridges or boardwalks for all crossings over ‘waterways’. Waterways were determined 

using the definition from the Water Act 1989 and the Waterway Determination Guidelines 

(see section 8.1.1).  

 Rock armour for crossings over small headwater channels that were not identified as 

waterways. 

Additionally, the project has proposed that for some very small headwater channels, no 

mitigation measures are required. The decision to have no mitigation measures for these sites 

will be checked during micro-siting before the construction of the trail commences.  

Crossing points were identified by comparing the mountain bike trail network to the VicMap Hydro 

stream network (see section 8.1.2). A summary of points where the trail network crosses the Vic 

Hydro waterways layer and the proposed mitigation measures is presented in Table 11-1. 

It should be noted that the trail network also includes additional bridges and boardwalks over 

points which are not mapped as waterways (e.g. steep gullies or boggy ground), thus providing 

a level of protection at these points also.   

Table 11-1 Proposed mitigation measures at points where track crosses 

VicMap Hydro layer  

Mitigation measure Number of crossings 

None 54 

Rock armour 61 

Bridge/boardwalk 51 

Total 166 

Trail crossings on waterways 

In section 9.1 it was noted that the spatial analysis identified 166 waterway crossings and that of 

these crossings 42 are located on designated waterways, according to the definition in the 

Water Act 1989 and the Waterway Determination Guidelines, which provides a method to 

interpret that definition (see DNRE, 2002) (Table 11-2). Of these 42 crossings:  

 Sixteen crossing points have an upstream catchment area of greater than 60 ha. These 

sites clearly meet the criteria of ‘waterway’ according to the Waterway Determination 

Guidelines.  

 Fourteen crossings have an upstream catchment area of less than 10 ha, indicating that 

most of these crossings are over channels that are named but are not likely to flow 

regularly, as per the Waterway Determination Guidelines.  
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The presence and extent of waterway crossings were ground-truthed by World Trail using 

‘Decision 2’ of the Waterway Determination decision tree (Figure 5) and selected sites were 

validated by GHD. The ground-truthing exercises demonstrated that a number of mapped 

potential waterway crossing points did not display any waterway characteristics and as such the 

Vicmap Hydro layer is not likely to represent actual conditions on site. Bridges or boardwalks 

have been proposed at 22 designated waterways (along with additional crossing points – see 

Table 11-1). Where appropriate, rock armouring has been proposed at crossings that did not 

meet the definition of a waterway, verified by World Trail ground-truthing. Hence, the use of rock 

armouring has been proposed at crossing points which were mapped as potential waterways 

(Table 11-2) but which displayed no waterway characteristics in the field.  

When designing the track, World Trail applied a twenty-metre buffer zone around waterway for 

trails that run alongside channels. That is, tracks would not be located within twenty metres of a 

waterway, except where they cross a waterway. It should be noted that the actual waterway 

crossing points will be determined prior to the construction phase as conditions on-site at the 

time of construction would dictate the exact placement of tracks. As such, micro-siting of the 

track network, and therefore the final decision on waterway crossing points and methods to 

cross waterways, would be prior to construction. As part of the approvals processes, 

appropriate water crossing agreements and permits, where relevant, would be obtained prior to 

commencement of works. A small number of sites identified as waterway crossing points have 

not been ground-truthed (labelled as ‘not yet defined’ in Figure 6). These sites would require 

mitigation controls to be assigned during the design phase of the project as per Mitigation 

Measure 01 (Table 14-1).  

Table 11-2 Mitigation measures on crossings identified as potential 

waterways by spatial analysis 

Mitigation measure Number of crossings Notes 

Not yet defined 6 Micro-siting of these crossings will occur 
prior to construction to determine whether 
they require a bridge or boardwalk 
(Mitigation measure SWM01) 

Rock armour 14 These sites were identified as potential 
waterways in spatial analysis but were 
ground-truthed and were determined not 
to meet the definition of a waterway. 

Bridge/boardwalk 22 These sites cross waterways and require 
a bridge or boardwalk 

Total 42  

11.1 Increased sedimentation of waterways during trail network 

construction (SWR01) 

The potential for the project to increase sediment load and downstream turbidity levels was 

assessed. There are several pathways this may occur: 

 The clearing of the construction corridor of vegetation. 

 Workers and construction machinery accessing the site may disturb the soil. 

 The excavation of the path would remove soil. 

 Removal of rocks and roots from the path would decrease soil stability. 

 Compaction of the trail would increase runoff. The additional runoff may increase erosion. 
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Without mitigation, erosion and sedimentation may increase sediment load into waterways and 

increase turbidity. Elevated turbidity in freshwater systems can harm aquatic organisms directly. 

It can also have indirect impact on aquatic organisms by increasing water temperature and 

decreasing dissolved oxygen levels. Assessment of impacts to instream biota are provided in 

the Biodiversity impact assessment for the Project. 

Without mitigation, the impacts would be influenced by the type of channel. On waterways 

where water is present at the time of construction an increase in erosion that leads to sediment 

washing into waterways could have impacts downstream from the sediment entry point. In 

headwaters or dry channels, the impacts would likely be confined to the point of entry. 

Therefore, a key mitigation measure would be to avoid sediment entering waterways or 

channels during construction and to select appropriate waterway crossing methods, if required. 

To mitigate this risk the Project would: 

 Undertake micro-siting of trail network prior to construction (SWM01)  

 Implement the CEMP (SWM02) 

 Apply streamside buffer zones (SWM03) 

 Avoid use of tracking machines across waterways (SWM04) 

 Water quality monitoring of waterways (SWM06) 

Implementation of the recommended mitigation measures would allow for a tiered approach to 

mitigate potential impacts, by allowing for design amendments to be made prior to construction 

(thus selecting the most appropriate crossing method at the time of construction) and reducing 

the likelihood of sediment entering waterways using physical control barriers and work method 

practices. Monitoring of water quality would allow for adaptive management of the construction 

phase, with corrective actions implemented if water quality monitoring indicates that 

construction methods are impacting downstream water quality. With mitigation measures in 

place, residual impacts to water quality are unlikely to occur and where impacts do occur they 

are likely to be localised (i.e. within the vicinity of a waterway crossing point) and short-term (i.e. 

days) in duration. 

11.1.1 Impacts to Mount Donna Buang Wingless Stonefly habitat 

The potential for the project to disturb the Donna Buang Wingless Stonefly habitat was 

assessed based on sites where the Stonefly is known to occur (Tsyrlin, 2019). No-go zones for 

Donna Buang Wingless Stonefly habitat have been established based on the survey by Tsyrlin 

(2019). A key control is to avoid the track alignment crossing into an identified no-go zone or 

crossing headwater waterways where the Stonefly is known to occur. The proposed trail 

network does not cross waterways where the Stonefly has been identified. The proposed tracks 

do pass to the north of known Stonefly habitat and as such recommendations provided by 

Tsyrlin (2019) would be employed to:  

 Eliminate any pollution that can be soaked into the soil  

 Not increase sediment from the track network flowing into the adjacent springs downstream 

of the road 

The Project must adhere to established no-go zones and establish additional no-go zones 

around sites WP1 and WP2 to avoid water quality and hydrology impacts to the species 

(SWM07) and follow the CEMP (SWM02) during construction. Once implemented, it is unlikely 

that impacts to the water quality and hydrology would occur in the vicinity of identified Stonefly 

habitat. 
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11.1.2 Construction of trail head leads to increased erosion, leading to 

sediment input to waterways 

The risk pathway for construction of trail heads leading to sedimentation of waterways is similar 

to that for the construction of tracks, however there is typically a larger foot print and some trail 

head sites may be closer to the Yarra River than the tracks. Mitigation measures include: 

 Implement the CEMP (SWM02) 

 Meet the requirements set out in: 

– EPA Publication 275 – Construction techniques for sediment pollution control 

– EPA Publication 1893 – Erosion, sediment and dust: Treatment train (SWM08), which 

sets out controls to improve water quality and slow down runoff velocity 

The Warburton Golf Course trail head is the key site for sediment mitigation being applied to 

stormwater discharge into a water course (i.e. the Yarra River). The Mount Tugwell trail head 

would disperse stormwater along its lower boundary (i.e., it would not be directly discharging to 

a watercourse), however an appropriate treatment train and plan to manage sediment for Mt 

Tugwell carpark will be developed and implemented. Sediment treatment requirements for the 

golf course trail head stormwater runoff have been confirmed by Melbourne Water. The golf 

course carpark and Mt Tugwell carpark stormwater treatment trains will be designed and 

managed to meet and exceed where possible the Melbourne Water and Yarra Ranges Council 

best practice for water sensitive urban design requirements. 

The residual impact after mitigation measures are implemented is considered to be minimal. 

11.2 Changes to surface water hydrology during trail network 

construction (SRW02) 

The potential for trail construction to impact surface water hydrology was assessed. There are 

several pathways where this may occur: 

 The removal of vegetation in the construction corridor may lead to increased runoff through 

a reduction in uptake of water from plants and from reduced interception on rainfall on plant 

leaves. 

 Compaction of the trail would increase runoff.  

 Flow may be directed down the mountain bike trail. This may: 

– Increase runoff and change the flow regime, making it flashier. A ‘flashy’ stream 

experiences a rapid increase in flow shortly after rain, and an equally rapid return to 

base conditions shortly after the rain stops.  

– Divert water away from existing waterways and reduce flow. 

 Selection of waterway crossing method would be elevated, using a bridge or boardwalk. If 

rock armour or no mitigation measures are used on a waterway, this may also direct flow 

down the mountain bike trail. This may increase runoff and make the flow regime flashier. 

Changes to surface water hydrology may, if not mitigated, cause increased runoff volume and 

velocity, which in turn may lead to additional transport of sediment and soils, in-stream erosion 

and potentially affect aquatic biota in surface waters.  

Many of the measures to mitigate impacts to surface water hydrology are similar to those 

discussed in section 11.1. Measures to mitigate potential changes to surface water hydrology 

are included in the list of mitigation measures listed below.   
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To mitigate this risk the Project will: 

 Undertake micro-siting of trail network prior to construction (SWM01)  

 Implement the CEMP (SWM02) 

 Apply streamside buffer zones (SWM03) 

 Avoid use of tracking machines across waterways (SWM04) 

 Follow elevated crossing design recommendations (SWM05) 

The residual impact to changes to surface water hydrology and surface water flows after 

mitigation measures are implemented are considered inconsequential and of low frequency and 

duration. Residual impacts, if any, would be localised near the track and be of low 

severity/consequence i.e. minimal impact.  

11.3 Track construction crosses a waterway without appropriate 

infrastructure, resulting in sedimentation (SRW03) 

The potential for tracks being constructed over a waterway without appropriate infrastructure in 

place was assessed. If this impact were to occur without mitigation controls in place it may in 

turn lead to erosion of bed and banks at the crossing point and sedimentation of the waterway 

downstream of the crossing.  

A second area of consideration is that a track crosses channel that then later becomes a 

defined waterway due to the appearance of a spring (see Section 20.1 for further details).  

Monitoring of the track areas for springs which may temporarily appear particularly after rainfall 

(and then undertaking appropriate crossing works) would reduce the risk. 

To mitigate this risk the Project will: 

 Implement the CEMP (SWM02). 

 Implement mitigation measure GWM01 to identify springs prior to and during construction.  

 Undertake micro-siting of trail network prior to construction (SWM01). This is essentially the 

ground truthing of track alignment and creek crossings, reducing the risk of the spatial 

analysis inadvertently missing a crossing over a waterway. 

 Operational maintenance measures (SWM09). This includes inspection of the trails for the 

identification of new spring activity, particularly after rainfall events. 

The residual impact associated with the risk of a track crossing a waterway without appropriate 

infrastructure, after mitigation measures are implemented, is considered to be inconsequential 

and of low frequency and duration. Any impacts would be localised near the track and be of low 

severity/consequence i.e. minimal impact. 

11.4 Direct impacts to waterways (SWR04) 

Direct impacts to waterways in the form of sedimentation may result if appropriate track 

crossings are not implemented as mitigation measures. A key risk mitigation strategy is the 

construction of appropriate, well designed and constructed, elevated crossings across all 

identified waterways. It should be noted that rock armouring would also be used as a mitigation 

measure, but only for crossings over small headwater channels that are not identified as 

‘waterways’ (see section 8.1.1). 
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To mitigate this risk the Project will: 

 Implement the CEMP (SWM02) 

 Undertake elevated crossing design (SWM05). This is essentially implementing best design 

practice using Melbourne Water crossing guidelines and with regards to deck height, profile 

raising, abutment design, rock work protection etc.  

The residual impact associated with the direct impacts to waterways after mitigation measures 

are implemented, is considered to be inconsequential and of low frequency and duration — i.e. 

minimal impact. 

11.5 Spillage of hazardous materials (SWR05) 

Without mitigation measures in place, there is a potential for spilling of fuels or other hazardous 

materials used during construction to be released into the waterways and impact on water 

quality. This may include fuels and liquids used in machinery and equipment, such as 

excavators, bobcats, chainsaws, compactors and generators. 

To mitigate this risk the Project will: 

 Implement the CEMP (SWM02) 

 Undertake spill management mitigation measures (SWM10) to prevent chemical spills and 

leaks as well as manage any spills or leaks, should they occur.  

The residual impact of spillage of hazardous materials, after mitigation measures are 

implemented, is considered to be inconsequential, of very low frequency and minimal spatial 

extent (i.e. there is likely to be no residual impact after mitigation). 

11.6 Toilet amenities at trail heads that are not sewered – septic 

system results in nutrient loads to surface water and 

waterways (SWR06) 

For those trail head amenities which are not being connected to the sewer system, there is a 

risk that the treated effluent of the septic system increases nutrient loads (and potentially 

pathogen loads) to surface waters if mitigation measures are not implemented.   

Risk mitigation includes implementing the CEMP (SWM02) and appropriate sizing of systems to 

cope with anticipated loads and meeting Yarra Ranges Council and land manager codes 

(SWM11). During construction, park toilet facilities would be used and an additional port-a-loo 

facility would be used and maintained on site. Frequent cleaning, maintenance and de-sludging 

of septic tanks would also reduce the risk. The residual impact after mitigation measures are 

implemented is considered to be negligible, of low frequency and minimal spatial extent. 

11.7 Disturbance of contaminated ground mobilises constituents 

and results in the degradation of surface water (SWR07) 

The potential for disturbance of contaminated ground during construction was assessed. If 

unmitigated, disturbance may mobilise constituents which in turn could result in the degradation 

of surface water quality.  Waste from the construction of the trail may be transported into 

waterways and this could have negative impacts on water quality, if unmitigated.  

Many of the measures set out in the construction environment management plan, particularly 

with regards to the management of hazardous materials, are appropriate ways to minimise the 

risks around disturbance of contaminated ground.    
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To mitigate this risk, the Project will: 

 Implement the CEMP (SWM02), particularly with regards to soil and sediment management 

 Undertake measures under spill management (SWM10), particularly with regards to 

hazardous materials management 

Impacts associated with the disturbance of contaminated ground degrading surface water are 

considered low risk with the mitigation measures applied during construction. 

The residual impact after mitigation measures are implemented is considered to be 

inconsequential, and of low frequency and minimal spatial extent i.e. there would be minimal 

impact after mitigation. 

11.8 Yarra River Bridge crossing impacts hydrological regime 

(SWR08) 

The potential for the Yarra River bridge crossing to impact the hydrological regime of the Yarra 

River was assessed. It is understood that the bridge would be a single-span design with no 

placement of pylons in the Yarra River and would meet Melbourne Water and Building Code of 

Australia (BCA) requirements. Bridge abutments would be placed outside the land subject to 

inundation zone to allow for clearance over Warburton Highway. As such, the existing flow 

regime of the Yarra River is unlikely to be impacted during bridge construction or operation and 

no residual impacts are likely (i.e. very low frequency and minimal spatial extent). 

11.9 Trail construction may cause micro-climatic changes 

affecting surface water temperature, evaporation rates and 

soil water content (SWR09) 

The potential for trail construction to cause micro-climatic changes at a waterway crossing scale 

was assessed. Under existing conditions, the majority of waterway crossings are located in 

forested areas, where Large Old Trees (LOTs) provide canopy cover that leads to shading of 

waterways. These conditions allow for maintenance of surface water conditions in terms of 

temperature and flow rates. The Project has committed to micro-siting of tracks to avoid the 

removal of LOTs (Biosis, 2021), which would therefore avoid this impact occurring. As such, 

existing conditions are likely to be maintained and no residual impacts to surface water 

characteristics are likely (i.e. very low frequency and minimal spatial extent).   

11.10 Trail construction encourages the funnelling and greater 

concentration of deer movement into waterways (SWR10) 

Under existing conditions, it is recognised that deer numbers in the Upper Yarra catchment are 

a threat to water quality values. The potential for the Project to exacerbate this threat, by 

creating additional tracks that ‘funnel’ deer to waterways, was assessed. Biosis, 2021 (draft) 

provides an assessment of the likelihood that deer numbers would increase or that their activity 

patterns would change due to the construction of additional tracks. They conclude that this is 

unlikely to occur. As such no residual impacts to waterways are likely to occur as a result of 

additional track construction (i.e. very low frequency and minimal spatial extent). 
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11.11 Trail construction causes the spread of weeds and soil 

pathogens (SWR11) 

The potential for trail construction to lead to the spread of weeds and soil pathogens was 

assessed as weeds and pathogens may impact waterway values or be transferred downstream 

via waterways. The Project has committed to measures that: 

 Minimise the risk of the introduction and spread of Phytophthora cinnamoni and other soil 

pathogens 

 Control of pest plant species, with focus on high threat species 

 Minimise the potential for Myrtle Wilt to spread 

To mitigate this risk, the Project will: 

 Implement the CEMP (SWM02), which includes mitigation measures detailed in Biosis 

(2021) 

 Implement weed monitoring 

The mitigation measures proposed would minimise the risk to waterway values as the actions 

would break the risk pathway when implemented, with a low frequency and only local spatial 

extent, leading to a low likelihood of any residual impact to waterways.   

11.12 Trail construction causes impacts on drinking water within 

Melbourne Water’s drinking water catchments (SWR19) 

The potential for trail construction to impact on drinking water supply in terms of pathogens was 

assessed.  

A scenario to assist in quantifying the risk from the proposed alternative track 1 alignment (i.e. 

the Coranderrk Creek catchment) is as follows: an additional hazard of a trail construction crew 

working in small numbers (10 or less), not involved in direct contact with the creek is introduced 

to the sub-catchment for the duration of construction. Mitigating factors include: on-site toilet 

facilities for workers, large buffer zone to nearest tributary (200 m), relatively small trail distance 

inside the catchment boundary (458 m), pre-start risk assessment and education of works crew 

about the sensitivity of catchment. Frogley water treatment plant has ultrafiltration and 

disinfection. 

Using the risk assessment methodology described in section 4.4, the presence of construction 

crew in the upper catchment resulting in the introduction of pathogens to the source water could 

be assessed as follows: 

 Consequence – Minor. The potential effects on water quality would be isolated and short-term. 

 Likelihood – Either Unlikely (could occur but not normally expected) or Possible (may occur 

in the course of normal circumstances). 

The assessed risk from the hazard is Low, using these assigned likelihood and consequence 

descriptions in the section 4.4 methodology. 

The alternative track options (45, 46 and 47) located to the south east of the summit of Mt 

Donna Buang have an alignment which, for some part, is close to or inside the catchment 

boundary of Melbourne Water’s protected water catchment – the Cement Creek. The risk 

assessment presented for Coranderrk Creek is also relevant for Cement Creek, i.e. the 

presence of works crew is considered to be a low risk for additional pathogens and sediment.  

Given that existing roads, walking tracks and tourist attractions are present within Cement 

Creek catchment, it is considered to be much more open compared to the Coranderrk Creek 

catchment, and as such there would be a higher ‘baseline’ of risk to drinking water. 
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The Project has committed to measures that reduce the risk to drinking water catchments: i.e. 

within the CEMP in which educates track workers of the sensitive nature of the drinking water 

catchments and provision of proper toilet facilities, including hand washing stations, for the 

works crew (SWM02). 
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12. Operation impact assessment 

This section discusses the potential impacts of the project as a result of operation of the project 

and the associated mitigation measures that aim to reduce impacts to as low a level as 

possible.  Mitigation measures referred to are defined in Section 14. 

12.1 Increased sedimentation of waterways due to track use 

(SWR12) 

The potential for the project to increase sediment load and downstream turbidity levels due to 

track use was assessed. The key mitigation measure is for the installation of bridges and other 

appropriate infrastructure at waterway crossings, to ensure that bike wheels (and foot traffic) 

does not cause waterway bed and banks to erode and become vulnerable to wash away during 

rainfall events. 

The crossings identified which do not require a bridge (because they are not located on 

waterways) would generally have other appropriate protection infrastructure such as rock 

armouring. There may be a risk that some crossings have not been identified, through spatial 

analysis and ground-truthing, although the likelihood of this occurring is considered low if 

waterway crossing sites are micro-sited during the construction phase (SWM01) so that 

appropriate crossing structures are installed prior to operation.  

It is proposed to monitor the crossings to allow for the on-going maintenance or an upgrade to 

an elevated structure in future, should that be appropriate (SWM13) along with monitoring of 

water quality (SWM06).  

Silt traps used near crossings during construction would be kept in place during the initial 

operational phase of the project to reduce risk of sedimentation of waterways (see SWM02). 

Implementation of the recommended mitigation measures would allow for a tiered approach to 

mitigate potential impacts, by allowing for appropriate design amendments to be made prior to 

construction (thus selecting the most appropriate crossing method at the time of construction) 

and reducing the likelihood of sediment entering waterways using physical control barriers and 

work method practices. Monitoring of crossing points would allow for adaptive management of 

the construction phase, with corrective actions implemented if monitoring indicates that erosion 

issues are occurring. With mitigation measures in place, residual impacts to water quality are 

unlikely to occur and where impacts do occur, they are likely to be localised (i.e. within the 

vicinity of a waterway crossing point) and short-term (i.e. days) in duration. 

12.2 Use of trails during periods of snow and heavy rainfall (SWR13) 

During high rainfall periods, track users may continue to use the trails.  Heavy rainfall may lead 

to some parts of the track crossing water that is not located on formally defined ‘waterways‘ 

(and hence may not have a formal crossing infrastructure). 

The key mitigation measure to assign an appropriate waterway crossing method at each 

waterway or gully (SWM01 and SWM05) would reduce the risk of impacts during heavy rainfall.  

During operation, certain trails within the Warburton Mountain Bike Destination would be closed 

(and potentially seasonal closure, to allow for effective management, in consultation with 

Melbourne Water and land managers) for use when affected by snow or high rainfall events 

(SWM15). The closures would differ year by year as weather conditions vary and would be 

applied in a targeted way as the effects on individual trails would differ for any particular weather 

event. For example, it is only the trails near the summit of Mount Donna Buang that would be 

expected to be closed due to snow. 
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From experience at other mountain biking locations, snow or high rainfall conditions are not 

conducive to enjoyable mountain biking and most mountain bikers would choose not to use the 

trails under these conditions. 

Nevertheless, Yarra Ranges Council would proactively monitor trail conditions and close trails 

under adverse conditions to avoid damage and associated environmental impacts during these 

periods (including any part of the track that may be prone to dampness for a long period of time 

(e.g. tracks on damp south facing slopes during winter)). Closures could be at a network scale 

or individual trail level. These decisions would be made by Yarra Ranges Council based on: 

 A trigger of 25 mm of rain in the preceding 24 hours for a network closure, or 

 Observations of staff indicating sustained wet/snow conditions likely to impact trails (could 

be individual trails, areas, or complete network) 

Trail closures would be communicated to mountain bikers by: 

 Active social media and electronic communications 

 Signage at trail heads and strategic locations around the network 

 Signage at start of trail for individual trail closures 

Additionally, site inspections of higher risk sections of the track network and waterway crossing 

points after a rainfall event (e.g. >25 mm in 24 hours) would determine if further mitigation works 

(e.g. an elevated structure) is required. Monitoring (SWM09 and SWM13) would assist in 

determining the impacts to crossings as a result of heavy rain and allow for operational 

management to pre-emptively close tracks if required. 

Implementation of the recommended mitigation measures will allow for a tiered approach to 

mitigate potential impacts. Selection of appropriate crossing method would reduce the impact as 

higher flow caused by high rainfall as water would pass under elevated structures so that track 

users do not come into contact with water. Rock armouring would also reduce damp gullies 

becoming eroded during these conditions. Monitoring of water quality and gully erosion would 

allow for adaptive management during the operation phase, with corrective actions implemented 

if monitoring indicates that track use during high rainfall is causing increased erosion. With 

mitigation measures in place, residual impacts to water quality are unlikely to occur and where 

impacts do occur, they are likely to be localised (i.e. within the vicinity of a waterway crossing 

point) and short-term (i.e. days) in duration. 

12.3 Changes to surface water hydrology due to track use 

(SWR14) 

Bridges are proposed at known waterway crossings and these are unlikely to alter surface water 

hydrology (except, potentially, in low probability flooding events). However, the installation of 

rock armouring at some crossings may have the potential to cause localised changes to water 

hydrology under higher flow conditions. Rock armouring has the potential to cause pooling 

upstream and to increase velocity over the rock armouring, particularly if it is hydraulically 

smooth compared to the surrounding channel. 

However, given that rock armouring is recommended for gully (rather than waterway) crossings, 

and that the length of rock armouring would be small in comparison to total gully length, there 

would typically be low risks to changes in surface water hydrology associated with these works, 

as water is unlikely to frequently flow at these points.   
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Appropriate selection of waterway crossing (SWM01) would allow for construction over gullies 

and waterways that are appropriate for the conditions which are likely to occur during operation. 

A key aspect to risk mitigation of the rock – armoured crossings is to undertake monitoring of 

these sites (SWM09 and SWM13), particularly during rainfall events, to observe conditions and 

amend crossing structures if required. This impact is likely to occur at a local level (i.e. at gully 

crossing points), infrequently (only following high rainfall) and any impacts would be observed 

by monitoring so would be rectified, leading to no long-term residual impacts. 

12.4 Water pollution from littering, illegal rubbish dumping and 

human waste (SWR15) 

The potential for cyclists and other track users to use the surrounding areas as ‘bush toilets’, 

particularly in the more remote areas away from designated toilets and other facilities, was 

assessed. The potential for human contamination of a waterway would be dependent on the 

number of riders using the tracks and their behaviour. The risk would be controlled by providing 

toilet facilities adequate for the expected number of users at trail heads. The facilities would be 

maintained well to encourage use. Appropriate signage to explain the risks to the environment 

to track users (i.e. ‘track etiquette’) would be installed (SWM12). If these mitigation measures 

are implemented the likelihood of impact is considered to be of low frequency, local spatial 

extent resulting in no residual impact to waterways. 

Littering and illegal rubbish dumping are also a potential risk within the track areas and around 

trail heads, potentially leading to water pollution of waterways (and detrimental to the visual 

amenity of these areas). Littering and illegal rubbish dumping is already an issue along remote 

and rural roads. The risks would be minimised by providing adequate rubbish bins at trail heads, 

and signage with regards to track etiquette and littering / illegal dumping. Additional council-

approved signage could remind track users about potential penalties for littering and illegal 

dumping.  

Procedures for the regular inspection of waste infrastructure will form part of the OEMP to 

minimise the risk of the provided bins becoming a target for dumping. 

12.5 Bike Washing (SWR16) 

Wash water from bike washing facilities is to be treated to remove sediment and to recycle the 

water for re-use.   

A Code of Conduct has been developed for the park which required riders to keep their bike 

clean to reduce the spread of weeds. Bike washing facilities would be available at the trail head 

locations to manage potential spread of weeds, pests and pathogens. Run-off from the wash 

bays would be captured by a sump and recirculated where practicable. Excess silt and soil 

would be captured by a silt retention system which would also serve the car park. This system 

would be designed to meet Melbourne Water requirements. 

There would be bike wash down facilities at all four trail heads to prevent the spread of weeds 

and pathogens, including the golf course, Mount Tugwell and Mount Donna Buang. The 

Biodiversity Assessment Report (Biosis 2021) outlines additional details with regards to 

mitigation measures for managing potential impacts associated with weeds. 

Providing the facility is working as intended, there should be little risk to sediment reaching 

waterways. A plan for sediment removal and disposal after collection is required (SWM14). The 

residual impact to surface water environmental values after mitigation measures are 

implemented is considered to be of low frequency and minimal spatial extent i.e.: insignificant. 
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12.6 Surface water management at Warburton Golf Course 

trailhead (SWR17) 

Surface water management to reduce risk of sedimentation of waterways during the operational 

phase would essentially be operating and appropriately maintaining the constructed 

erosion/sediment treatment system at the Warburton Golf Course trail head. The stormwater 

treatment system would be required to meet Melbourne Water standards and those set out in 

EPA Publication 1893 (SWM08). Additional details are outlined in section 11.1.2. Maintenance 

of the stormwater treatment system would need to be considered, particularly the management / 

disposal of collected sediment. If designed and maintained as per appropriate standards the 

residual impact to surface water environmental values is likely to be of low frequency and 

minimal spatial extent, i.e.: negligible. 

12.7 Trail operation cause the spread of weeds and soil 

pathogens (SWR18) 

The potential for trail operation to lead to the spread of weeds and soil pathogens was assessed 

as weeds and pathogens may impact waterway values or be transferred downstream via 

waterways. The same measures provided for SWR11 would minimise the likelihood of this 

impact occurring, leading to a reduction of residual impacts.  The Biodiversity Assessment 

Report (Biosys 2021) outlines additional details with regards to mitigation measures for 

managing potential impacts associated with weeds. 

The resulting impacts of trail operation causing the spread of weeds and soil pathogens is 

considered to be of low frequency and of minimal spatial extent, i.e. negligible. 

12.8 Trail operation causes impacts on drinking water within 

Melbourne Water’s drinking water catchments (SWR20) 

The potential for trail operation to impact on drinking water supply in terms of pathogens was 

assessed. A scenario to assist in quantifying the risk from the proposed alternative track 1 

alignment (i.e. the Coranderrk catchment) is as follows: an additional hazard of a small numbers 

(10 or less) of recreators (i.e. cyclists), not involved in water contact recreation is introduced to 

the sub-catchment.  Mitigating factors include: proximity to existing toilet facilities (maximum of 

1500 m to Mt Donna Buang toilets), large buffer zone to nearest tributary (200 m), relatively 

small trail distance inside the catchment boundary (458 m), ‘track etiquette’ signage will be in 

place, and riders would typically be transiting through the catchment for a relatively short time 

(estimated to be in the order of 90 seconds per rider) and unlikely to be stopping to rest due to 

the proximity to the start of the track. Frogley WTP has appropriate treatment: ultrafiltration and 

disinfection. 

Using the risk assessment methodology described in section 4.4, the presence of occasional 

recreators in the upper catchment resulting in the introduction of pathogens to the source water 

could be assessed as follows: 

 Consequence – Minor. The potential effects on water quality would be isolated and short-term. 

 Likelihood – Either Unlikely (could occur but not normally expected) or Possible (may occur 

in the course of normal circumstances). 

The assessed risk from the hazard is Low, using these assigned likelihood and consequence 

descriptions in the section 4.4 methodology. 
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The assessment above considered 10 cyclists per day (in the order of 1,000 – 10,000 cyclists 

per year). For a scenario with large numbers of cyclists with 1,000 per day, or 100,000-

1,000,000 per annum, the consequence, likelihood and risk are assessed as follows: 

 Consequence – Moderate. Potential moderate effects on water quality over the short and 

medium-term. 

 Likelihood – Possible. May occur in the course of normal circumstances. 

 Risk assessed as Medium, using these assigned likelihood and consequence descriptions 

in the section 4.4 methodology. 

Given that the expected number of cyclists per year using track 1 in the year 2031 is estimated 

to be 27,500, the final risk may potentially be considered to be within the two ‘boundaries‘ 

presented above i.e. between low and medium but with key mitigating factors (short distance to 

toilets, large buffer zones, relatively small distance of track inside catchment boundary and 

expected short transit time for riders etc.), means that the risk is probably closer to the ‘low’ 

rating. Analysis of estimated time spent by riders within the Coranderrk Creek drinking water 

catchment (a total of 703 ‘user hours per year’ for riders compared with that of Mt Donna Buang 

summit visitors within the catchment 125,000 ‘user hours per year’ – see Section 9.7.1) shows 

that the incremental impact of the riders on the catchment is likely to be relatively small 

compared to existing conditions. 

Monitoring of track 1 within the drinking water catchment boundary (SWM16) will allow for actual 

rider behaviour to be quantified (to confirm, or otherwise, that riders will typically be quickly 

transiting through the catchment, rather than stopping). 

The operational risk assessment that presented above for Coranderrk Creek is relevant for 

Cement Creek, i.e. the presence of additional recreators in the form of riders is considered to be 

a low risk for additional pathogens and sediment.  Given that roads, walking tracks and tourist 

attractions are present in the Cement Creek catchment, it is considered to be much more open 

compared to the Coranderrk Creek catchment, and as such there would be a higher ‘baseline’ 

of risk to drinking water. 

The Project has committed to measures that appropriate signage to explain the risks to the 

environment, including drinking water catchment risks, to track users (i.e. ‘track etiquette’) would 

be installed (SWM12) where the tracks cross drinking water catchment boundaries.   
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13. Assessment of alternative to trail 1 

The assessment and comparison of Trail 1 and the alternative to Trail 1 is based on the existing 

conditions information provided in Section 9. 

The comparison is based on the residual impact of these options assuming effective 

implementation of the proposed mitigation and contingency measures outlined in Sections 10 

and 11.  

Each of the impacts outlined in the impact assessment undertaken are described in Table 13-1. 

No new impacts have been identified in relation to the alternative to trail 1. 

The comparison of unmitigated impacts indicates that the alternative would be preferred for 

surface water management because there are fewer water crossings for the alternative route. 

The alternative route poses a slightly lower risk of impacting surface water through 

sedimentation, changes to hydrology and contaminants entering waterways. However, it should 

be noted that the difference in residual risks between the two routes is likely to be the same 

once mitigation measures are implemented for each impact.  

A key consideration for the alternative routes is that the new routes cross into to designated 

drinking water protection catchments.  Information and a high-level assessment of risk for the 

Coranderrk Creek and Cement Creek catchments has been summarised in Section 9.7.1 and 

9.7.2. 
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Table 13-1 Comparison of impacts between trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 

Impact Trail 1 Alternative Conclusion 

Construction Impacts    

Track construction results in increased 
turbidity and sediment in waterways 

Total number of 
crossings 

166 

Number of 
crossings with 
'high' erosion risk 

121 

 

Total number of 
crossings 

157 

Number of 
crossings with 
'high' erosion risk 

118 

 

The unmitigated risk of track construction 
causing increased turbidity and sediment in 
waterways is marginally higher for Trail 1 
compared to the alternative route because 
there are more water crossings. 

Additionally, there are three more 
crossings in the base case that are 
classified as having a higher erosion risk. 

Neither option crosses waterways where 
Mount Donna Buang Wingless Stonefly 
habitat is known to occur.  

That said, the residual risk for both options 
is considered to be the same when 
mitigation measures are implemented.  

Changes to surface water hydrology 
during trail network construction. 

• The removal of vegetation in the 
construction corridor may lead to 
increased runoff 

• Compaction of the trail would 
increase runoff. 

• Flow may be directed down the 
mountain bike trail changing the 
flow regime. 

Approximate 
length of new track 

164.5 km 

Total number of 
crossings 

166 

 

 

Approximate 
length of new track 

157.5 km 

Total number of 
crossings 

157 

 

 

The unmitigated risk of increased runoff 
from removal of vegetation in the 
construction corridor as well as compaction 
of the trail is higher for the base case 
because more new track would be 
required, leading to more vegetation being 
removed.  

The unmitigated risk of flow being directed 
down the mountain bike trail and into 
waterways during trail network construction 
is marginally higher for Trail 1 compared to 
the alternative route because there are 
more water crossings. 

That said, the residual risk for both options 
is considered to be the same when 
mitigation measures are implemented. 
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Impact Trail 1 Alternative Conclusion 

Track being constructed crosses a 
waterway without a bridge or other 
appropriate infrastructure, resulting in 
sedimentation. 

Mitigation 
measure 

Number of 
crossings 

None 54 

Rock Armour 61 

Bridge 51 

Total 166 

 

Number of 
crossings in 
national parks 

32 

Number of 
crossings in state 
forest 

108 

Mean geomorphic 
risk 

3.69 

Number of 
crossings with 
'high' erosion risk 

121 

 

Mitigation 
measure 

Number of 
crossings 

None 54 

Rock Armour 60 

Bridge 43 

Total 157 

 

Number of 
crossings in 
national parks 

27 

Number of 
crossings in state 
forest 

108 

Mean geomorphic 
risk 

3.71 

Number of 
crossings with 
'high' erosion risk 

118 

 

There are more crossings for Trail 1, than 
for the alternative. However, nearly all of 
the additional crossings would be elevated.  

The risk of tracks being constructed 
without appropriate infrastructure is similar 
for Trail 1 and the alternative. 

There is little difference in the number of 
crossings that are not elevated (that is, 
crossings with either no mitigation 
measures or rock armour)There are five 
more crossings within Yarra Ranges 
National Park for Trail 1, when compared 
with the alternative. There is no difference 
in the number of trails within state forest for 
the two routes.  

Mean geomorphic risk for the two routes is 
slightly higher for the alternative route.  

There are slightly more crossings that are 
classified as having a ‘high’ erosion risks 
for Trail 1. However, eight of the ten 
crossings along Trail 1 would have bridges. 

Overall, the residual risk for both options is 
considered to be the same when mitigation 
measures are implemented but an 
increased number of crossings would be 
located on National Park land.  

Direct impact to waterways Total number of 
crossings 

166 

 

 

Total number of 
crossings 

157 

 

 

The unmitigated risk of spillage of direct 
impacts to waterways in the form of 
sedimentation is slightly higher for the base 
case compared to the alternative route 
because there are more water crossings. 

That said, the residual risk for both options 
is considered to be the same when 
mitigation measures are implemented. 
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Impact Trail 1 Alternative Conclusion 

Spillage of hazardous construction 
material during construction resulting in 
degradation of downstream surface water 
quality. 

Total number of 
crossings 

166 

 

 

Total number of 
crossings 

157 

 

 

The unmitigated risk of spillage of 
hazardous construction material during 
construction is slightly higher for the base 
case compared to the alternative route 
because there are more water crossings. 

That said, the residual risk for both options 
is considered to be the same when 
mitigation measures are implemented. 

Toilets and amenities at trail heads that 
are not sewered – septic system results 
in nutrient loads to surface water and 
waterways. 

- - Trail 1, Trail 45 and Trail 46 all begin at 
Mt Donna Buang Observation Tower and 
would have the same toilet and amenities. 

Disturbance of contaminated ground 
mobilises constituents and results in the 
degradation of surface water. 

Approximate 
length of new track 

164.5 km 

Total number of 
crossings 

166 

Number of 
crossings with 
'high' erosion risk 

121 

 

 

Approximate 
length of new track 

157.5 km 

Total number of 
crossings 

157 

Number of 
crossings with 
'high' erosion risk 

118 

 

 

The unmitigated risk of disturbance of 
contaminated ground constituents entering 
waterways is slightly higher for the base 
case compared to the alternative route 
because: 

• More new track is required for the base 
case 

• There are more water crossings for the 
base case 

• There are slightly more crossings that 
have been classed as having a high 
erosion risk 

That said, the residual risk for both options 
is considered to be the same when 
mitigation measures are implemented. 

Yarra River Bridge impacts hydrological 
regime 

- - The impact from the Yarra River Bridge 
crossing would be the same for the base 
case and the alternative. 
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Impact Trail 1 Alternative Conclusion 

Trail construction may cause micro-
climatic changes affecting surface water 
temperature, evaporation rates and soil 
water content.  

Approximate 
length of new track 

164.5 km 

Total number of 
crossings 

166 

 

 

Approximate 
length of new track 

157.5 km 

Total number of 
crossings 

157 

 

 

The unmitigated risk of trail construction 
causing microclimatic changes that 
affected surface water temperature, 
evaporation rates and soil water content is 
slightly higher for the base case when 
compared to the alternative route because 
more track and more water crossings 
would be required. 

That said, the residual risk for both options 
is considered to be the same when 
mitigation measures are implemented. 

Trail construction encourages the 
funnelling and greater concentration of 
deer movement into waterways. 

Total number of 
crossings 

166 

Number of 
crossings in 
national parks 

32 

Number of 
crossings in state 
forest 

108 

 

Total number of 
crossings 

157 

Number of 
crossings in 
national parks 

27 

Number of 
crossings in state 
forest 

108 

 

The unmitigated risk of trail construction 
encouraging deer to funnel and move into 
waterways is slightly higher for Trail 1 
when compared to the alternative route 
because there are more water crossings. 

That said, the residual risk for both options 
is considered to be the same when 
mitigation measures are implemented. 

 

Trail construction and operation cause 
the spread of weeds and soil pathogens 

- - It is expected that the risk of spread of 
weeds and pathogens would be equivalent 
for the base case and the alternative. 

Operation impacts    

Increased sedimentation of waterways 
due to track use 

Mitigation 
measure 

Number of 
crossings 

None 54 

Rock Armour 61 

Bridge 51 

Total 166 

 

Mitigation 
measure 

Number of 
crossings 

None 54 

Rock Armour 60 

Bridge 43 

Total 157 

 

The residual risk of increased 
sedimentation of waterways once the 
mountain bike trail is operation is similar for 
Trail 1 and the alternative. 

There is little difference in the number of 
crossings that are not elevated (that is, 
crossings with either no mitigation 
measures or rock armour) 

Mean geomorphic risk for the two routes is 
slightly higher for the alternative route.  
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Impact Trail 1 Alternative Conclusion 

Mean geomorphic 
risk 

3.69 

Number of 
crossings with 
'high' erosion risk 

121 

 

Mean geomorphic 
risk 

3.71 

Number of 
crossings with 
'high' erosion risk 

118 

 

There are slightly more crossings that are 
classified as having a ‘high’ erosion risks 
for base case. However, eight of the ten 
crossings along Trail 1 would have bridges 

 

 

Track crosses a channel that has 
become a ‘waterway’ due to heavy 
rainfall or other change in hydrology has 
occurred, e.g. a temporary spring forms. 
Riders travelling through these channels 
cause erosion and sedimentation in 
downstream surface water. 

Based on spatial analysis there are 
ten water crossings along Trail 1. 
Eight would have bridges. One would 
have rock armour and one would 
have no mitigation measures. World 
Trail has ground-truthed all sites and 
classified these two crossings as not 
being on ‘waterways’. 

There is one water crossing along the 
alternative route (trails 45, 46, and 
47). It would have no mitigation 
measures because World Trail have 
ground-truthed the site and classified 
it as not being a ‘waterway’. 

The unmitigated risk of erosion from a 
channel that becomes a ‘waterway’ is 
marginally higher for Trail 1 compared to 
the alternative.  

There are two crossings on Trail 1 that are 
not elevated compared to one crossing on 
the alternative route. 

 

That said, the residual risk for both options 
is considered to be the same when 
mitigation measures are implemented. 

Changes to surface water hydrology due 
to track use 

Mitigation 
measure 

Number of 
crossings 

None 54 

Rock Armour 61 

Bridge 51 

Total 166 
 

Mitigation 
measure 

Number of 
crossings 

None 54 

Rock Armour 60 

Bridge 43 

Total 157 

 

 

The risk of changes to surface water 
hydrology due to track is similar for Trail 1 
and the alternative. 

 

There is little difference in the number of 
crossings that are not elevated (that is, 
crossings with either no mitigation 
measures or rock armour) 

 

Riders use bush areas around tracks 
(particularly in remote areas, and far from 
trail head facilities) as toilets.  Pathogens 
contaminate surface waters and 
waterways downstream 

Approximate 
length of new track 

164.5 km 

Total number of 
crossings 

166 

 

Approximate 
length of new track 

157.5 km 

Total number of 
crossings 

157 

 

The unmitigated risk of riders using bush 
areas around tracks as toilets is slightly 
higher for the base case because the trail 
is longer and there are more water 
crossings along the route.  
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Impact Trail 1 Alternative Conclusion 

  That said, the residual risk for both options 
is considered to be the same when 
mitigation measures are implemented. 

Bike washing at trail heads – wash water 
with sediment reaches waterways. 

- - The trail head infrastructure would be the 
same whether Trail 1 or the alternative 
route is used.  

Surface water management at Warburton 
Golf Course trail head 

Trail 1 runs from the Mt Donna Buang 
Observation Tower to Sussex St, 
Warburton, which is close the 
Warburton Golf Course trail head.  

Trails 45, 46 and 47 are not located 
near the Warburton Golf Course trail 
head. 

If Trail 1 is built, more riders are likely to 
use the Warburton Golf Course trail head 
facilities. The resulting foot and vehicle 
traffic in the areas may lead to an increase 
in risk of sedimentation of waterways. 

However, a stormwater treatment system 
that meets Melbourne Water standards 
would be required at the Warburton Golf 
Course trail head whether or not Trail 1 is 
built. If designed and maintained as per 
appropriate standards the residual impact 
to surface water environmental values is 
likely to be negligible. 

Increase in water pollution from littering 
and illegal rubbish dumping  

Total number of 
crossings 

166 

 

 

Total number of 
crossings 

157 

 

 

There are more water crossings along Trail 
1 than the alternative route. Therefore, the 
risk of litter and rubbish entering a 
waterway is higher for Trail 1.  

However, it is expected that the littering 
and illegal rubbish dumping is most likely 
at the trail heads and these would be 
identical for both options.    
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14. Summary of mitigation and 

contingency measures 

14.1 Design and mitigation measures 

The recommended mitigation and contingency measures that are proposed to avoid, mitigate or 

manage surface water impacts associated with the project are summarised in Table 14-1. 

Mitigation and contingency measures have been developed in accordance with the mitigation 

hierarchy and consideration of the level of potential impact. The focus of these mitigation 

measures is firstly avoiding impacts where possible (building upon the avoidance measures 

included in the design), and secondly, implementing project-specific measures to achieve 

acceptable outcomes for the environment. Where it was deemed necessary, mitigation 

measures include monitoring of environmental performance and implementation of contingency 

actions should standards be exceeded. 
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Table 14-1 Mitigation and contingency measures relevant to surface water 

Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

SWM01 Undertake micro-siting prior to construction 

Objective: Appropriate selection of waterway crossing method to protect downstream values: 

• Avoid crossing if practical 

• Install an elevated structure (i.e. bridge or boardwalk) where Water Act definition of a waterway is met (defined bed and 
banks and/or natural channel fed by spring or absorbent soil).  

• Install rock armouring when gully is present but no other indication of waterway as per Water Act definition, or if there is 
signs of wet/unstable soil or changes to vegetation that signal higher water concentration that is likely to impact trail surface 
stability  

Review all crossing points identified by the Surface Water Impact Assessment which do not have a crossing type assigned. 

As required in sensitive areas, as per the CEMP, relevant appropriately qualified technical specialist staff would be used on site 
to undertake micro-siting. 

The existing conditions of the waterway at the crossing point would be fully documented as per Water Act definition.  

Geo-referenced photographs taken of crossings that intersect the VicHydro waterway layer (where no evidence of a waterway is 
observed at the crossing point). 

Melbourne Water can attend regular site inspections before, during and after construction to confirm that all waterways have 
been appropriately identified. 

Where multiple crossings are located within a small area, there may be risk of greater disturbance than for a single crossing - 
care must be taken to ensure the solution minimises any cumulative effects. 

Design 

SWM02 Implement the CEMP 

Objective: To minimise erosion and sedimentation impacts to waterways 

Follow the EPA publications: 

• EPA publication 1894 Managing soil disturbance (EPA Victoria 2020c) 

• EPA publication 1895 Managing stockpiles (EPA Victoria 2020d) 

• EPA publication 1896 Working within or adjacent to waterways (EPA Victoria 2020e) 

• EPA publication 1897 Managing truck and other vehicle movement (EPA Victoria 2020f) 

Soil and Sediment Management: 

• Identify suitable locations for material stockpiles (if required prior to construction and ensure appropriate sediment controls 
are in place prior to stockpiling. 

Construction 
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Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage

• Stockpiles will be located away from waterways and protected from prevailing wind.

• Plan construction works to provide for the progressive and timely stabilisation and rehabilitation of disturbed areas as
required.

• Balanced cut and fill construction is to be used wherever possible. No spoil is to be spread down slope, minimising damage
to adjacent vegetation below the trail.

• Where the trail runs alongside a waterway, excavated spoil material would not be placed such that it enters the waterway
or impedes natural drainage. No borrow pits to be established within 50 m of a waterway or areas of significant vegetation. 

• Rock armouring shall be used on the entry and exit to any low-level bridges or boardwalks and on some steep sections of
trails chutes and may be used on sections of boggy ground.

• Topsoil will be retained in stockpiles on any cleared areas not required for construction of the trail tread or batter slopes.
Materials will be reused on the site where possible.

• In areas of high erodibility soils cut batters must be near vertical, and where possible retained by logs or rock facing. Site
by site assessment on the requirement for retaining walls would be required. Batters would be stabilised appropriately to 
reduce potential slippage and erosion. Appropriate silt control mechanisms would be applied where necessary to control 
and minimize scour and silt movement.

• Cut batters to be less than 2 m in vertical height.

• Upon achieving practical completion of a trail, the trail is to remain closed for a period of 4-12 weeks (depending on
weather, time of year and other variables) to allow for ‘curing’ of the trail surface. All sediment control measures (i.e. silt 
fences) to remain in place during this curing period.

• Silt fences to be installed on all grade reversal outlets within 50 m of a waterway where access allows.

• All trails to be consistent with International Mountain Bicycling Association trail construction guidelines, especially:

– Use the ‘half rule’ to guide track alignment: A track’s grade should never exceed half the grade of the sidehill it is
located on. Grade is the elevation gained divided by the distance of the segment of the track (expressed as a 
percentage). A track across a sideslope of 20% should not exceed 10%.

– Follow the ‘ten percent average’ guideline for sustainable grade: The average track grade is the slope of the track for
an entire uphill section. Generally, an average grade of 10% or less is most sustainable.

– Maximum sustainable grade: typically, the maximum sustainable track grade is about 15% for a short distance, but it
is site-specific and varies with track alignment, use of the half rule, soil type, annual rainfall, vegetation, use of grade 
reversals, type of users, number of users and level of difficulty.

– Grade reversals: most tracks benefit from grade reversals every 6–16 metres. A grade reversal is a spot at which a
track drops subtly and rises again, which forces water to drain off the track.

– Outslope: most tracks should be built with a 5% outslope. An outslope is a tilt on the downhill or outer edge of the
track, which encourages water to sheet across and off the track in a gentle manner instead of funnelling down the 
track’s centre.
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Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

• Maintain all erosion and sediment controls in effective working order as required throughout the construction period.  

• Vehicle entry and exists would be via designated areas only.  

• Identify all designated ‘no go zones’ on the plans.  

• Construction activities creating any soil disturbance to cease during extreme rainfall events (i.e. greater than 25 mm in 24 
hours).  

• Materials stockpiled on site would be stored in a designated storage location, with silt fencing on down slope areas where 
the stockpiles are within 30 m of a waterway. 

• Coir logs or silt fences would be maintained on slopes below bare soil areas at drainage flow path outlets, where it is within 
30 m of a waterway.  

• Ensure all temporary erosion and sediment controls are removed and relevant rehabilitation undertaken at the completion 
of works or when sufficient ground cover for stabilisation is achieved. 

Waterway Crossings  

• Where waterway crossing is required, identify the narrowest practicable location.  

• Low level bridges must be designed to cope with peak flows for the catchment they are located in and must not impede 
flow in any way.  

• Low level bridges must be Building Code of Australia (BCA) compliant.  

• Approaches to waterway crossings would as much as possible be at right angles to the waterway and minimise the length 
of track within the immediate riparian zone.  

• Rock armouring shall be used as appropriate on either side of bridge/boardwalks to prevent soil being carried onto the 
bridge/boardwalk.  

• Works near waterways would be scheduled appropriately. For example, works would be timed to coincide with periods of 
low flow and completed quickly. Works would be stopped if conditions are not suitable, such as during and after heavy rain.  

• Any removal of fallen timber within the waterway must be to the minimum extent necessary and any material removed must 
be retained on site, downstream from the crossing point.  

Drainage 

• If areas of erodible soils are found in trail surface, the area must be armoured with rock, gravel or low erodibility soils (also 
see GTM02 and GTM03).  

• Drainage must be installed on approaches to waterway crossings so that where possible a 30 m buffer of vegetation is 
achieved to act as a filter strip.  

• All drainage must direct water onto vegetation and not exposed fill material.  
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Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

• Unless the trail tread is out-sloped (i.e. it drains to the lower side of the track) and no table drain is required on the upper 
side, cross drains/water bars/grade reversals must be installed at no greater distance apart than shown below: 

Trail Gradient Maximum drain spacing 

1-5% 70 m 

6-10% 40 m 

11-20% 30 m 

>20% 20 m 

Monitoring of trails under active construction:  

• Daily visual inspections of works site and all erosion and sediment control devices. 

• Inspection of all erosion and sediment control devices following significant rainfall events.  

Corrective actions to control erosion: 

• Repair/maintain existing drainage, erosion and sediment control devices.  

• Clean up or rehabilitate any impacts and exposed areas.  

• Install additional erosion and sediment control devices where issues have been identified.  

• Consider the deployment of alternative erosion and sediment control devices where issues have been identified with the 
existing devices.  

• Ensure all personnel involved in the deployment and maintenance of erosion and sediment control measures are 
appropriately trained in their use and deployment.  

• Communicate changes with all relevant staff. 

Drinking Water Catchments  

• Ensure adequate portable toilets are available to construction crews, particularly in drinking water catchments, and that 
these toilets are maintained appropriately 

• Daily pre-start risk assessment and education of construction crew about works in a drinking water catchment.  

SWM03 Streamside buffers  

Objective: To provide adequate buffer to minimise sedimentation of waterways — 

• Apply a 20 m streamside buffer to minor waterways running parallel to track (<60 ha catchment)  

• Apply a 30 m streamside buffer for larger waterways running parallel to track (>60 ha catchment) 

Design 
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Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

SWM04 Use of tracking machines  

Objective: Avoid direct and downstream impacts to waterways during construction  

• Follow EPA publication 1897 Managing truck and other vehicle movement (EPA 2020f) 

• Works would be scheduled to avoid tracking machines through waterways which contain water at all. 

• Temporary bridges would be used during construction to traverse waterways, so that there is no need to take the machines 
through the waterway itself.  

Construction 

SWM05 Elevated crossing design  

Objective: Appropriate crossing design to protect downstream values 

• A ‘Works on Waterways Permit’ / ‘Consent for Minor Waterway Work’ would be obtained from Melbourne Water as 
appropriate and elevated crossing designs would be installed in accordance with permit requirements, including the 
following: 

• The minimum deck height of crossings would be set above the top of bank by at least 0.3 m. The final deck heights at each 
location would be determined based on hydraulic assessment and design in accordance with the stated SWM02 mitigation 
measures. 

• The typical elevation indicates minimum raising of the profile at either side of the channel and encroachment within the 
channel of supports and rock retaining wall. Bridge abutments would be positioned beyond the channel shoulder and there 
would be no restriction in channel cross section. 

• If required by Melbourne Water, rock work protection is to extend underneath, upstream and downstream of the bridge to 
protect the waterway. Protection upstream and downstream would be proportionate to scale of impact. Minimum 0.5 m 
either side of deck profile. 

• Drawings would consider Melbourne Water crossing guidelines and specify rock beaching and erosion protection 
requirements on the crossing drawings. Minimum rock sizes would be determined based on hydraulic flow conditions and 
shear forces expected to be encountered at these sites. 

Construction 

SWM06 Monitoring of waterways as per the ERS 

Objective: To monitor effectiveness of mitigation measures 

A waterway monitoring program would be developed in consultation with Melbourne Water. The key potential stressor to 
waterways for the project is sedimentation and therefore turbidity is the key metric of interest. In addition, monitoring of 
macroinvertebrates would provide evidence of any longer-term Project effects. Subject to consultation outcomes with Melbourne 
Water, the monitoring program would have the following key features: 

• Monitoring scopes in alignment with the ANZG (2018) guidelines for water quality monitoring (covering such aspects as 
spatial extent, parameter selection, scale, duration, frequency, cost effectiveness of the monitoring program)   

Construction 
and Operation 
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Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

• Macroinvertebrate monitoring in selected waterways to provide evidence of any longer-term effects - additional details are 
provided in Section 14.2.  

The monitoring program would cover the construction and operations phases of the project, and be ‘adaptive’ – i.e. be 
responsive to the results to optimise the monitoring effort.  During construction and operation, the following principal activities 
would be undertaken, subject to consultation with Melbourne Water. Specific details of surface water monitoring would be 
incorporated into the CEMP and OEMP. 

Construction:  

Twice daily monitoring would be undertaken upstream and downstream of waterway crossing construction where water is 
present at the time of construction. This monitoring would include visual observation and measurements using a handheld 
turbidity meter. Observations and measurements would be recorded.   

Should monitoring indicate that corrective or remedial actions are required at a construction site, actions would be undertaken 
by the construction crew or Yarra Ranges Council (e.g., installation of hay bales, coir logs or star pickets to minimise sediment 
movement). The corrective actions would be recorded, including the location of the actions taken.  

Macroinvertebrate monitoring would be undertaken in accordance with the methodology set out in EPA Victoria (2021b) prior to 
and during the construction phase (and then in the early stages of the operations phase). The monitoring event prior to 
construction commencement would establish background conditions. Monitoring would be undertaken at sites in the Yarra River 
upstream and downstream of tributaries which may be impacted by the Project and in selected tributaries which have the 
highest risk of impact (tributaries with a high number of crossings: Britannia, Four Mile and Scotchmans Creeks).   

Operation:  

Periodic monitoring of turbidity would be undertaken in the Yarra River and tributaries with a high number of crossings: 
Britannia, Four Mile and Scotchmans Creeks) using a turbidity meter, to identify any increases in turbidity. Monitoring would 
commence prior to operation.  

Macroinvertebrate monitoring would be undertaken in accordance with the methodology set out in EPA Victoria (2021b) in the 
early stages of the operations phase, as outlined in the construction section above. 

Where monitoring detects impacts due to the project, contingency measures would be implemented such as remedial actions 
listed in EPA publication 1834 Civil construction, building and demolition guide (EPA Victoria 2020b). Modifications to waterway 
crossing structures would also be considered where appropriate.  

Any corrective actions taken would be recorded including the location of actions taken. 

SWM07 Adhere to stonefly no-go zones 

Objective: To avoid water quality or hydrological changes to stonefly habitat 

• Avoid track placement in identified stonefly no-go zones 

• Establish no-go zones in the vicinity of Sites WP1 and WP2 (as identified by Tsyrlin, 2019) 

Construction 
and Operation 
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Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

SWM08 Design and construction of trail heads  

Objective: To avoid sedimentation impacts to surface water values  

Follow EPA publications 275, 1893 and 1896 (particularly for trail head at golf course) to reduce erosion risk to Yarra River. 

Construction 

SWM09 Operational maintenance measures  

Objective: To monitor effectiveness of mitigation measures 

Inspection of the trails would be undertaken for the identification of new spring activity or other changes to catchment in which a 
channel becomes a ‘waterway’.  Where identified, trail treatments, e.g. armouring or an elevated structure, may be required to 
control erosion. 

• Undertake a site inspection of all water crossings and high-risk sections of track after a rainfall event (e.g. >25 mm in 24 
hours).  

• Implement measures to rectify if crossings become erosion risk after heavy rainfall. 

• A crossing agreement would be required to be entered into with Melbourne Water, outlining ongoing ownership and 
maintenance responsibilities. 

• If a spring is detected: 

– Document the spring activity and location (following GWM01, which also covers the identification of springs and 
establishes appropriate treatments to protect groundwater and the down-gradient discharging environment) 

– Review the trail design in this localised area and consider opportunities for micro-siting (SWM01) 

– Implement the CEMP and requirements stipulated in SWM02 

– Implement a trail control to ensure that spring flow is not dammed, and that downstream water quality and erosion 
hazards are minimised. This would require the installation of drained berms, rock armouring, or in extreme cases of high 
flow, bridging structures. 

– Confirm the acceptability of the control through monitoring / inspection during operation, as per SWM09 and GWM01. 

Although springs can occur any time, there is likely to be a correlation with recent rainfall.  Inspections for springs would occur 
after rainfall events (trigger to inspect 3 -7 days after > 10 mm rainfall in 24 hours).  Undertake this four times per year and 
adapt the monitoring program and adjust the frequency once sufficient data is gathered with regards to spring activity.  Record 
the inspection in a form or by another measure and also list corrective actions to be undertaken as a result of the monitoring and 
act on those. 

Operation 
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Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

SWM10 Spill management 

Objective: Minimise the likelihood and impact of a spillage and establishing controls to contain and clean-up 

Follow EPA publication 1698 Liquid storage and handling guidelines (EPA 2018) 

Implement the CEMP to prevent and manage chemical spills and leaks: 

• Australian Standard AS 1940‐ Storage and handling of flammable and combustible liquids to be adhered to.  

• All storage and transport of chemicals will be undertaken in accordance with the relevant Australian standards.  

• Current safety data sheets (SDS) would be kept on site wherever hazardous materials are being stored.  

• A register of all chemicals and SDS for these chemicals would be held on site.  

• Spill kits would be present on site during these works.  

• All personnel would be trained in spill response procedures and in the use of spill kits.  

• If a spill occurs works would stop immediately, and emergency procedures enacted if required.  

• All regulated and hazardous waste would be stored in a bunded area as far as practical from the waterways.  

• The quantity of materials being stored on site would be minimised.  

• Machinery would be used and serviced as per manufacturer’s instructions.  

• Vehicles would not to be washed down on-site.  

• Plant shall not undergo maintenance or cleaning where contaminants could be released to any waters.  

• Machinery would be refuelled at locations where the risk of environmental harm in the event of a spill is minimised, as 
specified in the refuelling protocol.  

• Refuelling of machinery will conform with the following:  

Occur away from waterways (at least 10 metres).  

Fuelling activity to be supervised at all times. 

• Machinery would be maintained to minimise the leakage of oil, fuel, hydraulic and other fluids. During the servicing of 
machinery, the Contractor shall use management measures to capture and contain oils, fuels, hydraulic and other fluids so 
as to minimise contamination of the servicing area.  

• Surface coating treatments would be undertaken in a manner that avoids or minimises release of chemical to the 
environment and contact with the public. Unless otherwise stated in the contract, no pre-coating of aggregates shall be 
conducted on Site.  

• Toilet facilities utilised would be the existing park facilities. An additional port-a-loo facility would be maintained and used on-
site, with the amenity maintained, transported and used on-site in accordance with manufacturers’ and suppliers’ 
specifications.  

Construction 
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Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

• All waste material would be removed from the site before removing any erosion and sediment control measures.  

• All hazardous materials would be removed from site and disposed of appropriately  

SWM11 Design of septic systems 

Objective: Minimise the likelihood and impact of elevated nutrient and pathogen loading to surface water 

Septic systems must be designed consistent with YRC / land manager codes. 

Construction 

SWM12 Operation of trail heads 

Objective: Minimise the likelihood and impact of human waste, littering and illegal rubbish dumping impacting surface water 

Ensure trailhead facilities have bins and toilets that cater for the expected number of users. Facilities must be appropriately 
maintained and cleaned.  

Signage or ‘track etiquette’ rules may be appropriate. 

The OEMP will include procedures and additional details for the inspection and maintenance of the trail network including the 
trail heads.  Compliance will be independently audited and verified using the OEMP’s environmental management framework. 

Operation 

SWM13  Gully erosion management and monitoring 

Objective: To monitor effectiveness of mitigation measures  

Follow EPA publication 1894 Managing soil disturbance (EPA 2020c) 

Erosion monitoring: Photo-point monitoring of selected gully crossing points to identify gully erosion. 

Flow monitoring: Placement of field cameras or appropriate flow monitoring equipment at selected gully crossing points (i.e. 
three or four of the most used or highest risk sites) to identify rainfall events which would cause water to flow in gullies or rock 
armouring to be overtopped.  Sediment and debris observations would be made at other gully crossings during post rainfall 
assessments.  Adaptive management can then allow for decision to temporarily close tracks based on forecast rainfall events, if 
required. 

Periodical inspection of trails to assess condition and need for maintenance or additional trail treatments, particularly after 
severe weather events.  Mitigation selection may depend upon the size of the affected area. 

Inspections of trail conditions would be undertaken in parallel with the spring monitoring activities listed above (i.e. an all-
encompassing track inspection regime, to check for track condition, spring emergence, soil erosion, bogginess, litter, vandalism 
etc).  As per the spring monitoring, it is likely best undertaken after rainfall (e.g. 1 -7 days after > 10 mm rainfall in 24 hours) at a 
minimum four times per year, but adapt the frequency of the monitoring program once data has been gathered to make 
informed changes.  Record the condition in a form or report, list the corrective actions and then act on them.  
Reviews of photo-point flow monitoring data would be completed under the same frequency, with emphasis placed on 
assessment of flow conditions during and following rainfall events (>10 mm in 24 hours). 

The key metric for monitoring will be to select the waterways with the highest number of crossings and then to locate a single 
monitoring point for that waterway below the lowest crossing in its sub-catchment.  The waterways with the highest number of 
crossings are: Four Mile Creek (37 crossings), Scotchmans Creek (30 crossings) and Britannia Creek (20 crossings) and 
Yankee Jim Creek (12 crossings). 

Operation 
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Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

Also those crossings with the highest anticipated usage will be included in the monitoring program – initially these are assumed 
to be located nearest to the trail heads, but may be adapted if trail usage data shows other tracks being more frequently used. 

SWM14 Bike wash system 

Objective: Minimise the likelihood and impact of grey water impacting surface water 

Ensure the bike wash system and water recycling unit is functioning as designed.  Plan required for removal and reuse of 
trapped sediment. 

The OEMP will include procedures and additional details for the inspection and maintenance of the trail network including the 
operation of bike wash systems.  Compliance will be independently audited and verified using the OEMP’s environmental 
management framework. 

Operation 

SWM15 Track closure during periods of snow or high rainfall 

Objective: Minimise impacts of erosion and turbidity during periods of snow or high rainfall 

Yarra Ranges Council would proactively monitor trail conditions and close trails under adverse conditions to avoid damage and 
associated environmental impacts during these periods.  Closures could be at a network scale or individual trail level. These 
decisions would be made by Yarra Ranges Council based on: 

• A trigger of 25 mm of rain in the preceding 24 hours for a network closure, or 

• Observations of staff indicating sustained wet/snow conditions likely to impact trails (could be individual trails, areas, or 
complete network) 

Trail closures would be communicated to mountain bikers by: 

• Active social media and electronic communications 

• Signage at trail heads and strategic locations around the network 

• Signage at start of trail for individual trail closures 

Operations 

SWM16 Monitoring of rider usage 

Objective: To monitor rider behaviour within drinking water catchment   

Yarra Ranges Council would monitor rider behaviour along the section of trail network within the Coranderrk Creek catchment 
(for off trail activities and toileting) to verify absence of significant risk to drinking water quality. 
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14.2 Approach to manage performance 

There is potential for surface water quality due to site runoff to exceed the guideline values as 

set out by the relevant ANZG (2018) and/or the ERS objective. As such, monitoring of 

waterways where construction is planned would be carried out to monitor the performance of 

management measures in protecting waterway health and biodiversity values.  

A multiple lines-of-evidence approach is proposed to monitor potential impacts during 

construction and operation. Reasons being that a multiple lines-of-evidence approach is 

recommended by ANZG (2018) to provide greater weight to assessment conclusions and the 

ability to effectively monitor the impacts identified by the risk pathways would require different 

monitoring methods during different project phases. Design of the water quality monitoring 

program would be completed in consultation with Melbourne Water and with reference to ANZG 

(2018) guidelines for water quality monitoring (covering such aspects as spatial extent, 

parameter selection, scale, duration, frequency, cost effectiveness). The monitoring program 

would cover the pre-construction phase of the project through until operational phase of the 

project and be ‘adaptive’ – i.e., be responsive to the results to optimise the monitoring effort. 

Macroinvertebrate monitoring as per the methodology set out in EPA Victoria (2021b) protocols 

would provide an additional line of evidence prior to and during the construction phase (and 

then through to the early stages of the operational phase). Aquatic macroinvertebrates provide 

an integrative measure that respond to the effects of stressors such as sedimentation. 

Monitoring would be completed at sites in the Yarra River upstream and downstream of all 

tributaries which may be impacted by the Project and in selected tributaries which have the 

highest risk of impact during the construction phase (tributaries with a high number of crossings: 

Britannia, Four Mile and Scotchmans Creeks). A monitoring event would be completed prior to 

construction (in spring) to establish background conditions and following completion of 

construction. Specific details of the monitoring would be incorporated into the CEMP. 

14.2.1 Construction phase 

The following monitoring is proposed: 

 Surface water monitoring 

Turbidity monitoring would be required during the construction phase. Monitoring of Yarra River 

tributaries would occur upstream and downstream of waterway crossings during construction of 

the crossing, where water is present at the time of construction. It should be noted that, on 

some tributaries, it may not be possible to obtain an upstream sample, due to access or the 

relatively small streamflow. The following methods would be followed: 

 Twice daily visual assessments (with photograph records) 

 Twice daily measurements with a handheld turbidity meter 

Measurements and visual assessments would be collected prior to commencing construction at 

the crossing and at the end of each day. Records of measurements and observations would be 

logged. 
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Specific details of the monitoring would be incorporated into the CEMP and construction work 

practices will be modified where monitoring reveals degraded water quality. Where potential 

impacts are detected or identified (e.g. an increase in turbidity levels above the ERS turbidity 

objective), contingency measures would be implemented such as remedial actions listed in:  

 EPA publication 1698 Liquid storage and handling guidelines (EPA Victoria 2018) 

 EPA publication 1834 Civil construction, building and demolition guide (EPA Victoria 2020b) 

Recording of water quality results, including climatic conditions (rainfall / weather) and any 

exceedances of water quality guidelines and any associated corrective actions would allow for 

best practices to be applied to other crossings. That is, the process would capture data, if an 

exceedance is present, determine and apply the best corrective actions and then transfer the 

knowledge to other areas of construction as a ‘continuous improvement’ loop. 

14.2.2 Operation phase 

The following monitoring is proposed: 

 Surface water monitoring 

 Photo-point monitoring 

 Flow monitoring 

 Macroinvertebrate monitoring   

Monitoring during the operation phase would be completed to establish the effectiveness of 

mitigation measures under various seasonal conditions and to allow for adaptive management 

of the site. A staged approach is proposed, where monitoring of certain components may be 

ceased as data on the effectiveness of mitigation measures and the effect of seasonal flow 

conditions is collected.  

Surface water monitoring would include monthly turbidity monitoring of the Yarra River at one 

site upstream from tributaries that may be impacted by the Project and at one site downstream. 

In addition, key sub-catchments for monitoring are those which have multiple crossings – 

Britannia Creek, Four Mile Creek, Scotchmans Creek and Yankee Jim Creek. Monitoring would 

commence prior to operation.  

Photo-point monitoring would provide an understanding of potential erosion or 

geomorphological impacts at waterway crossings that may occur during operation. Photo-points 

would be established at selected points, particularly those point which have larger and steeper 

catchments, prior to operation and collected during periodic site inspections. Evidence of deer 

impacts at waterway crossings would also be recorded when analysing photo-point images to 

provide an understanding of deer presence on site. 

Flow monitoring is proposed to allow for an assessment of flow conditions at key points in the 

track network where gullies are crossed but no boardwalk or bridge has been proposed. The 

flow monitoring would provide an understanding of the regularity of flow during high rainfall 

events. This data may then be used to establish operational rules for when sections of the track 

may require temporary closure during and following heavy rainfall.  

Macroinvertebrate monitoring would be completed prior to operation, to provide an 

understanding of baseline conditions, as per the methodology set out in EPA Victoria (2021b). 

Operation monitoring would focus on monitoring during spring to assess waterways following 

winter flow conditions.    
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The monitoring plan for the project would include triggers that warrant further investigation. For 

water quality, exceeding the relevant Environment Reference Standard turbidity guideline would 

be used a trigger for further investigation. If evidence of impacts is observed that can be 

attributed to operation of the Project, Yarra Ranges Council would consider amending waterway 

crossing structures where impacts are observed. 

All operational monitoring would be reviewed annually by an environmental engineer (or 

equivalent) to assess the requirement for ongoing monitoring.   
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PART B – Groundwater assessment 
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15. Legislation, policy and guidelines 

The legislation, policy and guidelines relevant to this assessment and are summarised in Table 15-1. 

Table 15-1 Legislation, policy and guidelines relevant to the assessment 

Document title Summary Relevance to the project  

Commonwealth government  

National Environment 
Protection Council Act 
1994 (NEPC Act) 

The NEPC Act resulted in the establishment of the 
National Environment Protection Council (NEPC) 
and National Environment Protection Measures 
(NEPMs). 

NEPMs are a set of national objectives designed to 
assist in protecting or managing particularly aspects 
of the environment. A NEPM was established for 
the Assessment of Site Contamination (ASC) 
(NEPC 1999) which was amended in 2013. 

The NEPM (ASC) provides a national approach to 
provide adequate protection of human health and 
the environment, where site contamination has 
occurred, through the development of an efficient 
and effective national approach to the assessment 
of site contamination.  

No approvals are required under the NEPM Act. 

This is considered a 
relevant guideline where 
contaminated 
groundwater (and water, 
land, air) may be 
encountered by the 
project. 

 

Environment Protection 
and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999 
(EPBC Act) 

The EPBC Act provides a legal framework to protect 
and manage nationally and internationally important 
flora, fauna, ecological communities and heritage 
places – which are defined in the EPBC Act as 
Matters of National Environmental Significance 
(MNES). The EPBC Act has the following 
objectives: 

• Provide for the protection of the environment, 
especially matters of national environmental 
significance 

• Conserve Australian biodiversity 

• Provide a streamlined national environmental 
assessment and approvals process 

• Enhance the protection and management of 
important natural and cultural places 

• Control the international movement of plants 
and animals (wildlife), wildlife specimens and 
products made or derived from wildlife 

• Promote ecologically sustainable development 
through the conservation and ecologically 
sustainable use of natural resources 

• Recognise the role of Indigenous people in the 
conservation and ecologically sustainable use of 
Australia’s biodiversity 

• Promote the use of Indigenous peoples’ 
knowledge of biodiversity with the involvement 
of, and in cooperation with, the owners of the 
knowledge. 

DAWE provides for protection of environmental 
matters on Commonwealth land. 

This is relevant where 
there are EPBC Act 
listed species within the 
project study area. 
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Document title Summary Relevance to the project  

Victorian government  

Water Act 1989 In the context of groundwater, the Water Act 
principally deals with the sustainable, efficient and 
equitable management and allocation of the 
resource. It also provides a means for the protection 
and enhancement of all elements of the terrestrial 
phase of the water cycle.  

Under the Water Act, approvals are required for: 

• Construction of bores for monitoring, 
dewatering, or aquifer recharge. 

• Extraction of groundwater, or aquifer 
reinjection/recharge 

This is relevant where 
work require the use of, 
or result in the 
disturbance to the 
State’s water resources. 

Environment Protection 
Act 2017  

The Environment Protection Act 2017 empowers 
the Environment Protection Authority Victoria (EPA 
Victoria) to implement regulations, maintain State 
Environment Protection Policies and protect the 
environment from pollution and the management of 
wastes. The Environment Protection Act 2017 
replaces The Environment Protection Act 1970. 

The Environment Protection Act 2017 (EP Act), as 
the first phase of Victorian environment legislation 
reform, the EP Act has modernised EPA’s corporate 
governance and strengthened its status as a 
science-based regulator. The EP Act established 
the EPA as a non-departmental statutory 
corporation ‘public entity’. The EP Act also 
legislated that the objective of the Authority is to 
protect human health and the environment by 
reducing the harmful effects of pollution and waste. 

The EP Act provides for a new approach to 
environmental issues, focusing on preventing waste 
and pollution impacts rather than managing those 
impacts after they have occurred 

 

The EP Act is supported 
by subordinate 
legislation, including 
regulations and the 
Environment Reference 
Standard (ERS). The 
ERS:  

• Identifies 
environmental 
values that the 
Victorian community 
want to achieve and 
maintain  

• Provides a way to 
assess those 
environmental 
values in locations 
across Victoria  

• Has indicators and 
objectives to 
measure people’s 
actions against 
these values. 

The indicators and 
objectives set out in the 
ERS will be used as a 
standard to measure any 
potential impacts of the 
project on environmental 
values.   
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Document title Summary Relevance to the project  

Environment Effects Act 
1978 

The Environment Effects Act 1978 provides for 
assessment of proposed projects (works) that are 
capable of having a significant effect on the 
environment.  The responsible Minister decides 
whether an Environment Effects Statement (EES) 
should be prepared.  The EES process involves: 

• Referral to the Minister for Planning 

• The Minister’s decision on the need for an EES 

• Preparation of scoping requirements for the 
EES studies and reporting 

• Preparation of the EES report 

• Public review (exhibition and lodgement of 
submissions) 

• Ministerial assessment of environmental effects 

• Consideration of the assessment.  

The project requires an 
EES to be completed. 

Local government   

Yarra Ranges Shire 
Planning Scheme 

The YRC Planning Scheme has specific provisions 
relating to the environment, specifically the 
protection of catchments, waterways and 
groundwater. 

• Clause 13.04-3S Salinity (Soil Degradation)  
Planning authorities should promote vegetation 
retention and replanting in aquifer recharge 
areas contributing to groundwater salinity 
problems, and inappropriate development is to 
be discouraged in areas affected by 
groundwater salinity. 

• Clause 14.02  
Water Land use activities potentially discharging 
contaminated run-off are sited and managed to 
minimise discharges and protection 
groundwater. Incompatible land use activities 
should be discouraged in areas subject to 
flooding, severe soil degradation, groundwater 
salinity or geotechnical hazards where the land 
cannot be sustainably managed to ensure 
minimum impact on downstream water quality 
or flow volumes. 

 

Other instruments   

Ministerial Guidelines for 
Groundwater Licensing 
and the Protection of 
High Value Groundwater 
Dependent Ecosystems 
2015 

These guidelines are a supplement to a section of 
the Water Act 1989 where a groundwater Take and 
Use application is made. It requires applications to 
undergo a risk assessment and referral process. 

Not strictly relevant to 
the project as a Take 
and Use application is 
not being assessed, 
however, its principles 
have been applied in the 
impact assessment. 

EPA Victoria 2006 
Guidelines for 
Hydrogeological 
Assessments (Water 
Quality) 

These guidelines describe the basics of 
groundwater contamination: how a site conceptual 
model is developed; the process of an HA; the 
collection of groundwater data; and what a HA 
report should contain. 

Provide an approach for 
the assessment of the 
project condition. 

EPA Victoria 2014 The 
clean-up and 
management of polluted 
groundwater. 

These guidelines provide details of EPA Victoria 
requirements and expectations for developing and 
implementing the clean-up and management of 
polluted groundwater, to ensure the protection of 
human health and the environment. 
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Document title Summary Relevance to the project  

EPA Victoria 1991 
Construction techniques 
for sediment pollution 
control. 

The publication documents techniques that can help 
protect the environment while increasing 
construction efficiencies and reducing land 
development costs. Legal requirements relating to 
water quality control are also documented. 

 

EPA Victoria 1996 
Environmental guidelines 
for Major Construction 
Sites.  

The guidelines facilitate the preparation and 
implementation of environmental management 
plans for major construction sites. Information is 
provided on how to avoid and minimise 
environmental impact, the likely impact of 
construction activities on the environment and how 
this is assessed, guidelines for risk assessment and 
risk management, environmental performance 
objectives and best practice environmental 
measures to meet performance objectives. 

 

EPA Victoria Publication 
1287 2009 Guidelines for 
risk assessment of 
wastewater discharges to 
waterways. 

These guidelines outline what is expected from 
practitioners proposing to discharge wastewater to 
waterways and how this is to be assessed. A risk 
assessment framework and guidance on its 
application is provided. 

 

Note: 

The EPA Act (2017) replaced the EPA Act (1970) and establishes a new framework for environmental protection, 
underpinned by the general environmental duty (GED).  The EPA Act (2017) and ERS replace many of the SEPP 
clauses and the SEPPs themselves will be revoked and cease to have legal status.  Some of the SEPP clauses have 
been translated into the ERS, and some clauses may contribute to the state of knowledge, particularly in the early 
stages of the implementation of the new legislation.  Where the regulations don’t prescribe to the requirements for a 
particular risk of harm, but it’s specifically addressed in a SEPP clause, then it may be reasonable for duty holders and 
regulators to continue to use the content of SEPPs. 

15.1 Classification of groundwater quality 

The ERS aims to maintain and, where possible, improve water quality to protect environmental 

values. In respect to groundwater, groundwater with higher concentrations of salinity (measured 

as mg/L TDS) is deemed to have fewer environmental values. It forms the primary guide to 

determining existing impacts and the risk of impacts to groundwater quality.  

The ERS (EPA Victoria 2021a) provides that groundwater is categorised into segments based 

on the groundwater salinity, with each segment having particular identified environmental 

values. The segments and their environmental values are summarised in Table 15-2. 

Table 15-2 Environmental values for groundwater  

Use Segment (mg/L TDS) 

A1 A2 B C D E F 

0 – 600 
601 – 
1,200 

1,201 – 
3,100 

3,101 – 
5,400 

5,401 – 
7,100 

7,101 – 
10,000 

>10,001 

Water dependent 
ecosystems and species 

       

Potable water supply 
(desirable) 

       

Potable water supply 
(acceptable) 

       

Potable mineral water 
supply 
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Use Segment (mg/L TDS) 

A1 A2 B C D E F 

0 – 600 
601 – 
1,200 

1,201 – 
3,100 

3,101 – 
5,400 

5,401 – 
7,100 

7,101 – 
10,000 

>10,001 

Agriculture and irrigation 
(irrigation) 

       

Agriculture and irrigation 
(stock watering) 

       

Industrial and commercial        

Water-based recreation 
(primary contact 
recreation) 

       

Traditional Owner cultural 
values 

       

Cultural and spiritual 
values 

       

Buildings and structures        

Geothermal properties        

 

The EPA may determine that an environmental value does not apply to groundwater where: 

 there is insufficient aquifer yield to sustain the environmental value, having regard to 

variations within the aquifer and reasonable bore development techniques to improve yield; 

or 

 the application of that groundwater, such as for irrigation, may be a risk to the 

environmental values of land or the broader environment due to the soil properties; or 

 the background water quality level exceeds (or is less than, in the case of indicators such 

as pH, dissolved oxygen and many biological indicators) the relevant objective specified in 

the ERS and as a result the environmental value cannot be achieved. 
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16. Consultation 

Development of the project and preparation of the EES have been informed by consultation with 

stakeholders and the community. Table 16-1 lists specific community and stakeholder feedback 

and how this feedback has been considered by the project or in the groundwater impact 

assessment. 

Table 16-1 Stakeholder engagement undertaken for groundwater 

Community and stakeholder feedback Consideration in project design or impact 
assessment  

Community consultation undertaken as online 
information sessions (30/11/20 and 4/12/20). The 
presentation summarised the approach to the 
Surface water, groundwater and geotechnical 
assessment, along with findings to date. No 
feedback was provided in relation to the 
groundwater assessment. 

Q&A’s from online sessions can be heard on the 
webinar recordings on the Ride Yarra Ranges 
Website along with a copy of Q & A documents. 

TRG provided feedback on the Scoping 
Requirements and specific reference was made to 
GDEs 

The TRG was seeking consideration of the 
impacts of the project on GDEs. Where impacts 
were unlikely, this was to be demonstrated. 

This feedback was incorporated into the 
groundwater assessment as GDEs were 
specifically incorporated in the conceptual 
hydrogeological model and risk assessment. 
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17. Method 

17.1 Existing conditions 

A comprehensive assessment was undertaken to understand the existing conditions of the 

study area to inform the environmental impact assessment for the works. This assessment 

incorporated: 

 Regional datasets including 

– DELWP Water Measurement Information System (WMIS) 

– DJTR boring data (GeoVic Version 3) 

– Geological mapping (Victorian geological survey) 

– Hydrogeological mapping (DELWP) 

– BOM Groundwater Atlas 

– Visualising Victoria Groundwater (VVG) 

– BOM GDE Atlas 

 Published geological and hydrogeological reports  

 Review of literature 

 Targeted site inspection 

17.2 Impact assessment 

17.2.1 Overview 

This study has assessed the impacts of construction and operation of the project on 

groundwater assets and values to be protected. The steps to the assessment have been 

summarised below: 

1. Evaluation objectives 

The initial step is to recognise the evaluation objectives relevant to the groundwater 

environment and related aspects of the water cycle. These evaluation objectives are 

summarised in Section 2.1. 

2. Existing conditions 

Before any analysis can be undertaken, an understanding of the existing groundwater 

conditions is required. This understanding, documented in Section 18, is formed from data 

obtained from published sources (regional mapping) and the site inspection.  No intrusive 

hydrogeological investigations were undertaken. 

3. Identify the values and functions of groundwater 

Groundwater has different values and functions depending on the community, groundwater 

developers and the environment. This is discussed further in section 17.2.2. 

4. Proposed design and construction methodology 

In order to assess potential impacts, an understanding of both the existing conditions and 

how the project would interact with the groundwater environment both during the 

construction phase, and longer term operation is required. The YRC (2019) draft CEMP 

documents the proposed approach to construction.  
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5. Hydrogeological conceptualisation 

A conceptual understanding of the hydrogeology of the study area, the interactions with the 

project, and the other elements of the water cycle is required to enable analysis and 

predictions to be made about changes to the groundwater environment (groundwater levels 

and flows). 

6. Understand the impact pathways 

Pathways that are associated with risks are linked to changes in groundwater flow or 

groundwater quality, for example: 

– Changes in groundwater level (reduction in water level or ‘drawdown’) may reduce the 

availability of groundwater to abstractive users, or access by groundwater dependent 

ecosystems, or alter interaction between groundwater and waterways and lakes. 

– Changes in groundwater levels can result in the exposure and activation of potential 

acid sulfate soil materials, which in turn can alter groundwater quality. 

– Changes in groundwater levels can lead to changes in effective stress regimes of 

compressible sediments (subsidence). 

– Changes in groundwater level can influence hydraulic gradients and the movement of 

and migration of contaminated groundwater plumes, generation of hazardous vapours, 

or mixing of groundwater with differing native quality. 

– Changes in groundwater quality can occur through spillage of hazardous materials, 

aquifer recharge processes, and altering of groundwater flow can lead to mixing of 

groundwaters. 

7. Evaluate the impacts 

Construction and operation impacts are analysed and evaluated both qualitatively 

based on hydrogeological understanding, but also qualitatively using tools such as 

analytical or numerical groundwater models. The assessment having regard to the 

existing legislative framework (refer Section 15). A risk-based approach is inherent to 

the evaluation of impacts (refer Section 4.4).  

8. Controls 

Where potential exists for adverse impacts on the groundwater environment, control 

measures are to be developed. Further discussion of elements of the impact 

assessment approach are provided below. 

17.2.2 Values and functions of groundwater 

Groundwater has various values: 

 Abstractive benefit to users who access and use groundwater, such as industrial use, 

domestic use and irrigation use 

 Provides a water supply (baseflow) as inflow to waterways, swamps and creeks, and in 

turn, associated ecosystems 

 Provides a water supply to deep rooted vegetation, which in turn, creates habitats and 

associated ecosystems 

 Provides a water supply to maintain waterways that may have attached cultural or spiritual 

significance 
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In addition to these values, groundwater can also provide a function: 

 To support loads within a saturated, compressible geologic medium 

 A habitat for organisms (stygofauna) 

 As a media for the transport of constituents. These could include: 

– Contamination (dissolved, vapour and separate phases) 

– Nutrients (oxygen, energy sources) for dependent ecosystems 

– Physico-chemical, e.g to regulate water quality (such as temperature) in receiving 

waterways.  

 Function to maintain saturated conditions for potential acid sulfate soil materials 

Review of the existing conditions, data gathering and hydrogeological conceptualisation is 

undertaken to identify these values, and functions, and to assess the sensitivity of these to 

change.   

17.3 Assessment of alternative to trail 1 

The assessment of the identified alternative to trail 1 (the combination of trail 45, trail 46 and 

trail 47) contained in this report included the following tasks: 

 Describe the existing conditions relevant to trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 

 Identify the residual environmental impacts determined for construction and operation of 

trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 

 Undertake a comparative analysis of trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 

 Identify the preferred trail for each discipline based on the comparative analysis 

17.4 Limitations, uncertainties, assumptions 

The following limitations, uncertainties and assumptions apply to this assessment: 

 The assessment has been based upon desktop information and a limited site inspection 

that targeted selected areas to gain a broad understanding of conditions that could be 

correlated throughout the project area.   

 There has been no quantification of groundwater levels or groundwater quality through a 

sampling program.  References to groundwater quality and levels, and the potential for 

GDEs has been determined based upon broad scale datasets. 

17.5 Inputs from other EES technical reports  

No information has been relied upon from other EES technical reports. 
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18. Existing conditions 

The existing conditions of the groundwater environment being considered throughout this 

assessment are described in this section. Additional information has been summarised in GHD 

(2019). 

18.1 Study area setting 

18.1.1 Definition 

The study area encompasses the entire alignment of the project, and its construction footprint in 

its entirety. However, as groundwater processes occur over a range of scales such as local and 

regional flow regimes it is necessary to extend the study area for the groundwater impact 

assessment beyond the construction footprint to capture these broader processes.  In very 

general terms, the study area encompasses all land within an approximate 2 km radius of the 

trails. 

The study area can be broadly split into two zones: 

 North of the Warburton Highway 

– Trails that wind along the southern foothills of Mount Donna Buang, and that climb 

Mount Donna Buang 

 South of the Warburton Highway 

– Trails that wind around Mount Tugwell 

18.1.2 Climate 

The climate has been described previously in section 5.1. The project covers a large area with 

varying elevation (from 150 m to 1,250 m AHD) and associated terrain, which are likely to 

experience different climatic conditions, particularly in respect to rainfall and temperature. This 

change in elevation across the project area is likely to experience extremes and variations in 

heavy rainfall, snowfalls and frosts particularly during the winter months. 

18.1.3 Waterways and drainage 

The waterways mapped in the area have been described in section 9.1. 

On the northern side of the Warburton Highway, the drainage is mostly southwards, draining 

from Mount Donna Buang towards the lower topographies.  On the southern side of the 

Warburton Highway the drainage is more complex, with components radiating from Mount 

Tugwell towards the north, east and west. 
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18.2 Study area geology 

18.2.1 Geological setting 

The summary geological setting for the site is presented in Table 18-1 and listed from oldest to 

youngest. The surface geology is shown in Figure 10. In simple terms the oldest rocks are 

marine deposited sedimentary rocks which were deposited during the Silurian to Devonian 

periods. These sedimentary rocks were subsequently intruded by granitic rocks during the 

upper Devonian, with a large batholith present south of Warburton township. The intrusion of the 

granitic rock resulted in contact metamorphism of the Silurian aged sedimentary rock. During 

this period extensive volumes of an igneous rock called rhyodacite were also deposited 

following large scale volcanic activity to the north of what is now Warburton. A geological record 

from the late Devonian period through to the Cainozoic does not exist. During this period 

weathering and erosion of the igneous and sedimentary rocks resulted in the deposition of 

Quaternary colluvium and alluvium in the lower lying elevations.  

Table 18-1 Summary geological setting 

Geological unit Description 

Silurian to Devonian 
Humevale Siltstone, 
Melbourne Formation  

This unit is found underlying the south west portion of the site and comprises 
siltstone that has undergone contact metamorphism to produce hornfels as a 
result of baking from the adjacent igneous intrusion. Note that the Melbourne 
Formation has not been mapped inside the project study area. 

Late Devonian 
Warburton Granodiorite 

An igneous intrusion covering a large part of the southern section of the site 
and forming the hills in this area.  

Late Devonian Donna 
Buang Rhyodacite 

A thick extrusive volcanic deposit which has formed the mountainous area 
north of Warburton. The bulk of the study area north of Warburton is located 
upon this geology. 

Silurian to 
Carboniferous Felsic 
Dykes 

A series of linear feeder dykes occurring in parts of the Donna Buang 
Rhyodacite which are very similar in composition. 

Quaternary Colluvium 
and high-level Alluvium 

The deposits make up some of the lower slopes, larger scale landslips and 
high-level river terraces adjacent to slopes. 

Alluvium This unit makes up the floodplains and lower terraces of the Yarra River and 
its tributaries. 

18.2.2 Soil cover 

The regolith cover in the study area is variable but in the higher topographies is expected to be 

absent, or only a few metres in thickness. In the flatter and lower lying topography nearer to the 

Warburton Highway, colluvial and alluvial sediments may extend the cover over the bedrock. 

18.2.3 Acid generating geological materials 

GHD (2019b) documented the results of an interrogation of the CSIRO’s National Acid Sulfate 

Soil (ASS) Atlas. This indicated that there is an extremely low to low probability of acid 

generating geological materials being present in the study area. 

When saturated acid generating geological materials are subject to dewatering activities, the 

dewatering can result in their chemical oxidation and the generation of acidic waters, which can 

be laden with dissolved heavy metals. 
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The activation of acid generating geological materials by the project is not considered a realistic 

risk based upon the following factors: 

 It is noted that the construction works occur at the surface with small areas of cut and fill 

occurring. Active dewatering is not required by the project. 

 The geological setting is not conducive for the presence of acid generating geological 

materials.  

 The trail excavations are likely to be located at the surface within the saprolitic zone of the 

bedrock. This is a zone where weathering and oxidation of geological (and potential 

aquifer) materials has occurred. Under these circumstances, if acid forming geological 

materials were present, it is highly likely that they would have been oxidised over geological 

time. 
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18.3 Hydrogeological setting 

18.3.1 Aquifer types 

All the geological formations documented above constitute aquifers to varying degrees where 

they are saturated. From a high-level hydrogeological perspective, it is possible to simplify the 

various formations into two basic aquifer systems which are described below.  

Fractured rock aquifers (bedrock or Palaeozoic aquifers) 

Within these aquifers, groundwater is (mostly) transmitted by secondary porosity flow 

mechanisms in these rocks such as fractures, joints and other discontinuities within the rock 

mass. Primary porosity flow (that is, movement between grains) is mostly negligible in these 

materials except where the original matrix has been altered by weathering.  

The fractured rock aquifers include: 

 Silurian – Devonian indurated sediments such as the Humevale Formation and Melbourne 

Formation 

 Devonian granites (Warburton Granodiorite) and acid volcanics (Donna Buang Rhyodacite) 

From a regional perspective, grouping these formations into a single aquifer system is 

considered a reasonable approach based on the following rationale: 

 The various formations differentiated in the Palaeozoic bedrock are expected to have 

similar hydrogeological flow properties 

 The Victorian Aquifer Framework (VAF) has collectively grouped all the Palaeozoic aquifers 

into a single ‘basement’ system 

Under these conditions, in a regional context, these rocks have hydrogeological similarities. On 

a local scale, the hydraulic character of the aquifers may vary because of: 

 Weathering 

 Nature of fracturing (size, density, persistence, infilling) 

 Nature of their formation, such as dykes, and contact metamorphism 

 Tectonic history 

 Local variations in lithology 

Diagenetic, orogenic, epeirogenic and weathering phases may enhance or reduce the 

permeability of these aquifers. Highly weathered rocks tend to have fractures with clay coatings 

or infillings and these tend to impede groundwater movement. 

In this report, these fractured rock aquifers are referred to as the Palaeozoic or basement aquifer. 

Porous media aquifers  

Within porous media aquifers, groundwater is stored and transmitted by primary porosity flow 

(flow between the interstices and pore spaces of the sedimentary grains). The porous media 

formations in the study area include the Quaternary alluvial and colluvial sediments, which 

comprise variable mixtures of the sands, gravels, clays and silts. These are found at the lower 

elevations within the project area. 

The alluvials are laterally restricted to the present day drainage lines and waterways, and in 

some cases can have high degree of interaction with waterways. Under these conditions, 

disturbance of groundwater in these sediments has potential environmental implications. The 

thickness of these aquifers is variable, but tends to be generally less than 10 m. 
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18.3.2 Depth to groundwater 

GHD (2019) reviewed available groundwater bore information, however, there is essentially 

limited quantitative understanding of groundwater occurrence.  Interpretative depth to water 

table mapping has been shown in Figure 11. The following comments have been interpreted 

based upon the hydrogeological setting: 

 Depth to groundwater would be a subtle reflection of the topography, with groundwater 

flowing from the higher topographies, towards the lower topographies. 

 Groundwater may be less than 10 m deep in the drainage lines and floodplains of 

waterways such as the Yarra River and Little Yarra River. However, the depth to 

groundwater is likely to be extremely variable, particularly in the higher topographies where 

depths could be over 50 m. 

 The aquifers are unconfined and therefore groundwater levels would be influenced by the 

prevailing climate conditions. No long term groundwater level monitoring information is 

available, however, two influences are considered reasonable: 

– A seasonal response with water levels increasing during the wetter months, e.g winter 

through spring, and the lower water levels during Summer through Autumn. 

– A decadal response, which is caused by longer term droughts. 

 Groundwater forms often forms a high component of flow in the waterways in the region. 

Baseflow indices can be 50% to 60% in the Yarra Ranges. 

 Surface expressions of groundwater, i.e. spring flow can be common in this mountainous 

terrain. The headwaters of many creeks and drainage lines can be traced back to spring 

emanations. 

18.3.3 Groundwater use 

GHD (2019b) interrogated public groundwater databases, e.g. DELWP Water Measurement 

Information System (WMIS).   

Bores were identified within the study area, however, the bores are predominantly located in the 

lower topographies near the urbanised or peri-urbanised land uses.  Bores were not identified 

within 0.5 km of trails at Mount Tugwell or Mount Donna Buang.  

Groundwater were installed for a range of purposes:   

 Stock and/ or Domestic  

 Groundwater investigation or observation 

 Irrigation 

Changes in groundwater level caused by a project can influence the operating capacity of 

existing groundwater bores, however, this is not considered a realistic risk and not been further 

assessed based upon the following rationale: 

 It is noted that the construction works occur at the surface with small areas of cut and fill 

occurring. Active dewatering is not required by the project, nor would the project result in 

significant change to groundwater levels. 

 Existing bores are located greater than 500 m from the trail.
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Groundwater could be considered as a source for construction water supply, however, it is 

uncertain whether the construction contractor would choose such an option. Any production 

bore installed for such purposes would be subject to licensing under the Water Act 1989, and a 

licensing assessment process of the delegated authority Southern Rural Water. Southern Rural 

Water may request a technical hydrogeological assessment of the potential impacts of the 

groundwater take. The licencing process is considered to be a sufficient control to mitigate 

against adverse impacts, and this potential risk pathway is not discussed further. 

18.3.4 Groundwater quality 

The paucity of groundwater monitoring bores close to the project means that quantitative 

characterisation of the groundwater quality is problematic. However, based on regional 

groundwater information, and consideration of the hydrogeological catchment, the groundwater 

quality in the basement aquifer is expected to be high, with salinities ranging from less than 

500 mg/L to 1,000 mg/L Total Dissolved Solids (TDS). 

Based upon the ERS classification (refer Table 15-2), the groundwater is expected to fall within 

Segment A (A1 and A2). Segment A groundwater has the widest range of environmental values. 

18.3.5 Potential Contamination 

The trails are predominantly located within State Forest and parks, and therefore it is unlikely 

that landuses have resulted in the degradation of groundwater quality. For example, the land on 

the northern slopes of Mount Donna Buang falls within the Maroondah and Cement Creek water 

supply catchments, the southern slopes of Mount Donna Buang lie within the Woiwurrung State 

Forrest, and Mount Tugwell lies within the Britannica Creek catchment (Yarra State Forrest).  

The O’Shannessy water supply aqueduct lies at the footslopes of Mount Donna Buang.  At the 

lower elevations, in the peri-urban areas, most landuse is for residential purposes, with some 

small farm blocks.   

Two Lotsearch reports were undertaken for the Trail Heads at Warburton Golf Course and 

Wesburn Park, as these areas are nearest land that is urbanised, to assess the potential for 

groundwater quality degradation. There are also trail heads at Mount Tugwell and Mount Donna 

Buang, however, given that these are located in forested catchments, it was considered 

reasonable that site activities would have limited potential of resulting in land and groundwater 

contamination. 

The Lotsearch reports have been attached as Appendix E and a summary of the findings is 

presented in Table 18-2. The search buffer around each trail head was nominally 1 km to 2 km 

radius. 

Table 18-2 Lotsearch Findings 

Element Trail Head 

Warburton Wesburn Park 

EPA Priority sites & Pollution Notices No records No records 

EPA PFAS site investigations, 
including Defence PFAS sites 

No records No records 

Defence sites (subject to 
contamination investigation) 

No records No records 

EPA Audits CARMS 68515-9 Forest 
audit program 

CARMS 68515-9 Forest 
audit program 

GQRUZ No records No records 
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Element Trail Head 

Warburton Wesburn Park 

EPA Licensed Activities (former and 
current) 

No records 21 Britannia Creek Road – 
Sewage Treatment 

EPA Works Approvals No records No records 

Waste Management (including 
resource recovery, and Prescribed 
Waste handling) 

No records YRC Wesburn Recovery and 
Waste Transfer Station (Old 
Warburton Road) 

Former landfill 689 Old 
Warburton Rd (closed) 

Former Gasworks No records No records 

Business activities in area School, golf course, dairy, 
timber merchant 

Motor garage, welders, 
chainsaw service, timber 
merchant, plumber, poultry 
farm 

Service Stations / garages No records Main Rd Wesburn 

Historical mining activity No records No records 

Natural hazards Bushfire prone area Bushfire prone area 

Nearby bores 1 x Stock and Domestic 
bore. 

16: Investigation, Stock and 
Domestic, Irrigation 

Warburton Trail Head 

At the proposed Warburton Trail Head, the land has principally been used as a golf course 

which generally is a low risk site use for groundwater contamination. Potentially contaminating 

activities include: 

 Workshops supporting course machinery (hydrocarbons, solvents)  

 Application of herbicides and fertilisers to greens and fairways (nutrients, organochloride 

and organophosphate compounds) 

Based upon a review of aerial imagery (refer Appendix E) the area has been used as a golf 

course since the 1950s and early imagery (1944) indicates that the land was used for livestock 

grazing. Tree cover has mostly expanded since development of the golf course. Residential 

development, notably along the southern and western boundaries of the golf course has 

increased over the last 60 years. 

Wesburn Park Trail Head 

The Wesburn Trail Head is proposed to be located at Wesburn Park. The parks lies at the 

western foothills of Mount Tugwell and notably the YRC Wesburn Recovery and Waste Transfer 

Station is located to the south of the park, on the southern side of the Old Warburton Road. 

There are a number of commercial operations, for example, garages and service stations, along 

the Warburton Highway (Main Road) which borders the western side of the Park, and to the 

south of the Old Warburton Road. 

It is noted that there are groundwater monitoring bores located around the YRC Wesburn 

Recovery and Waste Transfer Station. Review of early aerial imagery (1944) indicates that the 

park was open grass lands and may have had a perimeter racing or trotting track. Sports and 

equestrian fields were subsequently constructed in the 1970s. Over time, residential and 

commercial development to the south, north and west of the park has increased.  
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18.3.6 Groundwater dependent ecosystems 

Ecosystems that rely upon groundwater for some (facultative) or all (obligatory) of their water 

requirements are classified as Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems (GDEs). Not all GDEs 

draw upon groundwater directly and not all are solely reliant upon groundwater. In many cases 

groundwater commonly provides an important and reliable source of water to many ecosystems 

and can be the primary factor in controlling the distribution of ecosystem types. GDEs can 

depend upon the surface or subsurface expression of groundwater. In Australia, six types of 

GDEs have been identified: 

 Terrestrial vegetation that relies upon the availability of shallow groundwater 

 Wetlands such as paperbark swamp forests and mound springs 

 River baseflow systems where groundwater discharge provides a significant baseflow 

component to the river 

 Aquifer and cave ecosystems, where life exists independent of sunlight, e.g. stygofauna 

and troglofaunal. 

 Terrestrial fauna (native and introduced) that rely upon groundwater as a source of drinking 

water 

 Estuarine and near-shore marine systems, e.g. coastal mangroves, salt marshes and sea-

grass beds, which rely upon the submarine discharge of groundwater 

The presence of stygofauna is relatively unknown in Victoria, let alone the Yarra Ranges.  

Factors that determine the presence include: 

 Aquifers with large (mm or greater) poor spaces. Within the study area are coarse grained 

alluvial aquifers, and some fractured rock aquifer systems. 

 The abundance and diversity of stygofauna typically decrease with depth below ground (i.e. 

generally <100 m). 

 Aquifers with fresh to brackish water, generally with salinities <5,000 S/cm. 

 Aquifers rich in oxygen, i.e. >0.3 mg/L dissolved oxygen. 

 Stygofauna are more abundant in areas of surface water – groundwater exchange, 

compared to deeper areas or those further along the groundwater flow path remote from 

areas of exchange or recharge. 

Broad scale mapping of GDEs has been completed by the BOM.  The majority of the waterways 

within the study area are classified as having either a moderate or high potential to be GDEs, 

and for this reason the mapping has not been reproduced in this report.  It is not unreasonable 

to expect waterways in this terrain to have a high likelihood of being GDEs, given that 

groundwater discharge (either as springs or seeps) sustains the flow (or maintains deep pools) 

in waterways within the catchment outside of rainfall events.   

Under these conditions, the waterways within the study area can form GDEs.  In the lower 

topographic elevations, terrestrial vegetation (including riparian vegetation) can also access 

shallow groundwater when waterways cease to flow during summer or drought conditions. 
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18.3.7 Melbourne Water GDE studies 

The study area falls within the Port Phillip and Westernport Catchment Management Area 

(CMA) and since early 2021 the CMA has associated authority has been integrated with 

Melbourne Water.  Melbourne Water have undertaken technical studies of groundwater 

throughout the CMA, with the objective of understanding groundwater and surface water 

interaction for the purposes of maintaining both water supply protection, but also liveability and 

sustainability of natural community spaces.  This has included the installation of groundwater 

monitoring bores and implementation of monitoring programs for GDEs.  The nearest 

Melbourne Water GDE monitoring sites to the study area are located upstream of the 

Maroondah Reservoir, e.g. Watts River at Fernshaw, and upstream of the Upper Yarra 

Reservoir.   

The sites (four in total) are over 10 km from the study area and therefore they do not provide a 

direct understanding of site specific conditions.  However, the monitoring sites are situated in a 

hydrogeological terrain that has a number of similarities to that of the study area, for example: 

 Similar geological and tectonic history 

 Fractured rock aquifer system, with minor (thin) colluvial and alluvial systems in the 

drainage lines 

 Similar topographic and drainage conditions 

 Low to negligible groundwater development (or likelihood of contamination) 

 Range of local and intermediate flow systems 

Whilst the quantitative monitoring data obtained from the Melbourne Water program (from 

around a period of 2019 to 2021) is not directly applicable to the study, however, owing to these 

hydrogeological similarities, it is considered reasonable to make broad correlations between the 

two areas.  GHD (2021) compiled monitoring information for the sites and the following 

inferences about general groundwater behaviour in the study area have been made from this 

study:  

 Water levels in the alluvial aquifer system and bedrock system are likely to be strongly 

linked to the prevailing climate.   

 Water levels in the alluvial systems are likely to be highly responsive to rainfall and 

waterway flow events, i.e. strong hydraulic connection between systems, with little to 

negligible lag times. 

 The connection between the waterways and bedrock is likely to be variable in both a spatial 

and temporal sense.  In some places a waterway could locally recharge groundwater in the 

alluvial systems, notably after higher flow events, and at other sites there could be an 

obvious gradient towards the waterway. It is possible for flow gradients to switch intra-

seasonally.  

 Ground salinity in both shallow alluvial / colluvial systems and the bedrock is likely to be 

low, and within Segment A1 (Potable water supply – desirable).  Groundwater salinity in the 

bedrock could be lower than that in the waterway. 

 Groundwater temperature in the bedrock aquifers are likely to remain relatively stable 

throughout the year.  It is suspected that groundwater can provide buffering to the 

waterway quality. 
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18.4 Site inspection 

A site inspection was undertaken by a GHD hydrogeologist which targeted a selection of 

locations around Mount Donna Buang and Mount Tugwell. A photographic record of the site 

inspection has been attached as Appendix F. 

The objective of the inspection was to gain a general understanding of the land to inform 

development of the hydrogeological conceptualisation. 

18.5 Hydrogeological conceptualisation 

The preliminary conceptual site model has been developed and is shown Figure 12. The 

conceptualisation is a tool that formalises an understanding of the major components of a 

hydrogeological system, their interaction and how external changes can modify the system. 

They can often be a highly simplified way of expressing what is known about a system, and can 

assist in defining (and/or testing hypotheses regarding) the critical components that make up the 

structures, processes and interactions, the relationships of cause and effect, and more generally 

how a system works.  The information gathered during this assessment, including the targeted 

site inspection, has been synthesised to generate a conceptual hydrogeological model (CHM) of 

the project study area. Each aspect of this model is described below and depicted 

diagrammatically in Figure 12.  

The schematic is a cross-section showing a simplified representation of the geology and 

hydrogeology of the site. The section could be representative of the conditions on the southern 

slopes of Mount Donna Buang, or around Mount Tugwell. The conceptualisation has been 

developed based on available regional hydrogeological information and the site inspection 

rather than any site specific intrusive investigations. 

The schematic shows a simplified two aquifer system: 

• The Palaeozoic basement rocks  

These rocks include the indurated sediments of the Humevale Siltstone, and granitic 

intrusions including the Warburton Granodiorite and Donna Buang Rhyodacite, and 

associated metamorphics. 

The bedrock aquifer has also been further differentiated into two systems – a deeper 

fresher fractured rock system, and a shallower zone comprising saprolitic bedrock and/or 

regolith, which may be have more akin to a porous media system. 

• Quaternary (Cainozoic) unconsolidated sediments 

These are mapped within the Yarra River floodplain and form a thin sequence overlying the 

bedrock aquifer.  

All aquifers are water table (unconfined) aquifers. Regional groundwater level information 

indicate a depth to groundwater of in excess of 50 m in the topographically elevated areas, e.g. 

Mount Donna Buang, but water levels shallow in the floodplains and lower elevations. Under 

these conditions, the trails in the upper topographies are unlikely to intersect groundwater. 

Overall groundwater flow is towards the lower lying areas, i.e. towards the drainage systems 

etched into the basement topography, with water levels being a subtle reflection of the 

topography. Where the water table shallows, or there are abrupt changes in topography, 

groundwater may daylight as spring flow. 

Multiple flow systems (local, intermediate and regional) may develop in these basement rocks 

(and are relevant to all Palaeozoic aquifers). The local flow systems are expected to 

predominate with flow occurring through the saprolitic (weathered profile) of the bedrock 

aquifers, and overlying saturated residual zones where permeability (and storage) is high. A 

contrast in the hydraulic conductivity and aquifer storage may exist between the upper parts of 

the bedrock (saprolite and regolith) compared to that in deeper, fresher bedrock. 
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The weathered horizons in the Palaeozoic aquifers has not been indicated in the schematic. 

Local flow paths are likely to be influenced aquifer fracture orientation and the degree of 

weathering. Intermediate and regional flows systems have also been indicated on the 

schematic. These may also discharge into the Yarra River floodplain, mix with shallower 

systems or pass beneath the floodplain. 

 

 

Figure 12 Conceptualisation of trails and hydrogeology 

Groundwater discharge to the waterways within the study is expected, with groundwater 

(baseflow) components to waterways in this area being a relatively large proportion of the 

overall flow in waterways. 

Recharge to the basement aquifer is predominately by rainfall across the outcrop area. 

Groundwater discharge is towards drainage lines and to the Yarra River. The regional 

geological mapping does not indicate the presence of faults in the area, however, local 

fracturing and/or faulting in the basement rocks may result in localised spring discharge.  

The water table is indicated on the schematic, however, it is not static and would change subject 

to the recharge conditions. In the wetter months, the water table may be higher, and in the drier 

months (Summer – Autumn), or during drought, the water table may be depressed. As there is a 

tendency for the bedrock aquifer to have low storage capacity, rainfall recharge can result in 

rapid water level rise. 

Local flow systems can develop in this terrain, and where infiltrating rainfall can flow along the 

bedrock interface, or locally via shallow fractures. Where saturated fractures daylight, 

groundwater springs result. These springs can be permanent, particularly in the lower 

elevations, or ephemeral, flowing after wetter periods. As per the water level behaviour, 

prevailing climate can influence spring flows, and during extended low rainfall recharge periods, 

the springs can reduce, or cease in flow. Spring flow rates have not been quantified by are likely 

to be of the order of litres per minute (i.e. <0.1 L/s). 
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The trail excavations are likely to occur within the superficial soils and regolith. Under these 

circumstances it unlikely that springs would be intersected. Trails will cross drainage lines and 

boggy areas. It is likely that if drainage lines were traced upstream (and uphill) to their source, 

the water source would be a spring. Physical spring flow may not always be obvious to the eye 

as the flow can be intermittent and climate driven. Springs may be manifest as boggy areas, or 

areas that a verdant or lush with vegetation.   

The schematic shows two potential trails excavated into the side of the mountain: 

 Trail A – higher elevations 

Water tables tend to be deeper and therefore spring activity, or the intersection of springs 

is less likely. The schematic indicates that although rock or regolith may be intersected by 

construction of the trail, being elevated above the water table there is little impact to 

groundwater. There may be some initial seepage of water into a trail excavation, however, 

this would be water that is stored locally within the soil profile, or perched at the bedrock 

contact. The stored water would be drained and rapidly depleted during the construction, 

as it seeps under gravity. 

 Trail B – lower elevation 

Trail B is located further downhill and the schematic shows that excavation of the trail could 

draw the spring closer to the surface, and thus groundwater flow intersected. If there has 

been no evidence of water logged conditions at this location prior to trail construction, than 

a mitigation would be required to address the seepage. 

The significance of the springs is variable and needs to be considered at both an individual and 

cumulative scale. At an individual scale, higher flowing springs, or more permanent springs 

provide a more reliable water supply to ecosystems, whereas the smaller, ephemeral or 

intermittent springs less so. At a broader scale, the spring flow and its inputs into sustaining flow 

in permanent waterways, i.e. baseflow, are important to waterway health.   

18.6 Existing conditions information in relation comparison of 

trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 

Trail 1 is approximately 22 kilometres in length and traverses the Yarra Ranges National Park 

from the summit of Mount Donna Buang travelling in a westerly direction through forested land 

alongside Road 2 before meandering generally south east through forested land towards the 

Warburton township, also intersecting Woiwurrung State Forest. Trail 1 predominantly traverses 

the Donna Buang Rhyodacite terrain. Depth to water table mapping indicates that much of the 

trail is located along ridgelines, where water tables are expected to be deep (>20 m), however, 

there is a section near Harrison and Kennedy Creeks where water table may be shallower, but 

still likely to be below the construction footprint of the trail. 

The alternative to trail 1, which is a combination of trails 45, 46 and 47 is mostly located upon 

the same geology. It too is mostly located along ridgelines, and the depth to water table 

mapping suggests that water levels are deep (>20 m) over the majority of the alignment. 

Both trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1: 

 Are remote from areas where there a potentially contaminating land uses 

 Remote from areas of groundwater development 

 In forested areas / remote from urbanisation 
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19. Risk assessment 

A risk assessment of project activities was performed in accordance with the methodology 

described in Section 4.4. The risk assessment has been used as a screening tool to prioritise 

the focus of the impact assessments and development of mitigation measures. The risk 

pathways link project activities (causes) to their potential effects on the environmental assets, 

values or uses that are considered in more detail in the impact assessment. Risks were 

assessed for the construction and operation phases of the project. 

The identified risks and associated residual risk ratings are listed in Table 19-1. The likelihood 

and consequence ratings determined during the risk assessment process and the mitigation 

measures to be achieved are presented in Appendix A.  

Table 19-1 Groundwater risks 

Risk ID Potential threat and effects on the environment Residual risk 

Construction   

GWR01 Excavation of bench exposes spring and results in water flows 
emanating from hillslope.  Creates water logging and/or erosion 
hazard downstream. 

Very Low 

GWR02 Spillage of hazardous construction material during construction 
resulting in degradation of downstream groundwater quality. 

Very Low 

GWR03 Intersection of contaminated groundwater at sites of construction 
requiring management, delays and additional costs 

Very Low 

GWR04 Excavation of existing crossing forms larger exposure of spring 
eye resulting in greater flow.  Creates water logging and/or 
erosion hazard downstream. 

Very Low 

GWR05 Toilet / Amenities at trail heads that are not sewered – septic 
system results in nutrient loads to groundwater and down-
gradient receiving waterways. 

Very Low 

GWR06 Disturbance of contaminated ground mobilises constituents and 
results in the degradation of groundwater. 

Very Low 

Operation   

GWR07 Landslide / movement after heavy rainfall results in new spring 
eye formation / exposure.  Creates water logging and/or erosion 
hazard. 

Very Low 

GWR08 Spring eyes not identified during planning construction phase 
emerge following wet period.  Creates water logging and/or 
erosion hazard. 

Very Low 
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20. Construction impact assessment 

This section discusses the potential impacts of the project as a result of construction activities 

and the associated mitigation measures that aim to reduce impacts to as low a level as 

possible. Mitigation measures referred to are defined in Section 14. 

In terms of groundwater dependent ecosystems (GDEs), this section of the assessment report 

does not classify whether an ecosystem is groundwater dependent and whether changes to 

groundwater conditions (spring flow) would have an impact on the ecosystem. This section 

discusses the impact of the works on groundwater (and springs and their flow) which may or 

may not sustain ecosystems down-gradient. The trails are not likely to significantly change the 

flow of the springs, which is naturally variable as previously described in the hydrogeological 

conceptualisation. Nor are the trails likely to alter the groundwater quality, prior to its discharge 

and expression at the surface. Ecosystems reliant upon the spring discharge, either facultatively 

or obligatory, have been discussed in the biodiversity technical report. 

It is recognised in the YRC (2019) draft CEMP that the trail design has been based on a 20 m 

corridor which has been ground-truthed, and that the crossing of some waterways would be 

managed by bridges, boardwalks, or rock armouring, as described in section 11.  

20.1 Exposure of new seeps / springs (GWR01) 

Ground truthing has identified drainage lines, and waterway crossings on the trails.  Although 

the majority of these features have not inspected as part of this assessment, apart from the 

major waterways (noted in section 9.1), it is considered a reasonable assumption that many 

may originate from springs located close by, or further up-hill. 

Inspection of the trail route and recording of evidence of obvious spring activity is required to be 

undertaken prior to the commencement of trail earthworks.  Springs may be manifest as obvious 

seepage, or verdant or waterlogged ground.  This would include: 

 Recording the location 

 Photographic evidence 

 Identification of the spring eye (if possible) 

 Measure of water quality and flow (if possible) 

This would constitute a baseline of the occurrence and condition of any springs intersecting the 

trail, or where the trail may need to be micro-sited to avoid. 

To facilitate the construction of trails, and trail head facilities, a rubber-tracked mini excavator 

would be used to excavate benches for the trails. Cut and fill techniques result in soils and 

excavation materials being placed on the outer edge of bench. As noted in the hydrogeological 

conceptualisation, it is possible that this may unexpectedly intersect spring eyes (i.e. exposing 

saturated or water bearing fractures in the bedrock), resulting in the egress of water. However, 

the shallow nature of the excavations would suggest a low likelihood of this occurring. 

Depending upon the timing of ground-truthing, and construction activities, some spring flow may 

have reduced (and therefore boggy conditions may be less obvious) or new springs emerged 

where they were not previously identified. Such could occur anywhere throughout the trail 

network. 
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Springs that were not previously identified during the ground-truthing and concept design 

phase, but have emerged during construction would need to treated. The water emanating from 

the spring can create erosion hazards and downstream water quality issues. Furthermore, the 

Word Trail (2019) draft CEMP indicates that raised embankments or berms can be constructed 

in trail sections. It is critical that the construction of any raised embankments does not impede 

the flow of rainfall run-off, or create a damming effect for water emanating from spring eyes, and 

therefore in such areas drainage blankets or culverts would be incorporated into the design of 

such structures. 

The impact on the groundwater environment created by the project exposing ‘new’ springs is not 

considered to be great, based upon: 

 The spring flow process occurs naturally in the region and new springs can be created 

naturally via mass wasting. Once exposed, the spring flow may or not be permanent.  

There would be flow whilst groundwater storage in the immediate area is depleted, and 

flows would decline as groundwater levels would re-equilibrate to the new equilibrium.   

 The spring flow may create locally boggy conditions, however, this may also stimulate 

vegetation growth which could increase transpiration and plant uptake of water.   

 It could affect the flow in a nearby existing spring, however, if the spring flow ultimately 

terminates at the same discharge environment the impact is questionable. The new spring 

flow and existing spring would need to be monitored and assessed if additional intervention 

was required. 

 The dewatering created by the new spring is expected to be highly localised and therefore 

vegetation dependent upon groundwater immediately up-gradient are unlikely to be 

affected. 

 The removal of groundwater storage caused by the new spring, in comparison to the overall 

groundwater resource is negligible given the size of the bedrock aquifer system and its 

storage capacity. 

In order to mitigate the impact of unexpected springs being encountered during the trail 

construction, constructors would need to: 

 Make daily inspections during construction of the trails and works area for evidence of 

spring activity, or intersection of water during excavation activities. 

 Document the spring location and activity (GWM01). 

 Compare the spring location and activity against the baseline survey.  

 Review the trail design in this localised area and consider opportunities for micro-siting 

(SWM01) 

 Implement the CEMP and additional requirements as stipulated in SWM02 

 Implement a trail control to ensure that spring flow is not dammed, and that downstream 

water quality and erosion hazards are minimised. This would require the installation of 

drained berms, rock armouring, or in extreme cases of high spring flow, bridging structures 

(and down-gradient erosion and sedimentation protection). 

 Confirm the acceptability of the control through monitoring / inspection during operation, as 

per SWM09 and GWM01. 

 If monitoring identifies that the new spring activity (as a result of the construction activities) 

has adversely affected the flow in a nearby spring, then an assessment would be 

undertaken to determine whether the flow from the new spring needs to be diverted such 

that if supplies the area down-gradient of the affected spring.   
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With the successful implementation of such a water control structure, residual impacts to the 

groundwater environment are unlikely (i.e. low frequency and minimal spatial extent). 

20.2 Spillage of hazard materials (GWR02) 

Hazardous materials may be used during the construction activities, for example, fuels to power 

excavators, and power tools. Usually surface soils (and run-off) are more vulnerable to such 

events, and that the surface soils and depth to groundwater minimise the likelihood of 

hazardous materials from reaching the groundwater table. In addition, quantities of materials 

that can transported along the trails are likely to be limited. A significant volume release, and 

time for migration through the vadose zone is required for groundwater to be impacted. These 

factors result in the risk of even localised groundwater contamination occurring, being small. 

The controls specified under the surface water assessment (SWR05) are valid and applicable to 

groundwater and are considered sufficient to mitigate this risk, i.e. SWM10 and GWM02.   

The impact of such an occurrence is considered to be small based upon the potential size of the 

source, and not permanent.  There are no nearby abstractive users of groundwater, and there 

are opportunities for natural attenuation within the aquifer prior to discharge to receiving 

waterways and GDEs.   

20.3 Intersection of contaminated groundwater (GWR03) 

The impact of intersecting contaminated groundwater could be potentially significant depending 

upon the type of contaminant. At a minimum it could create a risk to construction workers and 

create project delays whilst investigations are undertaken to assess the nature of the 

contamination and a means of managing it that is acceptable to the EPA. However, whilst the 

consequences can be significant there is a very low likelihood of this risk occurring.   

The risk of intersecting contaminated groundwater is considered to be very low based upon the 

following factors: 

 A review of the landuses of the project area identified relative benign land use activities 

over the majority of the trail areas. Potentially contaminating land activities were identified 

near some of the trail heads, e.g. close to Wesburn Park. 

 Trail construction activities and cut and fill excavations are shallow. Areas of spring activity 

are located in forested areas where contaminated groundwater is not likely to be present. 

Contaminated soil sampling would be incorporated into any geotechnical drilling program 

undertaken to support the construction of buildings at the trail heads (GWM04).   

20.4 Expansion of existing springs (GWR04) 

The excavations associated with the foundation of bridging structures and waterway crossings, 

or retaining walls may expose more of a spring eye that this present, and this could increase 

flows. However, the shallow nature of proposed excavations would suggest a low likelihood of 

such occurring. 

The existing control measures for waterway crossings proposed by the YRC (2019) CEMP, and 

those recommended through the surface water assessment (SWM01, SWM02, SWM05, and 

GWM01) are considered satisfactory in mitigating the potential impact of increasing spring 

exposures. Springs emanate from water bearing fractures or fracture zones, but the overall 

permeability of the rock mass feeding the spring is relatively low in this hydrogeological terrain – 

bedrock bore yields are generally estimated at between <0.5 L/s to 2 L/s.  As noted in GWM01, 

a baseline survey of existing springs where intersected or close to the trail would enable 

assessment of whether the project construction has altered the springs. 
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Similarly, to GWR2, the impact upon the groundwater environment is considered to be low. As 

there is already a spring present, and changes in the flow are likely to be short lived, as 

groundwater storage is locally depleted, and groundwater levels re-equilibrate. The effects are 

likely to be highly localised and may only require slight modifications or adaptations to existing 

control measures, which would minimise delays to trail construction.   

20.5 Nutrient loads for amenities with septics (GWR05) 

Toilets in State Forests can be remote from reticulated sewers and therefore they rely upon 

septic systems. Septic systems can result in nutrient loads to groundwater and down-gradient 

receiving waterways. Such toilets are existent within the study area, for example, toilets at the 

summit of Mount Donna Buang are likely to operate on a septic system. The project may result 

in increased traffic and use of such facilities, and thus increase nutrient and pathogen loads to 

groundwater.    

This is considered to be a low risk to groundwater. The risk mitigation is as per that adopted by 

the Surface Water assessment (refer Section 11.6), i.e. GWM03 and SWM11. 

The impact upon the groundwater environment is considered to be low. This is based upon the 

absence of existing groundwater users, the opportunities for natural attenuation within the 

aquifer, and the localised nature of the impact. However, as the source is on-going, the impact 

is permanent. An exception exists with amenities that are located close to Melbourne Water 

potable supply channels, e.g. O’Shannassy aqueduct, that potentially interact with groundwater.  

In these circumstances, contamination loads have the potential to impact potable water. 

20.6 Disturbance of contaminated soils (GWR06) 

This is similar to risk GWR03, but the pathway is marginally different. In this case, excavation 

activities could expose contaminated soils, or result in the stockpiling of such materials. This 

can mobilise contamination which could adversely impact the groundwater environment. 

This is considered to be a very low risk pathway for groundwater, based upon the 

considerations discussed in Section 20.3. The mitigation proposed from GWR03 (i.e. GWM04) 

is considered to be satisfactory to address this risk. 

Similarly, to GWR03, the impact of disturbing contaminated soils depends upon the nature of 

the contaminant. Impacts are likely to be low because contaminated sites then to be localised 

areas, and there are proven approaches for the investigation, and management of 

contaminated land and groundwater, and protection of human health (public and construction 

workers). At a minimum, however, it could result in construction delays as the contamination 

would need to be managed. 
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21. Operation impact assessment 

This section discusses the potential impacts of the project as a result of operation of the project 

and the associated mitigation measures that aim to reduce impacts to as low a level as 

possible. Mitigation measures referred to are defined in Section 14. 

21.1 Emergence of new springs – via mass wasting (GWR07) 

Mass wasting or landslides can occur in mountainous terrain and the risk of such occurring has 

been discussed in PART C – Geotechnical hazards assessment. There are many causes to 

these events, and some are related to rainfall and the saturation of geological materials, or 

increased water pressures. The movement of the geological materials may expose new 

fractures and thus new springs may form. 

Periodical inspection of areas of landslide risk are recommended to ensure that trail drainage 

works do not exacerbate soil saturation conditions (GWM01). Where springs are exposed by 

mass wasting, treatment of the spring flow should be considered as part of the broader landslide 

remediation. 

21.2 Emergence of new springs – via climate (GWR08) 

Spring activity is dependent upon the prevailing climate. Some springs may not be evident 

during the planning and construction of the trails depending upon the timing.  For example, 

spring activity may wane during late Summer or drought conditions.  

Periodical inspection of the trails is recommended to ensure that where water-logged conditions 

are identified, trail treatments are undertaken, or maintained if existing. This inspection can then 

be compared against the baseline spring assessment completed prior to construction. Where 

there is potential for new springs to adversely impact existing springs, an assessment made.  A 

mitigation could be to divert discharge from the new spring towards the areas immediately 

down-gradient of the existing spring. 

21.3 Climate Change 

The potential effects of climate change on groundwater systems is uncertain.  In general terms it 

is considered that rainfall recharge would be reduced, and rainfall events would be of greater 

intensity (resulting in higher run-off). A reduction in recharge to groundwater would result in 

deeper groundwater levels, meaning that some springs, particularly at the higher elevations may 

have their flow impacted.  Climate change may also result in: 

 Trees and vegetation having a greater reliance upon groundwater for secure water. 

 Increase bushfires may increase stormwater runoff. This in turn can influence waterway 

quality. 

Without the project being constructed, spring flow throughout the region may decrease under 

the assumption that recharge to groundwater decreases. Groundwater may become more 

valuable in that ecosystems may become more reliant upon it to maintain health or survive. With 

the project in place, there is negligible change to the groundwater environment owing to the 

shallow footprint of the project and limited likelihood of direct interaction with the water table.     
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22. Assessment of alternative to trail 1 

The assessment and comparison of trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 is based on the existing 

conditions information provided in Section 18. 

The comparison is based on the residual impact of these options assuming effective 

implementation of the proposed mitigation and contingency measures outlined in Sections 20 

and 21.  

Each of the impacts outlined in impact assessment are described in Table 22-1. No new 

impacts for this topic have been identified in relation to the alternative to trail 1.  

Table 22-1 Comparison of impacts between trail 1 and the alternative to 

trail 1 

Impact Trail 1 Alternative Conclusion 

Exposure of new seeps 
and springs through 
trail construction 
(GWR01). 

Based on the 
quantities 
documented in 
Table 13-1, trail 1 
has a slightly 
larger number of 
waterway / 
drainage line 
crossings.   

- On the assumption that some of 
waterway crossings are potential 
evidence of a nearby spring, trail 
1 has a marginally greater 
potential for disturbance to 
springs compared to the 
alternative.  

Spillage of hazardous 
materials resulting in 
groundwater 
contamination 
(GWR02) 

- - The likelihood of such occurring is 
the same for both trail 1 and the 
alternative. 

Intersection of 
contaminated 
groundwater (GWR03) 

- - The likelihood of such occurring is 
the same for both trail 1 and the 
alternative. 

Expansion of existing 
springs (GWR04) 

Refer comment 
above for 
GWR01. 

- The number of springs potentially 
intercepted by either trail would be 
subject to the baseline survey.  
There is not likely to be a 
significant difference between the 
two trails. 

Nutrient loads for 
amenities with septics 
(GWR05) 

- - Trail 1, Trail 45 and Trail 46 all 
begin at Mt Donna Buang 
Observation Tower and would 
have the same toilet and 
amenities. 

Disturbance of 
contaminated soils 
(GWR06) 

- - The likelihood of such occurring is 
the same for both trail 1 and the 
alternative. 

Emergence of new 
springs from mass 
wasting (GWR07) 

- - Both trails are mostly located 
upon the Donna Buang 
Rhyodacite and landslips are 
commonly observed.   

The likelihood of such occurring is 
the same for both trail 1 and the 
alternative. 

Emergency of new 
springs from climate 
variation (GWR08) 

- - The likelihood of such occurring is 
the same for both trail 1 and the 
alternative. 
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Considering the above comparison of impacts, from a groundwater perspective, there is not 

much separating the trail 1 from its alternative. If it can be assumed that waterway crossings are 

evidence of nearby spring activity, as trail 1 has a marginally higher number of crossings 

compared to the alternative, it presents a marginally greater risk of disturbance to the 

groundwater environment. It should be noted that this should be confirmed through baseline 

assessment of spring activity for both trail 1 and its alternative.    
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23. Summary of mitigation and 

contingency measures 

The mitigation and contingency measures that are proposed to avoid, mitigate or manage 

groundwater impacts associated with the Project are summarised in Table 23-1. 

Mitigation and contingency measures have been developed in accordance with the mitigation 

hierarchy and consideration of the level of potential impact. The focus of these mitigation 

measures is firstly avoiding impacts where possible (building upon the avoidance measures 

included in the design), and secondly, implementing project-specific measures to achieve 

acceptable outcomes for the environment. Where it was deemed necessary, mitigation 

measures include monitoring of environmental performance and implementation of contingency 

actions should standards be exceeded. 

Table 23-1 Mitigation and contingency measures relevant to groundwater 

Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

GWM01 Objective: Identify springs and establishing appropriate 
treatments to protect groundwater and down-gradient 
discharging environment. 

Spring mapping would be undertaken along the trail route 
prior to construction.  Evidence of spring activity, location, 
quantification of flow and quality (if possible), photographic 
record etc, to establish a baseline in spring activity. 

Daily inspection of the trails and current work area would be 
undertaken during construction for the identification of new 
spring activity, which may have resulted from bench 
excavations that exposed new spring eyes, or springs that 
weren’t flowing due to prevailing climate conditions.  Where 
identified the springs need to be documented and 
characterised.  Periodical inspections during the operation 
phase are required to assess for the presence of new springs 
and seeps. 

Where identified, trail micro-siting, or trail treatments, e.g. 
armouring, may be required to control erosion. Treatments 
documented in CEMP and SWM01, SWM02 and SWM09. 

Where a new spring has emerged as a result of the 
excavations, or unexpectedly through climate variation, an 
assessment would be made regarding: 

 Potential treatments to control sedimentation and erosion 

 Impact to behaviour of nearby springs, and need for 
treatment, e.g. diversion of discharge to same area. 

When treated, inspection and maintenance are undertaken 
during the remainder of the construction phase, and 
periodically during the operation phase to assess 
effectiveness of the treatment.  

Although springs can occur any time, there is likely to be a 
correlation with recent rainfall.  Inspections for springs would 
occur after rainfall events (trigger to inspect 3 -7 days after 
> 10 mm rainfall in 24 hours).  Undertake this four times per 
year and adapt the monitoring program and adjust the 
frequency once sufficient data is gathered with regards to 
spring activity.  Record the inspection in a form or by another 
measure and also list corrective actions to be undertaken as 
a result of the monitoring and act on those. 

Construction and 
Operation 
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Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

GWM02 Objective: Minimise the likelihood and impact of a spillage 
and establishing controls to contain and clean-up. 

Implement a Construction Environmental Management Plan 
to manage risks associated with storage and handling of 
hazardous substances and spill / control / clean-up 
measures.  As per SWM10. 

Construction 

GWM03 Objective: Minimise the likelihood and impact of elevated 
nutrient and pathogen loading to groundwater. 

New septic facilities would be sited and designed consistent 
with YRC / land manager codes and SWM11.   

Construction 

GWM04 Objective: To identify (and manage) contamination prior to 
its disturbance by construction. 

A Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment would be 
undertaken for those areas where a potentially contaminating 
land use (existing or historical) has been identified, and 
where structures require excavations greater than 2 m below 
the surface. 

In the unlikely event that the Phase 1 Environmental Site 
Assessment identify that the project will intersect with 
potentially contaminating materials, a Phase 2 Detailed Site 
Investigation would be undertaken to manage any 
contaminated materials. 

Construction 
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PART C – Geotechnical hazards 

assessment 
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24. Legislation, policy and guidelines 

The legislation, policy and guidelines relevant to this assessment and are summarised in 

Table 24-1. 

Table 24-1 Legislation, policy and guidelines relevant to the assessment 

Document title Summary Relevance to the project  

State government 

Environment Effects 
Act 1978 (EE Act) 

The Environment Effects Act 1978 provides for 
assessment of proposed projects that are 
capable of having a significant effect on the 
environment. The Act enables statutory 
decision-makers (Ministers, local government 
and statutory authorities) to make decisions 
about whether a project with potentially 
significant environmental effects should proceed. 

The Act enables the Minister administering the 
Environment Effects Act to decide that an 
Environment Effects Statement (EES) should be 
prepared. 

The EES process involves: 

• Referral to the Minister for Planning 

• The Minister’s decision on the need for an 
EES 

• Preparation of scoping requirements for the 
EES studies and reporting 

• Preparation of the EES report 

• Public review (exhibition and lodgement of 
submissions) 

• Ministerial assessment of environmental 
effects 

• Consideration of the assessment 

The Victorian Minister for 
Planning has decided an 
Environment Effects 
Statement (EES) is 
required under the 
Environment Effects Act 
1978 (EE Act) for the 
Warburton Mountain Bike 
Destination project.  

This report assesses the 
potential surface water, 
groundwater and 
geotechnical impacts 
associated with the project 
to inform the preparation of 
the EES. 

Local government 

Schedule to the 
Erosion 
Management 
Overlay (EMO), 
Yarra Ranges 
Planning Scheme 

The Erosion Management Overlay (EMO) for the 
Yarra Ranges covers areas of land which are 
susceptible to landslide. 

All land included in the Erosion Management 
Overlay has been identified as having a 
sufficiently high risk of potential instability to 
warrant specific review of these risks prior to the 
issue of a planning permit. The control of 
environmental factors and development such as 
vegetation cover, drainage, rock and soil 
disturbance and effluent and stormwater 
disposal are important in managing of risk of 
landslides 

Certain locations within the 
study area are within the 
Erosion Management 
Overlay. Geotechnical 
assessments for the site 
(GHD 2019, 2019d) have 
been undertaken which 
highlight areas of risk and 
control measures to be 
implemented 

Other 

Landslide Risk 
Management 
Guidelines 2007 – 
Australian 
Geomechanics 
Society, Vol. 42 No 
1 March 2007 

The Australia Geomechanics Society (AGS) 
provides a series of guidelines related to 
Landslide Risk Management 

Provides guidance on 
geotechnical hazards 
related to land stability and 
slope management, risk 
mitigation and 
maintenance measures 
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25. Consultation 

Development of the project and preparation of the EES have been informed by consultation with 

stakeholders and the community. Table 25-1 lists specific community and stakeholder feedback 

and how this feedback has been considered by the project or in the land stability impact 

assessment. 

Table 25-1 Stakeholder engagement undertaken for land stability and 

erosion 

Community and stakeholder feedback Consideration in project design or impact 
assessment  

Community consultation undertaken as online 
information sessions (30/11/20 and 4/12/20). The 
presentation summarised the approach to the 
Surface water, groundwater and geotechnical 
assessment, along with findings to date. No 
feedback was provided in relation to the 
geotechnical assessment. 

Q&A’s from online sessions can be heard on the 
webinar recordings on the Ride Yarra Ranges 
Website along with a copy of Q & A documents. 

TRG requested information on methods and 
guidelines to be used in relation to assessment of 
land stability and geotechnical hazards 

Reference to the methods and guidelines used by 
GHD for their assessment of land stability and 
geotechnical hazards have been included in the 
document. 

Concerns of the potential risk of landslides The potential risk of geotechnical hazards, 
including landslides are considered in Sections 29 
and 30. A summary of mitigation and contingency 
measures are provided in Section 32.  
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26. Method 

26.1 Existing conditions 

A comprehensive assessment was undertaken to understand the existing conditions of the 

study area to inform the environmental impact assessment for the works. This assessment 

incorporated: 

 A desktop assessment into the geotechnical site conditions which included the review of 

the following datasets and literature: 

– 1:250,000 Geological Survey of Victoria map of Warburton (1997) 

– LiDAR data 

– Aerial imagery 

– Yarra Ranges Council landslide inventory 

– Coffey Report: Landslip Zoning of the Shire of Yarra Ranges (1999) (ref: M2964/1-CF) 

 An assessment of the relationship of the trail locations and geotechnical site conditions 

using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

 A site visit of selected site locations  

 A simplified geotechnical ground model providing an understanding of the geotechnical 

hazards associated with the geotechnical conditions of the study area 

26.2 Impact assessment 

This study has assessed the impacts of construction and operation of the project on land 

stability and erosion with respect to assets and values to be protected. The method which 

formed the basis of the assessment has been summarised below: 

 Understand the existing geotechnical site conditions including the geology and existing land 

stability issues (documented in Section 25) from data obtained from published sources and 

the site assessment. 

 Form a conceptual understanding of the geotechnical hazards within the study area and the 

potential interaction with the project. 

 Review the proposed design and construction environment management plan to assess the 

potential impacts on land stability and erosion during construction and operation based on 

the understanding of the existing conditions. 

 Assess the risk of adverse impacts to land stability and erosion and identify and review 

proposed mitigation measures such as those in the construction environment management 

plan (CEMP). 

26.3 Assessment of alternative to trail 1  

The assessment of the identified alternative to trail 1 (the combination of trail 45, trail 46 and 

trail 47) contained in this report included the following tasks: 

 Describe the existing conditions relevant to trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 

 Identify the residual environmental impacts determined for construction and operation of 

trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 

 Undertake a comparative analysis of trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 
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26.4 Limitations, uncertainties, assumptions 

The following limitations, uncertainties and assumptions apply to this assessment: 

 The assessment has been based upon desktop information and a limited site assessment 

that targeted selected areas to develop an understanding of the geotechnical ground 

conditions across the site and observe any existing or potential landslide features. 

 A geotechnical intrusive site investigation has not been undertaken. 

 No geotechnical hazards (rockfalls, landslides or areas of erosion) have been reported by 

Shire of Yarra Ranges personnel during a walkthrough of the proposed trail alignments. 

26.5 Inputs from other EES technical reports  

No information has been relied upon from other EES technical reports. 
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27. Existing conditions 

The existing conditions of the land stability and erosion environment being considered 

throughout this assessment are described in this section. 

27.1 Study area geomorphology 

A summary of the broad geomorphology of the study area in terms of land stability significance 

is provided below: 

 The start of the trails network lies within a gently sloping to flat valley system formed by the 

Yarra River, comprising fans and colluvial aprons. 

 The Yarra River, running east to west, is locally fed by drainage systems from the hillsides 

north and south of Warburton. 

 North of Warburton is moderate to very steep forest covered mountainous terrain with 

narrow crests and well incised gully systems. 

 South of Warburton is heavily forested with moderate to steep sloping hilly topography. The 

ridgelines in this area are broader than the north with more rolling undulating hills. 

27.2 Study area geology 

The geology of the site is made up of several major units that can be roughly grouped to the 

north and south of Warburton town. These have been summarised in Table 18-1 and the 

surface geology in relation to the proposed trails is shown on Figure 10.  

27.3 Documented landslides 

The occurrence of landslides in the Yarra Ranges has been well documented in the past. Using 

the Yarra Ranges landslide inventory system and reviewing the Coffey Report: Landslip Zoning 

of the Shire of Yarra Ranges (1999) (ref: M2964/1-CF) we are able to identify the type and 

distribution of historical landslides in the Warburton area. 

Table 27-1 below lists some of the large-scale landslides recorded within the Yarra Ranges 

landslide inventory. 

Table 27-1 Historical landslides recorded in the Yarra Ranges Council 

Inventory 

Location Type Date reported Approximate 
dimensions 

Geological unit 
(mapped) 

80 Donna Buang 
Road, Warburton 

Rotational/translational 22 Sep 1999 432 x 268 m Colluvium 

49 Upper 
Blackwood 
Avenue, 
Warburton 

Debris slump/block slide 1 May 1982 371 x 226 m Colluvium 

23 Yuonga 
Road, Warburton 

Rotational/translational 22 Sep 1999 125 x 337 m Colluvium 

21 Patricia St, 
Millgrove 

Rotational/translational 1 Feb 1985 1287 x 497 m Donna Buang 
Rhyodacite 

265 Dee Road, 
Millgrove 

Rotational/translational 1 Feb 1985 2302 x 2607 m Donna Buang 
Rhyodacite 

26 Brett Road, 
Warburton 

Rotational/translational 22 Sep 1999 70 x 169 m Colluvium 
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An additional two landslides are noted to have occurred along Donna Buang Road in 2017 and 

2020 with the 2017 event closing the road.  Both of these events are understood to be in areas 

of rhyodacite or rhyodacite derived colluvium and have been linked to high rainfall. 

An assessment of documented landslides within proximity of Warburton provides the following 

information with regards to the existing conditions of land stability: 

 The geographic distribution of known landslides is markedly controlled by sloping ground in 

particular geological units. Landslides all occur within the Donna Buang Rhyodacite, Felsic 

Dykes and colluvium (derived from Rhyodacite and Felsic Dykes). 

 Due the distribution of the geological units, existing landslides are generally north of 

Warburton on the lower slopes and within the mountainous area. 

 Except for soil creep, which has been observed in all units, there is currently no evidence 

that significant landslides are known to occur in the Warburton Granodiorite and Humevale 

Siltstone units south of Warburton. 

 Landslide movements are typically episodic with long periods of no apparent movement. 

 Heavy rainfall events have been known to trigger numerous landslides. Artificial 

concentrations of water are known to have caused or contributed to landslides including: 

irrigation of horticultural lands, relocation of watercourses and poor design of stormwater 

run-off. 

 Historical landslides and instability suggest that the failures present within the project area 

may range from rock falls to rapid debris flows to very slow moving large landslides 

incorporating whole hillsides. 

27.4 Documented erosion issues 

No recorded erosion problems affecting the project area have been encountered or reported. 

27.5 Spatial analysis 

To evaluate the geotechnical conditions of the proposed mountain bike trails and potential 

susceptibility to land instability, the mountain bike trails were mapped onto a series of data sets 

using a Geographic Information System (GIS). These include: 

 Slope grade using LiDAR and regional DEM data 

 Geological mapping data 

 The current Yarra Ranges Council landslide inventory 

 The Yarra Ranges Council Erosion Management Overlay (EMO) area 

The results aided with the geotechnical ground model development and identification of 

landslide susceptible ground conditions. 

27.6 Site visit findings 

A site visit was undertaken in November 2019 as part of the Geotechnical Risk Assessment 

(GHD, 2019d). The aim of the site assessment was to gain an appreciation of the geotechnical 

site conditions within each of the geological units and target areas highlighted from the spatial 

analysis as being affected by potential hazards. 

Accessing the trail locations during the site assessment proved difficult due to thick vegetation, 

remote locations and steep slopes. Much of the site assessment focussed on road cuttings and 

accessible areas close to the proposed trails. 

The findings of the site assessment for each of the key geological unit is summarised below. 
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27.6.1 Humevale Siltstone 

The Humevale Siltstone typically comprises gentle to steep hills with a thin soil cover over 

weathered rock, shown on Figure 13 below. The soil has a thickness observed as 1 m to 4 m. 

The cut slopes in this unit appeared stable at relatively steep angles. 

 

Figure 13 Road cutting showing thin soil cover (1-2 m) overlying siltstone 

rock 

27.6.2 Felsic Dykes 

The felsic dyke outcrops generally consisted of rock slopes with little soil cover. Figure 14 

shows the typical outcrop observed. The quality of rock mass in terms of density and orientation 

of jointing appears to vary significantly and the intact rock has consistently high strength.  

A number of minor rock falls were observed along the Warburton rail trail as well as a larger 

failure (Figure 15) that occurred in the recent past. The cause of the failure appears to be the 

release of a rock fall that has subsequently unravelled and developed into a small debris flow. 
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Figure 14 Poor quality rock mass observed in dyke cutting along Warburton 

rail trail 

 

Figure 15 Back scarp of recent failure. Slope has been remediated using 

netting 
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27.6.3 Warburton Granodiorite 

Road cuttings within the Warburton Granodiorite of up to 4-5 m in height were observed to be 

stable standing at 50-60°. The subsurface conditions are exposed in numerous road cuttings 

which show a highly variable profile ranging from massive, high strength rock to deep soil 

profiles with or without corestones. Figure 16 and Figure 17 below shows the typical weathered 

profile observed. 

 

Figure 16 Granodiorite soil profile with large (up to 4 m) corestones in a soil 

matrix 

 

Figure 17 Road cutting in granitic soil standing at approximately 50-60 

degrees 
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27.6.4 Donna Buang Rhyodacite 

Road cuttings within Donna Buang Rhyodacite has a variable but often thick weathering profile 

consisting of residual to extremely weathered soil overlying high strength rock. In situ rhyodacite 

rock was rarely observed, therefore the weathering profile is considered to be up to several 

metres thick and likely to contain corestones in varying quantities. Figure 18 below shows the 

typical weathered rhyodacite observed in road cuttings. 

 

Figure 18 Road cutting into weathered rhyodacite (2 m high) 

The common failure type recorded within the Donna Buang Rhyodacite is debris flows. This was 

confirmed during the site inspection. Evidence of debris flows were generally observed at the 

location of channel/gully systems shown in Figure 19 below. 

 

Figure 19 Colluvial deposit observed either side of channel slopes, 

underlying and down slope of the road 
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Rock fall is also considered as a potential failure type within the rhyodacite. Boulders present 

in the weathered soil matrix are able to come loose following erosion and travel downslope. 

Figure 20 is the result of a rockfall. 

 

Figure 20 Rhyodacite boulder (>1 m) transported from upslope 

27.6.5 Colluvium 

Colluvium deposits have been mapped on the foot slopes of the Donna Buang Rhyodacite 

slopes north of Warburton. The colluvium is considered to be the result of landslide and slope-

wash debris sourced from the rhyodacite slopes above. Figure 21 shows the typical shallow 

angle, undulating landform produced by these colluvial deposits. Colluvium was also observed 

in gully systems across the Mount Donna Buang slopes during the site assessment. 

 

Figure 21 Shallow, undulating slopes at the base of steeper rhyodacite 

slopes 
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27.7 Geotechnical ground model 

A review of the datasets, available literature and site assessment forms the basis of the 

following simplified geotechnical ground model in Table 27-2.  

Table 27-2 Simplified geotechnical ground model 

Geological unit Typical description Geotechnical hazards 

Humevale 
Siltstone 

Typically thin soil cover over weathered rock. 

Soil thickness typically 1 m to 4 m of residual 
to extremely weathered siltstone described 
as low plasticity sandy clay. 

Cut slopes observed appear stable at 
relatively steep angles. 

No evidence of instability 
recorded or observed. 

Felsic Dykes Typically minimal soil cover, outcrops as rock 
slopes. 

Typically high strength rock with significant 
variation rock mass quality in terms of 
jointing. 

Small-scale cut batter failure 
recorded along Warburton rail 
trail in 2016. 

Minor to moderate rock falls 
observed along Warburton rail 
trail. 

Discontinuity controlled failures 
expected as primary mechanism 
affecting stability of these 
slopes. 

Warburton 
Granodiorite 

Highly variable soil/rock profile ranging from 
massive, high strength rock to deep soil 
profiles with or without corestones. 

Residual soils typically consist of low 
plasticity orange-brown sandy clay. 

Road cuttings up to 4 m to 5 m in height 
observed as stable with slope angles of 50-
60. 

No evidence of instability 
recorded or observed. 

Donna Buang 
Rhyodacite 

Variable but often thick weathering profile 
consisting of residual to extremely weathered 
soil overlying high strength rock 

Soil typically consists of intermediate to high 
plasticity orange brown and red sandy clay 
with gravel and cobbles/boulders of 
rhyodacite. 

Common failure type recorded is 
debris flows typically observed 
at the location of channel/gully 
systems. 

Trigger of failures associated 
with high rainfall events. 

Rockfall considered as a 
potential failure type where 
boulders are present in the 
weathered soil matrix which is 
eroded or disturbed in some 
other way (tree toppling for 
example) 

Colluvium Considered to be the result of slope-wash 
and gravitational action including landslide 
debris sourced from the rhyodacite slopes 
above. 

Produces shallow angle, undulating 
landforms. 

Reactivation of debris material 
recorded as historical landslides 
in the form of translational slides 
and creep. 

Small scale failures such as 
slumping observed in road 
cuttings caused by 
oversteepening. 
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Based on the geotechnical ground model, the study area can be classified into three zones 

(Table 27-3) based on a combination of the geotechnical site conditions for each geological unit 

and their associated geotechnical hazards. The geographical distribution of each zone is 

reflected on Figure 22. 

Table 27-3 Geotechnical zones 

Zone Geotechnical hazards 

1 – Donna Buang 
Rhyodacite and 
Colluvium 

Small to large scale shallow failures in the form of debris flows (known to 
occur within gully systems and associated with high rainfall) 

Rockfalls from boulders dislodging from soil matrix on steep slopes 

Slow moving landslides within colluvium on low angle slopes (linked to high 
rainfall) 

Small scale slumping 

No abnormal propensity for erosion 

2 – Felsic Dykes Rockfalls from rock outcrops 

Debris flows derived from weathered dyke material channelised into roc 
chutes (linked to high rainfall) 

No abnormal propensity for erosion 

3 – Humevale Siltstone 
and Warburton 
Granodiorite 

No significant hazards associated with this zone 

No abnormal propensity for erosion 

 

These zones generally align with the geographical distribution of the Erosion Management 

Overlay (EMO) defined on the Yarra Ranges landslide inventory. Much of the EMO in the 

Warburton area covers the Mt Donna Buang slopes, particularly the large gully systems and 

colluvium of the foot slopes. It also covers the Felsic Dyke outcrop, which occurs along the 

Warburton rail trail. The extent of the EMO on the Humevale Siltstone and Warburton 

Granodiorite slopes is limited. 
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27.8 Existing conditions information in relation comparison of 

trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 

Trail 1 is approximately 22 kilometres in length and traverses the Yarra Ranges National Park 

from the summit of Mount Donna Buang travelling in a westerly direction through forested land 

alongside Road 2 before meandering generally south east through forested land towards the 

Warburton township, also intersecting Woiwurrung State Forest. Trail 1 predominantly traverses 

the Donna Buang Rhyodacite terrain. Much of the trail is located along ridgelines, where erosion 

hazards are likely to be similar to the hillsides but stability issues are less likely to manifest. 

The alternative to trail 1, which is a combination of trails 45, 46 and 47 is mostly located upon 

the same geology. It too is mostly located along ridgelines but has some sections crossing 

slopes which are prone to large scale landsliding. 

Both trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1: 

 Are located on the same geological units 

 Are partially along ridgelines 

 Are partially across slopes that are prone to large scale landslides 
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28. Risk assessment 

A risk assessment of project activities was performed in accordance with the methodology 

described in Section 4.4. The risk assessment has been used as a screening tool to prioritise 

the focus of the impact assessments and development of mitigation measures. The risk 

pathways link project activities (causes) to their potential effects on the environmental assets, 

values or uses that are considered in more detail in the impact assessment. Risks were 

assessed for the construction and operation phases of the project. 

The identified risks and associated residual risk ratings are listed in Table 28-1. The likelihood 

and consequence ratings determined during the risk assessment process and the mitigation 

measures to be achieved are presented in Section 29, Section 30 and Appendix A.   

Table 28-1 Land stability and erosion risks 

Risk ID Potential threat and effects on the environment Residual risk 

Construction   

GTR01 Excavation works to form bench on steep slopes or within 
unstable soil results in over steepened upslope or 
downslope batters leading to localised failures or where 
excavated into unstable soil (e.g. debris flow material) 
cause reactivation of larger scale failures 

Very low 

GTR02 Removal of significant vegetation including large trees 
during track construction resulting in failures or erosion 
where ground once supported by vegetation becomes 
loose and/or unprotected 

Very low 

Operation   

GTR03 Poor trail formation which results in ineffective drainage 
leading to unfavourable water flows onto slope below the 
trail or on a localised section of the trail promoting 
ponding, water infiltration and reactivation or formation of 
new landslides and/or areas of erosion 

Low 

GTR04 Rockfall caused by dislodgement from soil matrix forming 
the upslope and downslope batters of the track or from 
exposed rock faces above the trail following heavy rainfall 

Low 

GTR05 Build-up of debris material at waterway bridge crossings 
leading to failure of the bridge creating a debris flow 
failure downslope of bridge  

Low 
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29. Construction impact assessment  

This section discusses the potential impacts of the project as a result of construction activities 

and the associated mitigation measures that aim to reduce impacts to as low a level as 

possible. Mitigation measures referred to are defined in Section 14. 

29.1 Slope failures caused by excavation of existing slopes 

(GTR01) 

To facilitate the construction of the trails, excavation works would be undertaken in order to cut 

a bench using cut and fill techniques. The extent of excavation would be determined by the 

steepness of the natural slope but extensive high cuts are not expected to be required. 

Excavation works would also be required during the construction of bridge structures at 

waterway crossings. 

Where a steep batter is required either upslope or downslope of the trail, the soil may become 

unstable due to oversteepening, particularly within unconsolidated colluvial soils north of 

Warburton. Where this scenario occurs and is left unmitigated localised failures of the batters, 

may occur particularly if they become saturated following a period of heavy rainfall. Or in less 

likely cases re-activate an existing landslide.  

Where excavation works are undertaken during the construction of bridge structures, excavation 

may occur within debris flow material (colluvial soils) identified as a hazard within gully systems 

north of Warburton. Excavation or exposure of this unstable material in unmitigated 

circumstances may create localised failures or cause reactivation of a debris flow if construction 

occurs during times of high rainfall. 

To mitigate this hazard, a number of initial mitigation measures listed in the CEMP (YRC, 2019) 

would be implemented as part of the trail excavation process, they include: 

 Plan construction works to provide for the progressive and timely stabilisation and 

rehabilitation of disturbed areas as required. 

 Rock armouring shall be used on some steep sections of trails. 

 Site by site assessment on the requirement for retaining walls would be required. Batters 

would be stabilised appropriately to reduce potential slippage and erosion.  

 Cut batters to be less than 2 m in vertical height.  

 Construction activities creating any soil disturbance to cease during extreme rainfall events.  

 Works near waterways would be scheduled appropriately. For example, works would be 

timed to coincide with periods of low flow and completed quickly. Works would be stopped if 

conditions are not suitable, such as during and after heavy rain.  

 Avoid excessive excavation when working near waterways or gully systems. 

A further mitigation (GTM01) measure would be implemented during construction. Inspection of 

completed sections of the trail would be undertaken following heavy rainfall events to identify 

potential slope failures of the newly formed batters. If a large-scale failure has occurred which 

has resulted in significant damage to the trail and natural landform, an inspection would be 

undertaken by a geotechnical specialist to assess the risk and remediation measures. 

The residual risk of this mitigated hazard has been assessed to be very low. 
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29.2 Removal of vegetation reducing stability of slopes (GTR02) 

To facilitate the construction of the trails, the construction corridor must be cleared of vegetation 

allowing sufficient passage for the excavator. It is understood than the project has committed to 

no removal of large trees unless they are unsafe and present a hazard either during 

construction or operation. 

The presence of vegetation often provides support to slopes, promoting stability. Removal of 

this vegetation may lead to slope instability where unmitigated, particularly where slopes are 

made up of loose material, often colluvium. Once this material becomes saturated, following 

heavy rainfall slope failures are likely to occur. These would typically be localised to small 

sections of the trail. 

Vegetation also protects slopes from erosion. 

To mitigate these impacts, measures are included in the design of the trail and as part of the 

CEMP which include: 

 Vegetation removal would be limited to what is required within the construction corridor 

 The trail route would be designed to avoid large trees so that removal is not necessary 

A further mitigation measure (GTM02) would be implemented where unstable, soft soil is 

exposed through vegetation removal, rock armouring can be used to promote stability and limit 

erosion. 

The residual risk of this mitigated hazard has been assessed to be very low. 
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30. Operation impact assessment 

This section discusses the potential impacts of the project as a result of operation of the project 

and the associated mitigation measures that aim to reduce impacts to as low a level as 

possible.  Mitigation measures referred to are defined in Section 14. 

30.1 Unfavourable drainage onto slopes caused by poor trail 

formation (GTR03) 

During the formation of the trail, there is the potential for permanent alterations to the natural 

slope drainage. Unfavourable waterflow conditions may cause ongoing erosion effects, create 

areas of ponded water and increase saturation of the slope directly below the trail. This could 

reduce the long term slope stability and result in initiation or reactivation of slope failure. The 

extent and likelihood of a slope failure would be determined by the local ground conditions. 

Slope failure is likely to be small scale and require minimal repair. However, in the circumstance 

that poor ground conditions experience ongoing saturation e.g. colluvial soils on a steep slope, 

a large scale failure may occur leading to significant damage/alteration to the natural landform. 

To mitigate this hazard, a number of measures listed in the draft CEMP (YRC, 2019) would be 

implemented as part of the trail construction process, they include: 

 Ensure trail tread is compact  

 Use rock armouring to protect areas of the trail subject to erosion 

 Use of raised embankments to promote effective drainage where the trail is flat 

 Preferred method of drainage from the trail is grade reversal and downslope angled tread, 

but culverts and water bars may be used from time to time  

 All drainage must direct water onto vegetation and not exposed fill material 

 Trail design and construction is to minimise any changes to surface water flows 

A further mitigation measure (GTM03) would involve periodical inspections of the trail following 

heavy rainfall events to assess the effectiveness of the trail drainage and observe areas subject 

to erosion or unfavourable water flow downslope of the trail. Remediation to prevent further 

impact would be required. 

30.2 Rockfalls from batters or slopes formed during construction 

or exposed rock faces (GTR04) 

As part of the trail construction, upslope and downslope batters would be formed during 

construction which may leave exposed soil which contains boulders. This is most likely to occur 

where the trail is cut into weathered Warburton Granodiorite and Donna Buang Rhyodacite. 

Trails may also pass below exposed rock faces, namely at the location of outcropping felsic 

dykes. 

Exposed boulders in the batter face may become loose following heavy rainfall and dislodge 

leading to rockfalls. Dislodgement of these boulders has the potential to create long term 

instability of the batter slopes leading to localised slope failures potentially damaging the trail 

and the natural landform.  Rocks may also fall and become deposited in creeks damage 

vegetation. Where trails have been located adjacent to exposed rock faces, depending on the 

condition of the rock mass, there would be potential for failures to occur following heavy rainfall, 

particularly where the rock face has been disturbed as part of the trail construction. Debris flows 

have also been observed along the rock face adjacent to Warburton rail trail where debris 

material has been channelised into rock chutes. 
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To mitigate this hazard the following mitigation measures (GTM04) would be implemented: 

 Removal of loose boulders from the batter face during construction. These can be used as 

rock armouring at the base of the batter slope 

 Loose material would be removed from any exposed rock faces adjacent to the trail during 

construction 

 A geotechnical inspection of exposed rock faces with a height >1.5 m to assess the need 

for permanent rockfall protection such as rockfall mesh or other mitigation measures 

 Ensure that boulders placed on the outer slope as part of the construction process are 

secure and not likely to roll down the slope 

30.3 Debris flow caused by build-up of debris at bridge structures 

(GTR05) 

As part of the trail construction, low level bridge structures would be constructed to enable 

crossing of existing waterways. There is the potential for these structures to act as a barrier for 

debris material (vegetation such as branches, soil, rock) being transported downslope within the 

waterway. The long-term build-up of debris material could lead to the structural failure of the 

bridge or overflow triggering a debris flow downslope from the bridge. A debris flow would cause 

damage to vegetation and permanently change the landform. 

To mitigate this hazard, where possible, site any structure piers and foundations for the bridge 

outside of the main section of the gully/waterway, do not dump or stockpile vegetation, rock and 

soil in the gullies/waterways during construction. Periodical inspections of the bridge structures 

would be undertaken, particularly following heavy rainfall events and debris material would be 

removed to avoid excessive build up. 

A number of measures listed in the CEMP (YRC, 2019) would be implemented as part of the 

waterway crossing construction process, they include: 

 Maximum span lengths of 5 m would allow the bridges to span the majority of the small 

waterways encountered, without the need for any footings within the defined waterway 

channel 

The following further mitigation measures (GTM05) would be implemented: 

 Periodical inspections of the bridge structure, particularly following heavy rainfall events to 

assess potential build-up of debris material. 

 Removal of debris material from bridge structure. Where possible, debris material would be 

placed downstream from the bridge structure. 
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31. Assessment of alternative to trail 1  

The assessment and comparison of trail 1 and the alternative to trail 1 is based on the existing 

conditions information provided in Section 27. 

The comparison is based on the residual impact of these options assuming effective 

implementation of the proposed mitigation and contingency measures outlined in Sections 29 

and 30.  

Each of the impacts outlined in impact assessment are described in Table 31-1. No new 

impacts for this topic have been identified in relation to the alternative to trail 1.  

Table 31-1 Comparison of impacts between trail 1 and the alternative to 

trail 1 

Impact Trail 1 Alternative Conclusion 

Construction stage 
localised failures or 
reactivation of larger 
scale failures (GTR01) 

  The likelihood of such 
occurring is the same 
for both trail 1 and the 
alternative. 

Construction stage 
instability or erosion 
due to removal of 
vegetation that is 
currently protecting or 
reinforcing the slopes 
(GTR02) 

  The likelihood of such 
occurring is the same 
for both trail 1 and the 
alternative. 

Poor trail formation 
leading to unfavourable 
water flows onto slopes 
or causing ponding and 
concentrated infiltration 
into the slopes causing 
erosion and stability 
issues during operation 
(GTR03) 

  The likelihood of such 
occurring is the same 
for both trail 1 and the 
alternative. 

Rockfalls during 
operation from exposed 
boulders exposed in 
soil matrix or from 
exposed rock faces 
above the trail (GTR04) 

  The likelihood of such 
occurring is the same 
for both trail 1 and the 
alternative. 

Build-up of debris at 
bridge crossings that 
could lead to formation 
of debris flows in storm 
events during operation 
(GTR05) 

  The likelihood of such 
occurring is the same 
for both trail 1 and the 
alternative. 

 

Considering the above comparison of impacts indicates that there is little difference between 

trail 1 and the alternative option with regard to geotechnical hazard management. Both the 

routes comprise a mixture of trails along ridgelines and across slopes and possible existing 

large landslides resulting in exposure to similar hazards.  
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32. Summary of mitigation and 

contingency measures 

The mitigation and contingency measures are proposed to avoid, mitigate or manage land 

stability and erosion impacts associated with the Project are summarised in Table 32-1. 

Mitigation and contingency measures have been developed in accordance with the mitigation 

hierarchy and consideration of the level of potential impact. The focus of these mitigation 

measures is firstly avoiding impacts where possible (building upon the avoidance measures 

included in the design), and secondly, implementing project-specific measures to achieve 

acceptable outcomes for the environment. Where it was deemed necessary, mitigation 

measures include monitoring of environmental performance and implementation of contingency 

actions should standards be exceeded. 

Table 32-1 Mitigation and contingency measures relevant to land stability 

and erosion 

Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

GTM01 Objective: Reduce and manage the occurrence of slope 
instability during excavation works for trail construction. 

• Plan construction works to provide for the progressive and 
timely stabilisation and rehabilitation of disturbed areas as 
required  

• Rock armouring shall be used on some steep sections of 
trails  

• Site by site assessment on the requirement for retaining 
walls would be required. Batters would be stabilised 
appropriately to reduce potential slippage and erosion.  

• Cut batters to be less than 2 m in vertical height.  

• Construction activities creating any soil disturbance to 
cease during extreme rainfall events.  

• Works near waterways would be scheduled appropriately. 
For example, works would be timed to coincide with 
periods of low flow and completed quickly. Works would be 
stopped if conditions are not suitable, such as during and 
after heavy rain.  

• Avoid excessive excavation when working near waterways 
or gully systems 

• Inspection of completed sections of the trail would be 
undertaken following heavy rainfall events to observe 
potential slope failures of newly formed batters.  

• If a large-scale failure has occurred which has resulted in 
significant damage to the trail and natural landform, an 
inspection would be undertaken by a geotechnical 
specialist to assess the risk and remediation measures 

Construction 

GTM02 Objective: Reduce and manage the occurrence of unstable 
soil and erosion caused by vegetation removal. 

• Vegetation removal would be limited to what is required 
within the construction corridor 

• The trail route would be designed to avoid large trees so 
that removal is not necessary 

• Where unstable, soft soil is exposed through vegetation 
removal, rock armouring can be used to promote stability 
and limit erosion. 

Construction 
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Measure ID Mitigation or contingency measure Stage 

GTM03 Objective: Reduce and manage this risk of poor trail formation 
resulting in ineffective drainage leading to instability and 
erosion 

• Ensure trail tread is compact. 

• Use rock armouring to protect areas of the trail subject to 
erosion. 

• Use of raised embankments to promote effective drainage 
where the trail is flat. 

• Preferred method of drainage from the trail is grade 
reversal and out sloping trail head but culverts and water 
bars may be used from time to time. 

• All drainage must direct water onto vegetation and not 
exposed fill material. 

• Trail design and construction is to minimise any changes 
to surface water flows. 

• Periodical inspections of the trail following heavy rainfall 
events to assess the effectiveness of the trail drainage and 
observe areas subject to erosion or unfavourable water 
flow downslope of the trail. Remediation to prevent further 
impact would be required. 

Operation 

GTM04 Objective: Reduce and manage the risk of rockfalls below or 
above the trails 

• Removal of loose boulders from the batter face during 
construction. These can be used as rock armouring at the 
base of the batter slope. 

• Loose material would be removed from any expose rock 
faces adjacent to the trail during construction. 

• A geotechnical inspection of exposed rock faces with a 
height >2 m to assess the need for permanent rockfall 
protection such as rockfall mesh. 

• Ensure that boulders placed on the out slope as part of the 
construction process are secure and not likely to roll down 
the slope. 

Construction 

Operation 

GTM05 Objective: Manage the build-up of debris material at the 
location of bridge structures to reduce the risk of debris flows 

• Periodical inspections of the bridge structure, particularly 
following heavy rainfall events to assess potential build-up 
of debris material. 

• Removal of debris material from bridge structure. Where 
possible, debris material would be placed downstream 
from the bridge structure. 

Operation 
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33. Cumulative impacts 

There are no other projects known to be under construction or operation in the local region that 

could result in cumulative impacts. 
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34. Conclusion 

The purpose of this report is to assess the potential surface water, groundwater and 

geotechnical impacts associated with the Warburton Mountain Bike Destination to inform the 

preparation of the EES required for the project. A summary of the key assets, values or uses 

potentially affected by the project, and an associated assessment of surface water, groundwater 

and geotechnical impacts and recommended mitigation measures, are summarised below. With 

the implementation of the mitigation measures recommended throughout this assessment, the 

functions and values of groundwater, surface water and floodplain environments would be 

maintained and effects on water quality and environmental values minimised. 

34.1 Surface Water 

Existing conditions 

The Project is located in the vicinity of waterways considered to be in good to excellent 

condition, in terms of compliance with ERS environmental quality objectives and ANZG (2018) 

trigger values for water quality. Under existing conditions environmental values are likely to 

protected. Existing threats to water quality include likely impacts of deer, unsealed roads and 

urbanisation.  

Impact assessment findings 

Analysis indicates that the track network intersects 42 waterways, according to Waterway 

Determination Guidelines (DNRE, 2002). Sixteen crossings have upstream catchment areas 

greater than 60 hectares, which is one of the waterway definitions to define ‘regular’ flow as per 

the Waterway determination guidelines. 

Key risks identified include: 

 Increased sedimentation of waterways during trail network construction and operation. This 

will potentially impact the environmental values of surface water. 

 Changes to surface water hydrology during trail network construction and operation. 

 Track construction crosses a waterway without appropriate infrastructure, resulting in 

sedimentation. 

 Risks to drinking water supply catchments (Coranderrk Creek and Cement Creek) due to 

proposed alternative track alignments were assessed as low to medium. 

Mitigation and contingency measures 

The draft CEMP for the Project and additional mitigation measures proposed by this impact 

assessment provide a comprehensive range of measures that are likely to minimise residual 

impacts to surface water values. Inclusion of elevated structures at 22 designated waterways 

would likely lead to no residual impacts downstream from these crossing points during 

operation. Where appropriate, rock armouring has been proposed at crossings that did not meet 

the definition of a waterway, verified by World Trail ground-truthing. It should be noted the final 

decision on the number and position of waterway crossing points as well as environmental 

mitigation methods would be made during the construction phase (as discussed in Sections 11 

and 12). This would be a key factor in reducing potential risks to surface water environments at 

each crossing. 

A multiple lines-of-evidence monitoring approach has been proposed to assess the 

effectiveness of mitigation measures to allow for adaptive management during both construction 

and operation phases.   
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Summary of residual impacts  

Based on the implementation of the mitigation measures described above, the residual impacts 

on surface water values are likely to be managed to an acceptable (i.e., low or very low risk) 

level during construction and operation of the Project. The multiple lines-of-evidence monitoring 

program proposed during construction and operation mean that any residual impacts would 

occur for a short duration, infrequently and with only localised effects.  

34.2 Groundwater 

Existing conditions 

The Project is predominantly located in mountainous, forested terrain where groundwater is 

mostly contained within fractured rock aquifer systems. Alluvial (and colluvial) aquifers have 

formed within the drainage lines and flatter, lower topographies. 

Groundwater quality in the catchment is poorly quantified, but expected to be high, with 

salinities generally below 1,000 mg/L TDS (Segment A). There is some limited groundwater use 

in the region, occurring within the urbanised and peri-urban areas and remote from the trails.  

Whilst the groundwater quality is high and supports a wide range of abstractive benefits, the 

generally low yielding nature of the aquifers, tends to limit its development. 

Groundwater flow is variable across the project, and would mimic or subtlety reflect the 

topography, with flow occurring from the high topographic relief areas, to the lower lying 

depressions and valleys. The surface expression of groundwater, i.e. springflow is common in 

this terrain, and can form the headworks of drainage lines and waterways in the region.  

Springflow is variable and can be influenced by the prevailing climate. Groundwater is strongly 

connected with the surface waterways and baseflows of waterways in the region can be high 

(over 50%).   

Impact assessment findings 

As the trails would be constructed principally in a national park and a state park and involve only 

shallow excavations, the majority of risks associated with groundwater are low. The greatest risk 

identified is that associated with the exposure of new springs, which may not have been 

identified during the ground-truthing and early design phases. However, the impact of 

encountering new springs is not great, as such are naturally occurring throughout this region, 

and result in a highly localised effect upon the regional groundwater system.  

Mitigation and contingency measures 

The draft CEMP proposes a number of controls around waterway crossings, and these are 

equally applicable to new springs identified during the construction, or that emerge during the 

operation of the project. The CEMP controls are considered satisfactory to address the majority 

of groundwater risks, however, it is further recommended that: 

 A baseline assessment for the presence of springs (or evidence of) is undertaken pre-

construction. 

 The trail design be reviewed during construction, where springs have been intersected. 

 The trail is periodically inspected during operation to verify the performance of the existing 

controls, and/or to assess whether new controls need to be implemented to address new 

springs. 
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Summary of residual impacts  

Based on the implementation of the mitigation measures described above, the residual impacts 

on groundwater values are likely to be managed to an acceptable (i.e., low or very low risk) level 

during construction and operation of the Project.  

Springs are naturally occurring throughout the region and are a natural part of the water cycle 

where groundwater discharges to surface water systems.  Whether new ones are created, or 

existing springs altered, a monitoring program is proposed during construction and operation 

which should result in the residual impacts having localised effects only. 

34.3 Geotechnical Hazards 

Existing conditions 

Major geotechnical hazards present across the study area can be broadly associated to the 

distinct geotechnical conditions north and south of the Yarra River, or Warburton town. These 

can be categorised into three zones.  

 Zone 1, north of Warburton is underlain by Donna Buang Rhyodacite and Quaternary 

colluvium soils (typically sourced from the rhyodacite). Hazards associated with this zone 

include debris flows, rockfalls and slow-moving, large-scale landslides. 

 Zone 2 consists of felsic dykes which outcrop both north and south of Warburton in the form 

of exposed rock faces. Rockfalls and small-scale debris flows are associated with this zone. 

Zone 3 covers most of the study area south of Warburton which is underlain by Humevale 

Siltstone and Warburton Granodiorite. No significant hazards are associated with this zone. 

Whilst no specific soils have been identified as being significantly more prone to erosion, all 

exposed soils would have the potential to erode, the degree to which is dependent on numerous 

factors including soil type and chemical make-up, slope, aspect and the extent of vegetive cover 

removal.  These will all vary across the network. 

Impact assessment findings 

The geotechnical hazards described above are associated with the existing conditions within 

the study area. Given the type of infrastructure associated with the mountain bike trails and the 

construction processes involved, the risk to land stability is considered relatively low.  

Mitigation and contingency measures 

The controls set out in the CEMP to mitigate the potential impacts identified are considered 

good practice with regards to management of construction on slopes and therefore the potential 

for adverse effects of either construction or operation of the trails have been minimised. To 

reduce the risk of these impacts further and to ensure the long-term stability of the slopes, it is 

recommended that: 

 Periodical inspections of the trails following heavy rainfall events to observe and assess 

newly formed batters during the construction process, the effectiveness of the trail drainage 

and condition and possible debris build-up at the bridge structure locations. 

 A geotechnical assessment would be undertaken when geotechnical problems are 

encountered either during construction or operation. 
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Summary of residual impacts  

Based on the implementation of the mitigation measures described above, the residual 

geotechnical impacts on the landscape are likely to be managed to an acceptable (i.e., low or 

very low risk) level during construction and operation of the Project.  

If any impacts such as poor drainage or erosion are observed during construction and operation 

these are likely to be localised and easily remediated within a short timeframe of days to weeks.  

Provided the mitigation measures and recommendations related to geotechnical hazards are 

followed and inspection and localised remediation where necessary is maintained, larger scale 

and more severe impacts such as reactivation of large landslides is considered to have a 

relatively low likelihood.   
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Surface Water, Groundwater and Geotechnical risks 

Risk ID Risk Pathway 
Initial 
Mitigation 

Initial risk level 
Final Mitigation 

Residual risk level 

Likelihood Consequence Risk Level Likelihood Consequence Risk Level 

Construction 

GWR01 Excavation of 
bench exposes 
spring and 
results in water 
flows 
emanating 
from hillslope.  
Creates water 
logging and/or 
erosion hazard 
downstream. 

Complete a 
spring survey 
to establish a 
baseline for 
their presence 
prior to 
construction. 

CEMP 

Shallow 
springs may 
not be 
detected by 
site inspection 
(depending 
upon climate).  
May be 
seasonally 
driven, i.e. 
appear in 
wetter months 
only.  Apply 
trail 
treatments, 
e.g. rock 
armouring.  
Periodical 
inspection of 
trail for new 
spring eyes 

Unlikely Minor Low GWM01, 
SWM01, 
SWM02, 
SWM09 

Where 
excavations 
create new 
springs near 
existing 
springs, an 
assessment 
would be 
undertaken to 
determine if the 
‘new’ spring 
discharge 
needs to be 
directed 
towards the 
existing spring. 

Unlikely Insignificant Very Low 

GWR02 Spillage of 
hazardous 
construction 
material during 
construction 
resulting in 
degradation of 
downstream 
groundwater 
quality. 

CEMP. Low 
volume of 
materials, and 
construction 
duration not 
likely to result 
in significant 
impact to 
groundwater. 

Rare Minor Very Low SWM10 
GWM02 

Rare Insignificant Very Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway 
Initial 
Mitigation 

Initial risk level 
Final Mitigation 

Residual risk level 

Likelihood Consequence Risk Level Likelihood Consequence Risk Level 

GWR03 Intersection of 
contaminated 
groundwater at 
sites of 
construction 
requiring 
management, 
delays and 
additional 
costs 

Trails are 
predominantly 
in State Parks 
/ forests and 
very low 
likelihood of 
landuse 
resulting in 
groundwater 
impacts.  
Desktop 
review 
indicates Trail 
Heads remote 
from land 
where 
potentially 
contaminating 
land uses have 
been 
identified.  
Limited ground 
disturbance at 
Trail Heads.   

Rare Minor Very Low As part of due 
diligence, 
geotechnical 
investigations 
that may be 
undertaken to 
support building 
design, would 
include and 
environmental 
assessment 
with 
characterisation 
of soils of sites 
prior to 
construction 
(GWM04) 

Rare Insignificant Very Low 

GWR04 Excavation of 
existing 
crossing forms 
larger 
exposure of 
spring eye 
resulting in 
greater flow.  
Creates water 
logging and/or 
erosion hazard 
downstream 

Complete a 
spring survey 
to establish a 
baseline for 
their presence 
prior to 
construction 

CEMP and 
specifications 
for bridge 
design 

Rare Minor Very Low Spring flow 
would be 
variable 
depending 
upon prevailing 
climate.  
Existing trail 
treatments 
considered 
reasonable 
approach to 
mitigating risk.  
GWM01, 
SWM01, 
SWM02, 
SWM09 

Rare Insignificant Very Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway 
Initial 
Mitigation 

Initial risk level 
Final Mitigation 

Residual risk level 

Likelihood Consequence Risk Level Likelihood Consequence Risk Level 

GWR05 Toilet / 
Amenities at 
trail heads that 
are not 
sewered – 
septic system 
results in 
nutrient loads 
to groundwater 
and down-
gradient 
receiving 
waterways. 

Design to YRC 
standards 

Unlikely Minor Low Sizing of 
systems to 
cope with 
anticipated 
loads.  In many 
cases, distance 
between 
groundwater 
and receiving 
environment 
large and 
therefore 
opportunity for 
nutrient 
attenuation 
within the 
aquifer.  
SWM11 and 
GWM03 

Unlikely Minor Low 

GWR06 Disturbance of 
contaminated 
ground 
mobilises 
constituents 
and results in 
the 
degradation of 
groundwater 

Contaminated 
land has not 
been identified 
near the trails 
and trail 
heads.   

Rare Minor Very Low As part of due 
diligence, 
geotechnical 
investigations 
that may be 
undertaken to 
support building 
design, would 
include and 
environmental 
assessment 
with 
characterisation 
of soils of sites 
prior to 
construction 
(GWM04) 

Rare Minor Very Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway 
Initial 
Mitigation 

Initial risk level 
Final Mitigation 

Residual risk level 

Likelihood Consequence Risk Level Likelihood Consequence Risk Level 

Operation 

GWR07 Landslide / 
movement 
after heavy 
rainfall results 
in new spring 
eye formation / 
exposure.  
Creates water 
logging and/or 
erosion 
hazard. 

Siting of the 
trails. 

Complete a 
spring survey 
to establish a 
baseline for 
their presence 
prior to 
construction. 

 

Rare Minor Very Low Periodical 
inspection of 
trails to assess 
condition and 
need for 
maintenance or 
additional trail 
treatments.  
Mitigation 
selection may 
depend upon 
the size of the 
affected area.  
GWM01 

Rare Minor Very Low 

GWR08 Spring eyes 
not identified 
during 
planning 
construction 
phase emerge 
following wet 
period.  
Creates water 
logging and/or 
erosion 
hazard. 

Complete a 
spring survey 
to establish a 
baseline for 
their presence 
prior to 
construction. 

 

Rare Minor Very Low Periodical 
inspection of 
trails to assess 
condition and 
need for 
maintenance or 
additional trail 
treatments.  
GWM01 

Rare Minor Very Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Construction 

SWR01 Track construction 
results in increased 
turbidity and sediment 
in waterways, which 
has an impact on 
instream biota 

Multiple measures set out in the 
CEMP are in place to control risk: 

Material stockpile management; 
Progressive stabilisation; Balanced 
cut and fill construction is to be 
used wherever possible. No spoil 
is to be spread down slope, 
minimising damage to adjacent 
vegetation below the trail. 
Excavated spoil material not be 
placed such that it enters the 
waterway or impedes natural 
drainage; 

No borrow pits to be established 
within 50 m of a waterway; Rock 
armouring shall be used on the 
entry and exit to any low-level 
bridges or boardwalks;  

Confirm if boggy ground a spring 
or not – use bridge if a spring; 
Topsoil must be retained on any 
cleared areas not required for 
construction of the trail tread or 
batter slopes; In areas of high 
erodibility soils cut batters must be 
near vertical, and where possible 
retained by logs or rock facing;  
Site by site assessment on the 
requirement for retaining walls 
would be required; Batters would 
be stabilised appropriately to 
reduce potential slippage and 
erosion;  Appropriate silt control 
mechanisms would be applied 
where necessary to control and 
minimize scour and silt movement. 

 

 

 

Unlikely Moderate Medium Daily turbidity 
monitoring upstream 
and downstream of 
waterway crossing 
sites during 
construction of 
waterway crossings, to 
provide an alert of a 
high turbidity event, 
followed by an 
appropriate change of 
practice or ceasing of 
works during the 
elevated turbidity 
event;   

Rare Moderate Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Cut batters to be less than 2 m in 
vertical height; Upon achieving 
practical completion of a trail, the 
trail is to remain closed for a period 
of 4-12 weeks (depending on 
weather, time of year and other 
variables) to allow for ‘curing’ of
the trail surface.
All sediment control measures (i.e. 
silt fences) to remain in place
during this curing period; Silt
fences to be installed on all grade 
reversal outlets within 50 m of a 
waterway where access allows.

All trails to be consistent with
International Mountain Bicycling 
Association trail construction 
guidelines, especially: The Half 
Rule; 10% Average Guideline; 
Maximum Sustainable Trail
Grades; Grade Reversals; 5% 
outslope as appropriate. “Maintain 
all erosion and sediment controls
in effective working order as 
required throughout the
construction period; Vehicle entry 
and exists would be via designated 
areas only; Identify all designated 
‘no go zones’ on the plans. 

Construction activities creating any 
soil disturbance to cease during 
extreme rainfall events; Materials 
stockpiled on site would be stored
in a designated storage location 
with silt fencing on down slope 
areas.

Coir logs or silt fences would be 
maintained on slopes below bare 
soil areas at drainage flow path 
outlets.
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Ensure all temporary erosion and 
sediment controls are removed 
and relevant rehabilitation 
undertaken at the completion of 
works or when sufficient ground 
cover for stabilisation is achieved. 

  Track construction has the 
potential to disturb the Wingless 
Donna Buang Stonefly via 
increased turbidity 

A key control is to avoid having the 
track alignment to cross into an 
identified no-go zone. However if a 
track and / or a crossing is near to 
a no-go zone or upstream of one, 
Tsyrlin (2019) recommends to 
build and use the trail in the way 
that: 

 Eliminates any pollution that can 
be soaked into the soil 

 Eliminates coarse and fine 
sediment carried into permanent 
or ephemeral (occasionally 
flowing) water bodies 

 Does not increase sediment 
from the Donna Buang Road 
flowing into the adjacent springs 
downstream of the road. 

 Decrease sediment generated 
by Car Park 2 (see Tsyrlin, 
2018)  

 Decrease the sediment 
generated from Donna Buang 
Rd, especially near sites WP1 
and WP2 (the location of these 
sites is described in Tsyrlin 
(2019)) by installing sediment 
traps and other appropriate 
measures. These actions would 
involve a road engineer or a 

Unlikely Moderate Medium Daily turbidity 
monitoring upstream 
and downstream of 
waterway crossing 
sites during 
construction of 
waterway crossings to 
provide an alert of an 
event followed by an 
appropriate change of 
practice or ceasing of 
works during the 
elevated turbidity 
event;   

Rare Moderate Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

similarly qualified specialist 
working closely with Parks 
Victoria staff and consultants 
appointed by the Council. 

  Construction of trail head leads to 
increased erosion, leading to 
sediment input to waterways. 

Follow EPA publication 275 and 
1893 to reduce erosion risk from 
golf club (and Mt Tugerll) trail head 
to the Yarra River. 

Meet Melbourne Water stormwater 
best practice requirements for the 
golf club trail head (and Mount 
Tugwell trail head). 

Possible Moderate Medium  Rare Moderate Low 

SWR02 
 Changes to surface 

water hydrology 
during trail network 
construction. 

 The removal of 
vegetation in the 
construction 
corridor may lead to 
increased runoff  

 Compaction of the 
trail would increase 
runoff.  

 Flow may be 
directed down the 
mountain bike trail 
changing the flow 
regime. 

Measures in SWR01 also are 
mitigation measures to minimise 
risk to surface water hydrology 

Additional measures to mitigate 
changes to surface water 
hydrology are listed in section 6.6 
the CEMP (YRC, 2019). These 
measures are: 

 The preferred method of 
drainage from the trail is grade 
reversal, but culverts and water 
bars may be used from time to 
time. 

 Trail design and construction is 
to minimise any changes to 
surface water flows. 

 Unless the trail tread is out-
sloped (i.e. it drains to the lower 
side of the track) and no table 
drain is required on the upper 
side, cross drains/water 
bars/grade reversals must be 
installed at no greater distance 
apart than shown below 

 

Unlikely Moderate Medium 
 

Periodical inspections 
of the trail following 
heavy rainfall to 
observe any locations 
subject to erosion or 
unfavourable water 
flow downslope of trail. 
Remediation to 
prevent further impact 
would be required. 

Periodical inspections 
of bridge structures, 
particularly following 
heavy rainfall events. 
Removal of debris 
material to prevent 
build up. 

Rare Moderate Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Trail Gradient      Maximum drain 
spacing 

1-5%                             70 m 

6-10%                           40 m 

11-20%                         30 m 

>20%                            20 m 

SWR03 Track being 
constructed crosses a 
waterway without a 
bridge or other 
appropriate 
infrastructure, resulting 
in sedimentation, 
impacting instream 
biota 

Apply the Water Act definition to 
determine presence and extent of 
waterways – i.e. natural channel 
where water regularly flows 
whether or not the flow is 
continuous, or lake, lagoon, 
swamp or marsh. (Vegetation 
class can be a good indicator of 
presence and extent of water on 
site and thus whether waterway 
exists or not) 
Where waterway crossing is 
required, identify the narrowest 
practicable location. 
Span bridges are to be used in 
preference to culverts wherever 
practical. 
All waterway crossings are to be 
elevated (no rock armouring, no 
wheels crossing through the flow 
path). 
Low level bridges must be 
designed to cope with peak flows 
for the catchment they are located 
in and must not impede flow in any 
way. 
Low level bridges must be Building 
Code of Australia (BCA) compliant. 
Approaches to waterway crossings 
would as much as possible be at 
right angles to the waterway and 
minimise the length of track within 
the immediate riparian zone. 

 

Possible Moderate Medium Analysis of all 
crossings have 
identified higher risk 
crossings, and these 
have been flagged for 
further investigation or 
have been visited to 
confirm their status. 
Ground truthing of a 
number of high risk 
crossings 
 
Monitor the track areas 
for springs which may 
temporarily appear – 
the presence of a 
spring may change a 
small channel into a 
‘waterway’ 

Rare Moderate Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Waterway crossings would 
minimise disturbance to drainage 
lines, wet soaks and banks and 
provide a solid carriageway. 

Rock armouring shall be used for 
2-3 m on either side of 
bridge/boardwalks to prevent soil 
be carried onto the 
bridge/boardwalk. 
Works near waterways would be 
scheduled appropriately. For 
example, works would be timed to 
coincide with periods of low flow 
and completed quickly. Works 
would be stopped if conditions are 
not suitable, such as during and 
after heavy rain 
Existing crossings would be used 
to move equipment across 
waterways. 
Any removal of fallen timber within 
the waterway must be to the 
minimum extent necessary and 
any material removed must be 
retained on site. 

  If areas of erodible soils are found 
in trail surface, the area must be 
armoured with rock, gravel or low 
erodibility soils (as per GTM02 and 
GTM03) 
Drainage must be installed on 
approaches to waterway crossings 
so that where possible a 30 m 
buffer of vegetation is achieved to 
act as a filter strip. 
All drainage must direct water onto 
vegetation and not exposed fill 
material. 

Possible Moderate Medium Apply a 20 m 
streamside buffer to 
minor waterways 
(<60 ha catchment) 
Apply a 30 m 
streamside buffer for 
larger waterways 
(>60 ha catchment) 
Implement Melbourne 
Water requirements for 
works on waterways 
and crossings 
 

Rare Moderate Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

   Possible Moderate Medium The minimum deck 
height of crossings 
would be set above 
the top of bank by at 
least 0.3 metres. 
The typical elevation 
indicates minimum 
raising of the profile at 
either side of the 
channel and 
encroachment within 
the channel of 
supports and rock 
retaining wall. Bridge 
abutments would be 
positioned beyond the 
channel shoulder and 
there would be no 
restriction in channel 
cross section. 
If required by 
Melbourne Water, rock 
work protection is to 
extend underneath, 
upstream and 
downstream of the 
bridge to protect the 
waterway. Protection 
upstream and 
downstream would be 
proportionate to scale 
of impact. Suggest 
minimum 0.5 m either 
side of deck profile. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rare Moderate Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Drawings would 
consider Melbourne 
Water crossing 
guidelines and specify 
rock beaching and 
erosion protection 
requirements on the 
crossing drawings. 
Minimum rock sizes 
would be determined 
based on hydraulic 
flow conditions and 
shear forces expected 
to be encountered at 
these sites. 
 
Works would be 
scheduled to avoid 
tracking machines 
through waterways at 
all. Temporary bridges 
to be used during 
construction to 
traverse waterways, so 
that there is no need to 
take the machines 
through the waterway 
itself. 
 
All large woody debris 
would be put back into 
the waterway 
downstream of the 
crossing point. 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

  The preferred method of drainage 
from the trail is grade reversal, but 
culverts and water bars may be 
used from time to time. 
Unless the trail tread is out-sloped 
(i.e. it drains to the lower side of 
the track) and no table drain is 
required on the upper side, cross 
drains/water bars/grade reversals 
must be installed at no greater 
distance apart than shown below: 
Trail design and construction is to 
minimise any changes to surface 
water flows. 
Daily visual inspections of works 
site and all erosion and sediment 
control devices; 
Inspection of all erosion and 
sediment control devices following 
significant rainfall events. 
 
Repair/maintain existing drainage, 
erosion and sediment control 
devices. 
Clean up or rehabilitate any 
impacts and exposed areas. 
Install additional erosion and 
sediment control devices where 
issues have been identified. 
Consider the deployment of 
alternative erosion and sediment 
control devices where issues have 
been identified with the existing 
devices. 
Ensure all personnel involved in 
the deployment and maintenance 
of erosion and sediment control 
measures are appropriately trained 
in their use and deployment. 
Communicate changes with all 
relevant staff. 

Possible Moderate Medium Rare Moderate Low Rare 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

SWR04 Direct impact to 
waterways 

See mitigation measures for 
SWR03 above. 

Possible Moderate Medium The minimum deck 
height of crossings 
would be set above 
the top of bank by at 
least 0.3 metres. 
The typical elevation 
indicates minimum 
raising of the profile at 
either side of the 
channel and 
encroachment within 
the channel of 
supports and rock 
retaining wall. Bridge 
abutments would be 
positioned beyond the 
channel shoulder and 
there would be no 
restriction in channel 
cross section. 
Rock work protection 
is to extend 
underneath, upstream 
and downstream of the 
bridge to protect the 
waterway. Protection 
upstream and 
downstream would be 
proportionate to scale 
of impact. Suggest 
minimum 0.5 m either 
side of deck profile. 
 

 

Drawings would 
consider Melbourne 
Water crossing 
guidelines and specify 
rock beaching and 
erosion protection 
requirements on the 
crossing drawings. 

Rare Moderate Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Minimum rock sizes 
would be determined 
based on hydraulic 
flow conditions and 
shear forces expected 
to be encountered at 
these sites. 

SWR05 Spillage of hazardous 
construction material 
during construction 
resulting in degradation 
of downstream surface 
water quality. 

Construction environmental 
management plan 
Low volume of materials, and 
construction duration not likely to 
result in significant impact to 
surface water. 

 Australian Standard AS 1940‐ 
Storage and handling of 
flammable and combustible 
liquids to be adhered to.  

 All storage and transport of 
chemicals would be undertaken 
in accordance with the relevant 
Australian standards.  

 Current safety data sheets 
(SDS) would be kept on site 
wherever hazardous materials 
are being stored.  

 A register of all chemicals and 
SDS for these chemicals would 
be held on site. 

 Spill kits would be present on 
site during these works.  

 All personnel would be trained in 
spill response procedures and in 
the use of spill kits.  

 If a spill occurs works would stop 
immediately, and emergency 
procedures enacted if required.  

 

 

Rare Moderate Low Adherence to CEMP Rare In-
significant 

Very 
Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

 All regulated and hazardous 
waste would be stored in a 
bunded area as far as practical 
from the waterways.  

 The quantity of materials being 
stored on site would be 
minimised. 

 Machinery would be used and 
serviced as per manufacturer’s 
instructions.  

 Vehicles would not to be washed 
down on-site.  

 Plant shall not undergo 
maintenance or cleaning where 
contaminants could be released 
to any waters.  

 Machinery would be refuelled at 
locations where the risk of 
environmental harm in the event 
of a spill is minimised, as 
specified in the refuelling 
protocol.  

 Refuelling of machinery shall 
conform with the following:  
Occur away from waterways 
unless for tracked machinery and 
contingency plan management 
measures are available in the 
immediate area;  

– Fuelling activity to be 
supervised at all times 

 Machinery shall be maintained 
to minimise the leakage of oil, 
fuel, hydraulic and other fluids. 
During the servicing of 
machinery, the Contractor shall 
use management measures to 
capture and contain oils, fuels, 
hydraulic and other fluids so as 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

to minimise contamination of the 
servicing area.  

 Surface coating treatments 
would be undertaken in a 
manner that avoids or minimises 
release of chemical to the 
environment and contact with 
the public. Unless otherwise 
stated in the contract, no pre-
coating of aggregates shall be 
conducted on Site.  

 Toilet facilities utilised would be 
the existing park facilities. An 
additional port-a-loo facility 
would be maintained and used 
on-site, with the amenity 
maintained, transported and 
used on-site in accordance with 
manufacturers’ and suppliers’ 
specifications. 

 All waste material would be 
removed from the site before 
removing any erosion and 
sediment control measures.  

 All hazardous materials would 
be removed from site and 
disposed of appropriately.  

SWR06 Toilets and amenities at 
trail heads that are not 
sewered - septic 
system results in 
nutrient loads to 
surface water and 
waterways. 

Sizing of systems to cope with 
anticipated loads.  In many cases, 
distance between groundwater, 
surface water and receiving 
environment large and therefore 
opportunity for nutrient attenuation 
within the aquifer.   

Unlikely Minor Low New septic facilities 
would be designed 
consistent with YRC / 
land manager codes, 
including an 
consideration of the 
expected number of 
users. 

Unlikely Minor Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

SWR07 Disturbance of 
contaminated ground 
mobilises constituents 
and results in the 
degradation of surface 
water. 

Contaminated land has not been 
identified near the trails and trail 
heads.  As part of due diligence, 
geotechnical investigations that 
may be undertaken to support 
building design, would include and 
environmental assessment. 

Rare Minor Very 
Low 

Construction crews to 
be vigilant in 
identifying potential 
contaminated ground 
during construction. 

Rare Minor Very 
Low 

SWR08 Yarra River Bridge 
impacts hydrological 
regime 

Follow Melbourne Water and 
Building code of Australia 
guidelines. 

Rare Minor Very 
Low 

Final design of bridge 
is above acceptable 
flood levels. 

Rare Minor Very 
Low 

SWR09 Trail construction may 
cause micro-climatic 
changes affecting 
surface water 
temperature, 
evaporation rates and 
soil water content. 

The Project has committed to 
micro-siting of tracks to avoid the 
removal of Large Old Trees, 
minimising the risk of light 
penetration and micro-climatic 
changes on waterways.  This is 
also consistent with Flora and 
Fauna recommendations for the 
project. 

Rare Moderate Low Ensure that large old 
trees are not altered or 
affected by the track 
alignment, particularly 
near to waterways. 

Rare Minor Very 
Low 

SWR10 Trail construction 
encourages the 
funnelling and greater 
concentration of deer 
movement into 
waterways. 

Biosis (2021) provides an 
assessment that deer numbers are 
unlikely to increase or that their 
activity patterns would change due 
to the construction of additional 
tracks 

Rare Moderate Low Evidence of deer 
impacts at waterway 
crossings would be 
recorded when 
analysing photo-point 
images to provide an 
understanding of deer 
presence on site. 

Rare Moderate Low 

SWR11 Trail construction 
causes the spread of 
weeds and soil 
pathogens 

Implement the CEMP (SWM02). 
Follow project weed management 
plan, consistent with Flora and 
Fauna recommendations for the 
project. 

Unlikely Moderate Medium Implement a weed 
monitoring program, 
consistent with the 
project’s Flora and 
Fauna 
recommendations. 

Rare Moderate Low 

SWR19 Trail operation causes 
impacts on drinking 
water within Melbourne 
Water’s drinking water 
catchments 

Implement the CEMP (SWM03), 
including provision of portable 
toilets and daily pre-start risk 
assessment of risks to drinking 
water catchments. 

Possible Minor Low Construction crews to 
be vigilant in hygienic 
use of portable toilets 
and handwashing.  
Toilets are maintained 
properly. 

Unlikely Minor Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Operation 

SWR12 Track operation results 
in increased turbidity 
and sediment in 
waterways 

Mitigation measures are as per 
SWR01, SWR02 and SWR03 

Possible Moderate Medium Key risk mitigation is to 
install bridges and 
other appropriate 
infrastructure over 
waterways and to 
monitor crossings on 
channels that are not 
defined as 
‘waterways’. 

All proposed crossings 
have been analysed 
for risk including 
catchment area and 
slope analysis.  
Monitoring of turbidity 
in Yarra River using 
tele-metered turbidity 
meter or monthly 
sampling to identify 
increased turbidity 
inputs. 

Rare Minor Very 
Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

SWR13 Track crosses a 
channel that  has 
become a 'waterway' 
due to heavy rainfall or 
other change in 
hydrology has occurred 
e.g. a temporary spring 
forms. Riders travelling 
through these channels 
cause erosion and 
sedimentation in 
downstream surface 
water. 

 

 

As per SWR01, SWR02 and 
SWR03 

Possible Moderate Medium Photo-point monitoring 
of selected gully 
crossing points to 
identify gully erosion. 
Placement of field 
cameras at selected 
gully crossing points to 
identify rainfall events 
which would cause 
water to flow in gullies 
or rock armouring to 
be overtopped. 
Adaptive management 
can then allow for 
decision to temporarily 
close tracks based on 
forecast rainfall events, 
if required. 
 

Periodical inspection 
of trails to assess 
condition and need for 
maintenance or 
additional trail 
treatments, particularly 
after severe weather 
events.  Mitigation 
selection may depend 
upon the size of the 
affected area.  

 

Undertake a site 
inspection of high risk 
sections of track after 
a rainfall event (e.g. 
>25 mm in 24 hours).  
Implement measures 
to rectify if crossings 
become erosion risk 
after heavy rainfall. 

Rare Moderate Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

SWR14 Changes to surface 
water hydrology due to 
track use 

Mitigation measures are as per 
SWR01, SWR02 and SWR03 

Rare Moderate Low As per final mitigation 
measures for SWR01, 
SWR02 and SWR03 

Rare Moderate Low 

SWR15 Water pollution from 
littering, illegal rubbish 
dumping and human 
waste. 

Trailhead facilities to have 
functioning toilets.  Provide bins at 
trail heads and at strategic 
locations within the trail network.  
Signs around trail heads reminding 
users of track etiquette with 
regards to littering and illegal 
rubbish dumping. 

Possible Moderate Medium Ensure trailhead 
facilities have toilets 
and are appropriately 
maintained and 
cleaned.  Toilet 
facilities adequate for 
the expected number 
of users at trail heads 

Signage or 'track 
etiquette' rules may be 
appropriate. 

Install council 
approved signage 
about penalties for 
littering and illegal 
rubbish dumping. 

Rare Moderate Low 

SWR16 Bike washing at trail 
heads – wash water 
with sediment reaches 
waterways, impacting 
instream biota 

Bike wash water is intended to be 
treated to remove sediment and 
the water recycled, with sediment 
being collected 

Rare Minor Very 
Low 

Ensure the bike wash 
system and water 
recycling unit is 
functioning as 
designed.  Plan 
required for removal 
and reuse of trapped 
sediment. 

Rare Minor Very 
Low 

SWR17 Surface water 
management at 
Warburton Golf Course 
trailhead 

Construction of an erosion / 
sediment treatment system 
meeting Melbourne Water and 
EPA standards.  Also see SWM08. 

Possible Moderate Medium Appropriate operation 
and maintenance of 
the treatment system 
including reuse of 
collected sediment. 

Rare Moderate Low 

SWR18 Trail operation cause 
the spread of weeds 
and soil pathogens 

The same measures provided for 
SWR11 will minimise the likelihood 
of this impact occurring, leading to 
no residual impacts 

Possible Moderate Medium Implement a weed 
monitoring program, 
consistent with the 
project’s Flora and 
Fauna 
recommendations. 

Rare Moderate Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation Initial risk level Final Mitigation (EES) Residual risk level 

 Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 

hood 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
Level 

SWR20 Trail operation causes 
impacts on drinking 
water within Melbourne 
Water’s drinking water 
catchments (estimated 
27,500 riders per year 
on track 1) 

The track alignment and 
associated vegetative buffer 
between track and waterway will 
provide a level of protection.  
Signage of track etiquette where 
the track crosses into drinking 
water catchment (SWM12).  
Expected short transit time of 
riders within catchment. 

Possible Moderate Medium The OEMP will include 
details of inspection 
and maintenance of 
the track and signage 
within the drinking 
water catchments. 
Monitoring to confirm 
rider behaviour in 
catchment (SWM16). 

Unlikely Moderate Medium 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation 

Initial risk level 

 

Residual risk level 

Likeli- 
hood 

Conse- 
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 
hood 

Conse- 
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Construction 

GTR01 Excavation 
works to form 
bench on steep 
slopes or within 
unstable soil 
results in over 
steepened 
upslope or 
downslope 
batters leading 
to localised 
failures or 
where 
excavated into 
unstable soil 
(e.g. debris flow 
material) cause 
reactivation of 
larger scale 
failures. 

Multiple measures are set out in the CEMP 
during trail excavation e.g: 
Plan construction works to provide for the 
progressive and timely stabilisation and 
rehabilitation of disturbed areas as required; 
Rock armouring shall be used on some steep 
sections of trails; 
Site by site assessment on the requirement 
for retaining walls would be required. Batters 
would be stabilised appropriately to reduce 
potential slippage and erosion; 
Cut batters to be less than 2 m in vertical 
height; 
Construction activities creating any soil 
disturbance to cease during extreme rainfall 
events; 
Works near waterways would be scheduled 
appropriately. For example, works would be 
timed to coincide with periods of low flow and 
completed quickly. Works would be stopped 
if conditions are not suitable, such as during 
and after heavy rain; 
Use of dry stone rock walls to retain upslope 
or downslope edge of bench Rock walling to 
retain the upper and lower batters (< 1 m 
high); 
Avoid excessive excavation when working 
near waterways or gully systems 

Unlikely Minor Low Inspections of 
completed sections of 
the trail to assess 
potential slope failures 
following heavy 
rainfall. An inspection 
by a geotechnical 
specialist would be 
undertaken where a 
large-scale failure has 
occurred to assess the 
risk and remediation 
required 

Rare Minor Very 
Low 

GTR02 Removal of 
significant 
vegetation 
during track 
construction 
resulting in 
failures where 
ground once 
supported by 
vegetation 
becomes loose 

Multiple measures are included in the design 
of the trails to control vegetation clearance, 
including: 
Vegetation removal would be limited to what 
is required; 
The trail route would be designed to avoid 
large trees so that removal is not necessary 

Unlikely Minor Low Where unstable, soft 
soil is exposed due to 
vegetation removal 
rock armouring can be 
used to protect soil 
from erosion 

Rare Minor Very 
Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation 

Initial risk level 

 

Residual risk level 

Likeli- 
hood 

Conse- 
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 
hood 

Conse- 
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Operation 

GTR03 Poor trail 
formation which 
results in 
ineffective 
drainage 
leading to 
unfavourable 
water flows 
onto slope 
below the trail 
or on a 
localised 
section of the 
trail promoting 
ponding and 
erosion or 
initiation if 
reactivation of 
landslides 

Multiple measures are set out in the CEMP 
during trail excavation e.g: 
Ensure trail tread is compact; 
Use rock armouring to protect areas of the 
trail subject to erosion; 
Use of raised embankments to promote 
effective drainage where the trail is flat; 
All drainage must direct water onto 
vegetation and not exposed fill material; 
Trail design and construction is to minimise 
any changes to surface water flows 

Unlikely Moderate Medium Periodical inspections 
of the trail following 
heavy rainfall to 
observe any locations 
subject to erosion or 
unfavourable water 
flow downslope of trail. 
Remediation to 
prevent further impact 
would be required.  

Rare Moderate Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation 

Initial risk level 

 

Residual risk level 

Likeli- 
hood 

Conse- 
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 
hood 

Conse- 
quence 

Risk 
Level 

GTR04 Rockfall caused 
by 
dislodgement 
from soil matrix 
forming the 
upslope and 
downslope 
batters or 
exposed rock 
faces above the 
trail following 
heavy rainfall 

No initial mitigations are proposed Likely Minor Medium The following 
mitigation measures 
would be 
implemented: 
Removal of loose 
boulders from the 
batter face during 
construction. These 
can be used as rock 
armouring at the base 
of the batter slope; 
Loose material would 
be removed from any 
expose rock faces 
adjacent to the trail 
during construction; 
A geotechnical 
inspection of exposed 
rock faces with a 
height >2 m to assess 
the need for 
permanent rockfall 
protection such as 
rockfall mesh; 
Ensure that boulders 
placed on the out 
slope as part of the 
construction process 
are secure and not 
likely to roll down the 
slope 

Rare Moderate Low 
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Risk ID Risk Pathway Initial Mitigation 

Initial risk level 

 

Residual risk level 

Likeli- 
hood 

Conse- 
quence 

Risk 
Level 

Likeli- 
hood 

Conse- 
quence 

Risk 
Level 

GTR05 Build-up of 
debris material 
at waterway 
bridge 
crossings 
leading to 
failure of the 
bridge or 
overflow 
creating a 
debris flow 
failure 
downslope of 
bridge  

Measures are set out in the CEMP to be 
implemented during the water crossing 
construction e.g: 
Maximum span lengths of 3 m would allow 
the bridges to span the majority of the small 
waterways encountered, without the need for 
any footings within the defined waterway 
channel 

Unlikely Moderate Medium Periodical inspections 
of bridge structures, 
particularly following 
heavy rainfall events. 
Removal of debris 
material to prevent 
build up. 

Rare Moderate Low 
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Appendix B – Existing conditions - Water quality 
data analysis 
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Water quality data 

Water quality parameters from two gauges near the proposed mountain bike trail were 

compared against the environmental quality objectives listed in the ERS. When environmental 

quality objectives are not met, this indicates that environmental values may be at risk and 

investigation is required to assess the level of risk and determine whether action is required to 

address those risks (Victorian Government 2018). 

For objectives that are not described by the ERS, values are derived from the Australian and 

New Zealand Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality (ANZG, 2018). The 95% 

ecosystem protection level of ANZG (2018) was adopted, as defined by the ERS. 

Water quality data is available for two sites near the proposed waterway crossings:  

 Yarra River at McKenzie-King Drive, Millgrove (Site ID: YAYAR0855) – approximately 

1.5 km downstream from the project site. 

 McMahons Creek at Woods Point Road, McMahons Creek (Site ID: YAMCM0059) – 

approximately 20 km upstream from the project site, on a Yarra River tributary with similar 

land use to waterways which would be intersected by the track network. 

The different types of parameters and count of all available data for the Yarra River and 

McMahons Creek are presented in Table B1. Results show there to be 6987 data for the two 

gauges. This data extends as far back as 1975 for some parameters at the Yarra River. There 

are well over 200 data points for most key parameters in general chemistry, nutrients, metals 

and microbiology. 

An overview of data in comparison to guideline values (including both the ERS and ANZG) are 

presented in Table B2. Results are highlighted by colour – green essentially means compliant 

and red means non-compliant, with a sliding scale in between. Turbidity is the parameter most 

likely to be impacted by the proposed mountain bike trail. The data indicates the turbidity 

complies with the ERS objective, that the 75th percentile of the data must be below 15 NTU. 

However, turbidity is occasionally above the 15 NTU threshold. Turbidity has been higher than 

100 NTU in both the Yarra River and McMahons Creeks. It is likely that infrequent high flows 

cause turbidity to reach very high levels.  

Some parameters are non-compliant with the guideline values; at both sites are copper and 

zinc. To a lesser extent, phosphate, chromium and lead are also non-compliant. 

Table B1 Count of water quality data for the Yarra River and McMahons 

Creek 

Group Parameter Unit McMahons Ck Yarra River at 
Millgrove 

General Phys-
Chem 

Colour PCU 0 108 

Dissolved Oxygen 
(%) 

% sat 106 131 

Dissolved Oxygen 
(mg/L) 

mg/L 106 227 

Electrical Conductivity µS/cm 106 401 

pH pH units 106 392 

Suspended Solids mg/L 106 239 

Temperature °C 106 402 

Turbidity NTU 106 398 
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Group Parameter Unit McMahons Ck Yarra River at 
Millgrove 

Nutrients Nitrogen - Ammonia 
as N 

mg/L 106 131 

Nitrogen - Nitrate as 
N 

mg/L 106 131 

Nitrogen - Nitrite as N mg/L 0 131 

Nitrogen - NOx mg/L 108 108 

Nitrogen - Total mg/L 31 166 

Nitrogen - Total 
Kjeldahl 

mg/L 106 239 

Phosphorus - Total mg/L 106 239 

Phosphorus - PO4 
Filtered as P 

mg/L 106 239 

Metals Arsenic mg/L 106 131 

Cadmium mg/L 106 131 

Chromium mg/L 106 131 

Copper mg/L 106 131 

Lead mg/L 106 131 

Nickel mg/L 106 131 

Zinc mg/L 106 131 

Microbiology E. coli orgs/100 mL 106 131 

Total   2259 4730 
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Table B2 Water quality data for the Yarra River and McMahons Creek – 

proportion of data not complying with guidelines 

Parameter Unit Guideline ANZG or 
ERS 

McMahons 
Ck 

Yarra 
River at 
Millgrove 

  Max 75th %ile 25th %ile    

Parameters with percent of data not meeting guideline value 

Nitrogen - 
Ammonia as 
N 

mg/L 0.9   ANZG 0% 0% 

Nitrogen - 
Nitrate as N 

mg/L 7.2   ANZG 0% 0% 

Phosphorus - 
PO4 Filtered 
as P 

mg/L 0.015   ANZG 1% 9% 

Arsenic mg/L 0.024   ANZG 0% 0% 

Cadmium mg/L 0.0002   ANZG 0% 0% 

Chromium mg/L 0.001   ANZG 8% 6% 

Copper mg/L 0.0014   ANZG 24% 27% 

Lead mg/L 0.0034   ANZG 10% 1% 

Nickel mg/L 0.011   ANZG 0% 0% 

Zinc mg/L 0.008   ANZG 22% 13% 

Parameters meeting guideline (with yes / no criteria) 

Dissolved 
Oxygen (%) 

% sat 130  ≥ 80 ERS Yes Yes 

Electrical 
Conductivity 

µS/cm  ≤ 100  ERS Yes Yes 

pH pH units  ≤ 7.6 ≥ 6.4 ERS Yes Yes 

Turbidity NTU  ≤ 15  ERS Yes Yes 

Nitrogen - 
Total 

mg/L  ≤ 0.9  ERS Yes Yes 

Phosphorus - 
Total 

mg/L  ≤ 0.035  ERS Yes Yes 

 

Data for turbidity and ERS guidelines is presented in Figure B1. Statistics of all available 

turbidity data is presented in Figure B2. Results show the 75th percentiles of the turbidity at 

McMahons Creek and the Yarra River at Millgrove (10 and 8.2 NTU respectively) are well below 

the ERS guideline (15 NTU).  
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Figure B1 Long-term turbidity data – Yarra River and McMahons Creek 

 

 

Figure B2 Summary statistics– Yarra River and McMahons Creek turbidity 

data 

Biological indicators of water quality 

Aquatic macroinvertebrates provide an integrative measure that respond to the effects of 

multiple physical and chemical stressors acting together and provide measures of longer-term 

impacts and responses of environmental condition. The ERS uses biological index objectives 

that, when not met, may indicate that environmental values are potentially at risk. A summary of 

these indices and objectives for the Uplands A region that the project sits in is provided in Table 

B3. Macroinvertebrates are also a key component of the aquatic ecosystem, providing 

ecosystem services and as a food source for other fauna. They are also one of Melbourne 

Waters key values (Melbourne Water, 2018).  
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Table B3 Summary of biological indices and ERS objectives 

Biological Index Purpose Scale Edge objective Riffle objective 

Number of 
families 

Family diversity 
considered to 
represent ecological 
health of a waterway 

Healthy 
ecosystems 
generally have 
more families. 

17 19 

SIGNAL-2 Refined SIGNAL 
pollution sensitivity 
scores 

One (pollution 
tolerant 
community) to 10 
(pollution sensitive 
community) 

4.5 5.6 

EPT The pollution 
sensitive insect 
orders of 
Ephemeroptera, 
Plecoptera and 
Trichoptera provide 
an indication of 
waterway disturbance 

Undisturbed 
waterways 
generally have 
more EPT families 

6 8 

 

Macroinvertebrate data from the Yarra River and tributaries in the vicinity of the proposed 

mountain bike project were obtained from Melbourne Water and key indices were calculated to 

provide an assessment against ERS objectives. The following sites were used as the basis for 

characterising sensitive water receptors: 

• Cement Creek (two sites: 2001-2013): 

– Cement Creek at Eighteen Road (CMT0008) 

– Cement Creek at Cement Creek Road (CMT0018) 

• Dee River (one site: 2001 & 2002) 

– Dee River at Dee Rd (DEE0006) 

• Yarra River (58 samples from five sites – 1999-2012) 

– Yarra River upstream of Big Pat's Creek, Warburton Hwy (YAR0753) 

– Yarra River @ Giffords Rd, Warburton (YAR0760) 

– Yarra River @ Mac Sparks Oval, Warburton (YAR0800) 

– Yarra River @ The Grange 3185 Warburton Hwy, Warburton (YAR0831) 

– Yarra River @ Dee Rd Flow Gauge (YAR0852) 

Summary biological index results are provided in Table B4. Results indicate that, on average, 

the majority of biological index results met ERS objectives, with the exception of edge habitat in 

Cement Creek. This indicates that the Yarra River and tributaries in the vicinity of the proposed 

project site are high value ecosystems, supporting a diverse range of pollution-sensitive taxa.  
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Table B4 Mean (±SD) biological index results – Yarra River and tributaries. 

Green cells indicate compliance with the ERS. Red cells indicate 

non-compliance 

Site Number of 
families 

EPT SIGNAL2    

 Edge Riffle Edge  Riffle Edge Riffle 

Yarra River       

YAR0753 31±5 29±5 12±2 13±2 5.5±0.2 6.1±0.3 

YAR0760 22±5 25±5 10±3 11±2 5.1±0.2 6.1±0.4 

YAR0800 19±6 19±4 8±3 9±2 5.0±0.5 6.0±0.3 

YAR0831 20±3 22±3 8±2 9±1 5.0±0.4 5.9±0.3 

YAR0852 28±5 25±5 10±2 10±2 4.8±0.4 5.6±0.5 

Cement Creek       

CMT0008 14±4 21±4 7±2 11±2 6.0±0.4 6.9±0.4 

CMT0018 21±5 21±4 10±3 11±2 6.2±0.5 6.8±0.2 

Dee River       

DEE0006 n/a 22±4 n/a 12±1 n/a 7.0±0.3 
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Appendix C – Surface water site visit 



Site visit 19/11/2020. 

 

Crossings 119, 120, 121, 122 

Crossing recommendations World Trail: Rock armour 

Crossing recommendations GHD: Rock armour. Monitor after operation 

Coordinates: -37.742741, 145.676567 (crossing 119) 

Notes: 

o No obvious bed and banks, damp clay vegetation and debris in the drainage line.  

Figure 1 Crossing 119 – facing upstream 

 

 

 



Figure 2 Crossing 119 – facing downstream 

 



Crossing 42 

Crossing recommendations World Trail: None 

Crossing recommendations GHD: Rock armour and monitor 

Coordinates: -37.774467, 145.677482 

Notes: 

o The gully was dry 

o There is a possible bed and banks downstream of 42 but little evidence close to the 

crossing 

o No spring visible 

o Recommend rock armour and monitor 

Figure 3 Crossing 42 – facing upstream 

 

  



Figure 4 Crossing 42 – facing downstream 

 

 

  



WP1 / Mount Donna Buang stonefly habitat western site 

Crossing recommendations World Trail: none 

Crossing recommendations GHD: none but should be no-go zone as it’s Mount Donna Buang 

stonefly habitat 

Coordinates: -37.708681, 145.649708 

Notes: 

o No obvious waterway, no sign of any springs, no bed and banks 

o Recommend a no-go zone be established because the stonefly was found there 

 

Figure 5 Site WP1 – facing upstream 

 

  



Figure 6 Site WP1 – facing downstream 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

WP2 / Mount Donna Buang stonefly habitat eastern site 

Crossing recommendations World Trail: none 

Crossing recommendations GHD: none but should be no-go zone as it’s Mount Donna Buang 

stonefly habitat 

Coordinates: -37.714359, 145.634099 

Notes 

o No obvious waterway, no sign of any springs, no bed and banks 

o Recommend a no-go zone be established because the stonefly was found there 

 

Figure 7 Site WP2 – facing upstream 

 

 



Figure 8 Site WP2 – facing downstream 
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Appendix D – Waterway crossing analysis 
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The following table summarises information about each crossing. The locations of the crossings 

were determined by GIS analysis, which identified any point the mountain bike trail crossed the 

Vic Hydro stream network. The table includes crossings of Trail 1 and does not include 

crossings of the alternative to Trail 1 (Trails 45, 46 and 47).  

Each crossing point has designated a number. While there are only 166 crossing points, the 

numbers go up to 197. This is because there were initially 197 crossing points, however map 

analysis and observations during the site visit found that several of these points were not 

genuine crossings, for example they were located at sites with existing bridges. These points 

were removed from the analysis.  
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

1 -37.75898381, 
145.6769194 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 46.8% 0.45 Res No High 4.4 

6 -37.726171, 
145.618181 

Unnamed tributary of 
Don River 

Bridge 1 25.3% 6.51 Mri No High 3.7 

7 -37.771643, 
145.71154 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 50.3% 3.07 Mmy No High 4.2 

8 -37.771762, 
145.710241 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 66.1% 4.35 Mmy No High 4.2 

9 -37.76820018, 
145.6861829 

Unnamed tributary of 
Scotchmans Creek 

None 2 29.5% 63.85 Mmy No High 3.4 

10 -37.778417, 
145.712865 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 41.5% 1.11 Mmy No High 4.2 

11 -37.778978, 
145.701779 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

None 1 54.5% 0.10 Mmy No High 4.2 

12 -37.7778809, 
145.7015617 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Bridge 1 31.4% 10.42 Mmy No High 3.4 

13 -37.731224, 
145.63898 

Mckenzie Creek Bridge 2 16.3% 116.22 Mri Yes Medium 3.7 

14 -37.775634, 
145.695541 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 48.6% 1.03 Mmy No High 4.2 

15 -37.775147, 
145.696717 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 33.1% 7.59 Mmy No High 4.2 

16 -37.77459403, 
145.6991848 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Bridge 1 28.8% 26.18 Mmy No High 3.4 

17 -37.785754, 
145.709556 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Bridge 1 11.4% 6.35 Sib No Medium 4.2 
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

18 -37.769815, 
145.662591 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yankee Jim Creek 

Bridge 1 35.2% 8.56 Res No High 3.4 

19 -37.769861, 
145.663521 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yankee Jim Creek 

Bridge 1 31.0% 4.58 Res No High 3.4 

20 -37.766985, 
145.660621 

Unnamed tributary of 
Blue Nose Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 37.3% 1.50 Res No High 3.4 

21 -37.776548, 
145.708739 

Four Mile Creek Bridge 2 41.6% 106.16 Mmy No High 4.2 

22 -37.737589, 
145.686423 

Unnamed tributary of 
Ythan Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 38.5% 0.37 Mri No High 3.4 

23 -37.7377, 
145.685408 

Unnamed tributary of 
Ythan Creek 

None 1 23.3% 4.60 Mri No High 3.4 

24 -37.77726089, 
145.6664197 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yankee Jim Creek 

None 1 9.4% 4.99 Res No Medium 3.4 

25 -37.779209, 
145.699905 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 62.4% 2.35 Mmy No High 4.2 

26 -37.77865, 
145.700579 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 52.0% 4.05 Mmy No High 4.2 

27 -37.77786104, 
145.7014818 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Bridge 1 32.0% 10.64 Mmy No High 3.4 

28 -37.768915, 
145.681059 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 21.4% 3.86 Mmy No High 3.4 

29 -37.769048, 
145.68092 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 25.1% 3.69 Mmy No High 3.4 

30 -37.770041, 
145.680289 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 33.4% 1.58 Mmy No High 3.4 
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

31 -37.770348, 
145.680269 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 35.6% 1.56 Mmy No High 3.4 

32 -37.770729, 
145.680272 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

None 1 48.7% 0.10 Mmy No High 3.4 

33 -37.741685, 
145.667743 

Unnamed tributary of 
Stockdales Creek 

None 1 23.6% 2.55 Mri Yes High 2.9 

35 -37.739958, 
145.695569 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

Rock 
Armour 

1 34.0% 18.33 Mri No High NA 

36 -37.742523, 
145.693591 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

Bridge 1 21.1% 35.00 Mri No High NA 

39 -37.731115, 
145.622813 

Unnamed tributary of 
Frenchmans Creek 

none 1 44.0% 6.64 Mri No High 4.2 

40 -37.73228, 
145.642173 

Unnamed tributary of 
Dee River 

Bridge 2 13.1% 91.40 Don Yes Medium 3.4 

41 -37.760606, 
145.68142 

Unnamed tributary of 
Scotchmans Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 32.1% 0.90 Res No High 2.9 

43 -37.737797, 
145.658552 

Walkers Creek Bridge 2 17.9% 170.44 Mri No Medium 2.6 

44 -37.741037, 
145.658422 

Walkers Creek Bridge 2 27.0% 184.00 Mri No High 2.6 

45 -37.738274, 
145.658464 

Walkers Creek None 2 19.8% 176.03 Mri No Medium 2.6 

46 -37.740848, 
145.658395 

Walkers Creek Bridge 2 23.7% 182.74 Mri No High 2.6 

47 -37.769723, 
145.659654 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yankee Jim Creek 

Bridge 1 10.4% 20.48 Res No Medium 3.4 
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

48 -37.773597, 
145.703309 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Bridge 2 19.6% 42.57 Mmy No High 4.2 

50 -37.750439, 
145.68092 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 32.8% 0.71 Don No Medium NA 

51 -37.750519, 
145.681029 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 38.4% 1.02 Don No Medium NA 

52 -37.750711, 
145.681178 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 18.2% 1.90 Don No Medium NA 

53 -37.750861, 
145.681227 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 15.3% 2.30 Don No Medium NA 

54 -37.751232, 
145.681056 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 9.4% 2.87 Don No Medium NA 

55 -37.751412, 
145.680953 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 10.9% 7.06 Don No Medium NA 

56 -37.751713, 
145.680799 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 14.9% 7.09 Don No Medium NA 

57 -37.752037, 
145.680829 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 8.6% 7.83 Don No Medium NA 

58 -37.752323, 
145.680896 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 11.2% 7.86 Don No Medium NA 

59 -37.75253, 
145.680959 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 12.2% 7.87 Don No Medium NA 

60 -37.752616, 
145.680961 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 12.2% 9.32 Don No Medium NA 

61 -37.752717, 
145.680963 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 10.7% 9.56 Don No Medium NA 
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

62 -37.75284, 
145.680973 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 2.5% 9.79 Don No Low NA 

63 -37.75292, 
145.680974 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 2.0% 10.09 Don No Low NA 

64 -37.740809, 
145.672536 

Dirt Gully Creek Bridge 1 21.2% 50.63 Mri No High 2.9 

65 -37.741131, 
145.672483 

Dirt Gully Creek Bridge 1 19.4% 52.24 Mri No Medium 2.9 

70 -37.779264, 
145.671502 

Mann Creek Bridge 1 25.4% 2.87 Mmy No High 4.2 

71 -37.741235, 
145.699284 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

Rock 
Armour 

1 35.5% 0.98 Mri No High NA 

72 -37.741232, 
145.707619 

Rocky Creek Bridge 2 35.2% 135.70 Mri No High 2.6 

74 -37.777103, 
145.676682 

Unnamed tributary of 
Cemetery Creek 

Bridge 1 37.1% 1.07 Mmy No High 4.2 

75 -37.765023, 
145.680087 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

None 1 45.3% 0.26 Mmy No High 3.4 

76 -37.764896, 
145.680311 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

None 1 35.9% 0.59 Mmy No High 3.4 

77 -37.764859, 
145.680368 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

None 1 35.9% 0.64 Mmy No High 3.4 

79 -37.781583, 
145.682099 

Unnamed tributary of 
Tugwell Creek 

Bridge 1 16.5% 16.37 Mmy No High 4.2 

80 -37.778453, 
145.684003 

Unnamed tributary of 
Tugwell Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 15.2% 6.13 Mmy No High 4.2 
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

81 -37.728986, 
145.624358 

Frenchmans Creek Bridge 2 28.1% 55.50 Mri No High 4.2 

82 -37.775858, 
145.70932 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 50.6% 12.80 Mmy No High 4.2 

83 -37.776658, 
145.713074 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 43.0% 8.16 Mmy No High 4.2 

84 -37.733001, 
145.643117 

Unnamed tributary of 
Dee River 

Bridge 2 12.4% 143.90 Don Yes Medium 3.4 

85 -37.783272, 
145.712153 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

None 1 27.6% 2.52 Mmy No High 4.2 

86 -37.78565936, 
145.6801336 

Tugwell Creek Bridge 2 22.2% 111.31 Mmy No High 4.2 

87 -37.782574, 
145.713556 

Four Mile Creek Bridge 2 40.5% 33.31 Mmy No High 4.2 

88 -37.774297, 
145.704011 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

2 34.2% 29.55 Mmy No High 4.2 

89 -37.777043, 
145.706467 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Bridge 2 18.2% 66.31 Mmy No High 4.2 

91 -37.779572, 
145.680895 

Cemetery Creek None 1 16.5% 0.58 Mmy No High 4.2 

92 -37.778017, 
145.675918 

Cemetery Creek Rock 
Armour 

1 34.3% 11.46 Mmy No High 4.2 

93 -37.778133, 
145.67659 

Cemetery Creek Rock 
Armour 

1 40.0% 9.70 Mmy No High 4.2 

95 -37.738291, 
145.645617 

Harrison Creek None 1 4.7% 129.84 Don Yes Low NA 
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

96 -37.739243, 
145.645969 

Harrison Creek None 1 19.0% 144.16 Don Yes Medium NA 

97 -37.77533021, 
145.6925917 

Scotchmans Creek None 1 26.0% 3.30 Mmy No High 3.4 

98 -37.773366, 
145.69256 

Scotchmans Creek Rock 
Armour 

1 49.4% 4.21 Mmy No High 3.4 

99 -37.771052, 
145.691734 

Scotchmans Creek Rock 
Armour 

1 38.1% 20.71 Mmy No High 3.4 

100 -37.762611, 
145.663805 

Ballarat Gully Rock 
Armour 

1 35.3% 1.55 Res No High 3.4 

101 -37.762761, 
145.664006 

Ballarat Gully Rock 
Armour 

1 41.4% 1.36 Res No High 3.4 

102 -37.77842434, 
145.7196371 

Calder Creek Bridge 2 0.6% 26.32 Sib No Medium 3.4 

106 -37.730411, 
145.719661 

Anderson Creek Bridge 1 39.0% 11.15 Mri No High NA 

107 -37.782258, 
145.692634 

Tugwell Creek Rock 
Armour 

1 29.6% 6.47 Mmy No High 4.2 

108 -37.782265, 
145.692735 

Tugwell Creek Rock 
Armour 

1 33.2% 6.46 Mmy No High 4.2 

109 -37.782272, 
145.692911 

Tugwell Creek Rock 
Armour 

1 35.9% 6.45 Mmy No High 4.2 

110 -37.782997, 
145.690995 

Tugwell Creek Bridge 1 50.2% 10.21 Mmy No High 4.2 

111 -37.783596, 
145.689462 

Tugwell Creek Bridge 1 26.1% 15.20 Mmy No High 4.2 
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

112 -37.782083, 
145.69454 

Tugwell Creek Rock 
Armour 

1 15.0% 4.50 Sib No Medium 4.2 

113 -37.78218, 
145.694224 

Tugwell Creek Rock 
Armour 

1 23.4% 4.92 Mmy No High 4.2 

114 -37.782244, 
145.695597 

Tugwell Creek Rock 
Armour 

1 7.7% 0.63 Sib No Medium 4.2 

115 -37.768296, 
145.690608 

Scotchmans Creek Rock 
Armour 

1 42.2% 24.70 Mmy No High 3.4 

116 -37.768689, 
145.690582 

Scotchmans Creek Rock 
Armour 

1 48.8% 24.68 Mmy No High 3.4 

125 -37.780293, 
145.713422 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 58.5% 1.88 Mmy No High 4.2 

126 -37.764436, 
145.658814 

Unnamed tributary of 
Blue Nose Creek 

Bridge 2 17.1% 18.57 Res No Medium 3.4 

127 -37.77983025, 
145.6564707 

Unnamed tributary of 
Britannia Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 26.6% 3.79 Res No Medium 3.4 

128 -37.766986, 
145.65795 

Unnamed tributary of 
Blue Nose Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 25.9% 7.34 Res No Medium 3.4 

129 -37.770055, 
145.700703 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 32.4% 4.19 Mmy No High 3.4 

130 -37.77081647, 
145.6992577 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

None 1 59.2% 1.22 Mmy No High 3.4 

131 -37.768013, 
145.691822 

Unnamed tributary of 
Scotchmans Creek 

None 1 49.1% 0.71 Mmy No High 3.4 

132 -37.768195, 
145.691972 

Unnamed tributary of 
Scotchmans Creek 

None 1 64.0% 0.70 Mmy No High 3.4 
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

133 -37.764651, 
145.661888 

Unnamed tributary of 
Blue Nose Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 27.0% 8.26 Res No Medium 3.4 

134 -37.772712, 
145.695115 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 41.2% 3.77 Mmy No High 3.4 

135 -37.78525586, 
145.7188551 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

None 1 36.7% 0.76 Sib No High 4.2 

136 -37.78126554, 
145.6574921 

Unnamed tributary of 
Edwardstown Creek 

None 1 27.2% 0.65 Res No Medium 3.4 

137 -37.77918381, 
145.6622633 

Unnamed tributary of 
Edwardstown Creek 

None 1 37.6% 2.07 Res No High 4 

138 -37.725793, 
145.721211 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 39.9% 2.94 Mri No High NA 

139 -37.769756, 
145.686703 

Unnamed tributary of 
Scotchmans Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 31.9% 17.00 Mmy No High 3.4 

140 -37.773247, 
145.689609 

Unnamed tributary of 
Scotchmans Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 35.8% 2.59 Mmy No High 3.4 

141 -37.777096, 
145.680335 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yankee Jim Creek 

Bridge 1 28.6% 4.77 Mmy No High 4.2 

142 -37.775997, 
145.676929 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yankee Jim Creek 

Bridge 1 35.8% 11.88 Mmy No High 4.2 

143 -37.773959, 
145.685148 

Unnamed tributary of 
Scotchmans Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 45.8% 4.88 Mmy No High 3.4 

144 -37.774056, 
145.686139 

Unnamed tributary of 
Scotchmans Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 42.8% 11.13 Mmy No High 3.4 

145 -37.77740729, 
145.6551816 

Unnamed tributary of 
Britannia Creek 

Bridge 1 23.1% 3.27 Sev No High 4 
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

146 -37.774467, 
145.677482 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yankee Jim Creek 

None 1 32.2% 1.91 Mmy No High 4.2 

147 -37.764754, 
145.661857 

Unnamed tributary of 
Blue Nose Creek 

Bridge 1 26.0% 8.26 Res No Medium 3.4 

148 -37.765572, 
145.664247 

Unnamed tributary of 
Blue Nose Creek 

None 1 36.9% 1.66 Res No High 3.4 

150 -37.738333, 
145.718442 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra Creek 

None 1 10.9% 0.33 Mri No Medium 3.4 

151 -37.732226, 
145.718032 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra Creek 

Bridge 2 22.2% 19.06 Mri No High 3.4 

152 -37.738049, 
145.656122 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

Bridge 1 15.7% 4.21 Mri No Medium 2.6 

153 -37.741767, 
145.655588 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 26.2% 12.89 Mri No High NA 

154 -37.741253, 
145.655632 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 17.6% 12.86 Mri No Medium NA 

155 -37.741276, 
145.655628 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 17.8% 12.86 Mri No Medium NA 

156 -37.741423, 
145.655612 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 19.0% 12.87 Mri No Medium NA 

157 -37.780854, 
145.686509 

Unnamed tributary of 
Tugwell Creek 

Bridge 1 25.7% 10.30 Mmy No High 4.2 

158 -37.78237, 
145.688073 

Unnamed tributary of 
Tugwell Creek 

None 1 31.4% 6.59 Mmy No High 4.2 

159 -37.784775, 
145.706369 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 37.1% 3.32 Mmy No High 4.2 
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

160 -37.785382, 
145.706566 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 28.1% 2.60 Sib No Medium 4.2 

161 -37.785666, 
145.706633 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 24.9% 1.57 Sib No Medium 4.2 

164 -37.78448575, 
145.7063851 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 36.4% 5.45 Mmy No High 4.2 

165 -37.770382, 
145.701202 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 30.1% 3.53 Mmy No High 3.4 

166 -37.737681, 
145.715532 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

Bridge 1 40.0% 3.34 Mri No High NA 

167 -37.738678, 
145.71593 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

Bridge 1 53.3% 4.37 Mri No High NA 

168 -37.74244, 
145.67649 

Unnamed tributary of 
Dirt Gully Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 18.4% 3.89 Mri No Medium 3.6 

169 -37.742622, 
145.67654 

Unnamed tributary of 
Dirt Gully Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 28.1% 3.90 Mri No High 3.6 

170 -37.742638, 
145.676545 

Unnamed tributary of 
Dirt Gully Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 17.3% 3.90 Mri No Medium 3.6 

171 -37.742741, 
145.676567 

Unnamed tributary of 
Dirt Gully Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 30.4% 3.91 Mri No High 3.6 

172 -37.783644, 
145.689435 

Unnamed tributary of 
Tugwell Creek 

Bridge 1 22.6% 15.32 Mmy No High 4.2 

173 -37.783926, 
145.690712 

Unnamed tributary of 
Tugwell Creek 

None 1 39.1% 3.63 Mmy No High 4.2 

174 -37.78452047, 
145.6923188 

Unnamed tributary of 
Tugwell Creek 

None 1 48.8% 1.49 Mmy No High 4.2 
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

175 -37.768914, 
145.681222 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 21.4% 6.61 Mmy No High 3.4 

176 -37.76924, 
145.68167 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 30.0% 5.86 Mmy No High 3.4 

177 -37.769502, 
145.681821 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 42.1% 3.21 Mmy No High 3.4 

178 -37.76977, 
145.682031 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 45.1% 3.19 Mmy No High 3.4 

179 -37.768137, 
145.680965 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 31.8% 8.19 Mmy No High 3.4 

180 -37.782361, 
145.703377 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

1 46.4% 2.77 Mmy No High 4.2 

181 -37.78201337, 
145.7037834 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Bridge 1 37.4% 3.92 Mmy No High 4.2 

182 -37.768529, 
145.68114 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

Rock 
Armour 

2 21.2% 6.81 Mmy No High 3.4 

183 -37.760498, 
145.664892 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

Bridge 1 34.7% 4.45 Res No High NA 

184 -37.760798, 
145.665314 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

Bridge 1 45.8% 3.47 Res No High NA 

185 -37.761745, 
145.666472 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 63.2% 0.10 Res No High NA 

186 -37.761787, 
145.66656 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 57.7% 0.09 Res No High NA 

187 -37.761943, 
145.666917 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

None 1 62.6% 0.10 Res No High NA 
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Crossing 
number 

Coordinates Water Course name Mitigation 
method 

Stream 
order 

Slope 
(%) 

Upstream 
Catchment 
Area (Ha) 

Soil Type 
(Land 
Unit) 

High Risk 
Landslide 
Susceptibility 

Erosion/Hazards Geomorphic 
Risk Score 

188 -37.7678482, 
145.6828531 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

None 1 28.1% 2.49 Mmy No High 3.4 

189 -37.768132, 
145.69562 

Unnamed tributary of 
Four Mile Creek 

Bridge 2 37.0% 25.86 Mmy No High 3.4 

190 -37.760595, 
145.664642 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

Rock 
Armour 

1 32.3% 3.55 Res No High NA 

191 -37.761027, 
145.66456 

Unnamed tributary of 
Yarra River 

Bridge 1 32.6% 2.19 Res No High NA 

192 -37.78115132, 
145.7193259 

Unnamed tributary of 
Calder Creek 

None 1 18.9% 0.61 Sib No Medium 4.2 

193 -37.76999, 
145.686228 

Unnamed tributary of 
Scotchmans Creek 

Bridge 2 36.5% 42.75 Mmy No High 3.4 

194 -37.76745024, 
145.6817823 

Unnamed tributary of 
Backstairs Creek 

None 2 24.9% 19.74 Mmy No High 3.4 

195 -37.762318, 
145.663107 

Ballarat Gully Bridge 1 25.1% 2.82 Res No Medium 3.4 

196 -37.774401, 
145.712986 

Calder Creek Bridge 2 50.0% 67.65 Mmy No High 3.4 

197 -37.774991, 
145.709804 

Calder Creek Bridge 2 56.1% 75.16 Mmy No High 3.4 
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Warburton Trail Head Lot Search 

 

 

  



Address: 17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Date: 20 Nov 2020 12:51:55

Disclaimer:
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of some of the site history, environmental risk and planning 
information available, affecting an individual address or geographical area in which the property is located. It is not a 
substitute for an on-site inspection or review of other available reports and records. It is not intended to be, and should 
not be taken to be, a rating or assessment of the desirability or market value of the property or its features.
You should obtain independent advice before you make any decision based on the information within the report.
The detailed terms applicable to use of this report are set out at the end of this report. 

Reference: LS016203 EP

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 1



Dataset Listing
Datasets contained within this report, detailing their source and data currency:

Dataset Name Custodian Supply 
Date

Currency 
Date

Update 
Frequency

Dataset 
Buffer
(m)

No. 
Features 
Onsite

No. 
Features 
within 
100m

No. 
Features 
in Buffer

Topographic and Cadastre 
data

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

10/11/2020 10/11/2020 Monthly - - - -

Current EPA Priority Sites Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 30/09/2020 30/09/2020 Monthly 1000 0 0 0

Former EPA Priority Sites & 
other Remedial Notices

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 04/11/2019 04/11/2019 Monthly 1000 0 0 0

EPA PFAS Site Investigations Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 03/08/2020 10/10/2019 Monthly 2000 0 0 0

Defence PFAS Investigation 
& Management Program - 
Investigation Sites

Department of Defence 14/10/2020 14/10/2020 Monthly 2000 0 0 0

Defence PFAS Investigation 
& Management Program - 
Management Sites

Department of Defence 14/10/2020 14/10/2020 Monthly 2000 0 0 0

Airservices Australia National 
PFAS Management Program

Airservices Australia 10/11/2020 10/11/2020 Monthly 2000 0 0 0

Defence 3 Year Regional 
Contamination Investigation 
Program

Department of Defence 16/11/2020 16/11/2020 Monthly 2000 0 0 0

EPA Environmental Audit 
Reports

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 11/11/2020 11/11/2020 Monthly 1000 1 1 1

EPA Groundwater Zones with 
Restricted Uses

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 11/11/2020 11/11/2020 Monthly 1000 0 0 0

Current EPA Licensed 
Activities

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 11/11/2020 11/11/2020 Monthly 1000 0 0 0

Former EPA Licensed 
Activities

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 11/11/2020 11/11/2020 Monthly 1000 0 0 0

EPA Works Approvals Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 11/11/2020 11/11/2020 Monthly 1000 0 0 0

National Waste Management 
Facilities Database

Geoscience Australia 12/11/2020 07/03/2017 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

Statewide Waste and 
Resource Recovery 
Infrastructure Plan Facilities

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Sustainability

27/11/2014 31/12/2012 None 
planned

1000 0 0 0

EPA Prescribed Industrial 
Waste

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 12/08/2020 12/08/2020 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

EPA Victorian Landfill 
Register

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 16/10/2020 16/10/2020 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

Former Gasworks Various historical sources collated by 
Lotsearch

15/08/2017 15/08/2017 Not 
required

1000 0 0 0

National Liquid Fuel Facilities Geoscience Australia 12/11/2020 15/03/2012 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

Historical Business 
Directories (Premise & 
Intersection Matches)

Hardie Grant; Sands & McDougall, State 
Library Victoria

Not 
required

150 0 1 1

Historical Business 
Directories (Road & Area 
Matches)

Hardie Grant; Sands & McDougall, State 
Library Victoria

Not 
required

150 - 21 21

Historical Business Directory 
Dry Cleaners & Motor 
Garages/Service Stations 
(Premise & Intersection 
Matches)

Hardie Grant; Sands & McDougall, State 
Library Victoria

Not 
required

500 0 0 0

Historical Business Directory 
Dry Cleaners & Motor 
Garages/Service Stations 
(Road & Area Matches)

Hardie Grant; Sands & McDougall, State 
Library Victoria

Not 
required

500 - 0 0

Features of Interest State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

28/08/2020 28/08/2020 Quarterly 1000 2 3 24

Hydrogeology Map of 
Australia

Commonwealth of Australia (Geoscience 
Australia)

08/10/2014 17/03/2000 As required 1000 1 1 1

Groundwater Salinity State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

14/08/2015 29/08/2012 Unknown 0 1 - -

Depth to Watertable State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

14/08/2015 29/08/2012 Unknown 0 4 - -

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 2



Dataset Name Custodian Supply 
Date

Currency 
Date

Update 
Frequency

Dataset 
Buffer
(m)

No. 
Features 
Onsite

No. 
Features 
within 
100m

No. 
Features 
in Buffer

Surface Elevation State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

14/08/2015 23/09/2013 Unknown 0 1 - -

Basement Elevation State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

14/08/2015 23/09/2013 Unknown 0 1 - -

Groundwater Boreholes 
WMIS

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

12/11/2020 12/11/2020 Quarterly 2000 0 0 1

Groundwater Boreholes 
Earth Resources Database

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

27/07/2018 17/02/2010 As required 2000 0 0 0

Groundwater Boreholes Fed 
Uni

Federation University Australia 21/12/2017 07/01/2014 As required 2000 0 0 0

Historical Mining Activity - 
Shafts

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

18/10/2018 20/07/2018 As required 1000 0 0 0

Geological Units 1:250,000 State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

13/01/2015 24/06/2014 Unknown 1000 4 - 8

Geological Structures 
1:250,000

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

13/01/2015 24/06/2014 Unknown 1000 0 - 0

Shear zones 250k State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

13/01/2015 24/06/2014 Unknown 1000 0 - 0

Atlas of Australian Soils ABARES 19/05/2017 17/02/2011 As required 1000 1 1 2

Victorian Soil Type Mapping State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

24/08/2017 21/03/2016 Unknown 1000 2 3 3

Atlas of Australian Acid 
Sulfate Soils

CSIRO 19/01/2017 21/02/2013 As required 1000 1 1 2

Coastal Acid Sulfate Soils State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

28/03/2017 30/03/2011 None 
planned

1000 0 0 0

Planning Scheme Zones State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

10/11/2020 04/11/2020 Monthly 1000 2 10 37

Planning Scheme Overlay State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

10/11/2020 04/11/2020 Monthly 1000 5 11 45

Commonwealth Heritage List Australian Government Department of 
Agriculture, Water and the Environment

18/08/2020 20/11/2019 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

National Heritage List Australian Government Department of 
Agriculture, Water and the Environment

18/08/2020 20/11/2019 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

Victorian Heritage Register State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

04/11/2020 04/11/2020 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

Cultural Heritage Sensitivity State Government Victoria - Department 
of Premier and Cabinet

01/09/2020 06/08/2020 Quarterly 1000 3 4 11

Bushfire Prone Area State Government Victoria - Department 
of Transport, Planning and Local 
Infrastructure

10/11/2020 07/09/2020 Quarterly 1000 1 1 1

Fire History State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

01/09/2020 18/08/2020 Quarterly 1000 1 1 15

Flood - 1 in 100 Year 
Modelled Flood Extent

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

10/11/2020 18/11/2014 Quarterly 1000 1 1 1

Victorian Coastal Inundation 
Sea Level Rise

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

10/04/2018 24/10/2017 Unknown 1000 0 0 0

Native Vegetation (Modelled 
2005 Ecological Vegetation 
Classes)

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

13/01/2015 31/12/2005 None 
planned

1000 3 3 7

Ramsar Wetland Areas in 
Victoria

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

28/03/2017 24/06/2013 None 
planned

1000 0 0 0

Groundwater Dependent 
Ecosystems Atlas

Bureau of Meteorology 14/08/2017 15/05/2017 Unknown 1000 1 2 2

Inflow Dependent 
Ecosystems Likelihood

Bureau of Meteorology 14/08/2017 15/05/2017 Unknown 1000 1 2 2
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Date: 20 November 2020

Site Diagram
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

         

Data Sources: Aerial Imagery © Aerometrex Pty Ltd

Scale:
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Legend
Site Boundary

Parcels that make up a small percentage of the total site area have not been labelled for increased
legibility.

Internal Parcel 
Boundaries

Total Area: 415932m2

Total Perimeter: 2927m

Disclaimers:
Measurements are approximate only and may have been simplified or smaller lengths removed for readability.
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17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799
         

Topographic Data

Data Sources: Property Boundaries -  
State Government Victoria - Department of Environment, 
Land, Water & Planning
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17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799
         

Elevation Contours (m AHD) 10m Interval at 1:25,000

Data Sources: Property Boundaries -  
State Government Victoria - Department of Environment, 
Land, Water & Planning

Accuracy & Currency: This 10m interval contour data was originally captured in 1974 at 1:25,000 scale. 
The accuracy of this data means that it  must not be used for any design or engineering works, 
but only as a general guide to topography.The planimetric accuracy is that not more than 10% of 
well-defined points will be in error more than 16m, with a worse case scenario of +/- 30m. 
For vertical positional accuracy of points determined from contours there is an expectation that the 
elevation accuracy (standard deviation) will be half the value of the contour interval. 
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EPA Priority Sites & Pollution Notices
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Current EPA Priority Sites Register

Sites on the current EPA priority sites register that exist within the dataset buffer:

Priority Sites Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

Notice No Address Suburb Issue Loc 
Conf

Dist
(m)

Direction

N/A No records in buffer

Former EPA Priority Sites & Other Pollution Notices

Sites within the dataset buffer that have been issued a Pollution Notice:
Note. Due to pollution notices being revoked and removed from published lists this is not 
an exhaustive list of all past pollution notices.

Pollution Notice Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

Notice No Notice 
Type

Company Address Suburb Status Issue Date 
Issued

Loc 
Conf

Dist Dir

N/A No records 
in buffer

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 7



PFAS Investigation & Management Programs
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Airservices Australia National PFAS Management Program

Sites being investigated or managed by Airservices Australia for PFAS contamination within the dataset 
buffer:

Map ID Site Name Impacts Location 
Confidence

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer

Airservices Australia National PFAS Management Program Data Custodian: Airservices Australia

Defence PFAS Investigation & Management Program
Investigation Sites

Sites being investigated by the Department of Defence for PFAS contamination within the dataset buffer:

Map ID Base Name Address Location 
Confidence

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer

Defence PFAS Investigation & Management Program Data Custodian: Department of Defence, Australian Government

EPA PFAS Site Investigations

Sites being investigated by the EPA for PFAS contamination within the dataset buffer:

Map ID Site Name Address Location 
Confidence

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer

EPA PFAS Site Investigations Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

Defence PFAS Investigation & Management Program
Management Sites

Sites being managed by the Department of Defence for PFAS contamination within the dataset buffer:

Map ID Base Name Address Location 
Confidence

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer

Defence PFAS Investigation & Management Program Data Custodian: Department of Defence, Australian Government

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 8



Defence Sites

Sites which have been assessed as part of the Defence 3 Year Regional Contamination Investigation 
Program within the dataset buffer:

Defence 3 Year Regional Contamination Investigation Program, Data Custodian: Department of Defence, Australian Government

Property ID Base Name Address Known 
Contamination

Loc 
Conf

Dist Dir

N/A No records in buffer

Defence 3 Year Regional Contamination Investigation Program 

17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799
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CARMS 
No

Transaction 
No

Site Address Suburb Date 
Complete

Audit 
Category

Loc Conf Distance Direction

68515-9 8004360 Forest audit 
program and the 
assessment of 
forest coupe plans 
located in State 
Forests within the 
Central, 
Dandenong and 
Bendigo Forest 
Management 
Areas. Note. 
Lotsearch cannot 
obtain the specific 
locations of the 
coupes being 
assessed

DANDENONG VIC 
3175

DANDENONG 11/02/2015 53V Audit 
recommend
ations

Area 
Match

0m Onsite

EPA Environmental Audits

EPA environmental audit records that exist within the dataset buffer:
Note. Please click on CARMS No. to activate a hyperlink to online documentation. If link does not 
work, documentation may still be accessible via the EPA Interaction Portal.

Environmental Audit Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

EPA Records
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 11
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EPA Groundwater Zones with Restricted Uses

EPA GQRUZ records that exist within the dataset buffer:
Note. Please click on CARMS No. to activate a hyperlink to online documentation. 

Environmental GQRUZ Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

CARMS 
No

EPA Id Site History Site Address Restricted Uses Status Loc Conf Distance Direction

N/A No records 
in buffer

EPA Records
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799
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EPA Licensed Activities

EPA licensed activities that exist within the dataset buffer:

Licensed Activity Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

Trans 
No

Licence 
No

Licence Type Organisation Premise 
Ref

Premise 
Address 1

Premise Address 
2

Activities Loc 
Conf

Dist
(m)

Direction

N/A No 
records in 
buffer

EPA Activities
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

EPA Works Approvals

EPA works approvals that exist within the dataset buffer:

Works Approvals Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

Transaction 
No

Status Approval 
No

Organisation Premise 
Address

Suburb Scheduled 
Categories

Loc Conf Dist
(m)

Direction

N/A No records 
in buffer

Licence No Organisation Premise Address Suburb Activities Loc 
Conf

Dist
(m)

Direction

N/A No records in buffer

Former EPA Licensed Activities

Former EPA licensed activities that exist within the dataset buffer:

Former Licensed Activity Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environmental Protection Authority (EPA)

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 13



National Waste Management Site Database

Sites on the National Waste Management Site Database within the dataset buffer:

Waste Management Facilities & Landfills
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Waste Management Facilities Data Source: Australian Government Geoscience Australia
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Site 
Id

Owner Name Address Suburb Class Landfill Reprocess Transfer Comments Loc Conf Dist
(m)

Direction

N/A No records 
in buffer

Map Id Owner Site Name Address Suburb Category Sub Category Loc Conf Distance Direction

N/A No records in 
buffer

Statewide Waste and Resource Recovery Infrastructure Plan Facilities

Statewide Waste and Resource Recovery Infrastructure Plan Facilities within the dataset buffer:

Map 
Id

Company Name Address Suburb Treatment
/Disposal

Transport Accredited 
Agent

EPA List 
Status

Loc Conf Dist'
(m)

Direct

N/A No records in buffer

SWRRIPF Data Source: State Government Victoria - Department of Sustainability

Prescribed Industrial Waste Data Source: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

EPA Prescribed Industrial Waste

EPA Prescribed Industrial Waste treaters, disposers and permitted transporters within the dataset buffer:

EPA Victorian Landfill Register

EPA Victorian Landfill Register sites within the dataset buffer:

EPA Victorian Landfill Register Data Source: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

Landfill 
Register 
No.

Site Address Operating 
Status

Est. Year 
Of 
Closure

Waste type Loc Conf Dist'
(m)

Direction

No records 
in buffer

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 14
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Former Gasworks

Former Gasworks identified from various historical sources within the dataset buffer:
Note - As this is a dataset collated from various historical sources, it is not an exhaustive list of all former 
Gasworks

Former Gasworks and Liquid Fuel Facilities
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Former Gasworks Data Source: Collated from various historical sources

Map Id Site Name Date Opened Year Closed Location 
Confidence

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer

National Liquid Fuel Facilities Data Source: Geoscience Australia
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Map 
Id

Owner Name Address Suburb Class Operational 
Status

Operator Revision 
Date

Loc 
Conf

Dist
(m)

Direction

N/A No records 
in buffer

National Liquid Fuel Facilties within the dataset buffer:

National Liquid Fuel Facilities

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 15
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Historical Business Directories
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Data Sources: Reproduced with permission of UBD and Hardie Grant Media Pty Ltd DD 01/08/2018
Sands & McDougall's  D irectory - Digitised by State Library Victoria
Property Boundaries © S tate Government Victoria - Dept. of Environment, Land, Water & Planning 2020

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 20 November 2020

Legend
Site Boundary Business directory records mapped to a specific premise!

Buffer 150m
Property Boundary

Business directory records mapped to a road intersection"

# Business directory records mapped to a road corridor
Business directory records mapped to a general area

Scale:
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Meters
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Map Id Business Activity Premise Ref No. Year Location 
Confidence

Distance to 
Property 
Boundary or 
Road 
Intersection

Direction

1 Not Listed Cooper, J. A., Bldr., 49 Surrey Rd., Warburton 
3799

90299 1991 Premise Match 0m West

Business Directory Content reproduced with permission of UBD and Hardie Grant Media Pty Ltd DD 01/08/2018 and Sands 
& McDougall's Directory of Victoria (Digitised by State Library Victoria)

Universal Business Directory and Sands & McDougall Directory records, from years 1991, 1980, 1970, 
1960, 1950, 1945, 1925 & 1905, mapped to a premise or road intersection within the dataset buffer:

Business Directory Records 1905-1991
Premise or Road Intersection Matches

17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Historical Business Directories

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 17



Map Id Business Activity Premise Ref No. Year Location 
Confidence

Distance to 
Road 
Corridor or 
Area

2 Not Listed Stormer. M. & J., Bldr., Surrey Rd., Warburton 3799 90349 1991 Road Match 0m

Not Listed Cooper. J. A., Cpntr., Surrey Rd., Warburton 3799 157524 1980 Road Match 0m

Not Listed Hazel Park Dairy, Surrey Rd., Warburton 3799 157543 1980 Road Match 0m

Not Listed Stormer. M. & J. Bldr., Surrey Rd., Warburton 3799 157591 1980 Road Match 0m

Not Listed Walker, M. C. A., Tmbr., Mercht., Surrey Rd., 
Warburton 3799

157601 1980 Road Match 0m

3 Not Listed Warburton & Yarra Valley Senior Citizens. Dammans 
Rd. Warburton 3799

90381 1991 Road Match 0m

Not Listed Golf Club, Dammans Rd., Warburton 3799 157540 1980 Road Match 0m

Not Listed Warburton & Yarra Valley Senior Citizerns, 
Dammans Rd., Warburton 3799

157620 1980 Road Match 0m

Not Listed Warburton House Holiday Units, Dammans Rd., 
Warburton 3799

157609 1980 Road Match 0m

REAL ESTATE AGENTS Crouch, A. F., Dammans Rd. Warburton 58195 1970 Road Match 0m

GUEST HOUSES Warburton House., Damman’s Rd. Warburton 58131 1970 Road Match 0m

SCHOOLS Central School, Dammons Rd., Warburton 126755 1960 Road Match 0m

GUEST HOUSES Warburton House, Dammans Rd., Warburton 126698 1960 Road Match 0m

GUEST HOUSES Warburton House., Dammans Rd. Warburton 132274 1950 Road Match 0m

4 Not Listed Marr Corporation. Earthmvng.Contrctr, York St. 
Warburton 3799

90323 1991 Road Match 66m

5 Not Listed Dowle R G Crpt., Lyr., Derby St., Warburton 3799 157532 1980 Road Match 72m

CARPET LAYERS Dowle, R. O., Derby St. Warburton 58059 1970 Road Match 72m

6 Not Listed Mcgovern. W., Painter. Lincoln Rd., Warburton 3799 90320 1991 Road Match 78m

Not Listed Bedford. R., Bldr., Lincoln Rd., Warburton 3799 157512 1980 Road Match 78m

Not Listed Gara. C., Gift Shop, 189 Lincoln Rd., Warburton 
3799

157536 1980 Road Match 78m

Not Listed Mcgovern L., Painter, Lincoln Rd., Warburton 3799 157557 1980 Road Match 78m

Business Directory Content reproduced with permission of UBD and Hardie Grant Media Pty Ltd DD 01/08/2018 and Sands 
& McDougall's Directory of Victoria (Digitised by State Library Victoria)

Universal Business Directory and Sands & McDougall Directory records, from years 1991, 1980, 1970, 
1960, 1950, 1945, 1925 & 1905, mapped to a road or an area, within the dataset buffer. Records are 
mapped to the road when a building number is not supplied, cannot be found, or the road has been 
renumbered since the directory was published:

Business Directory Records 1905-1991
Road or Area Matches

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 18



Map Id Business Activity Premise Ref No. Year Location 
Confidence

Distance to 
Property 
Boundary 
or Road 
Intersection

Direction

No records in buffer

Business Directory Content reproduced with permission of UBD and Hardie Grant Media Pty Ltd DD 01/08/2018 and Sands 
& McDougall's Directory of Victoria (Digitised by State Library Victoria)

Dry Cleaners, Motor Garages & Service Stations from Sands & McDougall's Directories and UBD Business 
Directories, mapped to a premise or road intersection within the dataset buffer.

Dry Cleaners, Motor Garages & Service Stations 
Premise or Road Intersection Matches

17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Historical Business Directories

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 19



Map Id Business Activity Premise Ref No. Year Location 
Confidence

Distance to 
Road 
Corridor or 
Area

No records in buffer

Business Directory Content reproduced with permission of UBD and Hardie Grant Media Pty Ltd DD 01/08/2018 and Sands 
& McDougall's Directory of Victoria (Digitised by State Library Victoria)

Dry Cleaners, Motor Garages & Service Stations from UBD Business Directories and Sands & McDougall's 
Directories, mapped to a road or an area within the dataset buffer. Records are mapped to the road when a 
building number is not supplied, cannot be found, or the road has been renumbered since the directory was 
published.

Dry Cleaners, Motor Garages & Service Stations 
Road or Area Matches

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 20
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Aerial Imagery 2020
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Aerial Imagery 2015
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Aerial Imagery 2010
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery: © 2020 Google Inc, used 
with permission. Google and the Google logo are 
registered trademarks of Google Inc.
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Aerial Imagery 2001
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery: © 2020 Google Inc, used 
with permission. Google and the Google logo are 
registered trademarks of Google Inc.

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1991
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery:
© Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(Vicmap Topographic Mapping Program) 

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1983
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery:
© Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(Vicmap Topographic Mapping Program) 

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1979
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery: ©2020 Geoscience Australia Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1970
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery:
© Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(Vicmap Topographic Mapping Program) 

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1967
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery:
© Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(Vicmap Topographic Mapping Program) 

Coordinate System:
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Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1953
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery:
© Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(Vicmap Topographic Mapping Program) 

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1944
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery: ©2020 Geoscience Australia Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Historical Map 1998
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Historical Map 1972
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Features of Interest

Features of Interest

17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Features of Interest Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Feature Id Feature Type Feature Sub Type Name Distance Direction

80800 sport facility golf course Warburton Golf Club 0m Onsite

1214503 recreational resource club house 0m Onsite

654973 sign emergency marker YRN509 17m East

1146673 reserve national park Yarra Ranges National Park 106m North East

76574 reserve park 128m South East

642795 reserve park 139m West

982549 community venue senior citizens Warburton Senior Citizens Centre 162m South East

654891 sign emergency marker SYR239 175m South West

646031 reserve park 297m North

177394 place of worship church St Marys Anglican Church 318m South East

654984 sign emergency marker YRN604 330m North

1018703 landmark monument Warburton War Memorial 456m South East

612125 emergency facility police station Warburton Police Station 458m South East

843215 communication service telephone exchange Warburton Telephone Exchange 490m East

633159 community venue hall Warburton Civic Centre 528m East

633160 community venue hall Warburton Mechanics Institute Hall 528m East

982548 health facility maternal/child health centre Warburton Maternal And Child Health Centre 529m East

1214510 recreational resource playground 892m East

80801 reserve park Warburton Recreation Reserve 909m East

80460 sport facility sports ground Mac Sparke Oval 917m East

1214509 recreational resource club house 934m East

667200 sport facility bowling green Warburton Bowls Club 945m East

1010763 emergency facility neighbourhood safer place Warburton (Recreation Reserve Oval) NSP 986m East

1010817 sport facility netball court 988m East

Features of Interest within the dataset buffer:
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Hydrogeology & Groundwater

Hydrogeology

Description of aquifers within the dataset buffer:

Hydrogeology Map of Australia: Commonwealth of Australia (Geoscience Australia)
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Depth to Watertable

On-site Depth to Watertable:

On-site Groundwater Salinity:

Groundwater Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Depth to Watertable Percent Of Site Area

20 to 50 metres 75

10 to 20 metres 19

Less than 5 metres 3

5 to 10 metres 2

Groundwater Salinity

Groundwater Salinity Percent Of Site Area

Less than 500 mg/l 100

Approximate on-site Surface Elevation:

Surface Elevation

Approximate on-site Basement Elevation:

Basement Elevation

Surface Elevation

139 AHDm to 245 AHDm

Basement Elevation - Basement Rocks comprise Lower Palaeozoic basement rocks that form the highlands and the crystalline basement; and 
Mesozoic rocks of the Otway and Gippsland basins both outcropping and subsurface

139 AHDm to 242 AHDm

Description Distance Direction

Fractured or fissured, extensive aquifers of low to moderate productivity 0m Onsite
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Bore Id Use Type Drillers Log Construction Latest 
Water 
Levels

Geology Completed 
Date

Dist 
(m)

Dir

WRK096137 Domestic & 
Stock

0.00m-0.60m Topsoil
0.60m-3.50m CLAY
3.50m-16.00m SILTSTONE
16.00m-70.00m GRANODIORITE

0.00m-62.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc Class 12
62.00m-66.00m INNER LINING 
- CASING = Pvc Class 12
66.00m-69.00m INNER LINING 
- SCREEN = Pvc Class 12
69.00m-70.00m INNER LINING 
- CASING = Pvc Class 12
0.00m-18.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Cement
18.00m-20.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Bentonite
20.00m-70.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Gravel

66.00m-69.00m 
Granodiorite

2016-12-09 1272 South

Groundwater Boreholes

Boreholes (DELWP WMIS)

Boreholes from the Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning's Water Measurement 
Information System, within the dataset buffer:

Boreholes WMIS Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799
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Bore Id Authority Type Uses Initial 
TD

Log Dist
(m)

Direct

N/A No records within 
buffer

Groundwater Boreholes

Boreholes (Federation University)

Boreholes from the Federation University Australia dataset, within the dataset buffer:

Boreholes FedUni Data Source: © Federation University Australia

17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Boreholes (Earth Resources Database)

Boreholes from the Earth Resources dataset, within the dataset buffer:

Boreholes Earth Resources Data Source: © The State of Victoria, Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and 
Resources 2015. Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Australia 

Bore Id Bore Type Company Usage Method Status Drill Date Depth Elevation Accuracy
(m)

Dist
(m)

Direct

N/A No records 
within 
buffer
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Historical Mining Activity - Shafts
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Historical Mining Activity - Shafts
Mine Shaft Locations were collected by a variety of methods from 1869 in some areas of the state, 
mainly concentrating in Ballarat and Bendigo. In places a shaft may be recorded multiple times with a 
different source. In cases where several shaft locations are shown close together (generally with 
separations less than stated position errors) and they have different sources, it is possible that one shaft 
has been mapped several times. In cases where several shaft locations are shown close together but 
they have the same information source, it is possible that each shaft location represents a different shaft 
on the ground.

Historical Mine Shafts within the dataset buffer:

Historical Mining Activity Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport & 
Resources
Creative Commons 4.0 © Commonwealth of Australia https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

Map Id Name Source Depth (m) Collar (ft) Fill/Cap 
Method

Location 
Desc

Location 
Accuracy

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer
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Geology
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Geological Units
What are the Geological Units onsite?

Symbol Name Description Geological 
Age

Lithology Dataset

Dyad Donna Buang 
Rhyodacite( Dyad): 
generic

Rhyodacite: varies from light to dark grey according 
to degree of crystallization; phenocrysts of 
plagioclase, biotite, enstatite, rare quartz and K-
feldspar; groundmass coarsens towards the top; 
contains large lithic fragments of underlying 
rhyodacite.

Late Devonian 
to Late 
Devonian

rhyodacite (all) 1:250,000

Dyay Ythan Creek 
Rhyodacite( Dyay): 
generic

Rhyolite to rhyodacite: ignimbrite; recrystallized; 
contains large unbroken phenocrysts of plagioclase, 
small quartz, aggregates of secondary biotite in a 
fine devitrified groundmass; flow-banded.

Late Devonian 
to Late 
Devonian

rhyodacite (all) 1:250,000

Qc1 colluvium( Qc1): 
generic

Diamictite, gravel, sand, silt, clay, rubble: sorting 
variable, usually poor; generally poorly rounded; 
clasts locally sourced; includes channel deposits with 
better rounding and sorting

Pliocene to 
Holocene

diamictite 
(dominant); gravel 
material 
(significant); sand 
(significant); silt 
material 
(significant)

1:250,000

Y-F dyke, felsic (Y-F): 
generic

Felsic dykes: fine to coarse-grained, glassy to 
porphyritic, greenish-grey to reddish; somewhat 
variable assemblage of quartz, feldspar, biotite and 
hornblende in a glassy groundmass

Silurian to 
Carboniferous

aplite (dominant) 1:250,000

Symbol Name Description Geological 
Age

Lithology Dataset

Dxh Humevale Siltstone 
(Dxh): hornfels

hornfels Llandovery to 
Early 
Devonian; Late 
Devonian to 
Late Devonian

hornfels (all) 1:250,000

Dyad Donna Buang 
Rhyodacite( Dyad): 
generic

Rhyodacite: varies from light to dark grey according 
to degree of crystallization; phenocrysts of 
plagioclase, biotite, enstatite, rare quartz and K-
feldspar; groundmass coarsens towards the top; 
contains large lithic fragments of underlying 
rhyodacite.

Late Devonian 
to Late 
Devonian

rhyodacite (all) 1:250,000

Dyay Ythan Creek 
Rhyodacite( Dyay): 
generic

Rhyolite to rhyodacite: ignimbrite; recrystallized; 
contains large unbroken phenocrysts of plagioclase, 
small quartz, aggregates of secondary biotite in a 
fine devitrified groundmass; flow-banded.

Late Devonian 
to Late 
Devonian

rhyodacite (all) 1:250,000

G235 Warburton 
Granodiorite (G235): 
generic

Biotite granodiorite: fine grained, equigranular; 
medium grey

Late Devonian 
to Late 
Devonian

granodiorite (all) 1:250,000

Nc1 incised colluvium 
(Nc1): generic

Silt, sand, gravel: generally poorly sorted and poorly 
rounded except within channels cut into colluvial 
material; dissected to variable degrees

Pliocene to 
Holocene

silt material 
(significant); sand 
(significant); 
gravel material 
(significant)

1:250,000

What are the Geological Units within the dataset buffer?
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Symbol Name Description Geological 
Age

Lithology Dataset

Qa1 alluvium( Qa1): 
generic

Gravel, sand, silt: variably sorted and rounded; 
generally unconsolidated; includes deposits of low 
terraces; alluvial floodplain deposits

Pleistocene to 
Holocene

gravel material 
(significant); sand 
(significant); silt 
material 
(significant)

1:250,000

Qc1 colluvium( Qc1): 
generic

Diamictite, gravel, sand, silt, clay, rubble: sorting 
variable, usually poor; generally poorly rounded; 
clasts locally sourced; includes channel deposits 
with better rounding and sorting

Pliocene to 
Holocene

diamictite 
(dominant); gravel 
material 
(significant); sand 
(significant); silt 
material 
(significant)

1:250,000

Y-F dyke, felsic (Y-F): 
generic

Felsic dykes: fine to coarse-grained, glassy to 
porphyritic, greenish-grey to reddish; somewhat 
variable assemblage of quartz, feldspar, biotite and 
hornblende in a glassy groundmass

Silurian to 
Carboniferous

aplite (dominant) 1:250,000

Geology Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport & Resources
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en
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Map Id Type Name Contact Positional 
Accuracy

Dataset

No 
features

1:250,000

Geological Structures

What are the Geological Faults or Faulted Contacts onsite?

Map Id Type Name Description Positional 
Accuracy

Dataset

No Data 
Coverage

What are the Dykes, Marker Beds and Veins onsite?

What are the Shear Zones onsite (1:250,000 scale)?

Map Id Type Name Description Positional 
Accuracy

Dataset

No 
features

1:250,000

What are the Geological Faults or Faulted Contacts within the dataset buffer?

What are the Dykes, Marker Beds and Veins within the dataset buffer?

Map Id Type Name Contact Positional 
Accuracy

Dataset

No 
features

1:250,000

Map Id Type Name Description Positional 
Accuracy

Dataset

No Data 
Coverage

What are the Shear Zones within the dataset buffer (1:250,000 scale)?

Map Id Type Name Description Positional 
Accuracy

Dataset

No 
features

1:250,000

Geology Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport & Resources
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Geology
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799
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Soil Landscapes
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Atlas of Australian Soils
Australian soil types within the dataset buffer:

Symbol Soil Order Map Unit Description Distance

Pb4 Chromosol Mountainous at low to moderate elevation: moderate to steep hill slopes of hard 
acidic red soils (Dr2.21) with hard acidic yellow mottled soils (Dy3.21) and other 
(Dy) soils including (Dy2.2, Dy2.41, Dy2.71, Dy3.81) and (Dr) soils including 
(Dr2.61); in association with loamy soils with an A2 horizon (Um4.2 and Um4.1), 
shallow grey-brown sandy soils (Uc6.11), and rock outcrops; small areas of soils of 
unit Mh4 of Sheet 2 at the higher altitudes; small areas of (Dy3.41) soils in areas of 
restricted drainage at low altitudes; dissected by stream valleys, soils not 
described. As mapped on Sheet 3 (north of the Murray River), areas of unit Pf1 are 
included.

0m

Mk2 Dermosol Mountainous to sub-mountainous at moderate to low elevations: moderate to steep 
slopes at the relatively higher elevations of red and brown friable porous earths 
(Gn4.14 and Gn4.34) with smaller areas of (Gn4. 11 and Gn4.3 1 ); and gentle to 
steep slopes at the relatively lower elevations of red friable earths, such as 
(Gn3.14), and yellow leached earths, such as (Gn3.84), in the  relatively drier 
portions, other undescribed soils probably occur also..

409m

Atlas of Australian Soils: CSIRO
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Victorian Soil Type Mapping
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Data Sources: Property Boundaries -  
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Soils Landscapes
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Victorian Soil Type Mapping
Victorian Soil Types within the dataset buffer:

Symbol Description Distance

DEAA Red Dermosols 0m

DEAB Brown Dermosols 0m

KUAB Brown Kurosols 9m

Victorian Soil Type Mapping Data Source: Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Acid Sulfate Soils
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Atlas of Australian Acid Sulfate Soils
Atlas of Australian Acid Sulfate Soil categories within the dataset buffer:

Atlas of Australian Acid Sulfate Soils Data Source: CSIRO
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

PROBCLASS Description Distance

C Extremely low probability of occurrence. 1-5% chance of occurrence with occurrences in small localised 
areas.

0m

B Low Probability of occurrence. 6-70% chance of occurrence. 409m
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Acid Sulfate Soils
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Coastal Acid Sulfate Soils
What are the on-site Coastal Acid Sulfate Soil types?

Coastal Acid Sulfate Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Coastal Acid Sulfate Soil Types

There are no Acid Sulfate areas onsite

What are the Coastal Acid Sulfate Soil types within the dataset buffer?

Coastal Acid Sulfate Soil Types Distance Direction

There are no Acid Sulfate areas within the report buffer
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Planning Zones

Planning zones within the dataset buffer:

Planning
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Zone Code Description Distance Direction

GWZ4 GREEN WEDGE ZONE - SCHEDULE 4 0m Onsite

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 0m Onsite

GWAZ1 GREEN WEDGE A ZONE - SCHEDULE 1 0m North West

PCRZ PUBLIC CONSERVATION AND RESOURCE ZONE 0m West

SUZ2 SPECIAL USE ZONE - SCHEDULE 2 0m North

LDRZ LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL ZONE 20m East

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 20m East

RDZ1 ROAD ZONE - CATEGORY 1 93m North West

LDRZ LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL ZONE 97m South

PPRZ PUBLIC PARK AND RECREATION ZONE 100m East

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 106m North West

PPRZ PUBLIC PARK AND RECREATION ZONE 110m South

SUZ2 SPECIAL USE ZONE - SCHEDULE 2 127m South

LDRZ LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL ZONE 137m South East

LDRZ LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL ZONE 181m South

RCZ3 RURAL CONSERVATION ZONE - SCHEDULE 3 195m South

LDRZ LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL ZONE 202m East

GWZ4 GREEN WEDGE ZONE - SCHEDULE 4 213m North

PCRZ PUBLIC CONSERVATION AND RESOURCE ZONE 226m East

GWZ4 GREEN WEDGE ZONE - SCHEDULE 4 229m West

GWZ4 GREEN WEDGE ZONE - SCHEDULE 4 259m West

GWZ4 GREEN WEDGE ZONE - SCHEDULE 4 300m South West

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 304m South West

C1Z COMMERCIAL 1 ZONE 340m East

C1Z COMMERCIAL 1 ZONE 372m South East

RCZ3 RURAL CONSERVATION ZONE - SCHEDULE 3 405m North

PPRZ PUBLIC PARK AND RECREATION ZONE 428m East

PUZ7 PUBLIC USE ZONE - OTHER PUBLIC USE 437m South East

RCZ3 RURAL CONSERVATION ZONE - SCHEDULE 3 438m South East

C1Z COMMERCIAL 1 ZONE 471m South East

C1Z COMMERCIAL 1 ZONE 497m East
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Planning Zone Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Zone Code Description Distance Direction

C1Z COMMERCIAL 1 ZONE 563m East

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 582m West

PPRZ PUBLIC PARK AND RECREATION ZONE 594m West

RCZ3 RURAL CONSERVATION ZONE - SCHEDULE 3 784m South

RCZ3 RURAL CONSERVATION ZONE - SCHEDULE 3 893m South

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 958m South
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Planning Overlays

Planning overlays within the dataset buffer:

Planning
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Zone Code Description Distance Direction

BMO BUSHFIRE MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 0m Onsite

SLO3 SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 3 0m Onsite

ESO1-Z38 ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 1 (SITE Z38) 0m Onsite

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 0m Onsite

LSIO LAND SUBJECT TO INUNDATION OVERLAY 0m Onsite

SLO4 SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 4 0m North

ESO1-Z2 ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 1 (SITE Z2) 0m South West

SLO22 SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 22 20m East

HO335 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO335) 60m South East

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 82m North West

SLO22 SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 22 97m South

ESO1-Z31 ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 1 (SITE Z31) 106m North West

ESO1-B47 ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 1 (SITE B47) 106m North West

HO214 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO214) 127m West

SLO22 SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 22 137m South East

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 142m South West

ESO1-Z19 ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 1 (SITE Z19) 156m South

SLO22 SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 22 181m South

HO336 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO336) 192m South East

SLO22 SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 22 201m East

ESO1-Z38 ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 1 (SITE Z38) 229m North West

HO339 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO339) 260m South East

HO42 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO42) 277m South West

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 288m South East

HO348 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO348) 319m South West

DDO12 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 12 328m East

HO95 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO95) 370m South East

DDO12 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 12 372m South East

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 405m North

HO346 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO346) 440m East
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Planning Overlay Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Zone Code Description Distance Direction

DDO12 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 12 471m East

RO103 RESTRUCTURE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 103 474m South East

HO338 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO338) 490m East

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 536m East

RO96 RESTRUCTURE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 96 608m South West

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 612m East

HO337 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO337) 621m East

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 666m South East

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 736m South East

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 777m South East

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 779m South

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 888m South

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 893m South West

EMO EROSION MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 935m South East

HO343 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO343) 936m East
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Victorian Heritage Register

What are the Victorian Heritage Register items located within the dataset buffer?:

Victorian Heritage Register Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

Heritage
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

VHR Number Description Distance Direction

N/A No records within buffer

Commonwealth Heritage List

Heritage Data Source: Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy - Heritage Branch
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

What are the Commonwealth Heritage List Items located within the dataset buffer?

Place Id Name Address Place File No Class Status Register 
Date

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer

National Heritage List

Heritage Data Source: Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy - Heritage Branch
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

What are the National Heritage List Items located within the dataset buffer?
Note. Please click on Place Id to activate a hyperlink to online website.

Place Id Name Address Place File No Class Status Register 
Date

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer
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Areas of Cultural Heritage Sensitivity as specified in Division 3 of Part 2 in the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage 
Regulations 2018, within the dataset buffer:

Heritage
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Cultural Heritage Sensitivity Data Custodian: State Government Victoria -  Department of Premier and Cabinet
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

Cultural Heritage Sensitivity

Map Id Distance Direction

2184 0m Onsite

3383 0m Onsite

3936 0m Onsite

2181 45m North West

12334 106m North East

35607 360m South West

3935 531m South

34800 571m East

3937 663m South

2182 715m North West

2180 763m West
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Map ID Feature Plan No LGA Gazetted Date Distance Direction

74 Designated Bushfire Prone 
Area

LEGL./20-304 YARRA RANGES 07/09/2020 0m Onsite

Natural Hazards

Bushfire Prone Areas

What are the designated bushfire prone areas within the dataset buffer?

Bushfire Prone Area Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Transport, Planning & Local Infrastructure
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Map Id Fire Type Fire Key Season Fire No Fire Name Treatment Fire Cover Start Date Dist
(m)

Direction

24246 BUSHFIRE W193999999 1939 999 FIRE 0m Onsite

11496 BURN 2016 PT0037 WARBURTO
N - HOOKS 
ROAD

FUEL 
REDUCTION

50-69 26/04/2016 182m South 
West

11042 BUSHFIRE W198399999 1983 999 FIRE 0-9 203m East

10850 BUSHFIRE W199118024 1991 024 FIRE 302m South

12302 BURN 2016 PT0037 WARBURTO
N - HOOKS 
ROAD

FUEL 
REDUCTION

70-89 26/04/2016 406m South 
West

11503 BURN 2017 PT0044 Warburton - 
Mount Little 
Joe Summit

FUEL 
REDUCTION

90-100 18/04/2017 493m South 
West

12301 BURN 2016 PT0037 WARBURTO
N - HOOKS 
ROAD

FUEL 
REDUCTION

70-89 26/04/2016 503m South

12181 BURN 2007 999 FUEL 
REDUCTION

70-89 17/09/2006 565m South 
West

11696 BURN 2018 PP-YRA-
POW-0008

Warburton - 
Mt Little Joe 
Track

FUEL 
REDUCTION

20/04/2018 632m South 
West

11697 BURN 2018 PP-YRA-
POW-0008

Warburton - 
Mt Little Joe 
Track

FUEL 
REDUCTION

20/04/2018 667m South 
West

11698 BURN 2018 PP-YRA-
POW-0008

Warburton - 
Mt Little Joe 
Track

FUEL 
REDUCTION

20/04/2018 710m South 
West

11694 BURN 2018 PP-YRA-
POW-0008

Warburton - 
Mt Little Joe 
Track

FUEL 
REDUCTION

20/04/2018 807m South 
West

11695 BURN 2018 PP-YRA-
POW-0008

Warburton - 
Mt Little Joe 
Track

FUEL 
REDUCTION

20/04/2018 817m South 
West

11693 BURN 2018 PP-YRA-
POW-0008

Warburton - 
Mt Little Joe 
Track

FUEL 
REDUCTION

20/04/2018 833m South 
West

12128 BUSHFIRE 2013 WARBURTO
N - MOUNT 
LITTLE JOE

FIRE 04/01/2013 860m South 
West

Fire History

What are the fire history records of fires primarily on public land, within the dataset buffer?

17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799

Fire History Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning Creative 
Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en
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Flood - 1 in 100 year modelled flood extent

What 1 in 100 year flood extent features exist within the dataset buffer?

Flood Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Feature Source Method Scale Modified Date Distance Direction

100 Year Flood Outline Melbourne Water Modelled 03/10/2013 0m Onsite
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Description Distance Direction

No records within buffer

Natural Hazards

Victorian Coastal Inundation Sea Level Rise

What coastal inundation sea level rise features exist within the dataset buffer?

Victorian Coastal Inundation Sea Level Rise Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & 
Planning
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799
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Veg Code EVC Name EVCCode Group Subgroup Bioregion Conservation 
Status

Geographic 
Occurance

Distance

HSF_0018 Riparian Forest 0018 Riparian Scrubs 
or Swampy 
Scrubs and 
Woodlands

Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Least Concern Common 0m

HSF_0029 Damp Forest 0029 Wet or Damp 
Forests

Damp Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Least Concern Common 0m

HSF_0030 Wet Forest 0030 Wet or Damp 
Forests

Wet Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Least Concern Common 0m

HSF_0023 Herb-rich Foothill 
Forest

0023 Dry Forests Sheltered 
and/or higher 
altitude

Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Least Concern Common 325m

HSF_0016 Lowland Forest 0016 Lowland 
Forests

Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Least Concern Common 391m

HSF_0045 Shrubby Foothill 
Forest

0045 Dry Forests Sheltered 
and/or higher 
altitude

Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Least Concern Common 399m

HSF_0126 Swampy Riparian 
Complex

0126 Riparian Scrubs 
or Swampy 
Scrubs and 
Woodlands

Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Endangered Common 906m

Ecological Constraints

Native Vegetation (Modelled 2005 Ecological Vegetation Classes)

What native vegetation exists within the dataset buffer?

Native Vegetation Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Map ID Site Name Lake Name Distance Direction

N/A No records within buffer

Ramsar Wetlands

What Ramsar wetland areas exist within the dataset buffer?

Ramsar Wetland Area Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799
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Ecological Constraints - Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems Atlas
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799
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GDE Type Name GDE Potential Geomorphology Ecosystem 
Type

Aquifer Geology Distance

Aquatic YTHAN 
CREEK

Moderate potential GDE - from 
national assessment

Dissected high plateaus 
on various resistant 
rocks, with isolated high 
plains.

River Unconsolidated 
sedimentary

0m

Aquatic YARRA 
RIVER

High potential GDE - from 
national assessment

Dissected high plateaus 
on various resistant 
rocks, with isolated high 
plains.

River Fractured rock 40m

Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems Atlas

What GDEs exist within the dataset buffer?

Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems Atlas Data Source: The Bureau of Meteorology
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Ecological Constraints
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799
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17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799
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GDE Type Name IDE 
Likelih
ood

Geomorphology Ecosystem 
Type

Aquifer Geology Distance

Aquatic YTHAN 
CREEK

1 Dissected high plateaus on various 
resistant rocks, with isolated high 
plains.

River Unconsolidated sedimentary 0m

Aquatic YARRA 
RIVER

2 Dissected high plateaus on various 
resistant rocks, with isolated high 
plains.

River Unconsolidated sedimentary 79m

Inflow Dependent Ecosystems Likelihood

What IDEs exist within the dataset buffer?

Inflow Dependent Ecosystems Likelihood Data Source: The Bureau of Meteorology
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Ecological Constraints
17 Dammans Road, Warburton, VIC 3799
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LC Code Location Confidence

Premise match Georeferenced to the site location / premise or part of site

General area or suburb match Georeferenced with the confidence of the general/approximate area

Road match Georeferenced to the road or rail

Road intersection Georeferenced to the road intersection

Feature is a buffered point Feature is a buffered point

Land adjacent to geocoded site Land adjacent to Georeferenced Site

Network of features Georeferenced to a network of features

Location Confidences
Where Lotsearch has had to georeference features from supplied addresses, a location confidence has 
been assigned to the data record. This indicates a confidence to the positional accuracy of the feature. 
Where applicable, a code is given under the field heading “LC” or “LocConf”. These codes lookup to the 
following location confidences:
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USE OF REPORT - APPLICABLE TERMS

The following terms apply to any person (End User) who is given the Report by the person who purchased the 
Report from Lotsearch Pty Ltd (ABN: 89 600 168 018) (Lotsearch) or who otherwise has access to the Report 
(Terms). The contract terms that apply between Lotsearch and the purchaser of the Report are specified in the 
order form pursuant to which the Report was ordered and the terms set out below are of no effect as between 
Lotsearch and the purchaser of the Report.

1. End User acknowledges and agrees that:
(a) the Report is compiled from or using content (Third Party Content) which is comprised of:

(i) content provided to Lotsearch by third party content suppliers with whom Lotsearch
has contractual arrangements or content which is freely available or methodologies
licensed to Lotsearch by third parties with whom Lotsearch has contractual
arrangements (Third Party Content Suppliers); and

(ii) content which is derived from content described in paragraph (i);
(b) Neither Lotsearch nor Third Party Content Suppliers takes any responsibility for or give any

warranty in relation to the accuracy or completeness of any Third Party Content included in
the Report including any contaminated land assessment or other assessment included as part
of a Report;

(c) the Third Party Content Suppliers do not constitute an exhaustive set of all repositories
or sources of information available in relation to the property which is the subject of the
Report (Property) and accordingly neither Lotsearch nor Third Party Content Suppliers
gives any warranty in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the Third Party Content
incorporated into the report including any contaminated land assessment or other
assessment included as part of a Report;

(d) Reports are generated at a point in time (as specified by the date/time stamp appearing
on the Report) and accordingly the Report is based on the information available at that
point in time and Lotsearch is not obliged to undertake any additional reporting to take
into consideration any information that may become available between the point in time
specified by the date/time stamp and the date on which the Report was provided by
Lotsearch to the purchaser of the Report;

(e) Reports must be used or reproduced in their entirety and End User must not reproduce or
make available to other persons only parts of the Report;

(f) Lotsearch has not undertaken any physical inspection of the property;
 (g) neither Lotsearch nor Third Party Content Suppliers warrants that all land uses or features

whether past or current are identified in the Report;
(h) the Report does not include any information relating to the actual state or condition of the

Property;
(i) the Report should not be used or taken to indicate or exclude actual fitness or unfitness of Land

or Property for any particular purpose
(j) the Report should not be relied upon for determining saleability or value or making any other

decisions in relation to the Property and in particular should not be taken to be a rating or
assessment of the desirability or market value of the property or its features; and

(k) the End User should undertake its own inspections of the Land or Property to satisfy itself that
there are no defects or failures

2. The End User may not make the Report or any copies or extracts of the report or any part of it
available to any other person. If End User wishes to provide the Report to any other person or make
extracts or copies of the Report, it must contact the purchaser of the Report before doing so to
ensure the proposed use is consistent with the contract terms between Lotsearch and the purchaser.

3. Neither Lotsearch (nor any of its officers, employees or agents) nor any of its Third Party Content
Suppliers will have any liability to End User or any person to whom End User provides the Report and
End User must not represent that Lotsearch or any of its Third Party Content Suppliers accepts
liability to any such person or make any other representation to any such person on behalf of
Lotsearch or any Third Party Content Supplier.

4. The End User hereby to the maximum extent permitted by law:
(a) acknowledges that the Lotsearch (nor any of its officers, employees or agents), nor any

of its Third Party Content Supplier have any liability to it under or in connection with the
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Report or these Terms;
(b) waives any right it may have to claim against Third Party Content Supplier in connection

with the Report, or the negotiation of, entry into, performance of, or termination of
these Terms; and

(c) releases each Third Party Content Supplier from any claim it may have otherwise had in
connection with the Report, or the negotiation of, entry into, performance of, or
termination of these Terms.

5. The End User acknowledges that any Third Party Supplier shall be entitled to plead the benefits
conferred on it under clause 4, despite not being a party to these terms.

6. End User must not remove any copyright notices, trade marks, digital rights management
information, other embedded information, disclaimers or limitations from the Report or
authorise any person to do so.

7. End User acknowledges and agrees that Lotsearch and Third Party Content Suppliers retain
ownership of all copyright, patent, design right (registered or unregistered), trade marks (registered
or unregistered), database right or other data right, moral right or know how or any other intellectual
property right in any Report or any other item, information or data included in or provided as part of
a Report.

8. To the extent permitted by law and subject to paragraph 9, all implied terms, representations and
warranties whether statutory or otherwise relating to the subject matter of these Terms other than
as expressly set out in these Terms are excluded.

9. Subject to paragraph 6, Lotsearch excludes liability to End User for loss or damage of any kind,
however caused, due to Lotsearch's negligence, breach of contract, breach of any law, in equity,
under indemnities or otherwise, arising out of all acts, omissions and events whenever occurring.

10. Lotsearch acknowledges that if, under applicable State, Territory or Commonwealth law, End User is
a consumer certain rights may be conferred on End User which cannot be excluded, restricted or
modified. If so, and if that law applies to Lotsearch, then, Lotsearch's liability is limited to the
greater of an amount equal to the cost of resupplying the Report and the maximum extent
permitted under applicable laws.

11. Subject to paragraph 9, neither Lotsearch nor the End User is liable to the other for:
(a) any indirect, incidental, consequential, special or exemplary damages arising out of or in relation

to the Report or these Terms; or
(b) any loss of profit, loss of revenue, loss of interest, loss of data, loss of goodwill or loss of business 

opportunities, business interruption arising directly or indirectly out of or in relation to the
Report or these Terms,

        irrespective of how that liability arises including in contract or tort, liability under indemnity or for             
       any other common law, equitable or statutory cause of action or otherwise.
12. These Terms are subject to New South Wales law.
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Address: 60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Date: 20 Nov 2020 12:11:21

Disclaimer:
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of some of the site history, environmental risk and planning 
information available, affecting an individual address or geographical area in which the property is located. It is not a 
substitute for an on-site inspection or review of other available reports and records. It is not intended to be, and should 
not be taken to be, a rating or assessment of the desirability or market value of the property or its features.
You should obtain independent advice before you make any decision based on the information within the report.
The detailed terms applicable to use of this report are set out at the end of this report. 

Reference: LS016205 EP
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Dataset Listing
Datasets contained within this report, detailing their source and data currency:

Dataset Name Custodian Supply 
Date

Currency 
Date

Update 
Frequency

Dataset 
Buffer
(m)

No. 
Features 
Onsite

No. 
Features 
within 
100m

No. 
Features 
in Buffer

Topographic and Cadastre 
data

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

10/11/2020 10/11/2020 Monthly - - - -

Current EPA Priority Sites Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 30/09/2020 30/09/2020 Monthly 1000 0 0 0

Former EPA Priority Sites & 
other Remedial Notices

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 04/11/2019 04/11/2019 Monthly 1000 0 0 0

EPA PFAS Site Investigations Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 03/08/2020 10/10/2019 Monthly 2000 0 0 0

Defence PFAS Investigation 
& Management Program - 
Investigation Sites

Department of Defence 14/10/2020 14/10/2020 Monthly 2000 0 0 0

Defence PFAS Investigation 
& Management Program - 
Management Sites

Department of Defence 14/10/2020 14/10/2020 Monthly 2000 0 0 0

Airservices Australia National 
PFAS Management Program

Airservices Australia 10/11/2020 10/11/2020 Monthly 2000 0 0 0

Defence 3 Year Regional 
Contamination Investigation 
Program

Department of Defence 16/11/2020 16/11/2020 Monthly 2000 0 0 0

EPA Environmental Audit 
Reports

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 11/11/2020 11/11/2020 Monthly 1000 1 1 1

EPA Groundwater Zones with 
Restricted Uses

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 11/11/2020 11/11/2020 Monthly 1000 0 0 0

Current EPA Licensed 
Activities

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 11/11/2020 11/11/2020 Monthly 1000 0 0 1

Former EPA Licensed 
Activities

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 11/11/2020 11/11/2020 Monthly 1000 0 0 1

EPA Works Approvals Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 11/11/2020 11/11/2020 Monthly 1000 0 0 0

National Waste Management 
Facilities Database

Geoscience Australia 12/11/2020 07/03/2017 Quarterly 1000 0 1 1

Statewide Waste and 
Resource Recovery 
Infrastructure Plan Facilities

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Sustainability

27/11/2014 31/12/2012 None 
planned

1000 0 1 1

EPA Prescribed Industrial 
Waste

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 12/08/2020 12/08/2020 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

EPA Victorian Landfill 
Register

Environment Protection Authority (Vic) 16/10/2020 16/10/2020 Quarterly 1000 0 1 1

Former Gasworks Various historical sources collated by 
Lotsearch

15/08/2017 15/08/2017 Not 
required

1000 0 0 0

National Liquid Fuel Facilities Geoscience Australia 12/11/2020 15/03/2012 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

Historical Business 
Directories (Premise & 
Intersection Matches)

Hardie Grant; Sands & McDougall, State 
Library Victoria

Not 
required

150 0 0 0

Historical Business 
Directories (Road & Area 
Matches)

Hardie Grant; Sands & McDougall, State 
Library Victoria

Not 
required

150 - 16 16

Historical Business Directory 
Dry Cleaners & Motor 
Garages/Service Stations 
(Premise & Intersection 
Matches)

Hardie Grant; Sands & McDougall, State 
Library Victoria

Not 
required

500 0 0 0

Historical Business Directory 
Dry Cleaners & Motor 
Garages/Service Stations 
(Road & Area Matches)

Hardie Grant; Sands & McDougall, State 
Library Victoria

Not 
required

500 - 5 5

Features of Interest State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

28/08/2020 28/08/2020 Quarterly 1000 7 12 20

Hydrogeology Map of 
Australia

Commonwealth of Australia (Geoscience 
Australia)

08/10/2014 17/03/2000 As required 1000 1 1 1

Groundwater Salinity State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

14/08/2015 29/08/2012 Unknown 0 1 - -

Depth to Watertable State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

14/08/2015 29/08/2012 Unknown 0 3 - -
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Dataset Name Custodian Supply 
Date

Currency 
Date

Update 
Frequency

Dataset 
Buffer
(m)

No. 
Features 
Onsite

No. 
Features 
within 
100m

No. 
Features 
in Buffer

Surface Elevation State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

14/08/2015 23/09/2013 Unknown 0 1 - -

Basement Elevation State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

14/08/2015 23/09/2013 Unknown 0 1 - -

Groundwater Boreholes 
WMIS

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

12/11/2020 12/11/2020 Quarterly 2000 0 0 16

Groundwater Boreholes 
Earth Resources Database

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

27/07/2018 17/02/2010 As required 2000 0 0 3

Groundwater Boreholes Fed 
Uni

Federation University Australia 21/12/2017 07/01/2014 As required 2000 0 0 0

Historical Mining Activity - 
Shafts

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

18/10/2018 20/07/2018 As required 1000 0 0 0

Geological Units 1:250,000 State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

13/01/2015 24/06/2014 Unknown 1000 2 - 5

Geological Structures 
1:250,000

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

13/01/2015 24/06/2014 Unknown 1000 0 - 0

Shear zones 250k State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

13/01/2015 24/06/2014 Unknown 1000 0 - 0

Atlas of Australian Soils ABARES 19/05/2017 17/02/2011 As required 1000 2 2 3

Victorian Soil Type Mapping State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

24/08/2017 21/03/2016 Unknown 1000 2 2 5

Atlas of Australian Acid 
Sulfate Soils

CSIRO 19/01/2017 21/02/2013 As required 1000 2 2 2

Coastal Acid Sulfate Soils State Government Victoria - Department 
of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources

28/03/2017 30/03/2011 None 
planned

1000 0 0 0

Planning Scheme Zones State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

10/11/2020 04/11/2020 Monthly 1000 2 9 34

Planning Scheme Overlay State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

10/11/2020 04/11/2020 Monthly 1000 3 4 15

Commonwealth Heritage List Australian Government Department of 
Agriculture, Water and the Environment

18/08/2020 20/11/2019 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

National Heritage List Australian Government Department of 
Agriculture, Water and the Environment

18/08/2020 20/11/2019 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

Victorian Heritage Register State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

04/11/2020 04/11/2020 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

Cultural Heritage Sensitivity State Government Victoria - Department 
of Premier and Cabinet

01/09/2020 06/08/2020 Quarterly 1000 1 2 4

Bushfire Prone Area State Government Victoria - Department 
of Transport, Planning and Local 
Infrastructure

10/11/2020 07/09/2020 Quarterly 1000 1 1 1

Fire History State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

01/09/2020 18/08/2020 Quarterly 1000 4 6 23

Flood - 1 in 100 Year 
Modelled Flood Extent

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

10/11/2020 18/11/2014 Quarterly 1000 0 0 0

Victorian Coastal Inundation 
Sea Level Rise

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

10/04/2018 24/10/2017 Unknown 1000 0 0 0

Native Vegetation (Modelled 
2005 Ecological Vegetation 
Classes)

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

13/01/2015 31/12/2005 None 
planned

1000 4 4 8

Ramsar Wetland Areas in 
Victoria

State Government Victoria - Department 
of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

28/03/2017 24/06/2013 None 
planned

1000 0 0 0

Groundwater Dependent 
Ecosystems Atlas

Bureau of Meteorology 14/08/2017 15/05/2017 Unknown 1000 1 1 2

Inflow Dependent 
Ecosystems Likelihood

Bureau of Meteorology 14/08/2017 15/05/2017 Unknown 1000 1 1 4
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Topographic Data

Data Sources: Property Boundaries -  
State Government Victoria - Department of Environment, 
Land, Water & Planning
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60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799
         

Elevation Contours (m AHD)

Data Sources: Property Boundaries -  
State Government Victoria - Department of Environment, 
Land, Water & Planning

Accuracy & Currency: The vertical accuracy of these contours is +/-0.5m 
and must therefore not be used for any design or engineering works, 
but only as a general guide to topography. Gaps may occur along contour
lines due to vertical topography, obscured topography in the source 
mapping such as buildings, quarries, dense vegetation or dead ground, 
or the fact that original buildings have been replaced in the intervening 
forty years since the original contour capture. Original contour capture 
occurred between 1970 and 1985.
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EPA Priority Sites & Pollution Notices
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Current EPA Priority Sites Register

Sites on the current EPA priority sites register that exist within the dataset buffer:

Priority Sites Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

Notice No Address Suburb Issue Loc 
Conf

Dist
(m)

Direction

N/A No records in buffer

Former EPA Priority Sites & Other Pollution Notices

Sites within the dataset buffer that have been issued a Pollution Notice:
Note. Due to pollution notices being revoked and removed from published lists this is not 
an exhaustive list of all past pollution notices.

Pollution Notice Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

Notice No Notice 
Type

Company Address Suburb Status Issue Date 
Issued

Loc 
Conf

Dist Dir

N/A No records 
in buffer
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PFAS Investigation & Management Programs
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Airservices Australia National PFAS Management Program

Sites being investigated or managed by Airservices Australia for PFAS contamination within the dataset 
buffer:

Map ID Site Name Impacts Location 
Confidence

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer

Airservices Australia National PFAS Management Program Data Custodian: Airservices Australia

Defence PFAS Investigation & Management Program
Investigation Sites

Sites being investigated by the Department of Defence for PFAS contamination within the dataset buffer:

Map ID Base Name Address Location 
Confidence

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer

Defence PFAS Investigation & Management Program Data Custodian: Department of Defence, Australian Government

EPA PFAS Site Investigations

Sites being investigated by the EPA for PFAS contamination within the dataset buffer:

Map ID Site Name Address Location 
Confidence

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer

EPA PFAS Site Investigations Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

Defence PFAS Investigation & Management Program
Management Sites

Sites being managed by the Department of Defence for PFAS contamination within the dataset buffer:

Map ID Base Name Address Location 
Confidence

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer

Defence PFAS Investigation & Management Program Data Custodian: Department of Defence, Australian Government

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 8



Defence Sites

Sites which have been assessed as part of the Defence 3 Year Regional Contamination Investigation 
Program within the dataset buffer:

Defence 3 Year Regional Contamination Investigation Program, Data Custodian: Department of Defence, Australian Government

Property ID Base Name Address Known 
Contamination

Loc 
Conf

Dist Dir

N/A No records in buffer

Defence 3 Year Regional Contamination Investigation Program 

60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799
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CARMS 
No

Transaction 
No

Site Address Suburb Date 
Complete

Audit 
Category

Loc Conf Distance Direction

68515-9 8004360 Forest audit 
program and the 
assessment of 
forest coupe plans 
located in State 
Forests within the 
Central, 
Dandenong and 
Bendigo Forest 
Management 
Areas. Note. 
Lotsearch cannot 
obtain the specific 
locations of the 
coupes being 
assessed

DANDENONG VIC 
3175

DANDENONG 11/02/2015 53V Audit 
recommend
ations

Area 
Match

0m Onsite

EPA Environmental Audits

EPA environmental audit records that exist within the dataset buffer:
Note. Please click on CARMS No. to activate a hyperlink to online documentation. If link does not 
work, documentation may still be accessible via the EPA Interaction Portal.

Environmental Audit Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

EPA Records
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 11

http://apps.epa.vic.gov.au/EnvAuditFiles/53V/68515-9/68515-9_a.pdf


EPA Groundwater Zones with Restricted Uses

EPA GQRUZ records that exist within the dataset buffer:
Note. Please click on CARMS No. to activate a hyperlink to online documentation. 

Environmental GQRUZ Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

CARMS 
No

EPA Id Site History Site Address Restricted Uses Status Loc Conf Distance Direction

N/A No records 
in buffer

EPA Records
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 12
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EPA Licensed Activities

EPA licensed activities that exist within the dataset buffer:

Licensed Activity Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

Trans 
No

Licence 
No

Licence Type Organisation Premise 
Ref

Premise 
Address 1

Premise Address 
2

Activities Loc 
Conf

Dist
(m)

Direction

3026781 3654 Licence HOULIHAN, 
RICHARD 
WINTON 
[WESBURN]

21 BRITANNIA 
CREEK RD

WESBURN A03 Sewage 
Treatment

Premise 
Match

489m South 
West

EPA Activities
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

EPA Works Approvals

EPA works approvals that exist within the dataset buffer:

Works Approvals Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

Transaction 
No

Status Approval 
No

Organisation Premise 
Address

Suburb Scheduled 
Categories

Loc Conf Dist
(m)

Direction

N/A No records 
in buffer

Licence No Organisation Premise Address Suburb Activities Loc 
Conf

Dist
(m)

Direction

EW797#5 HOULIHAN, RICHARD 
WINTON [WESBURN]

21 Britannia Creek Rd WESBURN VIC 
3799

A03 Sewage 
Treatment

Premise Match 489m South West

Former EPA Licensed Activities

Former EPA licensed activities that exist within the dataset buffer:

Former Licensed Activity Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Environmental Protection Authority (EPA)

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 14
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Waste Management Facilities & Landfills
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National Waste Management Site Database

Sites on the National Waste Management Site Database within the dataset buffer:

Waste Management Facilities & Landfills
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Waste Management Facilities Data Source: Australian Government Geoscience Australia
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Site 
Id

Owner Name Address Suburb Class Landfill Reprocess Transfer Comments Loc Conf Dist
(m)

Direction

2470 Yarra 
Ranges 
Shire 
Council

Wesburn 
Recovery 
and Waste 
Transfer 
Station

Old 
Warburton 
Road

Wesburn Transfer 
Station

Operation
al

Premise 
Match

21m South

Map Id Owner Site Name Address Suburb Category Sub Category Loc Conf Distance Direction

396 Yarra Ranges 
Shire Council

Wesburn Recovery & 
Waste Transfer 
Station

Old Warburton Rd Wesburn Municipal Waste MSW Transfer 
station

Premise 
Match

21m South

Statewide Waste and Resource Recovery Infrastructure Plan Facilities

Statewide Waste and Resource Recovery Infrastructure Plan Facilities within the dataset buffer:

Map 
Id

Company Name Address Suburb Treatment
/Disposal

Transport Accredited 
Agent

EPA List 
Status

Loc Conf Dist'
(m)

Direct

N/A No records in buffer

SWRRIPF Data Source: State Government Victoria - Department of Sustainability

Prescribed Industrial Waste Data Source: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

EPA Prescribed Industrial Waste

EPA Prescribed Industrial Waste treaters, disposers and permitted transporters within the dataset buffer:

EPA Victorian Landfill Register

EPA Victorian Landfill Register sites within the dataset buffer:

EPA Victorian Landfill Register Data Source: State Government Victoria - Environment Protection Authority (EPA)

Landfill 
Register 
No.

Site Address Operating 
Status

Est. Year 
Of 
Closure

Waste type Loc Conf Dist'
(m)

Direction

10472 Pt C/A 203, Parish Of 
Warburton

689 Old Warburton Road, 
Wesburn, VIC 3799 

Closed 1993 Not available As 
Supplied

21m South

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 16

http://www.environment.gov.au/node/12996


Former Gasworks

Former Gasworks identified from various historical sources within the dataset buffer:
Note - As this is a dataset collated from various historical sources, it is not an exhaustive list of all former 
Gasworks

Former Gasworks and Liquid Fuel Facilities
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Former Gasworks Data Source: Collated from various historical sources

Map Id Site Name Date Opened Year Closed Location 
Confidence

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer

National Liquid Fuel Facilities Data Source: Geoscience Australia
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Map 
Id

Owner Name Address Suburb Class Operational 
Status

Operator Revision 
Date

Loc 
Conf

Dist
(m)

Direction

N/A No records 
in buffer

National Liquid Fuel Facilties within the dataset buffer:

National Liquid Fuel Facilities

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 17
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Historical Business Directories
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Data Sources: Reproduced with permission of UBD and Hardie Grant Media Pty Ltd DD 01/08/2018
Sands & McDougall's Directory - Digitised by State Library Victoria
Property Boundaries © State Government Victoria - Dept. of Environment, Land, Water & Planning 2020
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Map Id Business Activity Premise Ref No. Year Location 
Confidence

Distance to 
Property 
Boundary or 
Road 
Intersection

Direction

No records in buffer

Business Directory Content reproduced with permission of UBD and Hardie Grant Media Pty Ltd DD 01/08/2018 and Sands 
& McDougall's Directory of Victoria (Digitised by State Library Victoria)

Universal Business Directory and Sands & McDougall Directory records, from years 1991, 1984, 1980, 
1977, 1970, 1960, 1950, 1945, 1925 & 1905, mapped to a premise or road intersection within the dataset 
buffer:

Business Directory Records 1905-1991
Premise or Road Intersection Matches

60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Historical Business Directories

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 19



Map Id Business Activity Premise Ref No. Year Location 
Confidence

Distance to 
Road 
Corridor or 
Area

1 MOTOR GARAGES &/OR 
ENGINEERS &/OR SERVICE 
STATIONS.

Barker Bros. Auto Service, Main Rd., Wesburn. 489 1980 Road Match 0m

MOTOR GARAGES &/OR 
ENGINEERS &/OR SERVICE 
STATIONS.

Caddys Roadhouse, Main Rd., Wesburn. 778 1980 Road Match 0m

MOTOR GARAGES &/OR 
ENGINEERS &/OR SERVICE 
STATIONS.

Wesburn Trading Co. (Shell),. Main Rd., Wesburn. 2057 1980 Road Match 0m

MOTOR GARAGES&/OR 
ENGINEERS &/OR SERVICE 
STATIONS.

Barker Bros. Auto Service., Main Rd., Wesburn 3139 24780 1977 Road Match 0m

PHOTOGRAPHERS-
GENERAL.

Bates. F., Main Rd., Wesburn. 3139 28711 1977 Road Match 0m

CHAIN SAWS SALES &/OR 
SERVICE.

Burge, G. L. & V. A., Main Rd., Wesburn. 3139 6912 1977 Road Match 0m

WELDERS-ELECTRIC &/OR 
OXY- ACETYLENE.

Burge, G. L. & V. A., Main Rd., Wesburn. 3139 39524 1977 Road Match 0m

CAFES, TEA ROOMS &/OR 
COFFEE LOUNGES.

Caddys Roadhouse., Main Rd., Wesburn. 3139 5575 1977 Road Match 0m

MOTOR GARAGES&/OR 
ENGINEERS &/OR SERVICE 
STATIONS.

Caddys Roadhouse., Main Rd., Wesburn.3139 25055 1977 Road Match 0m

PLUMBERS. Gundry, K., Main Rd., Wesburn. 3139 31509 1977 Road Match 0m

FISH SHOPS. Miadenov, G., Main Rd., Wesburn. 3139 15276 1977 Road Match 0m

TAXI PROPRIETORS. Miadenov. G., Main Rd., Wesburn. 3139 37021 1977 Road Match 0m

TIMBER MERCHANTS, 
SAWMILLER ETC.

St. Clair Timber Co. Pty. Ltd., Main Rd., Wesburn. 
3139

37840 1977 Road Match 0m

UPHOLSTERERS. Trad Furniture., Main Rd., Wesburn. 3139 38934 1977 Road Match 0m

GUEST HOUSES. Wesburn Lodge., Main Rd., Wesburn. 3139 18688 1977 Road Match 0m

BUILDERS SUPPLIES. Yazxhi, I., Main Rd., Wesburn. 3139 4353 1977 Road Match 0m

Business Directory Content reproduced with permission of UBD and Hardie Grant Media Pty Ltd DD 01/08/2018 and Sands 
& McDougall's Directory of Victoria (Digitised by State Library Victoria)

Universal Business Directory and Sands & McDougall Directory records, from years 1991, 1984, 1980, 
1977, 1970, 1960, 1950, 1945, 1925 & 1905, mapped to a road or an area, within the dataset buffer. 
Records are mapped to the road when a building number is not supplied, cannot be found, or the road has 
been renumbered since the directory was published:

Business Directory Records 1905-1991
Road or Area Matches

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 20
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Dry Cleaners, Motor Garages & Service Stations
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Data Sources: Reproduced with permission of UBD and Hardie Grant Media Pty Ltd DD 01/08/2018
Sands & McDougall's  D irectory - Digitised by State Library Victoria
Property Boundaries © S tate Government Victoria - Dept. of Environment, Land, Water & Planning 2020

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 20 November 2020
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Map Id Business Activity Premise Ref No. Year Location 
Confidence

Distance to 
Property 
Boundary 
or Road 
Intersection

Direction

No records in buffer

Business Directory Content reproduced with permission of UBD and Hardie Grant Media Pty Ltd DD 01/08/2018 and Sands 
& McDougall's Directory of Victoria (Digitised by State Library Victoria)

Dry Cleaners, Motor Garages & Service Stations from Sands & McDougall's Directories and UBD Business 
Directories, mapped to a premise or road intersection within the dataset buffer.

Dry Cleaners, Motor Garages & Service Stations 
Premise or Road Intersection Matches

60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Historical Business Directories

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 22



Map Id Business Activity Premise Ref No. Year Location 
Confidence

Distance to 
Road 
Corridor or 
Area

1 MOTOR GARAGES &/OR 
ENGINEERS &/OR SERVICE 
STATIONS.

Barker Bros. Auto Service, Main Rd., Wesburn. 489 1980 Road Match 0m

MOTOR GARAGES &/OR 
ENGINEERS &/OR SERVICE 
STATIONS.

Caddys Roadhouse, Main Rd., Wesburn. 778 1980 Road Match 0m

MOTOR GARAGES &/OR 
ENGINEERS &/OR SERVICE 
STATIONS.

Wesburn Trading Co. (Shell),. Main Rd., Wesburn. 2057 1980 Road Match 0m

MOTOR GARAGES&/OR 
ENGINEERS &/OR SERVICE 
STATIONS.

Barker Bros. Auto Service., Main Rd., Wesburn 3139 24780 1977 Road Match 0m

MOTOR GARAGES&/OR 
ENGINEERS &/OR SERVICE 
STATIONS.

Caddys Roadhouse., Main Rd., Wesburn.3139 25055 1977 Road Match 0m

Business Directory Content reproduced with permission of UBD and Hardie Grant Media Pty Ltd DD 01/08/2018 and Sands 
& McDougall's Directory of Victoria (Digitised by State Library Victoria)

Dry Cleaners, Motor Garages & Service Stations from UBD Business Directories and Sands & McDougall's 
Directories, mapped to a road or an area within the dataset buffer. Records are mapped to the road when a 
building number is not supplied, cannot be found, or the road has been renumbered since the directory was 
published.

Dry Cleaners, Motor Garages & Service Stations 
Road or Area Matches

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 23
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Aerial Imagery 2015
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799
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Aerial Imagery 2010
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery: © 2020 Google Inc, used 
with permission. Google and the Google logo are 
registered trademarks of Google Inc.
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Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 2001
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery: © 2020 Google Inc, used 
with permission. Google and the Google logo are 
registered trademarks of Google Inc.

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1991
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery:
© Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(Vicmap Topographic Mapping Program) 

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1985
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery:
© Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(Vicmap Topographic Mapping Program) 

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1978
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery:
© Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(Vicmap Topographic Mapping Program) 

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1976
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery:
© Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(Vicmap Topographic Mapping Program) 

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1961
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery:
© Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(Vicmap Topographic Mapping Program) 

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1953
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery:
© Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(Vicmap Topographic Mapping Program) 

Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Aerial Imagery 1944
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Data Source Aerial Imagery: ©2020 Geoscience Australia Coordinate System:
GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

Date: 19 November 2020
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Historical Map 2009
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799
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Historical Map 1998
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Date: 20 November 2020Scale: Data Sources: Maps reproduced from 1998, Edition 26
of the Melway Street Directory0 200 400 600 800100
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Historical Map 1986
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Date: 20 November 2020Scale: Data Sources: Maps reproduced from 1986, Edition 16
of the Melway Street Directory0 200 400 600 800100
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Historical Map 1972
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Date: 20 November 2020Scale:
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Features of Interest

Features of Interest

60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Features of Interest Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Feature Id Feature Type Feature Sub Type Name Distance Direction

80861 reserve park Wesburn Park 0m Onsite

628859 sport facility sports ground 0m Onsite

633165 community venue hall Wesburn Public Hall 0m Onsite

646770 emergency facility ses unit Vicses Upper Yarra 0m Onsite

982943 sport facility netball court 0m Onsite

982944 sport facility sports ground 0m Onsite

1216139 sport facility equestrian facility 0m Onsite

1006831 education centre education complex 0m North West

1214494 recreational resource playground 6m North West

178511 place of worship church 35m North West

765847 dumping ground transfer station Wesburn Recovery & Waste Transfer Station 49m South

612336 education centre primary school Wesburn Primary School 63m North West

642904 reserve park 199m North

1018718 landmark monument Wesburn War Memorial 414m North West

66931 excavation site abandoned quarry 616m East

647597 reserve park 697m South West

633924 reserve cemetery Upper Yarra Cemetery -Wesburn 716m South West

647599 reserve park 784m South West

654887 sign emergency marker SYR235 881m North West

633303 recreational resource group camp Douglas Donald Recreation Centre 955m South

Features of Interest within the dataset buffer:

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 40
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60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799
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Hydrogeology & Groundwater

Hydrogeology

Description of aquifers within the dataset buffer:

Hydrogeology Map of Australia: Commonwealth of Australia (Geoscience Australia)
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Depth to Watertable

On-site Depth to Watertable:

On-site Groundwater Salinity:

Groundwater Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Depth to Watertable Percent Of Site Area

10 to 20 metres 69

20 to 50 metres 28

5 to 10 metres 3

Groundwater Salinity

Groundwater Salinity Percent Of Site Area

Less than 500 mg/l 100

Approximate on-site Surface Elevation:

Surface Elevation

Approximate on-site Basement Elevation:

Basement Elevation

Surface Elevation

155 AHDm to 191 AHDm

Basement Elevation - Basement Rocks comprise Lower Palaeozoic basement rocks that form the highlands and the crystalline basement; and 
Mesozoic rocks of the Otway and Gippsland basins both outcropping and subsurface

147 AHDm to 191 AHDm

Description Distance Direction

Fractured or fissured, extensive aquifers of low to moderate productivity 0m Onsite

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 42
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Groundwater Boreholes
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Data Sources: Property Boundaries -  
State Government Victoria - Department of Environment, 
Land, Water & Planning
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Bore Id Use Type Drillers Log Construction Latest 
Water 
Levels

Geology Completed 
Date

Dist 
(m)

Dir

124957 Groundwater 
Investigation

0.00m-0.20m SOIL
0.20m-2.00m SILTY CLAY
2.00m-6.00m REDDISH CLAY
6.00m-8.00m GRAVELLY CLAY
8.00m-9.00m YELLOW SILTSTONE

-1.00m-6.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc Class 18
6.00m-9.00m INNER LINING - 
SCREEN = Pvc Class 18
0.00m-1.00m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Cement
4.50m-5.50m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Bentonite
5.50m-9.00m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Gravel

1993-12-08 135 South

101001 Domestic, 
Stock

0.00m-0.30m TOP SOIL
0.30m-7.60m RED CLAY
7.60m-9.70m PINK CLAY
9.70m-13.70m WHITE BAKED CLAY
13.70m-32.00m MEDIUM HARD BLUE 
MUDSTONE
32.00m-76.00m HARD BLUE 
MUDSTONE WITH SOME FRACTURES

0.00m-32.60m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Steel
32.60m-76.00m INNER LINING 
- SCREEN = Steel

32.60m-76.00m 
Mudstone

1986-02-19 227 South 
West

124956 Groundwater 
Investigation

0.00m-2.50m CLAY FILL
2.50m-10.50m RED TO GREY CLAY
10.50m-12.00m YELLOW SILTSTONE

-1.00m-6.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc Class 18
6.00m-12.00m INNER LINING - 
SCREEN = Pvc Class 18
0.00m-1.00m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Cement
4.50m-5.50m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Bentonite
5.50m-12.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Gravel

6.00m-12.00m 
Siltstone

1993-12-07 266 South

124958 Groundwater 
Investigation

0.00m-0.10m SOIL
0.10m-9.00m YELLOW MOTTLED 
CLAYS
9.00m-12.00m GREY MUDSTONE

-1.00m-9.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc Class 18
9.00m-12.00m INNER LINING - 
SCREEN = Pvc Class 18
0.00m-1.00m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Cement
7.00m-8.00m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Bentonite
8.00m-12.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Gravel

9.00m-12.00m 
Mudstone

1994-02-10 417 South

100992 Irrigation 0.00m-3.00m TOP SOIL AND CLAY
3.00m-12.19m MED HARD PINK 
MUDSTONE
12.19m-73.15m MED HARD GREY 
MUDSTONE, SOFT BANDS

0.00m-54.86m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc
54.86m-70.06m INNER LINING 
- SCREEN = Pvc

54.86m-70.06m 
Silt

1983-04-03 655 South 
West

WRK103601 Observation 0.00m-1.50m SILTY SAND
1.50m-3.20m SANDY CLAY
3.20m-4.50m RIVER GRAVELS
4.50m-5.00m SANDY CLAY

0.00m-1.60m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc
1.60m-3.60m INNER LINING - 
SCREEN = Pvc
0.00m-0.90m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Cement
0.90m-1.40m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Bentonite
1.40m-3.60m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Gravel
3.60m-5.00m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Bentonite

2017-11-13 760 North 
West

101000 Domestic 0.00m-6.00m FIRM MOTTLED RED 
CLAY
6.00m-12.00m FIRM CLAYEY GRAVEL 
WOME LARGE BOULDERS
12.00m-13.50m MEDIUM HARD 
MUDSTONE
13.50m-30.00m HARD SANDSTONE 
WITH SOME FRACTURES

0.00m-13.50m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Mild Steel
13.50m-30.00m INNER LINING 
- SCREEN = Mild Steel

13.50m-30.00m 
Sandstone

1985-12-06 764 South 
West

WRK967651 Domestic & 
Stock

0.00m-1.00m TOP SOIL
1.00m-4.00m CLAY
4.00m-22.00m YELLOW MUDSTONE
22.00m-28.00m GREY MUDSTONE
28.00m-42.00m YELLOW MUDSTONE
42.00m-80.00m GREY MUDSTONE

0.30m-80.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc

2004-12-04 828 South 
West

Groundwater Boreholes

Boreholes (DELWP WMIS)

Boreholes from the Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning's Water Measurement 
Information System, within the dataset buffer:

60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799
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Bore Id Use Type Drillers Log Construction Latest 
Water 
Levels

Geology Completed 
Date

Dist 
(m)

Dir

133669 Domestic, 
Stock

0.00m-0.30m SOIL
0.30m-2.50m SILTY CLAY
2.50m-5.00m GRAVEL & SAND & SILT
5.00m-40.00m DARK GREY SILTY 
MUDSTONE
40.00m-52.00m GREY SANDSTONE & 
QUARTZ

0.20m-52.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc Class 9
40.00m-42.00m INNER LINING 
- SCREEN = Pvc Class 9
0.00m-1.00m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Cement
39.00m-0.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Seal

40.00m-42.00m 
Sandstone

1997-02-13 949 West

101006 Domestic, 
Stock

0.00m-28.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc
28.00m-137.00m INNER 
LINING - SCREEN = Pvc

28.00m-
137.00m 
Sedimentary

1987-04-08 1020 South 
East

100993 Domestic, 
Stock

0.00m-10.62m CLAY
10.62m-30.48m BLUE MUDSTONE

0.00m-12.19m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc Class 9
12.19m-30.48m INNER LINING 
- SCREEN = Pvc Class 9

12.19m-30.48m 
Mudstone

1983-01-06 1139 West

135104 Domestic 0.00m-2.00m SANDY SOIL
2.00m-4.00m STIFF GREY CLAY
4.00m-6.50m SAND & GRAVEL TO 75 
MM
6.50m-37.00m GREY SILTSTONE & 
SANDSTONE

0.20m-7.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Steel
0.20m-37.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc Class 12
25.00m-37.00m INNER LINING 
- SCREEN = Steel
0.00m-19.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Cement
19.00m-20.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Bentonite
20.00m-37.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Gravel

25.00m-37.00m 
Sandstone

1998-05-21 1251 West

WRK090007 Domestic & 
Stock

0.00m-1.50m TOP SOIL
1.50m-3.00m CLAY
3.00m-5.00m CLAY WITH LARGE 
RIVER ROCKS
5.00m-65.00m SILTSTONE

0.00m-5.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Stainless Steel
0.00m-5.00m OUTER LINING - 
GRAVEL = Cement

2015-12-29 1269 North 
West

WRK032050 Irrigation 0.00m-1.00m SOIL
1.00m-2.00m DARK GREY SILT
2.00m-4.00m SILT, SAND, LARGE 
GRAVEL
4.00m-6.00m DARK GREY SILTY CLAY
6.00m-30.00m DARK GREY 
LIMESTONE (SOFT)
30.00m-37.00m HARD GREY 
SILTSTONE & SANDSTONE

-0.20m-6.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Steel
-0.10m-37.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc
27.00m-37.00m INNER LINING 
- SCREEN = Pvc
25.00m-37.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Gravel

1994-02-09 1271 West

WRK980990 1639 South 
West

WRK096137 Domestic & 
Stock

0.00m-0.60m Topsoil
0.60m-3.50m CLAY
3.50m-16.00m SILTSTONE
16.00m-70.00m GRANODIORITE

0.00m-62.00m INNER LINING - 
CASING = Pvc Class 12
62.00m-66.00m INNER LINING 
- CASING = Pvc Class 12
66.00m-69.00m INNER LINING 
- SCREEN = Pvc Class 12
69.00m-70.00m INNER LINING 
- CASING = Pvc Class 12
0.00m-18.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Cement
18.00m-20.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Bentonite
20.00m-70.00m OUTER LINING 
- GRAVEL = Gravel

66.00m-69.00m 
Granodiorite

2016-12-09 1795 East

Boreholes WMIS Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en
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Bore Id Authority Type Uses Initial 
TD

Log Dist
(m)

Direct

N/A No records within 
buffer

Groundwater Boreholes

Boreholes (Federation University)

Boreholes from the Federation University Australia dataset, within the dataset buffer:

Boreholes FedUni Data Source: © Federation University Australia

60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Boreholes (Earth Resources Database)

Boreholes from the Earth Resources dataset, within the dataset buffer:

Boreholes Earth Resources Data Source: © The State of Victoria, Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and 
Resources 2015. Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Australia 

Bore Id Bore Type Company Usage Method Status Drill Date Depth Elevation Accuracy
(m)

Dist
(m)

Direct

101001 Private 
Individual/Corporati
on

Domestic & 
Stock water 
supply

Air 
Percussion/Air 
Rotary

19/02/1986 76.00 100 241 South 
West

100992 Private 
Individual/Corporati
on

Irrigation Air 
Percussion/Air 
Rotary

03/04/1983 73.15 100 641 South 
West

101000 Private 
Individual/Corporati
on

Domestic water 
supply

Air 
Percussion/Air 
Rotary

06/12/1985 30.00 100 772 South 
West
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Historical Mining Activity - Shafts
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Historical Mining Activity - Shafts
Mine Shaft Locations were collected by a variety of methods from 1869 in some areas of the state, 
mainly concentrating in Ballarat and Bendigo. In places a shaft may be recorded multiple times with a 
different source. In cases where several shaft locations are shown close together (generally with 
separations less than stated position errors) and they have different sources, it is possible that one shaft 
has been mapped several times. In cases where several shaft locations are shown close together but 
they have the same information source, it is possible that each shaft location represents a different shaft 
on the ground.

Historical Mine Shafts within the dataset buffer:

Historical Mining Activity Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport & 
Resources
Creative Commons 4.0 © Commonwealth of Australia https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

Map Id Name Source Depth (m) Collar (ft) Fill/Cap 
Method

Location 
Desc

Location 
Accuracy

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer
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Geology
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Geological Units
What are the Geological Units onsite?

Symbol Name Description Geological 
Age

Lithology Dataset

Dxh Humevale Siltstone 
(Dxh): hornfels

hornfels Llandovery to 
Early 
Devonian; 
Late Devonian 
to Late 
Devonian

hornfels (all) 1:250,000

Qc1 colluvium( Qc1): 
generic

Diamictite, gravel, sand, silt, clay, rubble: sorting 
variable, usually poor; generally poorly rounded; 
clasts locally sourced; includes channel deposits with 
better rounding and sorting

Pliocene to 
Holocene

diamictite 
(dominant); gravel 
material 
(significant); sand 
(significant); silt 
material 
(significant)

1:250,000

Symbol Name Description Geological 
Age

Lithology Dataset

Dxh Humevale Siltstone 
(Dxh): hornfels

hornfels Llandovery to 
Early 
Devonian; Late 
Devonian to 
Late Devonian

hornfels (all) 1:250,000

Dxh Humevale Siltstone 
(Dxh): generic

Siltstone: brown, laminated; minor very fine- to fine-
grained sandstone laminae and thin beds towards 
the top of the formation; distal shelf and 
hemipelagic deposits.

Llandovery to 
Early Devonian

siltstone (major 
proportion); 
sandstone (minor 
proportion)

1:250,000

Qa1 alluvium( Qa1): 
generic

Gravel, sand, silt: variably sorted and rounded; 
generally unconsolidated; includes deposits of low 
terraces; alluvial floodplain deposits

Pleistocene to 
Holocene

gravel material 
(significant); sand 
(significant); silt 
material 
(significant)

1:250,000

Qc1 colluvium( Qc1): 
generic

Diamictite, gravel, sand, silt, clay, rubble: sorting 
variable, usually poor; generally poorly rounded; 
clasts locally sourced; includes channel deposits 
with better rounding and sorting

Pliocene to 
Holocene

diamictite 
(dominant); gravel 
material 
(significant); sand 
(significant); silt 
material 
(significant)

1:250,000

Sji Wilson Creek Shale( 
Sji): generic

Pyritic black shale, siltstone: black; laminated to 
thick-bedded; sparsely fossiliferous with plant 
fossils and graptolites

Pragian to 
Pragian

shale (dominant); 
siltstone (trace 
proportion)

1:250,000

What are the Geological Units within the dataset buffer?

Geology Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport & Resources
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en
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Map Id Type Name Contact Positional 
Accuracy

Dataset

No 
features

1:250,000

Geological Structures

What are the Geological Faults or Faulted Contacts onsite?

Map Id Type Name Description Positional 
Accuracy

Dataset

No Data 
Coverage

What are the Dykes, Marker Beds and Veins onsite?

What are the Shear Zones onsite (1:250,000 scale)?

Map Id Type Name Description Positional 
Accuracy

Dataset

No 
features

1:250,000

What are the Geological Faults or Faulted Contacts within the dataset buffer?

What are the Dykes, Marker Beds and Veins within the dataset buffer?

Map Id Type Name Contact Positional 
Accuracy

Dataset

No 
features

1:250,000

Map Id Type Name Description Positional 
Accuracy

Dataset

No Data 
Coverage

What are the Shear Zones within the dataset buffer (1:250,000 scale)?

Map Id Type Name Description Positional 
Accuracy

Dataset

No 
features

1:250,000

Geology Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport & Resources
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Geology
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799
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Soil Landscapes
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Atlas of Australian Soils
Australian soil types within the dataset buffer:

Symbol Soil Order Map Unit Description Distance

Pb4 Chromosol Mountainous at low to moderate elevation: moderate to steep hill slopes of hard 
acidic red soils (Dr2.21) with hard acidic yellow mottled soils (Dy3.21) and other 
(Dy) soils including (Dy2.2, Dy2.41, Dy2.71, Dy3.81) and (Dr) soils including 
(Dr2.61); in association with loamy soils with an A2 horizon (Um4.2 and Um4.1), 
shallow grey-brown sandy soils (Uc6.11), and rock outcrops; small areas of soils of 
unit Mh4 of Sheet 2 at the higher altitudes; small areas of (Dy3.41) soils in areas of 
restricted drainage at low altitudes; dissected by stream valleys, soils not 
described. As mapped on Sheet 3 (north of the Murray River), areas of unit Pf1 are 
included.

0m

Tb1 Sodosol Hills and valley plains: hills and hill slopes of hard acidic yellow mottled soils 
(Dy3.41 and Dy3.42) in association with hard neutral red soils (Dr2.22 and Dr2.32), 
shallow grey-brown sandy soils (Uc6.11), and rock outcrops; smaller localized 
areas of (Dy3.61), (Dy3.81), (Dy3.21), (Dy4.21), (Dr2.11), (Dr2.41), also (Gn2.74) 
on hills and slopes; valley plains of hard neutral or alkaline yellow mottled soils 
(Dy3.42 and Dy3.43) with red mottled soils (Dr3.33) and others not described but 
including cracking clays (Ug5.1) and (Um) soils. Soils of low-lying wet situations 
generally not studied but (Uf6.41) has been recorded therein. Note in the smaller 
areas of this unit only the dominant soils of the unit may occur therein.

0m

Mk2 Dermosol Mountainous to sub-mountainous at moderate to low elevations: moderate to steep 
slopes at the relatively higher elevations of red and brown friable porous earths 
(Gn4.14 and Gn4.34) with smaller areas of (Gn4. 11 and Gn4.3 1 ); and gentle to 
steep slopes at the relatively lower elevations of red friable earths, such as 
(Gn3.14), and yellow leached earths, such as (Gn3.84), in the  relatively drier 
portions, other undescribed soils probably occur also..

563m

Atlas of Australian Soils: CSIRO
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Soils Landscapes
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Victorian Soil Type Mapping
Victorian Soil Types within the dataset buffer:

Symbol Description Distance

DEAC Yellow Dermosols 0m

KUAB Brown Kurosols 0m

DEAA Red Dermosols 147m

CHAB Brown Chromosols 254m

DEAB Brown Dermosols 397m

Victorian Soil Type Mapping Data Source: Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Acid Sulfate Soils
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Atlas of Australian Acid Sulfate Soils
Atlas of Australian Acid Sulfate Soil categories within the dataset buffer:

Atlas of Australian Acid Sulfate Soils Data Source: CSIRO
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

PROBCLASS Description Distance

B Low Probability of occurrence. 6-70% chance of occurrence. 0m

C Extremely low probability of occurrence. 1-5% chance of occurrence with occurrences in small localised 
areas.

0m
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Acid Sulfate Soils
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Coastal Acid Sulfate Soils
What are the on-site Coastal Acid Sulfate Soil types?

Coastal Acid Sulfate Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Coastal Acid Sulfate Soil Types

There are no Acid Sulfate areas onsite

What are the Coastal Acid Sulfate Soil types within the dataset buffer?

Coastal Acid Sulfate Soil Types Distance Direction

There are no Acid Sulfate areas within the report buffer

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 57
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Planning Zones

Planning zones within the dataset buffer:

Planning
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Zone Code Description Distance Direction

PPRZ PUBLIC PARK AND RECREATION ZONE 0m Onsite

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 0m Onsite

GWAZ1 GREEN WEDGE A ZONE - SCHEDULE 1 0m South

GWZ4 GREEN WEDGE ZONE - SCHEDULE 4 0m South

PUZ2 PUBLIC USE ZONE - EDUCATION 0m North West

RDZ1 ROAD ZONE - CATEGORY 1 0m North

RLZ1 RURAL LIVING ZONE - SCHEDULE 1 0m North

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 21m South West

RLZ1 RURAL LIVING ZONE - SCHEDULE 1 23m West

GWZ4 GREEN WEDGE ZONE - SCHEDULE 4 126m West

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 152m East

PCRZ PUBLIC CONSERVATION AND RESOURCE ZONE 164m East

RDZ2 ROAD ZONE - CATEGORY 2 382m West

RLZ1 RURAL LIVING ZONE - SCHEDULE 1 419m North West

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 442m North

GWZ4 GREEN WEDGE ZONE - SCHEDULE 4 461m North

RLZ1 RURAL LIVING ZONE - SCHEDULE 1 463m North

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 483m North West

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 484m West

IN3Z INDUSTRIAL 3 ZONE 489m South West

RLZ1 RURAL LIVING ZONE - SCHEDULE 1 502m North West

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 596m South West

GWZ4 GREEN WEDGE ZONE - SCHEDULE 4 621m North West

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 693m North

GWZ4 GREEN WEDGE ZONE - SCHEDULE 4 716m North

PUZ5 PUBLIC USE ZONE - CEMETERY/CREMATORIUM 716m South West

PPRZ PUBLIC PARK AND RECREATION ZONE 743m North West

PCRZ PUBLIC CONSERVATION AND RESOURCE ZONE 789m North

GWZ4 GREEN WEDGE ZONE - SCHEDULE 4 842m West

RLZ1 RURAL LIVING ZONE - SCHEDULE 1 858m South West

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 889m East
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Planning Zone Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Zone Code Description Distance Direction

PUZ1 PUBLIC USE ZONE - SERVICE AND UTILITY 890m West

PCRZ PUBLIC CONSERVATION AND RESOURCE ZONE 955m South

RCZ3 RURAL CONSERVATION ZONE - SCHEDULE 3 971m East

Lotsearch Pty Ltd ABN 89 600 168 018 60
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Planning Overlays

Planning overlays within the dataset buffer:

Planning Overlay Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Planning
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Zone Code Description Distance Direction

BMO BUSHFIRE MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 0m Onsite

ESO1-B64 ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 1 (SITE B64) 0m Onsite

ESO1-Z19 ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 1 (SITE Z19) 0m Onsite

SLO4 SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 4 23m North East

HO359 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO359) 167m North West

SCO9 SPECIFIC CONTROLS OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 9 229m North West

BMO BUSHFIRE MANAGEMENT OVERLAY 254m West

HO361 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO361) 331m North West

RO87 RESTRUCTURE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 87 419m North West

HO360 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO360) 428m South West

SLO17 SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 17 501m South East

RO87 RESTRUCTURE OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 87 502m North West

HO362 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO362) 716m South West

HO214 HERITAGE OVERLAY (HO214) 743m West

SCO3 SPECIFIC CONTROLS OVERLAY - SCHEDULE 3 955m South
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Victorian Heritage Register

What are the Victorian Heritage Register items located within the dataset buffer?:

Victorian Heritage Register Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

Heritage
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

VHR Number Description Distance Direction

N/A No records within buffer

Commonwealth Heritage List

Heritage Data Source: Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy - Heritage Branch
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

What are the Commonwealth Heritage List Items located within the dataset buffer?

Place Id Name Address Place File No Class Status Register 
Date

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer

National Heritage List

Heritage Data Source: Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy - Heritage Branch
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

What are the National Heritage List Items located within the dataset buffer?
Note. Please click on Place Id to activate a hyperlink to online website.

Place Id Name Address Place File No Class Status Register 
Date

Distance Direction

N/A No records in buffer
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Areas of Cultural Heritage Sensitivity as specified in Division 3 of Part 2 in the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage 
Regulations 2018, within the dataset buffer:

Heritage
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799

Cultural Heritage Sensitivity Data Custodian: State Government Victoria -  Department of Premier and Cabinet
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

Cultural Heritage Sensitivity

Map Id Distance Direction

3941 0m Onsite

3938 97m North East

3942 247m North East

3947 989m South East
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Map ID Feature Plan No LGA Gazetted Date Distance Direction

74 Designated Bushfire Prone 
Area

LEGL./20-304 YARRA RANGES 07/09/2020 0m Onsite

Natural Hazards

Bushfire Prone Areas

What are the designated bushfire prone areas within the dataset buffer?

Bushfire Prone Area Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Transport, Planning & Local Infrastructure
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Map Id Fire Type Fire Key Season Fire No Fire Name Treatment Fire Cover Start Date Dist
(m)

Direction

11491 BURN 2015 PT0025 WESBURN - 
EDWARDS 
STREET

FUEL 
REDUCTION

70-89 04/03/2015 0m Onsite

11287 BURN 2015 PT0025 WESBURN - 
EDWARDS 
STREET

FUEL 
REDUCTION

50-69 04/03/2015 0m Onsite

11492 BURN 2015 PT0025 WESBURN - 
EDWARDS 
STREET

FUEL 
REDUCTION

50-69 04/03/2015 0m Onsite

24246 BUSHFIRE W193999999 1939 999 FIRE 0m Onsite

11288 BURN 2015 PT0025 WESBURN - 
EDWARDS 
STREET

FUEL 
REDUCTION

50-69 04/03/2015 64m North 
East

11493 BURN 2015 PT0025 WESBURN - 
EDWARDS 
STREET

FUEL 
REDUCTION

70-89 04/03/2015 80m North 
East

10841 BURN 2018 PP-YRA-
POW-0020

WESBURN - 
YARRA 
SILVAN 
CONDUIT

FUEL 
REDUCTION

06/04/2018 155m East

12079 BURN 2010 P117 Blue Nose 
Creek

FUEL 
REDUCTION

70-89 05/04/2010 211m North 
East

10850 BUSHFIRE W199118024 1991 024 FIRE 211m South 
East

11042 BUSHFIRE W198399999 1983 999 FIRE 0-9 216m East

11626 BUSHFIRE W200318999 2003 999 FIRE 90-100 16/09/2003 265m South 
East

11821 BUSHFIRE W200218999 2002 999 FIRE 90-100 30/09/2001 266m South 
East

10941 BURN 1996 999 FUEL 
REDUCTION

267m South 
East

12058 BURN 2018 PP-YRA-
POW-0020

WESBURN - 
YARRA 
SILVAN 
CONDUIT

FUEL 
REDUCTION

06/04/2018 271m East

11579 BURN 2010 P81 Crusher Trk FUEL 
REDUCTION

70-89 23/10/2009 319m East

11582 BURN 2010 P120 Strategic 
Fuelbreak-
Brahms Road

FUEL 
REDUCTION

90-100 25/11/2009 375m North 
East

Fire History

What are the fire history records of fires primarily on public land, within the dataset buffer?

60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799
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Map Id Fire Type Fire Key Season Fire No Fire Name Treatment Fire Cover Start Date Dist
(m)

Direction

11438 BURN 2012 PT0027 FUEL 
REDUCTION

70-89 14/02/2012 451m North

11439 BURN 2012 PT0027 FUEL 
REDUCTION

70-89 21/02/2012 458m North

12247 BURN 2009 P55 FUEL 
REDUCTION

18/04/2009 674m North 
East

11580 BUSHFIRE W201053001 2010 1 WESBURN, 
YARRA 
SILVAN 
CONDUIT 
TRACK

FIRE 70-89 23/10/2009 746m East

11020 BURN 2000 P63 FUEL 
REDUCTION

27/09/1999 758m North

11578 BURN 2010 P113 Prices Rd FUEL 
REDUCTION

70-89 23/10/2009 832m North

11043 BUSHFIRE W198318999 1983 999 FIRE 0-9 955m South

Fire History Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Flood - 1 in 100 year modelled flood extent

What 1 in 100 year flood extent features exist within the dataset buffer?

Flood Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Feature Source Method Scale Modified Date Distance Direction

N/A No records within buffer
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Description Distance Direction

No records within buffer

Natural Hazards

Victorian Coastal Inundation Sea Level Rise

What coastal inundation sea level rise features exist within the dataset buffer?

Victorian Coastal Inundation Sea Level Rise Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & 
Planning
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799
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Veg Code EVC Name EVCCode Group Subgroup Bioregion Conservation 
Status

Geographic 
Occurance

Distance

HSF_0016 Lowland Forest 0016 Lowland 
Forests

Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Least Concern Common 0m

HSF_0018 Riparian Forest 0018 Riparian Scrubs 
or Swampy 
Scrubs and 
Woodlands

Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Least Concern Common 0m

HSF_0029 Damp Forest 0029 Wet or Damp 
Forests

Damp Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Least Concern Common 0m

HSF_0793 Damp Heathy 
Woodland

0793 Heathy 
Woodlands

Damp and/or 
less well-
drained

Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Depleted Common 0m

HSF_0045 Shrubby Foothill 
Forest

0045 Dry Forests Sheltered 
and/or higher 
altitude

Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Least Concern Common 279m

HSF_0017 Riparian 
Scrub/Swampy 
Riparian Woodland 
Complex

0017 Riparian Scrubs 
or Swampy 
Scrubs and 
Woodlands

Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Vulnerable not 
applicable

288m

HSF_0023 Herb-rich Foothill 
Forest

0023 Dry Forests Sheltered 
and/or higher 
altitude

Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Least Concern Common 774m

HSF_0126 Swampy Riparian 
Complex

0126 Riparian Scrubs 
or Swampy 
Scrubs and 
Woodlands

Highlands - 
Southern Fall

Endangered Common 778m

Ecological Constraints

Native Vegetation (Modelled 2005 Ecological Vegetation Classes)

What native vegetation exists within the dataset buffer?

Native Vegetation Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Map ID Site Name Lake Name Distance Direction

N/A No records within buffer

Ramsar Wetlands

What Ramsar wetland areas exist within the dataset buffer?

Ramsar Wetland Area Data Custodian: State Government Victoria - Dept of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799
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GDE Type Name GDE Potential Geomorphology Ecosystem 
Type

Aquifer Geology Distance

Aquatic YANKEE 
JIM 
CREEK

High potential GDE - from 
national assessment

Dissected high plateaus 
on various resistant 
rocks, with isolated high 
plains.

River Fractured rock 0m

Terrestrial Low potential GDE - from national 
assessment

Dissected high plateaus 
on various resistant 
rocks, with isolated high 
plains.

Vegetation Fractured rock 722m

Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems Atlas

What GDEs exist within the dataset buffer?

Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems Atlas Data Source: The Bureau of Meteorology
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Ecological Constraints
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799
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GDE Type Name IDE 
Likelih
ood

Geomorphology Ecosystem 
Type

Aquifer Geology Distance

Aquatic YANKEE 
JIM CREEK

2 Dissected high plateaus on various 
resistant rocks, with isolated high 
plains.

River Fractured rock 0m

Aquatic BALLARAT 
GULLY

5 Dissected high plateaus on various 
resistant rocks, with isolated high 
plains.

River Fractured rock 282m

Terrestrial 6 Dissected high plateaus on various 
resistant rocks, with isolated high 
plains.

Vegetation Fractured rock 722m

Aquatic YANKEE 
JIMS 
CREEK

8 Dissected high plateaus on various 
resistant rocks, with isolated high 
plains.

River Unconsolidated sedimentary 904m

Inflow Dependent Ecosystems Likelihood

What IDEs exist within the dataset buffer?

Inflow Dependent Ecosystems Likelihood Data Source: The Bureau of Meteorology
Creative Commons 3.0 © Commonwealth of Australia http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en

Ecological Constraints
60 Old Warburton Road, Wesburn, VIC 3799
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LC Code Location Confidence

Premise match Georeferenced to the site location / premise or part of site

General area or suburb match Georeferenced with the confidence of the general/approximate area

Road match Georeferenced to the road or rail

Road intersection Georeferenced to the road intersection

Feature is a buffered point Feature is a buffered point

Land adjacent to geocoded site Land adjacent to Georeferenced Site

Network of features Georeferenced to a network of features

Location Confidences
Where Lotsearch has had to georeference features from supplied addresses, a location confidence has 
been assigned to the data record. This indicates a confidence to the positional accuracy of the feature. 
Where applicable, a code is given under the field heading “LC” or “LocConf”. These codes lookup to the 
following location confidences:
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USE OF REPORT - APPLICABLE TERMS

The following terms apply to any person (End User) who is given the Report by the person who purchased the 
Report from Lotsearch Pty Ltd (ABN: 89 600 168 018) (Lotsearch) or who otherwise has access to the Report 
(Terms). The contract terms that apply between Lotsearch and the purchaser of the Report are specified in the 
order form pursuant to which the Report was ordered and the terms set out below are of no effect as between 
Lotsearch and the purchaser of the Report.

1.         End User acknowledges and agrees that:
(a)           the Report is compiled from or using content (Third Party Content) which is comprised of:

(i)           content provided to Lotsearch by third party content suppliers with whom Lotsearch 
has contractual arrangements or content which is freely available or methodologies 
licensed to Lotsearch by third parties with whom Lotsearch has contractual 
arrangements (Third Party Content Suppliers); and

(ii)          content which is derived from content described in paragraph (i);
(b)        Neither Lotsearch nor Third Party Content Suppliers takes any responsibility for or give any 

warranty in relation to the accuracy or completeness of any Third Party Content included in 
the Report including any contaminated land assessment or other assessment included as part 
of a Report;

(c)         the Third Party Content Suppliers do not constitute an exhaustive set of all repositories or 
sources of information available in relation to the property which is the subject of the 
Report (Property) and accordingly neither Lotsearch nor Third Party Content Suppliers 
gives any warranty in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the Third Party Content 
incorporated into the report including any contaminated land assessment or other 
assessment included as part of a Report;

(d)        Reports are generated at a point in time (as specified by the date/time stamp appearing 
on the Report) and accordingly the Report is based on the information available at that 
point in time and Lotsearch is not obliged to undertake any additional reporting to take 
into consideration any information that may become available between the point in time 
specified by the date/time stamp and the date on which the Report was provided by 
Lotsearch to the purchaser of the Report;

(e)        Reports must be used or reproduced in their entirety and End User must not reproduce or 
make available to other persons only parts of the Report;

(f)         Lotsearch has not undertaken any physical inspection of the property;
 (g)        neither Lotsearch nor Third Party Content Suppliers warrants that all land uses or features              

whether past or current are identified in the Report;
(h)       the Report does not include any information relating to the actual state or condition of the 

Property;
(i)         the Report should not be used or taken to indicate or exclude actual fitness or unfitness of Land 

or Property for any particular purpose
(j)         the Report should not be relied upon for determining saleability or value or making any other 

decisions in relation to the Property and in particular should not be taken to be a rating or 
assessment of the desirability or market value of the property or its features; and

(k)        the End User should undertake its own inspections of the Land or Property to satisfy itself that 
there are no defects or failures

2.       The End User may not make the Report or any copies or extracts of the report or any part of it 
available to any other person. If End User wishes to provide the Report to any other person or make 
extracts or copies of the Report, it must contact the purchaser of the Report before doing so to 
ensure the proposed use is consistent with the contract terms between Lotsearch and the purchaser.

3.       Neither Lotsearch (nor any of its officers, employees or agents) nor any of its Third Party Content 
Suppliers will have any liability to End User or any person to whom End User provides the Report and 
End User must not represent that Lotsearch or any of its Third Party Content Suppliers accepts 
liability to any such person or make any other representation to any such person on behalf of 
Lotsearch or any Third Party Content Supplier.

4.       The End User hereby to the maximum extent permitted by law:
(a)         acknowledges that the Lotsearch (nor any of its officers, employees or agents), nor any 

of its Third Party Content Supplier have any liability to it under or in connection with the 
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Report or these Terms;
(b)        waives any right it may have to claim against Third Party Content Supplier in connection 

with the Report, or the negotiation of, entry into, performance of, or termination of 
these Terms; and

(c)        releases each Third Party Content Supplier from any claim it may have otherwise had in 
connection with the Report, or the negotiation of, entry into, performance of, or 
termination of these Terms.

5.       The End User acknowledges that any Third Party Supplier shall be entitled to plead the benefits 
conferred on it under clause 4, despite not being a party to these terms.

6.       End User must not remove any copyright notices, trade marks, digital rights management 
information, other embedded information, disclaimers or limitations from the Report or 
authorise any person to do so.

7.       End User acknowledges and agrees that Lotsearch and Third Party Content Suppliers retain ownership 
of all copyright, patent, design right (registered or unregistered), trade marks (registered or 
unregistered), database right or other data right, moral right or know how or any other intellectual 
property right in any Report or any other item, information or data included in or provided as part of 
a Report.

8.       To the extent permitted by law and subject to paragraph 9, all implied terms, representations and 
warranties whether statutory or otherwise relating to the subject matter of these Terms other than 
as expressly set out in these Terms are excluded.

9.        Subject to paragraph 6, Lotsearch excludes liability to End User for loss or damage of any kind, 
however caused, due to Lotsearch's negligence, breach of contract, breach of any law, in equity, 
under indemnities or otherwise, arising out of all acts, omissions and events whenever occurring.

10.     Lotsearch acknowledges that if, under applicable State, Territory or Commonwealth law, End User is 
a consumer certain rights may be conferred on End User which cannot be excluded, restricted or 
modified. If so, and if that law applies to Lotsearch, then, Lotsearch's liability is limited to the 
greater of an amount equal to the cost of resupplying the Report and the maximum extent 
permitted under applicable laws.

11.      Subject to paragraph 9, neither Lotsearch nor the End User is liable to the other for:
(a)        any indirect, incidental, consequential, special or exemplary damages arising out of or in relation 

to the Report or these Terms; or
(b)        any loss of profit, loss of revenue, loss of interest, loss of data, loss of goodwill or loss of business 

opportunities, business interruption arising directly or indirectly out of or in relation to the 
Report or these Terms,

        irrespective of how that liability arises including in contract or tort, liability under indemnity or for             
       any other common law, equitable or statutory cause of action or otherwise.
12.     These Terms are subject to New South Wales law.
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Appendix F – Hydrogeological Inspection 



Warburton Golf Course (proposed trail head) 

 

Existing club house at the golf 
course 

 

Existing house immediately 
south of the club rooms, 
including existing space for car 
parking. 

Viewed from the south.  

 

Existing equipment storage 
shed at the golf course. 

Viewed from the south. 



 

Existing chemical storage 
facility at the golf course. 

 

Typical golf club setting with 
manicured lawns, ornamental 
trees and café facilities 
attached to the clubhouse. 

 

Unnamed creek crossing at the 
Warburton Golf Course, viewed 
from the west. 

The proposed trail crosses this 
creek multiple times to the north 
and south of this point. 



 

The creek was observed to be 
flowing.   

In addition, the soil surrounding 
the creek was noted to be 
boggy underfoot as shown to 
the right of the pictured log. 



Wesburn Park (proposed trail head) 

 

Horse yard and trotting track. 

A shed for shelter is located 
beneath the trees on the right of 
the picture 

A playing field and pavilion are 
to the left of the picture. 

 

Existing public toilets and car 
parking facilities 

 

Melbourne Water pipeline 
easement traversing Wesburn 
Park, i.e. from behind the 
picture. 



Mt Donna Buang (proposed trail head) 

 

The Yarra Valley (rear) and 
toboggan slope (foreground) 
viewed from the lookout tower 

 

Existing picnic shelter facilities 

 

Existing public toilets and car 
parking facilities 



Dirt Gully Creek (O’Shannassy Aqueduct) 

 

The creek is in front of the 
sluice gate near the bend in the 
road. 

The proposed trail crossings 
are within thick scrub to the 
right of the track (and 
aqueduct). 

 

 

Dirt Gully Creek.  The creek can 
be seen flowing near the centre 
base of the picture. 

Water quality parameters 

EC: 71.8 µS/cm 

pH:  7.61 

Temp.:  13.8 0C 

Approximate location: 

383052 mE, 5822081 mN 

 



Dirt Gully Creek (O’Shannassy Aqueduct) 

 

Moss and ferns at ground level.  
The moss was observed to be 
wet and spongy at distances of 
approx. 2 m from the creek. 

 

In addition, the soil surrounding 
the creek was noted to be damp 
and soft as shown in the picture 



Scotchman’s Creek (Warburton Road) 

 

Scotchman’s Creek adjacent 
Old Warburton Road. 

The proposed trail crosses this 
creek, or tributaries of this 
creek, at several locations 
upstream of this point. 

Water quality parameters 

EC: 120 µS/cm 

pH:  8.31 

Temp.:  13.6 0C 

Approximate location: 

384217 mE, 5819445 mN 

 

Scotchman’s Creek adjacent 
Old Warburton Road. 

The soil surrounding the creek 
was noted to be damp and soft 
as shown in the picture 

 



Scotchman’s Creek (Mt Bride Road)  

 

Scotchman’s Creek adjacent Mt 
Bride Road. 

The proposed trail crosses this 
creek, or tributaries of this 
creek, at several locations 
upstream of this point. 

The creek at this location is dry. 

Approximate location: 

384371 mE, 5818379 mN 

 

 

Scotchman’s Creek adjacent Mt 
Bride Road. 

The proposed trail crosses this 
creek, or tributaries of this 
creek, at several locations 
upstream of this point. 

The creek at this location is dry. 



Miscellaneous photographs 

 

Existing sewer pump station 
near Ythan Creek. 

Ythan Creek flows south 
through the Warburton Golf 
course to the Yarra River. 
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Appendix G – Drinking water catchment risk 
assessment 
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Figure G1 Coranderrk Ck - map of original track (red) and proposed new track 

(yellow) and the catchment boundaries (light green – MW 

catchment, blue dashed – surveyed ridgeline) 

 

 

Figure G2 Map of Cement Creek Catchment 
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